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Abstract—This paper presents a novel model of interaction 

patterns between individual agents in dynamic social 
networks. A simulation was developed implementing the 
directed diffusion protocol to propagate beliefs through a 
social network. Belief propagation through a social network is 
modeled as packet propagation through a wireless sensor 
network using the directed diffusion protocol. This data 
propagation model is compared against a network using basic 
directed diffusion; the analysis measures the level of stress the 
networks experiences during the experiment as well as the 
individual and general energy consumption used. The 
evaluation of both methods will provide a better 
understanding of belief propagation in social networks by 
studying the dynamics in a directed diffusion network. The 
results of the experiment can also lead to models of interaction 
patterns between individual agents on dynamic social 
networks that can be integrated with real data from 
telecommunication service providers and person-person 
contact data. 

Keywords- social network models; wireless technologies; belief 
propagation; directed diffusion; gradients. 

I.  Introduction 
One of the most intriguing aspects of social networks is the 

propagation of beliefs. When a story or event originates in a 
part of a community, it may spread very quickly across the 
community, country, continent, or even across the entire 
planet.  Even more interesting is the process by which an 
event, opinion, perception, and belief are communicated 
across an electronic network manifestation of a social network. 
Due to the constant improvements of processing power, 
wireless connectivity capability, and miniaturization of digital 
processor technology, the wireless sensor network has 
emerged as the leading medium by which social artifacts may 
be communicated and spread over social networks. There are 
many different kinds of protocols used in wireless sensor 
networks, each of which places certain constraints over the 
communicability of messages sent across the network. One of 
the unifying and common objectives of these protocols is the 
management and optimization of energy consumption, since in 
many environments, grid power is not available. The 
communication of social aspects over an electronic medium 
such as a wireless sensor network represents a revolution in 
networking whereby all nodes of the network gather and 
process data, with consequential transmission of information, 
whether they are raw data, human perceptions, beliefs, and 
other social artifacts.  

A good real life example for a network of this nature would 
be a social network formed by interconnected mobile devices. 
These types of social networks are unlike the more commonly 
known social Internet networks such as the ones found on 
Facebook or Twitter. Rather, the social networks considered in 
this paper consist of individuals that interact with each other 
using devices in proximity with wireless technology enabled 
infrastructure or infrastructure-less systems to send and 
receive data constantly. As such, wireless devices gather and 
process information about each individual, and they transmit 
the information that is to be processed for the network as a 
whole. A conventional example of this type of network is that 
of individuals holding Bluetooth-enabled smartphone devices, 
which track the location of the individual, and share 
information with one another while in proximate contact or 
range. 

The main objective of this research is to determine the 
effectiveness of modeling belief propagation in social 
networks using directed diffusion, a wireless sensor network 
protocol. To this end, the performance of flat-data propagation 
in basic directed diffusion is compared against belief-
propagation in an extension of directed diffusion, hereby 
called “directed belief diffusion.” Critical and dynamic 
parameters of these two different networks, including 
individual node energy consumption, distribution of residual 
energy of each node in the network, and network lifetime, are 
compared and contrasted to determine the relative 
performance of each of these networks. The analysis illustrates 
the effective use of the directed belief diffusion method for 
data collection and sharing in many types of social networks, 
such as interactive smartphones, PDA, and tablets. 

This paper is organized as follows: a framework will be 
developed that will provide a basis of understanding for the 
concepts involved in the research. The concept of distributed 
sensor networks will be briefly examined prior to describing 
the directed diffusion protocol for wireless senor networks. 
This will be followed by the main focus of this paper, which is 
the concept of belief propagation and the directed belief 
diffusion protocol. Finally, the experiments, analysis, and 
conclusions will be given. 

II. Related Work 
Much research enquiring into the benefits of directed 

diffusion for efficient data propagation into a wireless network 
has been done. One outstanding example or study that yielded 
similar work to the work completed for this paper was 
presented on papers by F.Silva, et al. [1]. They exhaustively 
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researched the topic of directed diffusion in wireless networks.   
Particularly, on the paper entitled Directed Diffusion [1], they 
proposed the use of alternative-additional methods to enhance 
the way data propagated with directed diffusion using 
“Geographic Cues to Limit flooding.” This section of their 
paper promoted the use of alternative methods of data 
propagation (belief propagation) in addition to the directed 
diffusion. The paper described a situation in which there is an 
inefficient use of the network since the network analyzed was 
flooded whenever there was an interest from the sink node and 
how they avoided unnecessary network usage by using 
additional conditions to guide the data propagation. 

In addition, the work by Yedidia et al., [2], provided insight 
into the concept of belief propagation. Those authors studied 
inference problems, and explained the principles of the belief 
propagation algorithm, which allowed this study, investigate 
its implementation with directed diffusion. In addition, it is 
important to mention the work by Stankovic [3], who studied 
wireless sensor networks, and provided insight into the 
particularities’ of this type of networks, what generates 
efficiency for sensor networks, and any impacts of potential 
irregularities present in the network. 

This work presents a similar approach to the one proposed 
by F.Silva, et al. [1], trying to find novel methods for data 
propagation using alternative algorithms for decision-making 
to optimize the network usage in a wireless sensor network by 
adding the concepts on belief propagation brought by Yedidia 
et al., [2]. The most relevant difference between the work 
proposed in this paper and the one made by the referenced 
authors is the possibility of maintain the decision-making 
process as encapsulated as possible within the node, instead of 
using a global conditions such as Geographic Cues to optimize 
a balanced usage of the network and the energy consumption. 
Also, this paper provides a novel method of applying social 
artifacts into the routing decisions of a network, and thus, the 
network becomes socially inspired and driven by human 
attributes, such as perception, opinion, and belief. 

The following sections will present a brief review of the 
concept of distributed sensor networks, directed diffusion, and 
belief propagation. 

III. Distributed Sensor Networks 
To understand directed diffusion, it is important to provide 

an understanding of sensor networks where directed diffusion 
is applied. A sensor network consists of sensor nodes. A 
sensor node is simply a unit in a wireless network, which is 
capable of gathering, processing and sending sensory 
information to other nodes in the network.  

Sensor nodes might have one or more sensors. Examples of 
nodes in this network could be smartphones in busy 
intersections collecting Bluetooth scan data, or microphones in 
acoustic tests, distributed environmental monitors or activity 
tracking processors on an assembly line. The main 
characteristic of these types of nodes is their small size, and 

their energy efficiency. These characteristics allow for their 
use in small busy environments, without excessive planning 
required for their deployment. This further reduces the need 
for complex algorithms for network distribution or for energy 
savings.  

Sensor networks today are typically of two types of nodes: 
One which consists of a complex group of sensor nodes 
located at a distance from the events being sensed using 
algorithms for data processing, and another type in which the 
nodes are only used to send series of time bounded data to a 
central processing system, which is in charge of reducing and 
filtering the needed data [3].  

As energy efficiency is one of the most important 
considerations when implementing sensor networks, the 
consideration of which kind of sensor network to be deployed 
and how balanced the network is in terms of energy 
consumption takes uttermost importance. Usually, to save 
energy in the transmission of data in sensory networks, sensor 
nodes perform data manipulation to slim it down before it is 
transmitted. As such, in sensor networks there is a type of data 
transmission that is to be energy efficient by organizing 
individual nodes in a way whereby sample data that is 
generated by a target is reduced. To achieve this, sensor 
networks can use a “code value” to be transmitted, which 
could contain information such as the timestamp, the signal 
amplitude, and the degree of confidence in the estimate.  Then, 
nodes can compare the information they collect with 
information collected by their close neighbours to refine the 
data estimate and then send an optimised version of the 
message.  

IV. Directed Diffusion 
In a general sense directed diffusion is a paradigm in 

networking that allows for aggregation and delivery of sensed 
information to a target destination in an efficient way. At the 
node level directed diffusion consists of four main processes 
[4]. First, the starting node (sink) sends a data interest packet 
(called interest) to its close neighbours. Neighbours receive 
interests and set up gradients to point to where interests came 
from. Nodes relay interests to their neighbors. Second, a 
source node will send data that supports the interest (called 
exploratory data) to its gradients. Other nodes relay the 
exploratory data to their gradients. Third, when the originator 
(sink) receives exploratory data, it reinforces the node from 
which that data was received first. Other nodes reinforce their 
first exploratory data senders in turn. Finally, the source sends 
reinforced data along the reinforced path thus established. 
Directed diffusion is a paradigm that differs from traditional 
networking.  

 
In directed diffusion the node that requires information is 

identified as the sink node. The information that this node 
sends to its neighbours is a packet requesting for specific 
sensed information that is called an interest. This initial data 
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sharing is broadcasted to all nodes, so it is available to every 
node in the network for processing. As soon as there is an 
interest from a node that has the information that the sink node 
is requesting, the node with the data becomes the source node, 
and it proceeds to send data back to the sink node. This step in 
directed diffusion is called Exploratory Data.  At this stage, 
the source node broadcasts a response notification to its 
gradient nodes, while waiting for an optimal path to be 
generated for transmission of the data to its destination. 

When the sink node receives the information that the source 
node sent, it acknowledges identification of the neighbour 
node that conveyed the data and proceeds to send another 
packet of data to the source node in order to establish an 
optimal transmission path. This stage is called reinforcement 
data. During this stage the sink node unicasts an 
acknowledgement through the nodes conforming the optimal 
path to the source node indicating that data arrived and 
defining that from that point on, the path established will be 
used for data transmission, further slimming down data 
processing, and increasing energy efficiency, as in future 
messages the path to use will already be known. These stages 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Interest Propagation (Broadcast) 

 

 

Exploratory Data (Broadcast) 

 

Reinforcement Data (Monocast) 

Fig. 1. Scheme for directed diffusion [5]. 

V. Belief Propagation 
In order to enrich the framework and to understand the 

research performed, it is now necessary to provide some 
insight into the concept of belief propagation as implemented 
within the directed diffusion paradigm.   

Belief propagation is an algorithm in graph theory for 
performing inference. It allows for calculation if the marginal 
distribution for every node in a graph is known [6]. Belief 
propagation provides a solution where computational 
difficulty is increased in searching for different possible states 
in a graph.  

Through belief propagation, iterations are made to 
implement a process by which neighbouring nodes 
communicate back and forth with each other. The iteration 
consists of finding the likelihood that one variable Xm 
understand a second variable Xn to belong in different states 
within the graph. After n iterations, when the variables send 
enough messages back and forth to each other, they will 
converge to a consensus that encounters the marginal 
probabilities for each of the variables. Those marginal 
probabilities are called beliefs. Thus, the belief propagation 
algorithm can be summarized as a process where the messages 
send updated messages iteratively until they find convergence, 
and then the beliefs are calculated. 

The computational complexity of the belief propagation 
algorithm is O (S2) for each pair of nodes in the graph [6] 
where S is the dimension of state space [7]. This represents a 
great improvement over the complexity of a brute-force 
iteration, which has a complexity of O (Sn) where n represents 
the number of node pairs in the graph. The algorithm, 
however, has two identified complications: Firstly, if there are 
two graph-state configurations that are equally probable, the 
algorithm will yield a tie between two equally probable 
solutions. The solution to this would be to backtrack. A second 
known complication of this algorithm is identified when 
messages never come to convergence, but they oscillate, 
moving farther and farther from the solution. To resolve this 
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complication, messages that have momentum must be dropped 
to help in the location of convergence [6] [2]. 

VI. Directed Belief Diffusion 
Directed belief diffusion takes advantage of the message-

propagation effectiveness of directed diffusion and adds the 
intuitive decision-making capabilities of belief propagation. 
Directed belief diffusion relies on nodes making autonomous 
decisions regarding which nodes to send their data to, based on 
a set of belief-attributes, which are defined internally in each 
node and transmitted along with the data packets sent. 

The belief-attributes represent any physical, logical, or 
perceptual characteristic of a node that can be measured and 
defines how likely a node is a candidate for either data 
reception or transmission. This decision is based on a node 
ranking-table, which is defined in each node of the network. 
There can be one or multiple attributes defining directed belief 
diffusion. 

The ranking table of a node contains a numeric score for 
every neighbour node and is updated every time a node 
receives information from a neighbour. The numeric score is 
represented by Eq. (1): 

 
(1) 

Where: 

RN is the numeric rank for the node N 

Ai is an attribute  

wi is the weight coefficient defined for the ith attribute 

There can be multiple types of attributes, not only numeric 
ones. When an attribute Ai is defined as non-numeric (i.e. 
Gender, Blood type) its numeric value is determined by 
comparing it with the same attribute from the local node. This 
allows common interest between nodes to be stored; 
accordingly, a positive numeric value for the attribute may be 
established if common interest exists, or a negative value will 
be stored if the attribute from the neighbour node and the local 
node do not match. 

Eq. (1) gives a ranking value to every neighbour node that 
transmits information and keeps an updated ranking for that 
node by adding the rank value calculated to the previous one 
recorded if any. The weight wi for each attribute determines 
how much impact the attribute value has in the overall 
equation allowing the possibility of having more or less 
important attributes. 

In directed belief diffusion the sink node sends to its 
neighbours a packet, which contains a request for specific data 
along with the sink’s attributes. The packet is called an 
interest. This packet is broadcasted to all nodes, so it is 
available to every possible neighbour in the network for 
processing. The nodes which receive the data interest packets 

calculate the rank value (using Eq. (1)) for the node(s) that 
broadcasted the interest, giving each node a rank value defined 
by its attributes. The rank value defines the magnitude of the 
belief-gradient between the sender and receiver nodes. 

When a source node receives an interest, it proceeds to 
transmit belief-path packet back to the sink node. This step in 
directed belief diffusion is called Belief Path Finding, and its 
purpose is to find the best paths from the source to sink in 
terms of belief. The main difference between Belief Path 
Finding and the Exploratory Data process in directed 
diffusion is that a node in Belief Path Finding forwards a 
belief-path packet to its highest ranked nodes, while the 
Exploratory Data process broadcasts an exploratory packet to 
every gradient. 

The rank value held in every node to determine if a 
neighbour is a candidate for data transmission is defined by 
the median and standard deviation calculated after having 
gathered all ranking values from neighbours.  If a neighbour 
node’s rank falls in the range between the median value and 
the standard deviation edge it becomes a node eligible for data 
transmission in the Belief Path Finding process. Other nodes 
that fall out of the range are disregarded. 

When the sink node receives the information that the source 
node transmitted, it acknowledges identification of the 
neighbour node that conveyed the data and proceeds to send 
another packet of data to the source node in order to establish 
an optimal transmission path. This stage is called 
reinforcement data. This stage emulates the process used by 
directed diffusion to establish the optimal transmission path. 
This path may change if the attributes from the optimal path 
nodes don’t meet with the ranking criteria at any certain point, 
allowing the possibility of having a balanced use of the 
network nodes. 

Fig. 2. Shows the process held by the directed belief 
diffusion protocol. 
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Interest Propagation (Broadcast) 

 

Belief Path Finding (Monocast) 

 

Reinforcement Data (Monocast) 

Fig. 2. Scheme for Directed Belief Diffusion. 
 

A custom made directed belief diffusion algorithm was 
applied to the simulated distributed sensor network in order to 
compare energy and processing efficiency of the two runs. 

VII. Experiments 
As it has been described previously, the experiment 

consisted of two runs of a sensor network simulation. The first 
run evaluated the directed diffusion protocol for data 
propagation over the sensor network, and the second run 
measured the performance of directed belief diffusion to 
propagate data.  

The first simulation consisted of a network containing 1000 
nodes on a 35x35 grid. The simulation generated 20 iterations 
(rounds). After each round, the energy use for each node was 

calculated. The nodes used for the simulation have a radio 
range of 4 units. This means that they could transmit data as 
far as four grids on either side. This helped determine which 
nodes were neighbors. At the end of the simulation and overall 
energy consumption was calculated. 

For the simulation of directed belief diffusion, three 
additional classes were added to the code, which allowed for a 
ranking to be made of the nodes that sent and received 
information. The ranking value consisted of 3 attributes: 

 A1 Energy used 
 A2 Gender 
 A3 Order of arrival 

As one of the aims of this experiment was to fit the results 
to a social network model, it was decided to use attributes 
typical in a social interaction. The weight used for each 
attribute was: 

w1 = -1  w2 = 5  w3 = 2 

The coefficient (weight) for the energy consumption was 
negative because it was desired to decrease the rank value of 
any node that had a high energy used value. On the contrary, 
the coefficient for the gender attribute was the highest because 
of its social connotation. Finally, the coefficient for the order 
of arrival attribute was an intermediate value, as we wanted to 
have an additional value to balance the equation. 

The same network configuration used for the first 
simulation was used for this one. 1000 nodes, 35x35 grid and 
20 iterations round per simulation. 

 
Fig. 3. Simplified class diagram for Directed Belief Diffusion. 
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The ranking value was stored in the RankTable class. Each 
node in the network had its own ranking table for all of its 
neighboring nodes, and based on the information from that 
table, the node transmitted information to those with the 
highest ranking only. The ranking itself was calculated using 
the StatisticalCriteria class. This class used simple 
mathematical formulas to calculate the mean  and standard 
deviation ( ) from every neighbor node based on its ranking 
value. Finally, (2) was used to define whether or not the 
neighbour in the ranking list was a candidate to receive the 
information.  

	   (2) 

 Represented the internal ranking value for the node i; 

  Represented the overall mean of the ranking values; 

  Represented the standard deviation calculated. 

Another class used in the experiment was 
BeliefPropagator. It used a series of methods to add and 
update values to the ranking table and uses the criteria defined 
in StatisticalCriteria to provide information to class Node 
regarding whether or not the node should send data to a 
specific neighbour.  

VIII. Analysis 

The simulation was divided into two phases and the 
experiment consisted of several probes for the simple directed 
diffusion simulator. Based on the results the individual and 
overall energy consumption of the entire network was 
compared. 

The conditions for the simulation of both phases had the 
same conditions:  

 Number of nodes: 1000 
 Grid: 35x35 
 Signal Range: 6 units 

The simulation was run 10 times with 20 rounds per run, the 
average results are shown in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Round to round energy consumption. 
 

Round Overall Energy Consumption 
1 2055 
2 2055 
3 2066 
4 2022 
5 2066 
6 2088 
7 2011 
8 2077 
9 2044 
10 2011 

 

Based on simple statistical computations it was determined 
that: 

1. The average overall energy consumption was 2055 
2. The standard deviation of the probe 27.07 showed us 

a significant distance from the values to the median, 
however this distance in terms of energy consumption 
wasn’t relevant enough in a probe of 1000 nodes  

3. The average overall energy consumption was 2049.5 

Based on those results, another simulation perspective was 
analyzed with similar overall energy consumption. It was 
realized that the first and second runs had a similar energy 
consumption values to the standard median; so, the analysis 
was made on them. The results of the analysis for individual 
energy consumption are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Individual energy consumption per run. 
 

It can easily be determined that during the initial rounds the 
energy consumption was quite homogeneous over the network 
but after a few rounds the energy consumption was centralized 
on a limited number of specific nodes across the network. This 
demonstrated how the directed diffusion sets a path after it 
finds the optimal way to send/receive information about a 
defined interest. 

The general usage of the network is significantly reduced to 
the use of some nodes that eventually will run out of energy. 

Fig 5. shows how the energy consumption of the vast 
majority of the nodes remains stable with an increase of 
energy consumption for only a few of them. 

For the second phase of the simulation, the experiment used 
the modified program that would use directed belief diffusion 
as protocol for transmitting information. The same conditions 
were kept for this phase; the simulation was run 10 times with 
20 rounds per run, the average results are show in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Round to round Energy Consumption. 
Round Overall Energy Consumption 

1 28168 
2 22821 
3 10925 
4 20883 
5 15983 
6 25734 
7 16662 
8 12560 
9 11798 
10 12041 

 

 
Fig. 5. Individual Node energy Consumption. 

 

Based on the same analysis made before it was 
determined that: 

1. The intermediate overall energy consumption was 
15983(using the median) 

2. The standard deviation of the probe (6636.24) 
showed an even greater distance from the values to 
the median.  

3. The average overall energy consumption was 
17879.22 

We proceed to analyze the simulation with the first, third 
and fourth round; the results of the analysis for individual 
energy consumption are shown in Fig 6. 

It was evident that the energy consumption over the 
network had a huge increase and the overall energy 
consumption was several times higher than the one from the 
simple directed diffusion; however, an increase of the energy 

consumption was expected due to the unicast process under 
the Belief Path Finding process. It was also interesting how 
energy consumption remained homogeneous during the whole 
simulation. 

Fig. 7. describes how the nodes preserve homogeneity in 
the energy consumption over the network. 

 

Fig. 6. Individual node energy consumption 
 

 

Fig. 7. Individual Node energy Consumption. 
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An important question that remained during the simulation 
was whether the number of nodes involved during the probes 
had anything to do with the considerable increase of energy 
consumption from the Directed Belief Diffusion. Thus, the 
experimenter decided to generate a series of simulations with 
lower number of nodes. The conditions for this simulation had 
the following conditions: (Results in Table 3 and Table 4) 

 Number of nodes: 500 
 Grid: 25x25 
 Signal Range: 4 units 

Table 3. Round to round Energy Consumption with 500 Nodes 
 Overall Energy Consumption 

Series Simple Directed Diffusion Directed Belief Diffusion 
1 1055 5113 
2 1055 5008 
3 1033 6370 
3 1033 2910 
4 1011 3003 
5 1066 3342 
6 1077 7491 
7 1011 3714 
8 1011 3401 
9 1011 7656 

10 1044 3546 
 

 Number of nodes: 100; Grid: 12x12; Signal Range: 4 units 

 
Table 4. Round to round Energy Consumption with 100 Nodes 
 Overall Energy Consumption 

Series Simple Directed Diffusion Directed Belief Diffusion 
1 211 744 
2 222 494 
3 222 1002 
3 222 1044 
4 211 539 
5 211 582 
6 211 573 
7 211 438 
8 222 518 
9 222 562 

10 211 580 
 

It was discovered that while the overall energy 
consumption from the simple directed diffusion was 
decreasing almost proportionally and their deviation was 
decreasing as the number of nodes was decreasing, the overall 
energy consumption for the Directed Belief Diffusion run 
behaved differently and it kept a high deviation from the 
median, but the overall energy consumption decreased in a 
non-linear way presenting a possible limitation for the model. 

IX. Conclusions 
The conclusion of the simulation run using directed 

diffusion is that energy utilization is moderate, and upon 
several iterations the energy use is normalized with a reduced 

number of nodes utilized. On the other hand, the simulation 
done under the exact same circumstances, but adding belief 
propagation to the algorithm makes a considerably larger use 
of energy, but the network usage is a lot more homogeneous 
when compared to network usage under simple directed 
diffusion. Directed diffusion with belief propagation uses only 
one path on the final rounds of the simulation. 

Even though the simple directed diffusion method has a 
more efficient use of energy at the nodes, this normally means 
that nodes have a shorter lifetime, making the network have 
more outages in a shorter period of time. Conversely, the 
directed belief diffusion method demonstrated a higher use of 
energy for the transmission of data during the simulation 
rounds. Nonetheless, the network usage is more homogeneous, 
which leads the experimenter to believe that it is possible 
optimize the use of energy through maintaining homogeneity 
of network usage in order to maintain a larger usage life of 
each of the nodes in the network. 

It would be very valuable to extend the evaluation of the 
second simulation adding some sort of energy check between 
nodes (via the package sent) to be able to avoid excessive 
usage of energy during the exploratory data phase; it could 
lead us to an optimization of the overall energy consumption. 
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Abstract - A community is a social entity that by norms, laws 

or ethics grants its citizens rights - social permissions to act. It 

does so to help itself, as a community that prospers helps its 

members. Online social networks are computer based 

communities whose social requirements are not too different 

from any other. Access control in these networks requires 

some logical foundation to build upon. Without an agreed 

logical basis to distribute social rights, current access control 

models are based on intuition, experience or trial and error. 

This paper suggests an online entity creation logic based on 

the socio-technical approach – use the knowledge of physical 

society as the basis of information rights model for online 

communities. Social axioms give a theoretical base for rights 

analysis that could not only satisfy technical but also social 

requirements. 

Keywords: social computing, socio-technical, access control, 

security, social network 

 

1 Introduction 

  The last decade has seen extreme multi-user systems 

emerge – online social networks (OSN) where millions of 

users share billions of resources and grant each other access 

rights [1]. A social network is a type of socio-technical system 

(STS), which is a social system operating upon a technical 

base [2], e.g. wikis, social media, e-trade or chat. Every STS 

has both social and technical requirements, so can fail by 

social or technical error, e.g. by allocating permissions 

unfairly or inefficiently.  

Online access to resources is managed through an access 

control system (ACS), which restricts who can access what 

based on a permission matrix which for friend interactions 

increases geometrically not linearly with group size. So for 

hundreds of millions of people, the possible connections are 

astronomical. Each account also adds hundreds or thousands 

of photos or comments a year and each user wants the sort of 

control over their resources previously reserved only for 

system administrators.  

In traditional ACS, access is granted to predefined users, 

but OSN profiles can be created by users new to the system 

and rights allocation is over constantly new objects. Currently, 

access control in social networks is based on designer 

intuition, experience or even trial and error, with no agreed 

common base. The base proposed here is social requirements. 

As social networks are here to stay and growing in number 

and size, a common model of distributed rights allocation can 

identify socio-technical design patterns [3]. 

Privacy is one OSN social requirement, as connecting to 

others raises privacy concerns [4]. People want to contribute 

personal stuff to online social networks without worrying 

about its unauthorized disclosure [5]. Another is Locke's idea 

that one should own what one creates, whether a book, a 

painting or an online photo [6]. If so, everything posted on an 

OSN should be owned, and conversely if people own their 

posts, they should manage their access. Essentially, if people 

don't own the resources they contribute, why bother to add 

them at all? Why do work for someone else to get the result? 

If people don't contribute to an STS there is no user 

community and it fails socially. Ownership of newly created 

online objects is critical to OSN success for social reasons.  

2 Requirements  

 A socio-technical system is a social system on a technical 

base, as a socio-physical system is a social system on a 

physical base. Socio-technical design [7, 8] involves technical 

and social requirements, to model not just what can be done 

but what should be done. Social requirments, usually applied 

to workplace management, are here applied to software 

design. 

Social synergy is people working together to increase each 

other's outcomes (it isn't just people adding efforts, say to lift a 

heavy log together). Communities that enable positive synergy 

will attract citizens while negative synergy will repel them. 

People move to societies where synergy increases 

productivity. The same occurs online but much faster, as a 

Facebook or Gmail "citizen" need only set up a new identity to 

"emigrate". A few clicks is all it takes to leave one application 

"country" for another. Social networks ignore social 

requirements at their peril, as without a citizen base how can 

they survive?  

An access control system needs to satisfy:   

1. Technical requirements: 

a. Reachability. To not hang, the logic must be reachable. 

b. Consistency. To apply same logic to all under all 

circumstances.  

2. Social requirements.   

a. Ownership. To reduce resource conflict and allow 

trade.  
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b. Freedom. To increase participation we must be free.  

c. Fairness. Fairness is accountability for ones acts on 

others. The goal of justice systems is just that, not 

equity [9]. People tend to avoid unfair situations and 

even prefer fairness to personal benefit [10].  

d. Privacy. Without control over how it is seen, one will 

not post personal information online. 

e. Transparency. Is a citizen's right to know the social 

rules affecting them. Physical societies make laws 

public, e.g. road rules, so online it should be the same. 

Link operations [11], local administration [5] and rights 

reallocation [12, 13] are discussed elsewhere. This paper now 

applies the socio-technical approach to the logic of online 

creation. 

3 A rights analysis 

Access control in traditional computing involves three 

basic entities, i.e. subjects, objects and rights. In online 

communities the entities remain the same but their semantic 

and interpretation changes based on the social interaction.  

3.1 Social Actors 

A persona is an information entity representing a person, 

e.g. an avatar, logon profile, WebMail account, wall or 

channel. An online social system thus constitutes social actors 

who interact via personae. This paper prefers the term “actors” 

for social interactions, rather than “users”, for several reasons. 

First, a user is characterized in relationship to a particular 

application, whereas a social actor can participate in many 

application setting. Second, the term “user” generally implies 

a single relationship to a system while social actors have 

multiple relationships [14]. Finally, given multiple 

relationships in multiple settings, an actor may have 

conflicting or ambiguous demands that require a choice over 

the actions they perform [15]. 

3.1.1 Who owns the persona? 

In the physical world, freedom is the right to control one's 

body, to not be a slave to another. If freedom online is the 

right to control one's online body, or persona, one should be 

able to edit or delete it, yet many systems don't permit this 

[16]. A system offers freedom if actors can remove themself 

from it, e.g. delete a Facebook wall or YouTube channel with 

nothing left behind. The social logic is that one owns oneself 

online, i.e. an online persona does not belong to the system 

administrator (SA). If someone else can control my persona, I 

am an online slave. As society can imprison criminals, 

freedom is a granted right, i.e. a privilege, but modern 

societies grant lawful citizens freedom, giving the access 

control operational principle: 

P1. A persona should be owned by itself. 

Display grants another the right to view an entity. Privacy, a 

persona's right to control its display, gives the access control 

operational principle: 

P2. Displaying a persona requires its consent. 

This social pattern is also general, e.g. Facebook or 

Linkedin registration creates a persona but displaying it to 

other registrants is by consent. As the SA owns the public list, 

to put a persona on a public view list needs the permission of 

both its owner and the list owner, jointly allocated. Table 1 

summarizes these persona access rights.  

 
TABLE 1. PERSONA ACCESS RIGHTS. 

Persona View Delete  Edit Display Ban Allocate 

SA    ½   

Owner    ½   

3.2 Objects 

Objects as passive entities are subject to operations. They 

convey meaning, i.e. evoke cognitive processing, e.g. a photo. 

Objects can be of two types, items and spaces.  

3.2.1 Items 

An item is a simple object with no dependents, like a board 

post. If the system object hierarchy is a tree, its leaves would 

be items. Items can be of different types, e.g.: 

1. Comment: An item whose meaning depends on another, 

e.g. "I agree" makes no sense without a source item.  

2. Message: An item with sender/receiver, e.g. an email. 

3. Vote: An item that conveys a choice position to a response 

set. 

3.2.2 Spaces  

As leaves need branches so items need spaces to carry 

them, e.g. an online wall that accepts photos or notes. In 

information terms, a space is a complex object with dependant 

entities. A space is a parent to any child entities it contains, as 

they depend on it to exist. Deleting a space deletes its contents 

for that reason, e.g. deleting a board deletes its posts. The 

move operation changes the parent space of an object. 

Allowing spaces improves access efficiency, e.g. one can deny 

access to every object in a space by denying entry to the 

space, giving the principle: 

P3: Every entity has a parent space, up to the system space. 

An access control system can assume that every entity has a 

parent space (except for the system itself). Its ancestors are 

the set of all spaces that contain it, up to the system itself, as 

the first ancestor. Equally the offspring of a space are any 

child objects it contains and any other derived children. 

3.3 The information system as an entity 

In this model, the information system itself is an entity that 

can be acted upon by its owner, or SA, e.g. Wikipedia has 
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Jimmy Wales. Ownership requires that all use rights be set, 

giving the access control operational principle: 

P4. All entity use rights must be allocated. 

Unless all use rights are allocated, an access control system 

has no basis to operate. 

3.4 Operations 

Operations are actor initiated methods that target 

information entities subject to access control. Passive 

operations are null acts that don't change their target, e.g. 

view. To be accountable for an object one must be able to see 

it, i.e. use rights imply view rights, giving the access control 

operational principle: 

P5: Any right to use an object implies a right to view it. 

Communicative acts like email involve sender and receiver 

actors, i.e. two parties. Social communication is considered a 

joint act either party can negate, e.g. "Can I talk to you?" is 

asking permission to communicate. Legitimate communication 

first opens a mutual consent channel then sends messages 

[17]. Communication fairness gives the access control 

operational principle: 

P6: A communication act requires mutual consent. 

Email is losing ground to systems that respect 

communication mutuality for this reason. Its technical design 

ignored social needs, and so despite the best technical efforts 

of filters it is slowly being consumed by spam and giving way 

to more legitimate communication forms [17]. Socio-technical 

systems are only socially sustainable if they are legitimate by 

design [18]. 

3.5 Rights 

Online rights management is about defining legitimate 

choices – individuals still choose what they do. Access control 

defines what online actors can do not what they must do. A 

right is a system permission for actor (A) to apply operation 

(O) to entity (E), or in formal terms: 

Right = (Actor, Entity, Operation) = (A, E, O)… (i) 

The actor is any social entity, e.g. a persona. The entity can be 

an object, a social entity or a right, so a persona can act on 

itself. The operation is any that is available to that entity.  

3.5.1 Roles 

Roles like parent, friend or boss are used in norms and 

laws to simplify rights management, e.g. owner as the generic 

party with the right to use an owned object. In online access 

control, roles both simplify rights management and improve 

actor acceptability. Roles are loosely seen as an actor set, but 

here are an actor set in a rights statement, e.g. the friend role is 

a set of people in the context of stated permissions. So roles 

are here generic rights, giving the access control principle: 

P7: A role is an entity right expressed in general terms. 

Roles are the variable statements of social logic, e.g. the 

owner role is:  

RoleOwner = (Actor , EntityAny , OperationAll)…(ii) 

Setting an actor to own EntityAny is to allocate the unspecified 

Actor pointer to them. Roles reduce right management 

complexity and are flexible enough to accommodate social 

variety, e.g. the friend role lets one add or remove the others 

who can view photos posted on a social network wall: 

RoleFriend = (Actor , EntityWall , OperationView)… (iii) 

To friend another adds them to a role actor set and to unfriend 

removes them. To "friend" doesn't change the target persona 

but the actor's role, so it is really an act upon a role. This gives 

the operational principle: 

P8. A space owner can ban a persona without their consent. 

3.5.2 Meta-rights 

If a right is an information entity, it can also be acted on. 

Operations upon rights (as opposed to entities) are here called 

allocations. Changing rights implies rights to change rights i.e. 

meta-rights. A meta-right is the right to re-allocate a right, e.g. 

a tenant renting an apartment has use rights for a time but the 

landlord owner keeps the meta-rights. For practical reasons, a 

meta-right is also classed as a right, giving the access control 

operational principle: 

P9. A meta-right is the right to allocate any entity right, 

including itself. 

In formal terms: 

RightMetaRight = R (Actor, Right, OperationAllocate)…(iv) 

where the entity acted on is a right.  

 

4 A logic of creation 

To create an information object from nothing is as 

impossible in an online space as it is in a physical one. 

Creation cannot be an act upon the object created, as it by 

definition doesn't exist before it is created. Likewise, an actor 

can't request an access control permission to create for an 

object that doesn't exist yet. Also, to create an information 

object it's attribute structure must already be known, i.e. exist 

within the system. To be consistent, creation is an act upon the 

system, or in general, an act on the space containing the 

created object. This gives the operational principle:  

P10. Creation is an act on a space, up to the system space. 

It is well defined as a system always has a space, as the system 

itself is the first space. Creating is also an act upon a space 

because it changes the space, as it now contains the created 

object. If creation is always an act upon a space, it follows that 

the right to create in a space belongs to the space owner:  

RightCreate = R (OwnerSpace, Space , OperationCreate)… (v) 
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This allows an access control system to be initialized with 

a system administrator owning a system space with all rights, 

including create rights, that then evolves into a community as 

the SA give rights away. To create a community of others, one 

must give rights away [19]. 

The logic can generalize to any space - the right to create 

in the space is initially allocated to the space owner who can 

allocate it to others who enter the space. So to create a board 

post, YouTube video, blog comment or conference paper 

requires the board, video, blog or conference owner's 

permission. How create rights are allocated is given in more 

detail later, but space owners can vary [16]: 

1. Object type. The space owner may limit object type, e.g. in 

a conference, the right to create paper in a track isn't the 

right to create a mini-track. 

2. Operations. A comment isn't usually editable once posted 

but ArXiv lets authors edit publications. 

3. Exclusivity. Journals give authors exclusive edit rights 

while Wikipedia lets anyone edit any creation. 

4. Visibility. Bulletin boards let you see what others submit 

but conferences don't until the review phase is done. 

5. Defaults. Space owners set created entity default values.  

In all the above, transparency is the right to know the creation 

"deal" in advance. A space owner can delegate all, none, or 

some of their creation rights, but receivers also have the right 

to know what they are getting, giving the access control 

operational principle: 

P11. An actor can view any rights that could apply to them . 

Successful socio-technical systems like Facebook, YouTube 

and Wikipedia, all do this.  

4.1 Creator Ownership 

Object creation is a simple technical act but a complex 

social one, as a newly created entity's rights are initially 

unallocated. Locke argued that creators owning their creations 

is fair and increases prosperity, whether it is a farmer's crop, a 

painter's painting or a hunter's catch [6]. A community that 

grants producers the right to their products produces more, 

while there is no incentive to create by effort for others to 

own. This gives the access control principle: 

P12. The creator of new entity should immediately gain all 

rights to it. 

This conveniently resolves the issue of how to allocate the 

rights to newly created object - they are allocated to its 

creator, including meta-rights. Create then immediately gives 

the right to edit, which is useful as create sets no new object 

values. Yet P12 isn't what must happen - a technical program 

can create an information object however it likes, e.g. give its 

ownership to the system administrator as in traditional 

applications. Creator ownership is a requirement for social 

success not a technical necessity.  

4.2 Role Allocations 

When an entity is created the following roles can be 

assigned: 

1. Owner role: Given meta-rights to the entity.  

2. Ancestor role: As a created entity becomes part of the 

space it is created in, it should be visible to its parent space 

owner who is accountable for their space. Fairness entitles 

a space owner to view any creation change they allowed. 

Privacy does not contradict this, as is the right to limit the 

display of personal attributes, not of objects owned. By the 

same logic, an entity should be visible to all its ancestors, 

giving the operational principle:  

P13. A space owner should have the right to view any 

offspring. 

with the ancestor role: 

RoleAncestor = (AncestorOwner , Entity , View)…(vi) 

A posted conference paper could be visible to its 

conference, track and mini-track chairs, but not to other 

track or mini-track chairs. Ancestors may receive 

notifications of new additions. 

3. Offspring role: Consistency requires that an entity has 

already entered its parent space, so can view whatever is 

displayed in it, i.e. children can always see the space they 

are in. By extension, they can also enter any ancestor space 

as they are already in it, giving the access control 

operational principle: 

P14. An entity owner has the right to enter its ancestors. 

e.g. adding a paper to a mini-track should let one enter the 

mini-track, track and conference spaces to view whatever 

is displayed there. The offspring role is: 

RoleOffspring = (OffspringOwner , Space , Enter)…(vii) 

4. Local public role: A space owner can create and own a 

local public role, to define what others can see or do in the 

space: 

RoleLocalPublic = (LocalPublic , Space , OperationAny)…(viii) 

Actors in a local public role can be set manually, as friends 

are allocated, or set to a general public list given by the 

system.  

A space owner can grant any right they own to their local 

public subject to conditions, e.g. a Wikipedia create condition 

is to allow public edits.  

4.3 The create process 

Technically, creating an entity is simple – a program just 

creates it, but socially adding to another's space is not a one-

step act, e.g. adding a YouTube video involves: 

1. Registration. Creating a YouTube public role persona. 

2. Entry. YouTube allows public entry, if not banned. 
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3. Creation. YouTube lets the public role upload videos. 

4. Edit.  One gets edit right to title, notes and properties. 

5. Submit. To display to the public view. 

6. Display. The space displays it so the public sees it. 

In this model, YouTube gives create video rights to anyone 

who has registered in the public role (1). They enter the 

YouTube space (2) and create a video by uploading or 

recording, which they own (3). They can then in private view 

it and edit details (4). At this point, the video is visible to 

themselves and administrators but not to the public, and they 

can still delete it. The video is then submitted to YouTube for 

display to its public (5), which usually occurs quickly as 

YouTube delegates display rights (6). Note that to create, edit 

and display a video are distinct steps. As YouTube only 

delegated display rights, it can still reject videos that fail its 

copyright or decency rules by un-delegation. This rejection is 

not a delete, as the video owner can still view, edit and 

resubmit it. 

In contrast, a purely technology based rights allocation 

might let space owners delete items at will. Ignoring creator 

ownership would discourage social participation and the 

system might fail socially. Modeling the display of an object 

in a space as a social transaction between its creator and the 

space owner allows the sharing of control in many ways, from 

laissez-faire to dictatorial control. What works can then be 

decided by the social outcome.  

The above logic generalizes easily, e.g. a YouTube video 

is itself a space with dependent comments and votes. 

YouTube is consistent and fair as the same principles apply as 

the video creator becomes a space owner. They can choose to 

allow comments or votes on their video, i.e. they can grant 

rights to their domain space, just as Facebook citizens do. 

Socio-technical systems succeed by allocating social rights 

legitimately. 

 

5 Theoretical analysis 

The reachability and consistency of the proposed logic is 

analyzed in this section. 

5.1 Reachability 

Suppose that Alice creates one object o1 in David space 

and one object o2 in her own space. She then assign Greg and 

Frank the edit rights over o1 and o2, and assign Eric, Carl and 

Bob the view rights over o1 and o2. Further suppose that Bob 

creates a child object o3 dependent on o2 and gives its view 

rights to Carl. The access control model instance depicting this 

scenario can be seen in Figure 1. 

Reachability [20] is the ability to determine whether a 

certain authorization can raise the condition of conflict with 

another authorization in the system. It is the state which can 

occur when one authorization can lead to another and the 

second authorization is not valid under the current state. It can 

be categorized into three classes: a) a negative authorization 

can be derived from a positive authorization, b) a positive 

authorization can be derived from a negative authorization, 

and c) a positive authorization can be derived from a positive 

authorization. First and second reachability type can cause 

conflict in the system and shows that the model is not stable 

under the current state. Third type does not offer any serious 

concern but gives insights about the behavior of any 

authorization grant. Reachability is a mean to determine the 

effect of granting an authorization and can assist the system 

administrators to specify the authorization in a well-defined 

manner. 

Formally, reachability can be defined as a condition if an 

authorization Auth (X1, X2… Xn, +) can be reached from 

another authorization Auth (Y1, Y2… Yn, -), and both of the 

authorizations are not in the same authorization scheme. The 

above three classes can be reduced to the Boolean formula 

whether a) Auth (S: U/ UR/ GR, O :o, R:Rj , ϒ:-) → Auth (S: 

U/ UR/ GR, O :o, R:Ri , ϒ:+), b) Auth (S: U/ UR/ GR, O :o, 

R:Ri , ϒ:+) → Auth (S: U/ UR/ GR, O :o, R:Rj , ϒ:-), and c) 

Auth (S: U/ UR/ GR, O :o, R:Ri , ϒ:+) ← Auth (S: U/ UR/ GR, 

O :o, R:Rj , ϒ:+). 

Following the model and its authorization state presented in 

figure 1, some conclusions can be drawn. It is clear from 

constraints #c3 and #c1 that (U: #8, O : #10, R: #12, ϒ: - ) 

cannot be reached from (U: #8, O : #10, R: #11, ϒ:+ ). Using 

the constraint #c2, the derivation tree of Auth (S : #ar4 ,O : 

#10, R : #13, ϒ: +) contains Auth(U: #4, O : #10, R: #11, ϒ: + 

), so Auth(U: #4, O : #10, R: #11, ϒ: - ) cannot be reached 

using the same authorization tree. The Auth (U: #6, O : #10, 

R: #11, ϒ:+ ) can be reached from the derivation tree of Auth 

(S : #ar3  ,O : #10, R : #12, ϒ: +) using constraints #c3 and 

#c1. 

5.2 Consistency 

An access control model is considered consistent [20] if 

there is at least one instance of that model satisfying all the 

specified constraints. Consistency is useful to analyze the 

model in terms of authorization granted to particular actor and 

its allocation in various roles. Consistency of a model can be 

accessed a) if some role A is higher than role B in hierarchy, 

then the rights allocation to B is a subset of rights allocation to 

A, the same rule can be stated as if higher rights are allowed 

then lower rights are also allowed to the actor, b) by not 

authorizing lower rights to role A means denying of higher 

rights to the same role.  

Formally, an access control model is considered consistent 

if an instance I of that model satisfies I → Constrainsts. The 

consistency problem can be reduced to satisfy a) Auth (R, O, 

X2… Xn, +)  Auth (R’, O’, X’2… X’n, +) iff R >R’, and b) iff 

Auth (X1, X2… Xn, +) > Auth (X’1, X’2… X’n, +) then not_Auth 

(X’1, X’2… X’n, +) → not_Auth (X1, X2… Xn, +).  

Following figure 1, Auth (U: #6, O : #10, R: #11, ϒ:+ ) is a 

subset of (U: #6, O : #10, R: #12, ϒ:+ ), as R:#11 is a subset 

of R:#12, and (U: #6, O : #10, R: #12, ϒ:+ ) is a subset of (U: 

#6, O : #10, R: #12, ϒ:+ ), as R:#12 is a subset of R :#13. 
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Figure 1: Access control Model Instance and its authorization set 
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6 Conclusion 

Online social networks cannot prosper without user 

participation. If the Internet is to be a global community, it 

must agree on a consistent logic of online social rights. This 

paper suggests an access control framework to meet social 

demands like creator ownership and technical demands like 

efficiency. This progress is already happening in OSNs, but 

what is proposed here is not just adding some rights to some 

code, but an access control module consistently managing 

social rights within the security kernel. 

The next project phase is to integrate ownership logic, 

distributed control, rights reallocation in an efficient and 

consistent access control model and trial it as a plugin for an 

NSF granted open knowledge exchange (OKE) system. A 

socio-technical systems must be socially valid as well as 

technically efficient to sustain over time.  

Rights logic is powerful but complex, as people can form 

groups, objects can contain other objects and rights can 

overlap and contradict, e.g. free speech is not the right to 

defame. A socio-technical designer might wonder, if even 

legal theorists can't agree on all social rights, how can we 

cope? Yet some justice is always better than none, whether 

online or off. To do nothing until perfect justice is defined is 

not how social evolution occurs. 
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Abstract: During 2009-2010, the Obama administration focused 

on three main dimensions for popularizing the Obama 

Healthcare Reform Plan (OHRP): (d1) stability and security, (d2) 

quality and affordability, and (d3) funding*. The Internet is the 

most widely used information source in the world. One of the 

most popular Internet sites, in addition to online news sites is 

YouTube. In this study, we identify the opinions of professional 

writers (as expressed in online news sites) and YouTube users (as 

expressed in comments on YouTube videos) about OHRP, in 

general, and these dimensions in particular. Web Content 

analysis [1] was used to identify the frequency with which Web 

users related to these three dimensions of the OHRP and 

sentiments expressed about them. Professional writers were 

found to treat the three dimensions far more frequently (i.e., 53% 

of the cases) than YouTube users (21% of the cases). Thus,  

professional writers are more focused in approaching the issue 

than YouTube users. Both professional writers and YouTube 

users focused more on the quality and affordability dimension, 

with 38.11% of the dimension-focused cases for professionals and 

in the case of 46.60% of the dimension-focused for YouTube 

users. In addition, the quality and affordability dimension 

received much positive sentiment by both professional writers 

(%=45.03) and YouTube users (%=44.23). Finally, the funding 

dimension received much negative evaluation by professional 

writers (%44.28) and YouTube users (%=43.57). This study 

reveals that the sentiments expressed in the opinion of YouTube 

users are not strikingly different from the opinions of 

professional writers.   

 

*www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/obama_plan_card.PDF. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Opinions expressed in professional news media have 

traditionally been considered valuable for policy makers [2]. 

In addition to professional media, user opinion as expressed in 

social network sites can affect, for example, healthcare reform 

[3].  

The Internet is the most widely used source for 

obtaining information in the world. One the most popular 

Internet sites is YouTube. YouTube is one of the fastest 

growing websites on the Internet and the fourth most-

accessed site in the United States [4]. As of October 2007, 

YouTube was reported to be serving over 100 million 

views and 65,000 new video uploads per day [5]. Visitors 

can enter a word or phrase into the provided search engine 

to locate posted videos on a specified topic. Visitors can 

also browse videos and read comments on videos posted 

by other users. There is also the option for anyone (of any 

age) to register for a free YouTube account, which 

provides access to uploading videos and posting 

comments. The site also provides video sorting options 

such as by relevance or number of views. Capra et al. [5] 

suggest “[YouTube] provides popular venues for 

individuals and organizations to express their views, 

opinions, and shared lives with the larger community of 

web users, which in turn may affect thought and behavior 

in realms such as politics.”   

One of the more recent areas of focus in politics, 

specifically public opinion, is President Obama’s health 

care reform. Americans consistently rank health-care 

reform among the four greatest problems facing the 

country. However, opinion in how reform should be 

undertaken is almost split perfectly evenly between the 

populations. A study by Blendon & Benson [3] 

synthesized the results of several Gallup polls regarding 

healthcare reform, and came up with several conclusions 

on how public opinion may affect health care reform (i) 

Americans want health care reform but opinion is exactly 

split on how to enact that reform. (ii) Issues regarding if 

people want government involvement are almost at an 

even 50-50. (iii) Most people want change but the 

inability to agree on a strategy will ultimately inhibit any 

type of reform proposed; therefore nothing will actually 
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get done until people get to be on the same page with health 

care reform.  

 

A. Goal and Research Questions: 

 

The Pr. Obama administration focused on three main 

dimensions for popularizing the OHRP: (1) stability & 

security, (2) quality & affordability, and (3) funding: see 

www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/obama_plan_card.PDF. In 

the current paper, our goal is to identify how the OHRP in 

general and these dimensions in particular was received by 

professional (as expressed in online news sites) and lay Web 

users (i.e. YouTube users as expressed in comments on 

YouTube videos). More specifically, the following are our 

research questions: 

Q1: To what extent did Web users relate to the three 

dimensions of the OHRP in their participations? 

Q2: What were the sentiments of Web users toward each of 

the three dimensions publicized by the OHRP? 

 

B. Data Collection and Sampling: 

 

The professional corpus: The professional corpus is collection 

of news articles manually collected from 105 popular online 

news sites (e.g., ABC News, The Associated Press, Belfast 

Telegraph, Bloomberg Business Week, CBC, CBS, Chicago 

Tribune, CNBC, CNN, Daily Finance, FOX News, The 

Guardian). Articles were selected by searching the websites of 

the sites using all combinations of the queries “Obama 

healthcare”, “Obama health reform”, and “health care 

reform”. Only articles written by professionals treating the 

specific subject of OHRP that were published between 

October 2008 and September 2010 were included. The unit of 

analysis for articles was the paragraph, and hence articles 

were manually divided into their component paragraphs 

(making up 1865 paragraphs). 

The YouTube corpus: Google’s YouTube Data API was used 

to crawl all comments on the first retrieved 1000 YouTube 

videos using the query ”Obama health care”. A total of 2200 

comments were randomly sampled from the pool of 200.000 

retrieved comments. After filtering non-English comments, a 

total of 2172 comments were kept for analysis. 

 

II.  METHOD 

Web Content analysis [1] was used to identify the 

frequency with which Web users related to the three 

dimensions of the OHRP mentioned above and sentiments 

expressed against them. The three codes for dimensions were 

(1) stability & security, (2) quality & affordability, and (3) 

funding. We followed Wiebe, Bruce, and O’Hara [6] in 

operationalizing sentiment annotation. In other words, if it 

was felt that the primary goal of a comment/paragraph is the 

objective reporting of information; it was labeled as objective 

(i.e., lacking opinion). Otherwise, a comment was judged as a 

candidate for one of four subjective (i.e., opinion-bearing) 

classes (i.e., (1) subjective-positive, (2) subjective-negative, 

(3) subjective-neutral, and (4) subjective-mixed). Two native 

speakers of English coded the two corpora, with inter-rater 

agreement reaching 93.5% in for dimensions and 89% for 

subjectivity. 

 

A. Selection of Online News Articles 

 

We selected one hundred and five online news 

articles regarding health reform from the following 

sources: ABC News, The Associated Press, Belfast 

Telegraph, Blogger, Bloomberg Business Week, CBC, 

CBS, Chicago Tribune, CNBC, CNN, Daily Finance, 

FOX News, The Guardian, Globe, Huffington Post, 

Human Events, Las Vegas Review Journal, LifeNews, 

Lost Angeles Times, Mediaite.com, Medical News 

Today, MSNBC, New York Times, Newsweek, Politico, 

Salon.com, Suite 101, The Associated Press, The 

Australian, The Baltimore Sun, The Fiscal Times, The 

Irish Times, The New Republic, U.S. News, Virginian-

Pilot, Washington Post, WebMD News, and Zap2it.  

Articles were selected from the websites of the 

sources using the search terms “Obamacare, “Obama 

health reform”, and “health care reform” on the search 

engine of the websites. Articles were ordered “by date” in 

order to identify articles written before and after the ACA 

was passed. Articles were included if they were written by 

professionals in the field of media who refer to politicians 

and health care professionals to support their arguments. 

Fifty-one articles were written before the Affordable Care 

Act was passed, and fifty-four articles were written after 

the Affordable Care Act was passed. The articles were 

published between October 2008, and September 2010.   

We conducted the content analysis on the 

paragraphs of the articles. Paragraphs were selected out of 

articles by utilizing Microsoft Word’s Insert  Table  

Convert Text to Table function with the separation criteria 

set at “Paragraphs”. A total of 1865 paragraphs were 

annotated and included in the analysis, 1018 paragraphs 

before ACA was passed and 847 after ACA was passed.  

 

B. Selection of YouTube Comments  

 

We used Google’s YouTube Data API to crawl 

all comments on 1000 YouTube videos using the query 

”obama health care”. The pool of comments (henceforth 

the YouTube health care corpus [YiHCCa]) is composed 

of 2200 comments. After filtering non-English comments, 

YiHCCa totaled 2172 comments. Two native speakers of 

English annotated YiHCCa for subjectivity at the 

comment level. Each annotator was required to decide 

whether a comment is textitsubjective or textitobjective. 

We followed Wiebe, Bruce, and O’Hara [6] in 

operationalizing each of the two categories. In other 

words, if it was felt that the primary goal of a comment is 

the objective reporting of information, it was labeled as 

objective. Otherwise, a comment was annotated as 

subjective.   

A “python program details” was utilized to crawl 

YouTube and extract the comments from all of the videos 

on YouTube. From The 1000 YouTube videos, 2171 

comments were randomly selected to be annotated. 459 of 
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these comments were selected to be part of the content 

analysis because they specifically addressed health care 

reform. 

 

C. Classification of Subjectivity and Objectivity 

 

 A paragraph or YouTube comment was categorized 

as “Subjective” if the author was including personal feels, 

opinions, or speculations on a topic. For example, a paragraph 

that included language such as “I think this plan is a good 

idea” or “I believe that health care reform will not benefit 

Americans” would be classified as subjective.  

 A paragraph or YouTube comment was classified as 

objective if the author was stating a fact, and not including a 

subjective judgement. A paragraph that included statements 

such as “40 million Americans do not have health insurance” 

without any commentary from the author was classified as an 

objective paragraph. Examples of these paragraphs from the 

dataset can be found in Tables 2A, 2B; 3A and 3B. 

 

D. Classification of Tone 

 

The tone of each paragraph and YouTube comment 

was assessed as positive, negative, neutral, or mixed. A 

paragraph was classified as “positive” if the author included a 

favourable judgement of the topic, “negative” if the author did 

not agree with the topic, “neutral” if the authors included their 

thoughts but did not take a specific stance on a topic, and 

“mixed” if the author included both positive and negative 

judgements regarding a particular topic. Tables 1A, 1B; 2A 

and 2B provide examples of the different tones within the 

dataset. 

 

Table 1A- Examples of Objective News Article Paragraphs by 

Dimension 

S
ta

b
il

it
y

 a
n

d
 

S
ec

u
ri

ty
 

President Obama took his health care reform plan to 

the American people in a forum at the White House 

Wednesday night broadcast live on ABC. Obama took 

questions on a wide variety of topics, from how he 

plans to pay for the reform to whether people will be 

able to keep their current insurance plans and doctors. 

Q
u

a
li

ty
 a

n
d

 

A
ff

o
rd

a
b

il
it

y
 Massachusetts became the only state to mandate health 

insurance in 2006. It has passed legal muster and led to 

97 percent of residents having some form of coverage, 

said Alan Sager, director of the Health Reform 

Program at Boston University's School of Public 

Health. 

F
u

n
d

in
g
 

The House plan is projected to guarantee coverage for 

96 percent of Americans at a cost of more than $1 

trillion over the next 10 years, according to the 

nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1B- Examples of Subjective News Article 

Paragraphs by Dimension and Tone 

Stability and Security 

Positive: No longer do insurance companies in the United States 

get to pick and choose who gets coverage," Sebelius told a 

crowd of Democratic supporters in Henderson. "Insurance 

companies have to actually cover people when they get sick. 

Negative: Frustrated patients, crowded emergency rooms and 

burdensome insurance requirements are driving good physicians 

into other professions and making patients feel hopeless. Our 

system was not working, and we cannot afford to quietly stand 

by while one in seven lack access to basic care and one in six 

people live in poverty. 

Neutral: However, ahead of this provision, several large health 

insurance companies announced plans to suspend child-only 

insurance policies because of concerns over clarity of the new 

rules, as well as reservations that the provisions create an 

"unlevel playing field. 

Mixed: The paradox was that each day of extended life for 

Gwendolyn brought the Strongs closer to the precipice. “I want 

my daughter to survive,” Mr. Strong said. “But nobody wants to 

have the threat of complete bankruptcy looming over their head. 

It’s just kind of inhumane the way the world works in these 

brutal situations. 

Quality and Affordability 

Positive: About 11.3 million of the 46 million Medicare 

beneficiaries are in private Medicare Advantage plans, which 

offer comprehensive care in return for monthly premiums. 

While premiums for a particular plan in a particular county may 

increase next year, beneficiaries may be able to find other plans 

offering a better deal. 

Negative: Moreover, she said, if Congress repeals the law, small 

businesses will lose tax credits that help pay for health benefits, 

and officials will lose tools needed to root out fraud in Medicare 

and Medicaid. 

Neutral: If insurers withdraw from a market, consumers may 

have fewer health plan choices, and the remaining carriers may 

have less competition.  

Mixed: This 1099 reporting was a well-intentioned provision to 

try to catch people who were cheating on their taxes,” Mr. 

Murphy said. “But it has some unintended consequences and 

could be a huge hassle for a lot of small businesses. 

Funding 

Positive: Faced with a divided public over his signature 

legislative achievement, President Barack Obama on 

Wednesday hailed the health care reform bill passed in March as 

important for helping both the government and the American 

people deal with rising medical costs. 

Negative: “The measure endured a bitter political fight that saw 

no Republicans vote for its final approval, and recent polls show 

it remains controversial as Democrats face congressional 

elections in November amid a tough climate due to lingering 

economic woes. 

Neutral: Here's one that's already in effect: If you are a senior 

citizen, you will get a one-time rebate of $250, tax free, if you 

have Medicare prescription drug coverage and fall in the 

"doughnut hole." As of August 2010, 1 million rebate checks 

were sent, according to the White House's website. 

Mixed: Until we have single payer/universal health care, we 

won't have any reform of any meaning. Nixon's HMOs now run 

the show and no one in Congress has the courage to slay the 

beast. 
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Table 2A- Examples of Objective YouTube Comments by 

Dimension 

Stability and 

Security 

I was denied coverage as spinal fractures were 

misdiagnosed (by the insurer's doctor, who 

avoided the cost of a CT scan) concluding my 

25% spinal misalignment was pre-existing. 

Quality and 

Affordability 

The goal of mandatory healthcare was there 

from the start. The bill was written by the 

insurance companies 

Funding 
The cost will be under a trillion, check your 

facts. 

 

E. Classification of Dimensions of Health Care Reform 

 

The criteria for the three dimensions of health care 

reform were taken from the White House Government 

Website and a YouTube video of 

(www.youtube.com/watch?v=bauPmy3gS) President Obama 

explaining the details of the health care reform plan. The three 

dimensions are stability and security, quality and affordability, 

and funding. A paragraph was classified as “other” if it did not 

address any of the dimensions. A full explanation of the 

classification criteria for the three dimensions can be found in 

Table 3. Examples of paragraph and YouTube comments from 

the dataset that mention the three dimensions can be found in 

Tables 1A, 1B; 2A and 2B.  

 

F. Inter-rater Reliability 

 

 The paragraphs were annotated by two coders who 

were trained in the classification criteria by the research team. 

Annotating was done independently by the two coders, and 

disagreements in coding were mediated by a research official. 

Kappa test was performed to calculate inter-rater reliability, 

which was 90% for subjectivity/objectivity coding, and 90% 

for dimension coding. 

 

III. RESULTS 

 

 We conducted a Chi-Square, t-test, and an exact 

binomial procedure statistics to compare independent sample 

proportions to analyze the differences in dimension and tone 

distribution between news articles and YouTube comments. 

Most of comparisons have significant differences with p<0.05. 

Overall, a greater percentage of news articles address a topic 

other than the three dimensions than YouTube comments 

(45.95% and 34.42%, respectively) (Figure 1). A higher 

proportion of YouTube comments address the 

quality/affordability dimension then news articles (35.75% 

and 20.38% respectively).  

  Both news articles and YouTube comments had 

significantly higher proportions of subjective statements than 

objective statements (15.7% objective, 84.3% subjective for 

news articles; 4.1%, objective and 95.9% subjective for 

YouTube comments) (Figure 2). YouTube comments had a 

significantly lower proportion of objective comments than 

news articles. (4.1% and 84.3%, respectively) 

 

 

Table 2B- Examples of Subjective YouTube Comments 

by Dimension and Tone 

Stability and Security 

Positive: Thanks. I appreciate it. I just cannot believe that 

people are falling prey to these insurance companies that only 

care about making money, and not providing people the services 

they need. People will fall ill whether they like it or not. Human 

body is not immune to all the diseases and viruses that are out 

there. People SHOULD get COVERAGE for all kinds of 

illnesses. HEALTH COVERAGE IS A HUMAN RIGHT, NOT 

A PRIVILEGE. 

Negative: It's people like you who are harming the American 

health care system by wanting to keep the status quo which is 

bankrupting Americans already and will bankrupt more of them 

as insurance premium costs continue to rise at three times the 

cost of living as they have all along. 

Neutral: 66% of bankruptcies are because of unpaid medical 

bills, don't lose your job; OK! 

Mixed: You are crazy...! 86% of our citizens DO HAVE 

HEALTH INSURANCE and 100% have health CARE because 

it's against the law to deny it. Please stop spewing lies. 

Quality and Affordability 

Positive: And are you forgetting about the highly efficient 

MEDICARE system? Doctors, patients, and nurses are all, 

overall, extremely happy with it. 

Negative: Obama doesnt want to provide healthcare for the 

masses as much as he wants to get his hands on the benefits 

your employer pays on your behalf. The new slogan will be: Im 

over 60. Why do democrats think I dont deserve medical care? 

Republicans need to stop being intimidated and stand up for 

America or resign, go home and have Special Elections to fill 

their seats. Why wait for 2010? 

Neutral: Ask the swiss what they think of theirs, they have 

social healthcare, and are officialy rated "highest standard of 

living" in the world. What you odn't understand is that the 1 cost 

that is high you are refering to, is more than offset by the 

reduction in ALL other aspects.. Example, 2 years ago I paid 

$105 U.S. for an antibiotic, then the US government took over 

production of it... this year, I paid 1 dollar for the same 20 count 

bottle. 

Mixed: That would be bad....especially for people who have 

employer driven insurance in the US, the best in the world....too 

good in fact, and that's the reason we have to stop tacking 

employment to health insurance! Even France is a two tier 

insurance system, not "socialist health care" 

Funding 

Positive: That kind of statistic will prove anything you want 

until you actually put it in context. Universal single payer 

heathcare will happen, the only question is when. We have a 

chance to be part of the solution NOW, let's take it! 

Negative: I’m not saying that, I’m saying that I have no 

obligation to provide for your healthcare, just like other 

Americans aren't. 

Neutral: You can only think single payer is government control 

if you watch Rush Limbo and don't understand the subject. 

Mixed: You are right on few things. but u are wrong in one 

thing. that is Administrative cost in medicare is way less then 

private. Its what u call overhead. that means out of all the profit 

they get only 4% goes to administrative costs. but in private 

company about 30 to 40% goes to administrative cost. for 

example administrative person in medicare will make 150k a 

year but someone in private company will make 2 to 4 million a 

year. U UNDERSTAND WHAT I AM SAYING? 
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Table 3: Annotation Guide for the Three Dimensions and 

Dimension Themes 

Stability and Security 

• “Ends discrimination against people with pre-existing 

conditions”. 

• Prevents insurance companies from dropping coverage 

when people are sick and need it most. 

• Caps out-of-pocket expenses so people do not go broke 

when they get sick. 

• Eliminates extra charges for preventive care like 

mammograms, flu shots, and diabetes tests to improve 

health and save money. 

• Protects Medicare for seniors and eliminates the “donut-

hole” gap in coverage for prescription drugs. 

Key Phrases: Pre-existing conditions, dropping 

coverage, out-of-pocket expenses, extra charges for 

preventative care, donut-hole, seniors, protecting 

Medicare 

Quality and Affordability 

• Creates a new insurance marketplace – the Exchange – 

that allows people without insurance and small businesses 

to compare plans and buy insurance at competitive prices. 

• Provides new tax credits to help people buy insurance 

and to help small businesses cover their employees. 

• Offers a public health insurance option to provide the 

uninsured who cannot afford coverage with a real choice. 

 • Offers new, low-cost coverage through a national “high 

risk” pool to protect people with pre-existing conditions 

from financial ruin until the new Exchange is created. 

Key Phrases: Insurance marketplace, exchange, public 

option, provide uninsured with a real choice, high-risk 

pool, protect those with pre-existing conditions from 

financial ruin, low-cost coverage, coverage for all 

Americans, tax credits for businesses 

Funding 

• Will not add a dime to the deficit and is paid for upfront. 

• Creates an independent commission of doctors and 

medical experts to identify waste, fraud, and abuse in the 

health care system. 

• Orders immediate medical malpractice reform projects 

that could help doctors focus on putting their patients 

first, not on practicing defensive medicine. 

• Requires large employers to cover their employees and 

individuals who can afford it to buy insurance so 

everyone shares in the responsibility of reform. 

Key Phrases: Deficit, debt, spending, paid for upfront, 

waste, fraud, medical malpractice reform, large 

employers to cover employees, defensive medicine 
Source: United States White House Office (www.whitehouse.gov) 

 YouTube comments had a higher proportion of 

negative statements and lower proportion of positive 

statements than news articles (45% and 17.41% negative, 

8.41% and 16.5% positive, respectively) (Figure 3). News 

articles had a higher proportion of neutral and mixed 

statements than YouTube comments (66.10% and 

46.59%, respectively. Within the YouTube comments, 

there is a higher proportion of negative than positive 

statements (8.41% positive and 45% negative), while 

there are no differences in negative and positive 

statements in the news articles (16.50% positive and 

17.41% negative). News articles had a higher proportion 

of neutral/mixed statements than negative or positive 

statements (66.10% neutral/mixed, 16.5% positive, 

17.41% negative), while YouTube had equal proportions 

of neutral/mixed and negative statements (46.59% 

neutral/mixed, 45% negative), and a higher proportion of 

neutral/mixed statements than positive statements 

(46.59% neutral/mixed and 8.41% positive). 

 In terms of the distribution of tone by dimension 

between the sources, news articles had a greater 

proportion of positive statements regarding 

stability/security, quality/affordability, and other than 

YouTube comments (Figure 4). YouTube Comments had 

a greater proportion of negative statements on 

stability/security, quality/affordability, and other than 

news articles. For the funding dimension, YouTube 

comments and news articles did not have any significant 

differences (p>0.05) in the proportion of positive and 

negative statements. The percentages can be found in 

table 4.  

 

 

Figure 1: Dimension Composition between News Articles 

and YouTube Comments 

 
 

Figure 2: Percentage of Objective and Subjective 

Statements  
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Figure 3: Distribution of Subjective Tone between Sources  

 
 

Figure 4: Tone of Sources by Dimension  

 

Table 4: Percentages of Tone by Dimension 

Stability and Security 

 Source Positive Negative 

YouTube 8.33% 41.67% 

News Articles 20.62% 16.49% 

Quality and Affordability 

  Source Positive Negative 

YouTube 9.38% 46.25% 

News Articles 19.92% 20.73% 

Funding 

  Source Positive Negative 

YouTube 10.13% 39.24% 

News Articles 14.81% 32.59% 

Other 

  Source Positive Negative 

YouTube 6.54% 47.71% 

News Articles 13.97% 10.47% 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION  

  

Professional writers were found to treat the three 

dimensions far more frequently (i.e., 53% of the cases) than 

YouTube users (21% of the cases). This shows that 

professional writers are more focused in approaching the issue 

than YouTube users. Both professional writers and YouTube 

users focused more on the quality and affordability dimension, 

with 38.11% of the dimension-focused cases for professionals 

and in the case of 46.60% of the dimension-focused for 

YouTube users. In addition, the quality and affordability 

dimension received most of the positive sentiment by both 

professional writers (%=45.03) and YouTube users 

(%=44.23). Finally, the funding dimension received most 

of the negative evaluation by professional writers 

(%44.28) and YouTube users (%=43.57).  

These results show that while YouTube users 

digress more from directly evaluating the various 

dimensions of the OHRP, their evaluations are close to 

those of professional writers. 

Research shows public opinion regarding health 

care reform is evenly split. This is supported by our data 

revealing the subjective comments in the professional 

news articles to be highly neutral/mixed. Among the 

subjective commentary in the news articles, the comments 

coded as positive or negative are relatively even. These 

findings show that public opinion is accurately portrayed 

through online professional news articles.    

Between the YouTube and online professional 

news articles, both show significantly more subjectivity 

than objectivity regarding the health care reform. This 

could indicate some similarities between the two venues 

in that both are higher in subjectivity. However, our data 

shows significantly more negativity in the subjective 

YouTube comments. This is very different from public 

opinion as seen in the news articles. In each of the four 

dimensions of health care reform (stability/security, 

quality/affordability, funding, and other) more of the 

comments written on YouTube were negative.  

The key issue is that the comments on YouTube 

share a drastically different tone than that of professional 

news articles. Being that YouTube is becoming a source 

of information, the content should match that of public 

opinion and furthermore news articles.   

The negativity portrayed in the YouTube 

comments could be attributed the anonymous nature of 

YouTube. Users are identifiable by arbitrary user names 

which may not be linked to their real identity in anyway 

(name, address, etc.). Therefore, because individuals may 

feel protected by anonymity, they may be more inclined 

to share their negative opinions on health care reform.  

Further work is needed to assess the individuals 

who read the YouTube comments to see if their opinion 

on health care reform changed after reading. It may be 

that people are reading the comments and because media 

has an effect on behavior, it turns others to being 

negative. Or, perhaps people are just more negative when 

it comes to anonymous blogging.  

   

V. COCLUSION 

This study shows that the sentiment expressed in 

the opinion of YouTube users are not strikingly different 

from the opinions of professional writers. In addition, the 

results show that YouTube users are not as focused as 

professional writers, which reflects the interest of these 

YouTube users in involving in conversation with one 

another not necessarily about the content of the video. 
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Abstract – Programming competitions continue to grow in 
number. Whether open to high school, college or the general 
public, the number of organizations sponsoring them 
continues to increase.  In addition, competitive learning is 
increasingly used in courses and other activities to foster 
improved focus on improvement.  Such competitions require 
management tools and many exist.  However, we also wish to 
track individual and team performance across such 
competitions.  We have developed a vision for a suite of tools 
to provide such a support system.  This paper discusses the 
second such tool: a system for submitting an entry in a real-
time competition and having it judged.  We review the 
database structure and how it supports our vision for tracking 
performance.  We then review our implementation including 
how it was built on top of the Joomla! content management 
system.   Finally, some lessons learned are offered and some 
thoughts on our next tool are given. 

Keywords: Internet Delivery and Applications, Web 
Interfaces to Databases, Web-based Management Tool, Web-
based Training 

 

1 Introduction 
  Programming competitions have increased in number 
with new ones appearing regularly.  While still the largest 
and most prestigious, the Association for Computing 
Machinery's International Collegiate Programming Contest 
(ICPC) is now joined by Google's CodeJam, TopCoder's 
TopCoder Open, Facebook Hacker Cup and others.  
Furthermore, so called “competitive learning” is used as an 
educational tool now [1][2].  Teachers and professors use 
these competitions within their classes to drive performance.  
Indeed, the ICPC now holds a Competitive Learning Institute 
Workshop each year at its World Finals competition.  During 
this event, speakers discuss how they have brought 
competitive learning to some area and review systems built to 
support such purposes. 

 Our university has an increasingly active student 
competitive programming team.  The team competes in 
various competitions with the focus being the ICPC regional 
competitions and, usually, in the ICPC World Finals.  
However, team members have represented the university in 
the IEEE SoutheastCon software competition and at Mercer 

University’s Spring Programming Contest.  They have also 
participated on an individual basis in Google, TopCoder, 
Facebook and CodeForces competitions.   

 The team also holds an annual high school 
programming competition on our university’s main campus.  
Each year, area high schools come and participate in an 
ICPC-like competition.  While mostly just a fun activity, it 
also has a background goal of recruiting the best students to 
our university. 

2 Vision 
 We have built a number of support tools over the years 
to support the team and its training [3][4][5].  These have 
ranged from tracking team designation to tracking training 
problems to allowing program submission.  Each tool has 
succeeded very well in its individual goals.  However, the end 
result was a disjointed set of data across a series of very 
different tools. 

 Given these issues, we have created a vision for training 
and tracking performance of individuals across their 
development.  Our vision has two goals.  First, we wish to 
track performance of members of our competitive 
programming team; second, we wish to track performance of 
individuals in classes.  Regarding the latter, we teach a class 
on “problem solving techniques” where students get to apply 
common computer science algorithms to solving problems.  
In includes a lecture component and a lab component with the 
latter run much like a programming contest. 

 Despite the two goals, the way they fit into our vision is 
the same.  We have planned around the idea of individual and 
team training performance, coupled with team formation.  A 
number of tools are planned to support this vision.  Each 
member's performance will be tracked including competitions 
before they qualify for the team (whether in a class such as 
the problem solving course or as a participant in our high 
school programming competition) and throughout their career 
on the team itself.  In addition, a team’s performance will also 
be tracked (including the individuals making up that team) to 
further support future analysis. 

 The first of these tools, a competition registration 
system, was the focus of this paper [6].  We now focus on a 
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system for submitting entries in a competition and having 
them judged.  This system defines competitions as a set of 
problems posed.  Participants then “solve” the problem and 
submit their solution to a judge; the judge reviews the 
submission and replies with one of a fixed number of 
responses (each of which may be categorized as either a 
“correct” or “incorrect” response).  The system tracks 
performance through the number of submissions/responses 
and the time of those submissions.  A “scoreboard” is 
provided for viewing during the competition. 
 In addition to the participant views, the system also 
stores all data and allows for later analysis.  For example, the 
submissions can be re-displayed and even offered to other 
participants as a learning tool (e.g. see what others did).  A 
“total score” is also tracked across multiple competitions.  
Other aspects of the data are also possible and are only 
limited by the data that is available. 
 
 When creating the submission and adjudication system, 
we had a number of goals in mind: 

• The involvement of teams in each competition should be 
tracked over time. 

• It should support real competitions, team practices and 
classroom use.  

• It should track performance at each competition. 

 To address these goals, teams must have a single record 
that is used competition-to-competition.  This allows 
correlating their data together.  The people making up the 
team are also tracked within the team formation so we can 
detect trends over time as well. 

 We, previously, chose the Joomla! content management 
system (CMS) to handle our web sites [7].  We run web sites 
for the team and for the high school competition as well as an 
internal site to support the university team's training.  
Accordingly, we desired that the submission system support 
both the high school needs, the team’s training needs and the 
use in our “Problem Solving Techniques” course.  Therefore, 
in order to provide a seamless experience, we developed our 
approach within the Joomla! framework so that our tools 
could run directly within our web sites. 
 

3 Design 
The Joomla! CMS supports three types of extensions: 

components, modules and plug-ins.  Modules are small units 
that add content to a web site.  For example, a module might 
display the next five scheduled events for a department.  
Plug-ins are invisible extensions that provide additional 
functionality to the web site (such as a new authentication 
scheme).  Components are the most complex type of 
extension and use the full model-view-controller paradigm to 
provide an enhanced add-on to the web site. 

 In order to provide a submission and adjudication 
extension, we developed it as a component.  This allows us 
the necessary flexibility and power to create a back-end 
administrative capability as well as front-end user interfaces.  
An important aspect of any database driven application is the 
database design itself.   

 Figure 1 shows the database design we developed.  In 
this design, contests refer to conceptual groupings (such as 
2011 ICPC World Finals, or 2011 High School Tournament) 
while competitions are specific rounds of a contest (for 
example, the practice session vs. the actual competition 
itself).  Competitions include data about a specific round 
including the name, start time and end time, as well as 
information about when what teams are participating.  Teams 
and judges are stored in their own tables and are assigned to a 
specific contest.  While both are stored by username, teams 
may have multiple usernames specified, allowing a team to 
use the login information of any of its members.  The teams 
are also connected to our registration system as well [6]. 

 

Figure 1.  Database Design. 
 We then store problems posed in the competition in its 
own table.  Each problem has a name, a short name (or 
filename) and an optional time-limit.  For programming 
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contests, the time limit specifies how long a team’s 
submission may run on the testing data; however, this can 
also be used as a submission time limit for other types of 
competitions (e.g., an essay writing contest).  Fields for 
storing judge testing data as well as a description of each 
problem (such as in a PDF file) are also provided.  Currently, 
each problem is assigned to a specific competition although 
we are considering reversing this relationship (let the 
competition choose the problems from a problem pool as 
opposed to assigning a problem to a single competition). 

Similar to problems, categories are specified to allow 
teams to ask clarification questions about a problem.  Each 
contains a name and a short name (filename).  By separating 
categories from problems in concept, the system allows broad 
categories (such as general contest questions, or possibly 
input-specific questions) and specific questions (such as one 
category for each problem).  While this may cause a slight 
amount of additional set-up time, the flexibility of decoupling 
the categories from the problems allow for many uses.   

Up to this point, the database table design has focused 
on the set-up and creation of a competition.  However, tables 
are also necessary for the actual execution of a competition.  
The system described here includes tables for the submissions 
themselves, a judgment of a submission from the judges, 
questions posed in one of the categories, an answer to a 
question from the judges, and the score. 

Obviously, the submission includes which team is 
submitting it, what problem is being attempted and then the 
actual submission itself.  However, submissions also include 
fields for tracking the judging (status and judge assignment) 
as well as a timestamp submission.  In addition, a field to 
track “re-judging” is included to track when judging errors 
have necessitated a re-check of submissions. 

Judgments include the judge’s response, including 
which judge completed the review.  In addition, time is 
recorded in order for post-analysis of judging speed.  
Questions and answers follow a similar scheme. 

Finally, the score table tracks which team has submitted 
or solved which problem.  It includes data such as number of 
submissions and timestamps when the problem is solved.  In 
addition, it supports a “public view” that supports hidden 
scores towards the end of a competition for suspense reasons. 

 Note that each database table has a “published” field.  
This is a de facto Joomla! standard that represents whether a 
given table row should be considered in database queries.  
Table rows can easily be toggled to “unpublish” its database, 
meaning that it should not be considered in database queries.  
By maintaining this standard, it provides the submission and 
adjudication system the ability to hide data as needed or 
desired.  For example, if a team fails to show for a 

competition, their table row can be unpublished from the 
score as opposed to deleted.   

4 Implementation 
 Joomla! is built within PHP [8] and, typically, using 
MySQL as a database infrastructure [9].  Each added 
component is linked through a naming convention that 
includes the component name as well as the function of the 
component itself.  For example, our system is named 
SPARTA (Submission of Programs for Adjudication and 
Response with Tournament Administration).  Therefore, for a 
list of submissions within the system we have a controller 
named SpartaControllerSubmission, a model named 
SpartaModelSubmission, and a view named 
SpartaViewSubmission. 

 The controller is responsible for coordinating the tasks 
operating on data including editing or triggering the view to 
display.  The model represents data and interacts with the 
database system (e.g. MySQL), performing queries and 
updates as necessary.  The view handles rendering of the data 
itself and, in Joomla!, handles producing HTML for display 
in the web browser.   Joomla! provides an administrative 
interface (referred to as the “back-end”) in addition to the 
web site view itself (referred to as the “front-end”).  In order 
to create a component, the system typically provides both 
interfaces.  The back-end supports administrative functions. 

 Figure 2 shows the back-end for the component we 
built.  The default view is a control panel that allows the 
administrator to access all other elements of the component 
back-end.  Tables can be edited or new rows added.  In 
addition, filters are available within each table view to easily 
select a subset of the table rows.  For example, the list of 
teams can be filtered to those in a specific competition. 

 

Figure 2.  The SPARTA Back-end Control Panel. 
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 Figure 3 shows the sub-panel for the set-up section of 
the component back-end.  Here, the administrator can create 
contests and competitions, defines teams and judges, and 
enter problems and categories for specific competitions.  For 
example, Figure 4 shows the corresponding section for 
viewing (or editing) actual submitted data. 

  

 

Figure 3.  The SPARTA Back-end Set-up Sub-panel. 

 While having the back-end available for data editing is 
beneficial, developing it also provides a method for 
exercising the database design before tackling the front-end 
and its look-and-feel and usability questions.  This also 
allows the database design to be improved as various 
problems were found.  Exploring issues before the front-end 
was completed saved a large amount of wasted effort. 

 

Figure 4.  The SPARTA Back-end Data Sub-panel. 

 Once the back-end was in place and we were satisfied, 
then we approached the front-end design.  Teams and judges 
basically have a set-up number of operations they can 
perform (e.g., submit a solution, judge a solution, view the 
score, etc.).  Each one of these functions becomes a view that 
is then created within the menu system of the web site. 

 For example, Figure 5 shows the interface for a team 
submitting their solution to a problem.  The team selects the 
problem they wish to submit and then attaches their file.  The 
submission is then placed in the submission table, which acts 
as the queue for the judges. 

 

Figure 5.  Team Submission. 

 Once this step is completed, the judge would see the 
submission appear in a queue view (Figure 6 shows the view 
with an empty queue).  The judge then claims the next 
submission (an option allows the judge to select a specific 
submission, if desired).   

 

Figure 6.  Judge Submission Queue. 

 Once a submission is claimed, the judge is automatically 
forwarded to the response view.  The judge reaches a 
conclusion as to the response to provide and enters it in this 
response view.  The team is then notified of the judge 
response. 

A similar approach is used for questions and answers.  
The team uses a text editor built into the view to enter a 
question and specifies a category.  This is then forwarded to 
the judges.  A judge claims the question from the queue; once 
claimed, an answer editor is presented and the judge submits 
the answer, which is returned to the team. 

Both teams and judges have access to the score (shown 
in Figure 7).  Each team is listed by problems solved with ties 
broken by a notion of penalty points (currently, we use the 
approach common in programming competitions that provide 
a time and accuracy penalty).  Each problem is then listed 
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with the number of submissions and the time solved (if 
solved). 

 

Figure 7.  The Score. 

A number of interesting performance measures can be 
tracked given the data.  Currently, we have focused on two 
although have plans for many more.  Figure 8 shows one such 
measure.  This display presents the total number of problems 
solved within a competition (in this case, one entire year of 
our team’s practices), including the tie-breaking penalty 
points.  In addition, we report the number of problems 
worked on (submitted) but never solved as well as the total 
number of problems posed to the teams across all 
competitions within the contest. 

Figure 8.  Total Score. 

 

 Once team members are entered, the advisor can then 
enter teams for the competition.  Figure 8 shows this 
interface.  The form displayed is dynamically created based 
upon the maximum number of team members allowed per 
team.  However, this is a maximum and only a single team 
member must be selected per team.   

 In addition, we have also provided a view where all the 
submissions of the teams can be viewed (including whether 
the submission was judged correct or not).  This is only 
provided after each competition and allows each team (or 
team member) to review the work of other teams.  This works 
extremely well for self-learning. 

 

Figure 9.  Team Submissions. 

 The data collected provides much more potential for 
analysis.  For example, we desire to categorize each problem 
into a type.  For example, in a programming competition, a 
problem might require dynamic programming as a solution 
technique.  By tracking performance across all the problems 
that might require such a technique, we can begin to see the 
strengths of teams (and perhaps individuals) become visible. 

5 Discussion 
 During this development, we found that database design 
was very important and should be given due consideration.  
While we largely had our database design in place, we did 
make a few alterations during development.  In addition, we 
are still considering having competitions contain a list of 
problems rather than a problem being assigned to a single 
competition. 

 The SAPRTA system has been in use for just a short 
while, but we have found that it is easy-to-use and works well 
in achieving its goals.  It allows for team performance to be 
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tracked and we will increasingly find the data useful as our 
team progresses.   

6 Conclusions 
 The system described in this paper fulfills the second 
step in our training performance vision.  Previously, we built 
a registration capability to track team performance.  Here, we 
have a system that allows a competition to be created with 
problems posed.  A team can submit solutions/entries 
addressing the problems and a judge can review them, 
providing a response and score.  In addition, the performance 
of teams across all competitions and contests can be tracked 
and we can detect trends of performance over time.  

 In the future we desire to extend the SPARTA system 
further.  We wish to create an automatic judging capability to 
allow competitions to be “extended.”  This will allow teams 
(and team members) to continue to submit solutions to posed 
problems after the official competition has ended.  The focus 
here is on training and learning, and having such “extended” 
time allows for that process to continue.   

 In addition to extending SPARTA itself, we also have a 
few more tools in our vision.  First, we hope to create a 
problem tracking database.  This will collect problems and 
information about them such as type and difficulty.  This will 
allow us to track performance trends as alluded to above, but 
also allows us to build problem sets based around specific 
topics, difficulty levels, etc.  In addition, SPARTA can 
connect into that new database and that will provide us 
additional performance tracking capabilities. 
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Abstract. This study aims to find a solution for the
optimization of indexer and crawler modules of a search
engine if the possible varieties of the search phrases are
previously known as a regular expression. A search engine
can be considered as an expert in any area if the search
domain is narrowed and the crawling and indexing
modules are optimized according to this domain. A general
expertise of the search engines can be modeled with regular
expressions like searching only emails or telephone
numbers on the Internet. This paper mainly discusses
several alternatives on an expert search engine and
evaluates the performance of several varieties.

Keywords: Regular Expression, Search Engine, Crawler,
Indexer

1. Introduction
Any achievement on the search engine technology can

result a benefit for all of the Internet users since the search
engines are the main gateways to the information on the
Internet. A classical search engine tries to index the
information on the Internet by crawling the web pages.
During the crawling phase, the web spider downloads the
web page and extracts the information, indexes the extracted
information and then continues to the next web page. Any
search engine tries to index the information extracted in a
general form of notation for a great variety of search
possibilities.

From the Fig.l a spider gets connects to the Internet and
supplies information for indexer which is responsible to keep
the information for queries. This information can be kept in a
database or can stay in memory for faster results. Finally, a
user gets connect to the search engine through a user
interface and queries the data in the indexer.

This study mainly concentrates on the question, "What if
the search engine previously knows the regular expression
representation of the keywords searched?". In this case the
search engine do not need to index and store the information
unnecessary for the search result and also a reasonable
performance increase would occur during the processing of
the web pages.

Web
Crawler Indexer

Indexer
n;Jt;Jh;J<;p

User Interface

Fig. I. A sample view of a web spider and its components

This approach can be useful if an expert search engine is
designed for example to search only the personal information
on the Internet. Let's take the case of searching personal
information, such as an email address or telephone of a given
name and surname on the Internet. In this case all the search
engine components should get expert on the personal
information only.

During this study, the representation of search query is
accepted as previously known in a regular expression
notation. Web crawler is free to crawl any web page by
following the classical crawling algorithms. Indexer is
specially optimized for the regular expressions built on b+
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tree or data structure [I], which is also a find out from our
previous research[2]. An overview of the developed system
can be demonstrated as in Fig. 2:

Regular Expression
Target Web Site

User Interface

Fig. 2 Deployment diagram of expert search engine on given regular
expression

From the above diagram it is obvious that the web
crawler gets the regular expression [3] of its expertise from
the user and crawls and indexes the Internet using this
regular expression. Also the user can query any information
obeying the regular expression provided initially from the
indexer data structure.

During this paper, the personal information will be
provided as an example of the regular expressions on the
Internet. Please note that the initial regular expression, so the
expertise of the search engine, can be easily updated by an
user interaction

2. Regular Expression spider
A web spider should find out the links and follow them

out while creating a list of traversed sites and the follow up
queue for the next sites.

Fig. 3 holds the flow chart of the web spider algorithm.
The spider gets a URL from the QUI and starts by this initial
page. Also an important check should be done before
proceeding any URL from the robots.txt file provided in the
web site.

If the site permits the spider to go forward, than spider
simply tries to find out all the links from the web page and
add these links to a list for further traverses. Finally the

spider gets another link from the "to search" list. This
operation keeps looping until the "to search" list gets empty.

-------------...,

Get Link from GUI

I
I
I
I
INOI
I
I
I
! Spider
I
I
I
I
I
I

NO

o

I
I
IL _

INDEXER

Fig. 3 Flow char of the spider

While producing a "to search" list for implicit usage of
the spider, the list of already searched sites should also be
checked for double entry to the site.
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Fig 4. IPO Diagram of the spider

A simple input is fetched from the GUI and all the
outputs are sent to the indexer.

3. Indexer
This module is responsible of extracting the keywords

from the URLs got from the spider. As already discussed in
the analysis part, the HTML Tokenizer is a part of the
indexer, which can parse the keywords from the sites.

The most important two modules of the indexer are listed
below:

Data Structure
Tokenizer

The deployment diagram of the indexer should look like
in Fig 5:

INTERNET

Indexers

Fig. 5 Connection between spider and the indexers and tokenizers in
indexers

Fig. 5 demonstrates the connection between spider and
the indexers. Each indexer keeps a tokenizer to get the
keywords from html pages.

Also another job of indexer is keeping the keywords in an
appropriate data structure. Also there should be a connection
between the indexer data structure and the GUI modules.

Graphical User Interface

Indexer Data Structure

Search Results
(page by page)
and a pointer

Fig. 6 Data structures between the GUI and indexer

Fig. 6 demonstrates the connection between the indexer
and the graphical user interface.

4. HTML Tokenizer
This module is responsible of extracting the keywords

from a given web page. Since all the information on the
internet is transferred by the html format, the indexer should
parse the html format.

Because of the performance issues all the modules should
run concurrently, so each of the html tokenizer should run in
a concurrent thread. By using multi threaded
implementation, the busy waiting of the spider and the rest
of the indexing jobs wiII be avoided.

A simple view of the html tokenizer should look like in
the fig. 7:
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Get the target URL of the page

Return result
string as

keywords list

Get next string from the page

Fig. 7 Flowchart of the HTML Tokenizer

Fig. 7 demonstrates a simple flow chart of the html
tokenizer. The initial step of the tokenizer is getting the
target URL from the web spider. The URL information and
the keywords extracted from this URL will be returned to
the indexer for the future queries.

The end condition of the HTML tokenizer is finishing all
the keywords in the web page. This information can be
gathered from the file pointer which is created on the target
web page.

Since all the information on the internet is downloaded to
the local memory, the current web page viewed should also
kept on the local computer with a file pointer.

The file operations on this level are left to the java
network library.

Above the file operations which use the file pointer
should keep track of the strings and html tokens. Fortunately
all the html tags are kept within the "<" and ">" symbols.
So a string tokenizer with the knowledge of html tokens can
easily be converted to the html tokenizer.

Also the extracted keywords should be kept on a result
set with a separator. The result set can be a composite type

data structure or a well formatted string which the indexer
obeys the same protocol.

5. Reverse Indexing
One of the major improvements on this study is

implementing the indexer within a suitable manner of the
regular expressions. The regular expressions can be consists
of multiple tokens. For example in table I, the sites are
listed with the token varieties:

TABLE 1 SAMPLE SITES AND KEYWORDS

Site URL
Microsoft,
product, support,
help, research,
training, Office,
Windows,
software,
download ...
research,
offices, about,
education, news,
students,
facul ty, ...

Keywords

Indexing of the above list can be done in two ways, either
by indexing from web site to the keywords or from
keywords to the web sites. The former method is called as
reverse indexing [4] and increases the access time
performance. In order to keep the regular expression in a
tree with reverse indexing, an efficient way of regular
expression modeling is required.

The regular expressions are kept by tokens in the tree.
For example a regular expression of an email can be
represented as below:

[A - Z 0 - 9 • ~% + -] +@ [A - Z 0 - 9 . -] + \ • [A - Z] {2, 4 }

Above regular expression checks for the validity of e-
mail addresses is given above. The regular expression above
has 5 sub parts:

TABLE 2 SUB PARTS OF THE REGULAR EXPRESSION

1 [A-ZO- name of mail account
9. %+-]+

2 @ the @ sign on email
3 [A-ZO-9.-]+ domain of email
4 \ . sign on domain
5 [A-Z]{2,4} extension of domain (2

to 4 chars like com,
org, edu)

Let's consider the below examples and their separations
according to table 2.
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TABLE 3 PARSING OF SAMPLE EMAILS

Email J 2 3 4 5
ali @ baba com
john @ hotmail com
bill @ hotmail com
paul @ yahoo com
dean @ mit edu

Table 3 results from the regular expressions can be
indexed in either way below:

Fig 8. Tree representation of regular expression results

6. Performance Evaluation of Regular
Expression Search Engine

Table 4 holds the results of time performance of the
search engine results from different regular expressions.

TABLE 4 PERFORMANCE TABLE OF SAMPLE DOMAINS

URL # of Depth # of # of
Keywords pages links

www.vildiz Mh I,' 116 5 85 145
www ~t ('"In 1711 5 366 446
www.mit ,vI, 313 5 156 792
www '''11\ ,'(\1n 5041 5 720 5201

TABLE 5 PERFORMANCE TABLE OF SAMPLE DOMAINS (CONTINUED)

Indexing Reverse Search Reverse
URL Indexing Search

Time Time
Time Time

'MUn. idrib Pri

lLtr
54211 48921 5196 2176

""". "cd'Dall"
618822 543228 5282 2043

m.com

www.mit.edu 139864 127464 6093 2584

\:.Y\fY\fY,.?(1.fl ..:.(:()r:1 7939231 5094323 7387 2983

Table 4 displays the performance of indexing and reverse
indexing algorithms of the email regular expression covered
previously. The data structure for the tree implementations
is the b-- tree. Previous research on the data structure of the
indexer showed that the best possible data structure is b-tree
variants. Depending on this research the name part of the
regular expressions are kept on a b+ tree structure. The
search results are measured from the email addresses with
50% of existing and 50% of not existing search queries.

7. Conclusion
It is obvious that some of the Internet queries can be

represented with regular expressions. This study aims to
find an optimized way for crawling and indexing parts of the
search engines in the case of regular expression of the
search queries are previously known.

At the best of our knowledge the parsing result of the
regular expression is not kept in a leveled tree until this
research. This new indexing approach has increased the
speed of indexing and queries also a possible data structure
and reverse indexing algorithm are suggested for the case.
Also a better version of indexing data structure can be
applied to this study.
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Abstract - As overlay networks emerge as platforms to 
enhance application performance and content delivery within 
distributed systems, the need to monitor their effectiveness 
and reliability is becoming more of a focus.  Overlay 
networks attempt to utilize various utilities to manage the 
transfer of data, but these utilities and the networks 
themselves can have a negative impact on synchronous 
overlay networks and the underlying physical network.  This 
paper intends to present an evaluation process for the various 
network management utilities and data monitoring methods 
available to overlay network managers and interpret the 
results of that evaluation to compare the effectiveness of each 
utility or method.  The proposed evaluation process will 
provide managers with the ability to assess and interpret 
performance and efficiency results of various overlay 
networks in their own environments to determine if the 
network structure needs alterations or enhancements.  

Keywords: Overlay Networks, Overlay Types, Overlay 
Performance 

 

1 Introduction 
  Overlay networks are built on top of other networks to 
provide services that are not available in the original network.  
They contain nodes which are connected by virtual links that 
utilize paths in the underlying networks.   This connectivity 
permits more effective sharing of large amounts of 
information and resources.   Overlay networks permit network 
managers to increase the performance of their existing 
environments by increasing their routing capabilities, 
increasing their security, reducing traffic congestion across 
the network, and increasing the flexibility of the size of the 
network without the involvement of service providers.  
Network developers and application users can design and 
implement communication methods and protocols, like data 
routing and file sharing management, by utilizing the Internet.  
Data routing can be configured to detect network congestion 
and utilize metrics to select less crowded paths.   

However, these benefits come with drawbacks.  In most cases, 
increased overhead and additional complexity occur  when 
overlay networks are implemented.  Additional overhead 
becomes a management issue when layers are added to the 

networking stack because they require that additional packet 
headers be processed.  Sometimes the additional packets are 
redundant and cause an increase in the processing times.  This 
constantly increasing traffic traveling across the overlays can 
overload the network and consume all the available network 
resources.  Adding more layers to a network also makes it 
more complicated to manage.  Overlay networks adapt to 
changes in network conditions and topology, which can make 
management information obsolete with even a simple change 
in the overlay.  To compensate for the dynamic state of the 
network, overlays must be designed to let the network recover 
and recreate network structure when failures occur.  The more 
functionality you add using layers, the more you expose your 
network to unintended reactions between the implemented 
layers.  Overlay networks tend to be designed to work 
independently from each other, but this can create bottlenecks 
that reduce the performance of the overlays and the 
underlying network.  Therefore, overlays should be designed 
to incorporate management tools that will reduce complexity 
and keep the network working efficiently. 

The additional challenges of overlay networks can make it 
difficult to accurately evaluate the network properties.  
Network managers need to be able to assess the impact of 
multiple overlay networks coexisting in their environments 
and determine whether the benefits outweigh the 
consequences of the overlay implementation.   

The most common overlay networks used include security, 
peer-to-peer, content delivery, and routing.   Peer-to-peer 
networks allow end nodes to share files.  Examples include 
services like BitTorrent, Napster and Gnutella.  Content 
delivery overlays work to cache content and services to 
reduce access delays and transport data costs.  Security 
overlay networks are used to enhance the protection of 
communication.  Similar to content delivery overlays, security 
overlay networks can change the routing and caching 
behavior of the data traveling across the network to enhance 
the security or privacy of the communication.   Routing 
overlay networks exist to control and direct data across the 
networks.  Routing overlays provide alternate paths for data 
movement than what they would have initially traveled in the 
original network.  This paper proposes a set of evaluation 
points for managers to use to perform the assessment of the 
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routing overlays to determine if implementation is beneficial 
to the environment.    

2 Literature Review 
 Much of the available research focuses on the 
explanation of overlay networks and defining the various 
types of networks [1][2][4].  Other research focuses on 
specific types of overlay networks and tools [7][9][11].  The 
existing research does a good job presenting the benefits and 
drawbacks of overlay networks, whether they are 
generalizing overlay networks or selecting a specific type of 
overlay to discuss.  Much of the research material presents 
theorems and formulae in great detail that may deter some 
readers due to complexity and ultra-technical language.  
There is a need to present a more generalized description of 
the specific evaluation points that managers should 
periodically review to ensure quality network performance. 
 

3 Design Considerations 
Routing overlay networks are intended to enhance existing 
routing functions and performance.  The effectiveness of that 
enhancement depends greatly on the interaction of data 
between the overlay and the underlay networks.  The ability 
of the overlay networks to redirect or recover from network 
congestion or interruptions is significantly affected by the use 
of the interconnection points of the two networks.   

Overlay networks can have performance and overhead impact 
on the services being provided, such as routing.  The design 
of an overlay network should include the ability to scale itself 
to a particular service within a group.  Adding functionality 
via an overlay should not affect performance, because the new 
topology layer should not interfere with the existing 
protocols.  In general, combining the right equipment with a 
correctly configured overlay can result in improved network 
performance with minimal overhead. 

When creating overlay networks, designers should consider 
the drawbacks of implementing an overlay.  Primarily, the 
consideration of increased overhead related to the 
management of the overlay and the increased processing of 
each data packet are key concepts to address in the network 
design.  The processing of packets increases due to the 
delivery, processing, and retransmission of each packet.  
Additionally, the designer must determine the best method of 
integrating the overlay with the existing physical network.  
This aspect can be hindered by the creator’s lack of 
knowledge of the physical network and/or inability to control 
the physical network.  Therefore, although the 
implementation of an overlay may assist packets in finding 
alternate paths that improve the latency experience by the 
end-user, designers should be careful to consider the alternate 
result of redirecting data over an overlay path that is 
detrimental to latency speeds. 

Hop-by-hop reliability over overlay networks is an important 
consideration for effective design.  Creators of overlay 
networks must select a reliable protocol to achieve reliability.  
Otherwise, the loss of data packets could take a long time to 
detect and result in higher traffic volumes as retransmitted 
data packets and acknowledgements are sent over multiple 
hops within the overlay to recover the missed packets.  When 
creating an overlay, designers should also take into account 
the potential loss of intermediate nodes or disconnection of 
overlay links.  Intermediate nodes are important elements of 
the overlay because they handle the reliability and congestion 
controls for their immediate neighbors, making it essential 
that an overlay design include redundancy for these nodes in 
the event of outages. 

Designers should incorporate a distributed backup service into 
the layout of the overlay network.  This backup can be used to 
provide the state of a failed node to any other operational 
node in the network.  At a minimum, state information should 
include the neighbor links of the node, repair information, and 
application specific data.  In order to deal with the possibility 
of restored backup information in cases of failed nodes, 
overlays should be designed to cope with minimal 
inconsistencies.  Additionally, to ensure the application of 
these backup services, designers should also incorporate a 
per-node failure detector that can be used to test the status of 
network nodes.  Ideally, the design should incorporate the 
ability of the network to eventually detect any failed node 
while ensuring that active nodes are not assumed to be failing. 

There are several overlay service network topologies that 
appear in various research literatures.  Each topology is a 
viable option with its own benefits and drawbacks.  Designers 
should consider their environment and select the best fit for 
their needs. 

3.1 Full Mesh Overlay Topology 

 
Fig. 1. [13] 

Fig. 1 is an example of a full mesh overlay topology.  As 
illustrated, every node in the overlay network is neighbors 
with every other node in the overlay.  This creates a scenario 
where several links pass through the same common underlay 
network link.  In this type of overlay topology, the overlay 
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nodes may not be able to control and/or retrieve resource 
information on the links due to potential transmission of 
traffic through IP-layer links. The drawback to this is that the 
nodes have to continuously send packets to neighbor nodes to 
retrieve performance and path information. 

3.2 Spanning Tree Overlay Topology 

 
Fig. 2. [13] 

Fig. 2 illustrates the application of a 2-minimum spanning tree 
overlay topology.  The dashed lines and solid lines represent 
two different spanning trees.  These two spanning trees are 
combined to produce the overlay topology.  This overlay is 
considered the lowest cost option among the tree options 
presented here.  The trees utilize minimal overlapping in the 
overlay links and produce an effective overlay service 
network topology. 
 

3.3 Mesh Tree Overlay Topology 

 
Fig. 3. [13] 

Fig. 3 provides an example of a Mesh-Tree topology.  The 
solid lines indicate a spanning tree and the dashed lines 
illustrate the added mesh links.  Mesh-Tree topologies are 
constructed by creating the spanning tree to connect the 
overlay nodes, then connecting related nodes via mesh links.  
This approach has been particularly effective in improving the 
resilience of overlay networks. 
 

3.4 Adjacent Connection Overlay Topology 

 
Fig. 4. [13] 

Fig. 4 shows an example of an Adjacent Connection topology 
where no overlay node is present on the underlying path of 
the overlay link that connects any of the other overlay nodes.    
This topology uses the IP-layer topology information to 
construct the overlay and makes the assumption that the 
overlay nodes will have access to the IP-layer path 
information.   
 
Network designers should also include bandwidth 
considerations and performance level information from 
existing networks, if available, to incorporate limits and 
requirements into their overlay design. 

4 Performance Evaluation Criteria 
To be considered effective, overlay networks must deliver 
performance and reliability that outweighs the management, 
overhead, and associated costs.  There are key characteristics 
that can provide the ability to perform quantitative analysis 
for the performance on overlay networks.   
 

4.1 Searching Hops 

The multiple links created by an overlay network can 
considerably increase the performance of the network by 
reducing latency and shaky communication.  The basic 
question for evaluation of performance in this case is, if a 
packet originates from a specific location and is addressed for 
a specific group, where should the packet be sent for 
forwarding? 
 
The answer will depend on the relationship between the 
physical and overlay networks and how the packet is 
disseminated across the network.  Theoretically, a 
deterministic decision will need to be made because of the 
existence of multiple viable paths within the intertwined 
networks.  Since packets are not broadcast everywhere across 
the network, only the nodes on the network that are joined to 
the destination group should receive the broadcast. 
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Researchers have developed several platforms to assist 
designers in the computations of shortest paths from node to 
node.  For example, Spines specifically uses an all pairs 
shortest path algorithm to compute the shortest path from 
every node to every other node and update pathways when 
changes occur in the network topology of the overlay.  Once 
computed, the per sender, per group routing determination is 
completed by evaluating the links based on their destination 
information and removing, or pruning, the route from the tree.  
Spines then utilizes the same routing information for 
subsequent packets from the same sender to the same receiver 
until a topology change occurs.  Once a topology change 
occurs, the computation and storage of the routing 
information is recalculated. 
 

4.2 Efficiency and Scalability 

The efficiency of an overlay network can be traced back to 
specific parameters that are able to be set to enhance the 
performance, but managers must consider if the level of 
performance is worth the tradeoff in overhead.  Each 
parameter described below impacts the volume of the 
overhead in different ways.   
 
Epoch, the interval at which the probes run to update route 
information, governs how frequently route computations 
occur.  If this is a larger number, there is less overhead impact 
on the performance.  However, a smaller epoch number will 
improve the validity of the network state information and 
retain the latest valid route paths.   
 
The level of overhead associated with the exchange of state 
information and path computation is measured in 
connectivity.   If the average connectivity is set at a larger 
setting, a larger number of nodes are included in the 
neighbors used to re-direct traffic during congested times.  
When more neighbors are included in the re-routing process, 
the level of overhead to manage the network information 
increases. 
 
Although the number of nodes in an overlay is directly 
proportionate to the number of alternate paths available for 
data traffic, the level of overhead is also directly affected.  
The more overlay nodes, the greater the level of overhead.  
Researchers are investigating if the settings of other  overlay 
parameters can be set to permit larger overlay networks. 
 
In environments where there are significant numbers of 
overlay networks, it would be ideal to set a maximum length 
of overlay routes.  Routes that travel through more than 2-3 
overlay links should be limited to reduce inefficient path 
routes and extraneous data traffic congestion. 
 

4.3 Robustness 

The robustness of a network refers to how a network will 
maintain an acceptable level of service during fault events or 
challenges to normal network operations.  This characteristic 

is generally evaluated by examining how the diameter of the 
network is changing.  
 
The diameter consists of the longest path between any two 
nodes in the overlay network.  This metric typically measures 
the maximum time for information to propagate across the 
network.  The size of the largest component and the number 
of connected components also captures the robustness of a 
network by measuring the availability of the network. 
 
Networks are generally considered to be more robust if the 
diameter is low and the availability is high.  The easiest 
interpretation of this assumption is that if the diameter were to 
increase, or the number of components on the network 
increased, the result would be a decrease in the robustness and 
performance of the overlay network. 
 

5 Future Work and Conclusions 
This paper presents the best evaluation points to utilize in 
determining the effects of network enhancements and overlay 
implementations.    Evaluating data results from these specific 
characteristics will provide network managers with 
information to determine the effectiveness of an overlay 
implementation in their environment to enhance performance. 
 
Further research on the optimal values of these data points 
and methods or processes to compute those values would 
warrant further investigation.  Ideally, this research would 
establish a test environment with a fixed physical layer and 
implement various overlay topology scenarios while 
evaluating parameter settings in each topology type. 
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Abstract - As the web content management 
system contains sensitive information, the quest 
for web content protection is extremely 
important. This paper reviews some of the 
popular web content management systems and 
analyzes the available protection solutions. 
However, these solutions have some limitations 
in protecting the web content from unauthorized 
access. The research aims to propose some 
improvements to protect the content through the 
mean of digital rights management. Finally, the 
paper discusses the impact of using the suggested 
advanced protection mechanisms. 

1. Introduction 
Web content management system is the most 

widespread and frequently used types of content 

management systems. It consists of applications used 

to create, manage, store and deploy content on the 

web, including text, graphics, video or audio, and 

application code. [4] Essentially, the web content 

management systems support common processes such 

as authoring, repository, workflow and publishing. 

One of the most important elements of complexity in 

the content processes is content protection. The quest 

for web content protection during the last few years 

has been very critical issue. Therefore some 

researches in developing content protection 

technologies have been proposed. Digital rights 

management adopted protection technologies to 

safeguard the content, manage it and enforce the rule 

of the digital content usage and distribution.  

As a content protection mechanism, the access control 

system has been integrated to web content 

management systems. It is the process of limiting 

access to the web content only to authorized users, 

programs, or other systems on a need-to basis. In 

general, access control is defined as the mechanism by 

which users are permitted access to resources 

according to the authentication of their identities and 

the associated privileges authorization.  

This paper is organized as the following: section 2 

reviews some of the content protection solutions as 

well as the popular open source web content 

management systems. Section 3 states the limitations 

of the previous protection solutions. In section 4, 

some improvements to protect the content through the 

mean of digital rights management are proposed. 

2. Content Protection   
Content protection is the general term used to include 

mechanisms and technologies designed to protect 

content by controlling its use, in order to give content 

providers control over access and redistribution of 

protected material. Typically, the term "content" is 

widely defined to include, but not be limited to, all 

materials, information, text, graphics, images, audio, 

video materials available on the web site. 

Several protection solutions have been developed to 

protect web content. Localized, [17] the company that 

specialized in digital rights management, developed 

many products like HTML protection software to 

protect the web content and images. The software 

provides many control functions such as viewing, 

copying, modifying, saving, and printing content and 

more. In addition, the company offers a valuable web 

content security solution for publishers who need to 
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control the dissemination of their web based content 

to specific users. It uses encryption and digital rights 

management as an alternative to the existing access 

control system which relies on password mechanisms.  

CopySafe, [18] is copy protection software for web 

pages and images which can be employed in any 

existing web solution. It allows the web pages author 

to control access to the web content by enable or 

disable the use of print, keyboard, menu and browser 

toolbar options. In addition, the software encrypted 

images to ensure that they can only be viewed from a 

certain web site.  

Furthermore, a variety of protection software 

available in the market and some of them are used to 

protect the content from all copying and saving 

techniques (copy protection), as well as the web 

browsers grabbers. Whereas, the sophisticated 

solutions include mechanisms to encrypt and decrypt 

the web content and the decryption keys are 

distributed to authorized persons only. 

In the context of web content management systems, 

content protection solutions have been provided in 

term of access control system and as extensions:   

1. Joomla protects the web content through the 

utilization of two important features which is 

user management and access management. 

[8] Joomla manages users by defining a set 

of user groups and assigning permissions to 

each of them. Dividing users among groups 

help to restrict access to the web content and 

allow only authorized user to access web 

content. Moreover, it is useful in 

accountability and traceability. Moreover, 

most content on a Joomla website can be 

optionally restricted to users at or above a 

given access level. An article might be 

restricted to registered users so that public 

will not see it. Users who have previously 

been registered and who log in to the site 

front-end will see this article. Administrators 

have the ability to restrict user access to 

particular content. In addition, Joomla 

provides more advanced access control like 

prevent printing or saving of the content.  

2. WordPress has a feature called "content 

visibility". It is to control the access of posts 

and pages on an individual basis. Three 

authorization permission levels are available: 

public, private, password protected. Private 

access control means to hide the content 

from the public completely whereas; in 

password protected, the content appears to 

website visitors but they should provide the 

password in order to view this content. Thus, 

private permission can be used to protect 

paid content on the website and decide who 

can access it. However, the access control 

system in WordPress is very basic and 

simple. It cannot protect very specific 

content from being accessed by a specific 

user.   

3. Lastly, Drupal, protects content in creation, 

modification and administration from 

unauthorized access, Drupal uses 

permissions. Administrators assign 

permissions to roles and then assign roles to 

users. Each user role has its own set of 

permissions. Since the content in Drupal is 

placed within modules, each module has a 

set of access controls to protect content. 

Moreover, there are some content protection 

modules that can be used in Drupal, like 

content access module [13]. This module 

allow user to manage permissions for content 

by role and author as well as to specify 

custom view, edit and delete permissions for 

each content type.  
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3. The Limitations of the Content 
Protection Solutions  

After investigating three of the most popular open 

source web content management systems, Joomla, 

WordPress and Drupal, we conclude the following:  

4. Although major improvements were applied 

on managing users and controlling their 

access to website resources, content 

protection requires more attention! 

5. The current systems focus on protecting 

content after publishing by specifying 

authorized users and controlling their access 

using simple controls like disable printing, 

copying and saving. 

6. The systems didn't have secure content 

distribution methods that deal with offering 

content for the user. No advanced techniques 

are used to protect published content like 

tracking content or copyrights technologies. 

7. Usually, the web content management 

systems include default workflow that can be 

used or modified. In certain web content 

management systems, you can design an 

unlimited number of workflows. Protecting 

content during workflow often is not 

addressed. 

8. Protecting content by using of copyrights is 

not sufficient!  Since law isn’t a preventive 

measure, copyright law does not prevent 

authorized users from copying the published 

content and distribute it. Authorized users 

can make dozens of copies of the web 

content almost as easily as they can make 

one. Moreover, they can email it to everyone 

in their address book. Thus, the need for 

technological based protection is necessary.  

To address the above limitations, content protection 

needs to be addressed beyond the current usage of 

user management and access control. Content 

protection has two parts: copy protection technologies 

to prevent the direct copying of protected content, and 

rights management technologies to tag content with 

information about what permissions the owner has 

granted for its use. As more sensitive content enters 

the web content management systems, the desire to 

protect that content grows. This research focuses on 

the integration of the major existing content protection 

technology, digital rights management, into the web 

content management systems. [14] 

4. Suggested Improvements   
The digital rights management is an alternate term for 

content protection mechanisms. It is about defining, 

protecting, and tracking the rights associated with 

accessing protected content Therefore, combining the 

digital rights technologies in the web content 

management systems adds an extra layer of content 

protection by providing the following features: [15].  

1. Copy protection: it encompasses mechanisms 

and technologies to protect content from 

being copied. The content owner can use the 

integrated copy protection technology to 

prevent unauthorized copying of content.  

2. Advanced usage control: it allows the 

content owner to control content viewing, 

printing, editing, copying and execution. 

3. Advanced access control: it defines roles and 

permissions according to the customized 

workflow and allow for permission 

inheritance. 

4. Content accountability and auditing so the 

web content management system should 

record the date, time and user for every 

access to the web content. This feature will 

assist in tracking content and protect it from 

unauthorized access.  
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It is important to emphasize that content protection 

must be addressed during content workflow and after 

publishing. The workflow of the web content 

management system represents the different stages or 

phases through which the content passes from its 

initial creation to its final distribution and publishing. 

During the content lifecycle, several users and 

processes may be involved. Applying protection 

content technologies ensure that content is protected 

once it is created. The content owner can set access 

rights of the content to specify how it can be accessed 

at the next stage in the workflow. For example, in a 

publishing workflow, content author may want to 

prohibit editing of a specific part of the content like 

preventing editor from the modifying author's contact 

information. By integrating content protection 

technologies to all phases in workflow, protected 

content is created and protected content is published. 

[6] Usually, the web content management systems 

provide the workflow customization capability which 

allows the website administrator to customize 

workflow according to business needs. In this case, it 

is required to adapt the new lists of permissions and 

roles.  As a result, no one technology achieves all of 

the content protection functions required. Thus, a 

series of digital rights technologies are needed to 

protect content once it has been created and during its 

workflow until it has been published. 

5. Conclusion  
The open source web content management systems 

utilize some mechanisms to protect their web content 

from unauthorized access. The integrated access 

control system used the concept of roles and 

permissions to restrict access to the content. However, 

there is a demand to have more advanced and flexible 

content protection solutions. As the suggested 

solution, digital right management technologies can 

be combined with the web content management 

systems and provide an extra layer of protection.  
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Web Servers /Personal Workstations: Measuring Different 
Ways They Use the File System

Randy Appleton
Northern Michigan University, Marquette MI, USA

Abstract

This research compares the different ways in which web 
servers and personal workstations use the file system.   
The differences between web server file usage and 
personal workstation file usage is described  The 
dynamic distributions of file types opened while the 
systems run, dynamic distributions of file locations, and 
frequency of various system calls are all presented and 
compared between web servers and personal 
workstations.

1. Introduction

In this research we analyze several Linux servers and 
workstations to determine their usage of various file 
system calls while running their normal daily workload.  
The file system calls used on actual servers were 
identified.  The kernel was modified to measure 
parameters such as usage count, transfer size and error 
rate.  Additional data was gathered about the files 
actually used on a dynamic basis such as file location, 
name and operation, yielding a file system trace.  The 
results of this study are an analysis of actual file system 
call usage combined with a description of the types, 
names and locations of files used.  

The web servers in question process 20,000 hits per day, 
involving 5,000 unique hosts per week and 930 
megabytes/day of data transfer.  The personal 
workstations were the workstations of people who 
compile, edit papers, browse the web, and do other daily 
office work.

This project was done in the hope that kernel designers 
can use the data within to better optimize file system 
design and algorithm selection.  Further we hope that by 
showing web site designers and web application 

designers their actual file usage patterns they too can 
improve their code.  Finally, we wanted to show 
system administrators the different loads they place 
on their machines.

2. Related Work

Several studies have analyzed file system usage.  File 
systems usage was captured and analyzed for Unix in 
1984 in [Zou84], for BSD in 1985 in [Ous85], and 
Linux in 2004 in [Ara04] .  The author has done 
previous research in this area in the context of file 
system prefetching in [Gri94].

The research in [Ara04] is particularly relevant.  
They developed a set of kernel modifications called 
TraceFS, which is a general framework for capturing 
and analyzing file system usage data.  The 
modification we developed have less overhead, but 
are less general, than the work in [Ara04].

The work in [Ros00] describes file usage in great 
detail in HPUX and Windows NT environments 
with particular attention to the interaction between 
the file system and the file system cache.

Our results confirm the general pattern of file system 
usage discovered in these previous works, though in 
a Linux using, web serving and GUI user interface 
environment.  Three particular contributions of this 
work is to describe the directories and file types used 
on a dynamic basis, and to count the number of file 
system calls per process.  We know of no other 
research into this area.

3. Methodology

Applications can interact with the file system using a 
set of predefined system calls.  For our research we 
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focused on read(), write(), open(), close(), dup(), dup2(), 
lseek(), unlink(), exec(), statfs(), stat(), stat64(), mmap(), 
and oldmmap().     We also found it necessary to record 
fork() and exec() calls in order to keep track of file 
descriptors and processes.

Code for each of these system calls was located and 
modified in the Linux kernel.  When each of the above 
system calls was invoked, our modified kernel logged 
data to a log file known as the file system trace.  We 
converted each stat64() system call into a stat() system 
call for accounting purposes, since they are intrinsicaly 
the same operation.  We also grouped mmap() and 
oldmmap().  

Data was appended to this log file at the rate of about 
one gigabyte per week.  The log file was filtered to 
remove any system calls related to logging.  Total entries 
after filtering were over eighty million entries.  Sample 
entries are shown below.

FORK:  PID 991 OTHERPID 1031
EXEC: PID 1031 Error 0
OPEN:  fn /etc/ld.so.preload PID 1031 mode 8 flags 0 fd
OPEN:  fn /etc/ld.so.cache PID 1031 mode 0 flags 0 fd 3
READ: PID 1031 fd 3 count 1024
CLOSE: PID 1031 fd 3

Capturing our log data was computationally inexpensive 
and did not disturb the running of our servers.  Typical 
CPU load generated by the logging was well under 1% 
of total CPU load.  Logging our data had minimal 
impact on disk drive usage.  Typically fifty to one 
hundred system calls were made by applications between 
each write to the trace file. by our software  Server 
slowdown was imperceptible to normal users.

Because of our software design and our desire to 
minimize impact upon the machine, our logging 
software was at times overloaded with data.  About 1% 
of total entries were lost for this reason.  We have every 
reason to believe that the missing 1% is very similar to 
the 99% we captured.

The modified kernel was run on three different 
computers.  The first was a personal workstation and 
used to read email, browse the web, play music, and edit 
files.  The second machine is the main departmental 
server for the computer science department.  It handles a 

significant web server load and is the main 
programming, compiling, and testing machine for 
our students.  It has around two hundred user 
accounts.  

The trace files were processed with various Perl 
scripts.  Program correctness was verified by two 
different coders.  Additionally, output of the scripts 
was checked by hand for plausibility.

4. System Call Analysis

The table below and graphs in the appendix 
summarize file system activity.  

Server Workstation

Call Count % Count %

read 6,713,519 42% 7,667,528 58%

write 3,323,973 21% 5,075,708 38%

open 2,120,301 13% 55,168 0.4%

close 1,401,533 8% 55,965 0.4%

fork 18,481 0.1% 537 0.0%

mmap 1,160,013 7.3% 16,476 0.1%

dup 11,340 0.1% 1,515 0.0%

lseek 55,854 0.4% 3,162 0.0%

stat 967,026 6.1% 323,398 2.4%

statfs 8,568 0.1% 246 0.0%

unlink 62,852 0.4% 1,761 0.0%

exec 14,005 0.1% 352 0.0%

For our departmental server four system calls 
dominated all activity.  Read (43%), write (21%), 
open (13%) and close (9%) constitute 86% of all 
system calls.  Reads were twice as common as 
writes.  The average process generated 479 reads and 
237 writes.  The average opened file experienced 3.2 
reads and 1.6 writes.  We personally found it 
surprising that the average process generated so 
many file oriented system calls and that the average 
file was processed with so few reads and writes.

For the personal workstation two system calls 
dominated all activity.  Read (58%) and write (38%) 
constitute 96% of all system calls.  Open and close 
are not nearly as common as on the departmental 
server because the user of this workstation used it for 
tasks (long running editing session, playing music) 
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that did not generate many opens and closes.  Neither 
compiling nor web serving was done on this personal 
workstation.  Like the server reads were almost twice as 
common as writes.  The average process generated 479 
reads and 237 writes, similar numbers to the server.  The 
average opened file experienced 3.2 reads and 1.6 writes. 
A file system on a personal workstation will therefore 
see as many reads and writes and execs, but many fewer 
opens and closes than a server.

Reads and writes are very much larger than we expected. 
On the departmental server the average size of a read 
call was 85,708 bytes.  On the personal workstation it 
was 62,365 bytes.  Writes averaged 71,584 (server) and 
50,663 (workstation) bytes.

Most strikiing was the difference in opens.  On te web 
sserver 13% of all operations were opens, and on the 
personal workstation only 0.4% were opens.  A file 
system optimized for web usage will emphasize open 
performance much more than a file system optimized for 
personal workstation use.

5. Most Used Directories

We measured the most commonly used directories.    For 
every file open, the directory containing that file is 
noted.  We counted the final directory used by every file 
open, and not any upper level directories traversed to get 
to this final directory.  For example, an open of 
“/var/log/apache2/access_log” was counted as an open in 
“/var/log/apache2” but not in “/var/log” nor in “/var” nor 
in “/”.  A summary is shown below.

Note that for both the personal workstation and the 
departmental server the most common directories are 
/proc and /dev.   Also note that the most common 
directories constitute a very small fraction of all file 
opens.  The most frequently used twenty directories for 
our server represent only 0.3% of all file open.  The most 
frequently used 1000 directories represent just over 3% 
of all file opens.  For the personal workstation the 
equivalent fractions are only 7% and 12%.  We are 
surprised by the conclusion there are no hot spot 
directories; we expected different results.

A file system optimized for web server usage should 
expect worse performance from any directory caching, 

since directory operations are spread between more 
directories on a web server workload than on a 
personal workstation workload.

Most directories actually used are close to the top of 
the directory tree.  It is rare that a file is open ten 
levels deep, and much more common that a file is 
opened within two or four levels of the top of the 
directory tree.

The many Python library directories used surprised 
us greatly (so much so we had to doublecheck our 
work).  On our computers we have a mail daemon 
written in Python that runs once per hour.  Therefore 
it ran several hundred times during our logging 
activity.  Each instance calls up several Python 
include files, which call up other include files, etc.  
We conclude that even small deamons run 
occasionally in scripting based languages can place a 
significant load on the file system, and believe that 
any daemon written in such a language must be 
written with extra care to avoid this problem.  

This illustrates the point that system administrators 
can be surprised by the results of auditing their 
machines. 

6. Most Used File Types

The chart in the appendix shows the most common 
file extensions for files named in open() calls.  This 
data varies widely between server and personal 
workstation.  Both machines used shared libraries 
very heavily; they were the most commonly used 
type of file on both systems.

The Python files are discussed above.

Evidence of our server’s web duties is shown on this 
list.  The *.htm and *.gif files are  pages being 
offered to the Internet.  The *.pid files are used by 
the Apache web server to coordinate its various 
processes.

The workstation log data shows that the KDE 
desktop files (*.kde) and Python scripts used by the 
RedHat KDE installation (*.py, *.pyc) are heavily 
used.  For the personal workstation the graphics files 
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(*.gif and *.JPG) are from the web browsers cache.

7. Conclusions

Web servers use the file system in somewhat  different 
ways that personal workstations.  Web servers do many 
more file opens that personal workstations (13% of all 
file operations, vs 0.4%).  They have a larger average 
read size.  They spread their accesses across more 
directories. An operating system that would optimize 
web performance would optimize for this different usage 
pattern.

Understanding how applications access file systems is 
important in the design of both file systems and 
application.  Using the data above we conclude that 
reads and writes are surprisingly large (around 60K).  
Files access is not localized to a few directories but 
instead is scattered throughout the file system in 
directories close to the root.  Reads are twice as common 
as writes and four times as common as opens.  No one 
kind of file dominates file accesses, however shared 
libraries are the most commonly used kind of file. 
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System Call Distribution for Server
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System Call Distribution for Workstation
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Number of Opens File on Server Number of Opens File On Workstation

713838 .so 7,298 .kde

610796 .Par 3,386 .so

296770 .pyc 3,174 (other shared library 
files)

296178 .py 1,581 .py

72728 (other shared library 
files)

1,529 .pyc

50133 .htm 1,032 .jpg

40262 .gif 1,020 .new

28545 .o 813 .slt

20295 .h 805 .pr

19993 .loc 732 .afm

17937 .db 489 .ali

12736 .a 156 .gz

12645 .cla 156 001

12559 .pre 145 .dir

11641 .all 143 .gif

Directory
Accesses

Directory on Server Directory 
Access

Directory on 
Workstation

28,670 /proc/ 27,587 /proc/

16,176 /dev/ 15,496 /dev/

2,093 /staff/user1/
.kde/share/config/

5,460 /staff/user1/.
kde/share/config/

1,831 /usr/share/config/ 2,351 /lib/i686/

1,523 /etc/ 2,185 /etc/

1,229 /usr/share/
rhn/up2date_client/

1,741 /

1,092 /usr/sbin/ 1,699 /lib/

1,051 /staff/user1/Personal/Pic-
tures/Work-Backgrounds/

801 /usr/lib/python1.5/

976 /usr/lib/python1.5/ 715 /usr/share/rhn/
up2date_client/

Table 1: File and Directory Access Counts
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Towards a Document Composition Framework

Mike Rogers, Sheikh Ghafoor, Brett Harper
Department of Computer Science, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN, USA

Abstract— This paper reports the design and evaluation
of a declarative language based document creation frame
work called Braid. Braid can create new XML documents
from other xml documents distributed throughout the Web.
Recurring patterns of steps are required to compose a sin-
gle complex document from multiple distributed documents.
We conducted study of forty six workflows and, combined,
they used sixteen workflow control patterns to compose
documents. Braid supports almost all the patterns that are
required to compose documents in our study.

Keywords: Declarative language, Document Composition, Work-
flow Pattern, Web Services

1. Introduction
Service Oriented Computing has become a popular

paradigm for building complex internet applications, largely
due to the introduction of several well-defined technologies
and standards, such as SOAP [1], UDDI [2], WSDL [3],
WSSec [4], BPEL [5], and a multitude of ESBs [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10]. These technologies implement messaging between
services, compose basic services into compound services,
provide for the discovery of web services, and describe
web service interfaces and protocols. Additionally, workflow
languages provide a mechanism for describing the necessary
steps to compose complex services out of multiple simple
services.

Recurring patterns of steps needed to compose web ser-
vices have emerged, and various workflow languages exist
that can implement these patterns. Workflow languages are
usually XML based and allow the programmer to spec-
ify workflows that compose web services. Many of these
workflow languages such as BPEL are designed to model
general purpose business processes. They are imperative
languages with which the programmer describes each step
of an instance of a workflow known as a process. It requires
the programmer to specify the complex workflow in great
detail. For each step in the workflow, the source of input and
destination of output may need to be specified. In addition,
a step may need to be bound in some way to an external
service, and the type and number of inputs and outputs
must match the external service. Furthermore, imperative
languages such as BPEL have to maintain global and local
state.

In many e-commerce and information-based systems, web
services are used to create XML documents. Unfortunately,
describing how to compose a document in a language meant

to describe workflows can be difficult. The step-by-step
instructions of a workflow language require a complex level
of detail to create complex XML documents. We have
developed a document creation framework called Braid that
can create new XML documents from other XML documents
distributed throughout the web. It provides a declarative
document composition language to handle the majority of
common document generation tasks.

Braid’s document composition language was designed to
be simple, lightweight, and non-imperative. Braid has very
few concepts and constructs. Because Braid’s language is
non-imperative, the programmers do not have to specify the
steps to create a document, but, instead, they describe the
document dependencies. The task of determining the order
and parallelization of document construction is left to Braid
itself, thereby simplifying the task for the programmer.

In this paper, we present the Braid document descrip-
tion language, the architecture of Braid’s components that
implement Braid’s document composition algorithms, and
evaluate Braids usefulness by comparing Braid’s document
composition features to common workflow patterns that
are required to compose documents. Van der Aalst [11],
[12] provides an extensive list of workflow control patterns
(WCP) that can be used to compose services. Not all of these
WCPs are required to create a service. For example BPEL
supports 22 of the 43 WCP mentioned in [11]. Our limited
case study of 46 example workflows found that, combined,
they used only 16 out of 43 WCPs mentioned in [11]. Braid
supports almost all the WCPs that are required to compose
documents in our study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief discussion on related work. The architecture
of Braid’s document composition framework is presented in
Section 3. An evaluation of Braid’s document composition
capability is discussed in Section 4. Our conclusions and
future works are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Various technologies exist that are related to Braid and
our work on Braid’s document description language. These
technologies include Web Services and Service Oriented
Computing, Enterprise Service Buses, the BPEL workflow
language, and workflow patterns.
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2.1 Web Services and Service-Oriented Com-
puting

Service-oriented computing and service-oriented archi-
tectures are the basic building blocks of web services. A
web service allows multiple machines to interact across a
wide-area network. Clients communicate with Web services
using a text-based messaging protocol such as SOAP. These
messages are usually delivered using HTTP in conjunction
with other web standards [13]. Services should be able to
run on any type of machine, such as Windows or Unix-based
machines. The actual hardware that hosts the service should
not affect clients, as long as the input and output of the
service are well-defined and agreed upon.

Service Oriented Architectures describe high-level struc-
tures used in building internet applications and how these in-
ternet applications are built from services. Service Oriented
Computing encompasses a set of paradigms in addition to the
tools used to implement those paradigms. These paradigms
and tools can then be used to construct service-oriented
internet applications. Communication between consumers of
a service and the service itself is typically accomplished
through providers, registries, and contracts [14]. Providers
register their services with the registry that a consumer can
then use to locate a service. A service contract specifies how
the interaction will take place and what conditions need to
be met in order for the service to be executed.

The Braid document generator has much in common with
traditional service oriented architectures. In Braid, a docu-
ment can be composed from multiple distributed documents,
just as a service can be composed from other services.
Documents are transferred using an agreed-upon protocol,
similar to how a message is transferred between services
using a protocol like SOAP. However, Braid is not intended
to be a replacement for Web services. Braid is intended,
instead, to compliment existing Web service technologies to
provide easily configured and efficient document generation.

2.2 Enterprise Service Bus
Enterprise Service Buses [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] combine

a number of software packages, standards, and protocols in
order to implement a service oriented architecture. A number
of Enterprise Service Buses are available to the public.
Each performs the same basic functions. An ESB typically
includes a messaging framework. ESBs also include an
application server that is used to host the web services.
Additionally, an ESB supports writing Web-service code in
a general purpose programming language, such as Java or
Python. Finally, an ESB also implements a workflow lan-
guage, such as BPEL, so that the programmer can specify the
ordering and composition of services. In general, workflow
composition languages allow the programmer or designer to
specify the flow of both data and execution, though each
language has a different approach.

Braid, like Enterprise Service Buses, utilizes a messaging
protocol to transport requests and replies for documents.
Furthermore, Braid, like ESB’s that support service com-
position, provides a language that is used to describe the
composition of documents. However, Braid’s document de-
scription language is designed particularly for composing
distributed documents, not for general purpose workflows.

2.3 BPEL
BPEL is a language created to describe business pro-

cesses [5]. BPEL is used as the workflow language in a
number of ESBs. For example, BPEL is used as a component
in Oracle ESB [8] and Apache ServiceMix [10]. Other
enterprise service buses, such as Apache Synapse [6] and
Microsoft Biztalk ESB [7], make use of other workflow
languages or create their own. Even so, BPEL is a popular
workflow language.

BPEL allows the use of control structures such as those
found in most programming languages. These include se-
quence and switch statements as well as while loops. Fur-
thermore, services that run in parallel are specified in BPEL
using a special control structure. BPEL also specifies a way
to wait a certain length of time for results, make choices
based on external events, or even do nothing [5]. BPEL uses
these control structures to specify the exact sequence of steps
in a workflow. However, this approach can make service
composition complex as the programmer must specify all
the details of the workflow.

BPEL and Braid’s document description language share
similar roles within their respective frameworks. BPEL, and
other workflow languages, allow the programmer to compose
individual services into compound services, which is similar
to Braid’s document description language, which allows
programmers to compose documents from other distributed
documents. However, unlike BPEL, Braid is designed to
compose documents, not services, and Braid uses a non-
imperative language to do so.

2.4 Workflow Patterns
After constructing a number of workflows, a programmer

may notice certain patterns that invariably show up in most
workflows. W. M. P. van der Aalst et al. [12] identified a total
of 43 such patterns and proceeded to map these workflow
patterns to functionality in various workflow languages, such
as BPEL [11]. No single language has been shown to
implement all 43 patterns, though there are several patterns
that are implemented in all languages. In fact, there are some
patterns that are much more prevalent than others.

These patterns describe a wide range of actions that may
be accomplished in a typical workflow. They can describe
ordering of actions, canceling or stalling actions, the merging
and splitting of a path, looping over a set of actions, and even
spawning multiple instances of the same action.

2
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Workflow patterns have been used in the past as a measure
of comparison between workflow languages. Though Braid’s
document description language is not meant to describe
workflows, we believe it is similar enough to workflow
languages that these patterns can be used to determine func-
tional gaps within the language. Part of our work described
in this paper is determining which patterns can aid us in our
gap analysis.

3. Braid Document Composition and Ar-
chitecture

Braid is a document composition framework that can
create new documents from multiple distributed documents.
The document description language in Braid is a dependency
based declarative language, as opposed to an imperative
workflow language such as BPEL. Braid is document ori-
ented not service oriented. In other words, the focus is not
on creating, calling, and retrieving results from services, but
rather on creation of new document by transforming and
combining distributed documents.

In Braid, a document is modeled as a set of dependent
activities, instead of a set of state transitions [15]. In this
model, the programmer does not determine the flow of
activities. Instead, Braid determines the actions to perform
at run-time. While this model does take away the complexity
of determining control flow and concurrency from program-
mers, it introduces the activity of determining dependencies
among documents. In practice, a programmer would create
a file that describes these dependencies. Braid reads these
dependency files and uses them to generate documents. The
dependency file is similar conceptually to a UNIX makefile.

This section first describes how Braid composes docu-
ments given the document dependencies, and then describes
Braid’s architectural components that implement Braid’s
document composition algorithm.

3.1 Braid Document Composition
Consider the example given in Figure 1. In this example,

a loan broker service provides customers with personalized
quotes for loans from banks. The customer makes the request
by filling out a form in a standard web browser. Once
the loan broker service receives the customer’s request, the
loan broker retrieves a credit report from the credit bureau
for the customer. Then the credit bureau simultaneously
requests quotes from the two participating banks, merges
the results from the two banks, formats those results into a
final XHTML report document, and sends the final report
back to the customer.

Implementing such a loan broker service requires creating
a Braid document description that describes the needed com-
ponents and actions required by Braid to construct the result
document. Figure 2 shows a Braid document description for
the example in loan broker service.

Customer

Loan Broker

Service

Credit Burea

Bank 1

Bank 2

Fig. 1: Example Document Composition

Each rule is made up of a target document, a list of
dependencies, a transform, and optional parameters for the
transform. Braid will construct a directed, acyclic graph
(DAG) from the document description, and then traverse
this graph, applying each transform in order to construct
the given target from the given dependencies. A DAG
for the loan broker service is depicted in Figure 3. Braid
creates a target document named SOURCE from the request
sent by the browser. This target has no transform, so the
source document is passed immediately to the rule for the
dependent document credit_bureau_SOAP. Braid applies the
transform for credit_bureau_SOAP to the source document
to create a SOAP message. Braid then applies the rule for
credit_bureau to the resulting soap message, which results
in Braid invoking the SOAP web service, via the HTTP
protocol, at the URL given for the transform.

Next, Braid, in parallel, applies the rule for the
bank_1_SOAP and bank_2_SOAP document targets by
merging each targets dependencies, which are the source
document and the results of credit_bureau. Then, in parallel,
Braid applies the rules form bank_1 and bank_2 by calling
the corresponding SOAP web service. Braid applies the final
rule for the quotes document target by merging the results
from its dependencies and transforming the dependency re-
sults into a final XHTML document via the XSLT transform.
Lastly, Braid send these result back to the customers browser.

3.2 Braid Components
In order to implement Braid’s document composition al-

gorithm, Braid consists of a distributed architecture. Figure 4
shows the high-level, distributed architecture of Braid. Braid
consists of collaborating, Internet connected Braid servers.
Each outer-most rounded box in the figure represents a Braid
server instance. Each Braid instance in the proposed archi-
tecture consists three major parts: a web service interface
exposed by the Braid instance, a Braid transform module,
and a local/remote transform module.

A Client, or another Braid instance, requests a document
from Braid via Braid’s REST web services interface. The
request is in the format of an XML input document. The
web service interface then passes the input document to the
Braid engine which consists of the Braid transform module
and a local/remote transform module. The Braid transform

3
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-- loan broker service

credit_bureau_SOAP = {

    -- generates a SOAP message for the 

    -- SOAP web service for the credit burea.

    --

    depends = {"SOURCE"},

    transform = "credit_bureau.xslt"

}

credit_bureau = {

    depend = {"credit_burea_SOAP"},

    transform = "https://www.credit.com/report",

    headers = {

        {"SOAPAction", "urn:report"}

        -- other headers left out for brevity

    }

}

bank_1_SOAP {

    depends = {"SOURCE", "credit_bureau"}

    transform = "bank_1.xslt"

}

bank_1 = { 

    depends = {"bank_1_SOAP"},

    transform = "https://www.bank_1.com/quotes", 

    headers = { 

        {"SOAPAction", "urn:quotes"}, 

        -- other headers left out for brevity

    }

}

bank_2_SOAP = {

    depends = {"SOURCE", "credit_bureau"},

    transform = "bank_2.xslt"

}

bank_2 = {

     depends = {"bank_2_SOAP"},

     transform = "https://www.bank_2.com/quotes",

     headers = {

         {"SOAPAction", "urn:quotes"},

         -- other headers left out for brevity

     }

}

quotes = {

    depends = {"bank_1", "bank_2"},

    transform = "quotes.xsl"

}

Rule

Target document

Dependency documents

transform

Optional 
transform 
parameters

Fig. 2: Braid Document Description

module is the kernel of the Braid server and coordinates
the overall functioning of the server. The Braid transform
module implements a dependency based transform on the
input document and other documents retrieved or constructed
by the local/remote transform module.

More detail of the Braid transform module and the lo-
cal/remote transform module is shown in Figure 5. The
Braid transform module consists of the transform engine,
and a dependency processor. The transform engine maintains
a map of document requests via each document’s REST
URL to its corresponding dependencies. When the transform
engine receives an input document it finds the correspond-
ing dependencies from the map and loads them from the
configuration file. It then passes the dependencies and input
document to the dependency processor.

Doc: SOURCE

Transform: None

Doc: credit_bureau_SOAP

Transform: credit_bureau.xslt

Doc: credit_bureau

Transform: https://www.credit.com/report

Doc: bank_1_SOAP

Transform: bank_1.xslt

Doc: bank_2_SOAP

Transform: bank_2.xslt

Doc: bank_1

Transform: https://www.bank_1.com/quotes

Doc: bank_2

Transform: https://www.bank_2.com/quotes

Doc: quotes

Transform: quotes.xslt

Fig. 3: The DAG for the loan broker example.

Web Service Interface

Braid 
(Composite) Transform

Local/Remote 
Transform

Internet

Braid Engine

Braid Instance

Web Service Interface

Braid 
(Composite) Transform

Local/Remote 
Transform

Braid Engine

Braid Instance

Fig. 4: High Level Architecture

The dependency processor behaves similarly to the Unix
Make utility as it processes Makefiles. The dependencies
form a directed, acyclic graph that the dependency processor
negotiates and, at each node in the graph, executes an
associated action. To execute the specified action, it invokes
the corresponding sub-module in the local/remote transform
module. For each target, the dependency processor merges
the results of its dependencies and then invokes one of
the following: the script module that executes a processing
script written in a general purpose scripting language (Lua
is currently supported), the pull protocol module that fetches
a remote document via a supported protocol (libcurl is
the current implementation, which supports many protocols,
including HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, and SCP), or invokes the
XSLT transform module to apply an XSLT transform. These
modules support a wide range of functionality for gener-
ating documents. For example, if XSLT does not provide
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Fig. 5: Detailed architecture of a Braid server instance.

the needed functionality to transform the document, or a
particular protocol is not supported that is needed to fetch a
document, then a script can be written to provide arbitrary
processing.

As it visits each node in the dependency graph, the
dependency processor updates the state of its targets with the
results from the local/remote transform sub-modules. Each
target that has a result is considered to be satisfied.

Once a target that has no other dependents, i.e. the root
of the dependency tree, is satisfied, the Braid transform is
considered complete, and the transform engine returns the
results of the satisfied dependency to the caller via the web
service interface.

4. Evaluation of Braid
Van der Aalst [12], [11] in his seminal work identified

and described a comprehensive list of workflow control
patterns (WCP) that can be used as a basis for evaluating
and comparing workflow management systems. Not all of
these forty three work flow patterns identified in [11] are

supported in most of the commercial workflow systems. For
example BPEL supports 22 of the 43 WCPs. Many of the
WCPs mentioned in [11] are not required to implement most
common workflows.

To evaluate Braid’s document composition capability, we
first needed to determine which WCPs are essential in
composing most documents. Unfortunately no statistics or
studies have been published on the frequency of WCPs used
to compose documents. Therefore, we performed our own
case study of 46 examples.

Many of these examples contain more than one workflow
and multiple WCPs. These examples are gathered from
tutorials, white papers, books, and journal articles. One of
the major difficulties in such a study is that most service
composition workflows are proprietary because they are
developed and used by commercial organizations. They do
not publish or disclose these workflows. So obtaining a com-
prehensive list of representative workflows is difficult. Note
that our study is not comprehensive or exhaustive. However,
it gives us a reasonable indication of what workflow patterns
are most commonly used when composing documents.

Figure 6 shows a scatter plot WCPs that are found in our
case study. The y axis shows the number of examples where
a particular pattern is used. It can be seen from the plot that
only 16 out 43 patterns are found to be used in our case
studies. Table 1 lists the WCPs that are used along with
whether Braid supports them or not.

Fig. 6: WCP occurrences in case study.

As can be seen from the table that Braid supports 11 out
of the 16 WCPs that are found in our study. In addition Braid
can support three more WCPs (exclusive choice, Multi-
choice, Cancel Activity) with minor enhancement. In its
present form Braid doesn’t support Structured Discriminator
and Persistent Trigger patterns.

The structured discriminator pattern is not possible in
Braid. In this pattern, only the first incoming branch to be
activated is allowed to continue to the subsequent item, all
other incoming branches are ignored. Ignoring branches in

5
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WCP Description Occurrence Braid
1 Sequence 46 yes
2 Exclusive 25 yes
4 Exclusive Choice 19 can
6 Multi-Choice Structure

Synchronizing
1 can

7 Merge 31 yes
9 Structured Discriminator 1 no
11 Implicit Termination Multiple

Instances w/o
45 yes

12 Synchronization 3 yes
16 Deferred Choice 5 yes
18 Milestone 1 no
19 Cancel Activity 5 can
20 Cancel Case 1 yes
21 Structured Loop 8 yes
24 Persistent Trigger 12 no
33 Generalized AND-join 1 yes
43 Explicit Termination 1 yes

Table 1: Workflow pattern occurrences

Braid is not possible because each document has a list of
dependencies that must all be satisfied before execution can
continue on that branch. Braid has no concept of waiting
for a subset of its dependencies to be fulfilled. However,
Structured Discriminator is rarely required in document
composition. In our case study we found only one instance
of Structured Discriminator.

Persistent Trigger is not supported due to Braids com-
munication model. This pattern requires that the service be
able to handle external events. However, Braid uses a pull
model where Braid fetches remote dependency documents
via its protocol module; It is not able to handle asynchronous
events from the operating environment. Unfortunately for
Braid, occurrence of persistent trigger in workflows to pro-
duce documents is significant, and does indicate a possible
functional gap in Braid.

However, the functional gap is mitigated because Braid
can use its scripting module to listen for incoming messages
and approximate the behavior of asynchronous commu-
nication. For example, consider the simplified Braid rule
in Figure 7. This rule has no dependencies, so it will
immediately fire when the corresponding DAG is traversed.
This rule creates a TCP socket and listens for an incoming
message. Once it receives the message, it returns the message
as the result of the transform. In our evaluation, although
improvements to Braid can be made, Braid provides the
functionality needed to compose documents from distributed
resources.

5. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a distributed document composition

frame work called Braid. It provides a simple lightweight
declarative language to compose new XML document from
multiple documents distributed throughout the web. Unlike
imperative language based workflow engines, in Braid a

warehouse = {
depends = {},
transform = function (xml)

local socket = require("socket")
local server = socket.bind("*", 0)
local ip, port = server:getsockname()
local client = server:accept()
client:settimeout(1000)
local all, err = client:receive("*a")
client:close()
server::close()
if not err then

return all
else

return "<EMPTY />"
end

end

}

Fig. 7: A Braid rule approximating Persistent Trigger

programmer does not have implement, step by step, how
to compose a document. A programmer declares the doc-
ument dependencies which are internally represent as a
directed acyclic graph, and Braid automatically transforms
and combines the distributed documents to compose the new
document.

To evaluate the Braid’s document composition capability
we performed case study of 46 examples to determine which
workflow control patterns are used in document composition.
Braid supports 11 out of the 16 workflows found in the study.
It can support additional workflow control patterns with mi-
nor modification. In it’s current form Braid does not directly
support two workflow patterns: Structured Discriminator and
Persistent trigger.

Our immediate planned future work includes extension
of Braid to support Exclusive Choice and Multi-Choice
patterns. The exclusive choice pattern describes a situation
where, based upon a certain condition, a single path out
of many is taken through a workflow. The exclusive choice
pattern is not directly implemented in Braid, but can be done
by making use of a script as a transform. The script performs
the check to determine if the document’s external transform
should occur. If this is not the case, the script returns a
document telling the external transform to skip execution.
This process can be considered a workaround, since the
pattern is not directly supported within the language itself.

The multi-choice pattern is a more general form of the
exclusive choice pattern, in which more than one branch
can be taken. We intend to make minor modifications to
Braid’s dependency processor to support both exclusive and
multi-choice patterns.
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Abstract - The broadcast problem including the plan design 
is considered. Data are inserted and numbered into 
customized size relations at predefined order. The server  
creates a full, regular Broadcast Plan (RBP) with single and 
multiple channels after some data transformations. The Basic 
Regular Algorithm (BRA) prepares an RBP and enables users 
to catch their items without energy waste. A dynamic 
grouping solution is proposed, the Partition Value Algorithm 
(PVA), under a multiplicity constraint. A Fast  type of PVA 
(FPVA) that uses small size of  the integrated relations can 
decrease the delay.  The PVA with complete filling (PVACF), 
using a parameter of the cold set, can discover the RBP.  For 
data consistency, the Rebroadcasting of Regular Data 
Algorithm (RRD) is presented. In addition to servers’  self-
monitoring, and self-organizing, this last property provides 
also channel availability and lower energy consumption using 
a smaller  number of channels of equal bandwidth.  
Simulation results are provided. 

Keywords: broadcasting, broadcast plan, mobile computing 

 

1 Introduction 
       An efficient broadcast schedule program minimizes the 
client expected delay, which is the average time spent by a 
client before receiving the requested items.  The expected 
delay is increased by the size of the set of data to be 
transmitted by the server. A lot of work have been done for 
the data dissemination with flat and skewed design 
[1],[2],[3],[4]. For the flat design when the cycle becomes 
large the users have to wait for  long  until they catch the data 
in case they had lost them previously.  For the skewed design 
,the most frequently requested data items should be put in fast 
channels whereas the cold data can be pushed to slow 
channels. Various methods have been developed to partition 
the data according to their popularity using dynamic 
programming[2], and the heuristic algorithm VFk [5]. When 
the broadcast cycle has long size, the flat scheduling needs 
many channels to avoid the user delay.  The regular design 
with the equal spacing property [1] can provide broadcasting 
for single and multiple channels with average waiting time 
less than the one of the flat design. It also offers channel 
availability,  and less energy consumption while there is no 
need for use of channels  with different speeds.  
For the regular design, the system works with a number of 
channels that could be of the same speed. The users of all  
sets, except for the last one, can get their data from the same 

channel. Only the users of the last set (the most unpopular set) 
have to switch to another channel. The data are considered 
homogenous or heterogeneous with multiples of a basic size. 
Data can be sent by a single channel or a set of channels. 
In this paper, we study the problem of finding the number of 
channels that can send a group of data, while ensuring equal 
spacing of repeated instances of items. The PVA algorithm  
provides  a dynamic solution under constraints, in the case of 
multiple channel allocations. The FPVA can provide RBP 
with smaller delay. The PVACF can provide RBP, by 
changing  the “cold parameter”.  The PVA can be extended to 
the case of broadcasting updated data. The RRD cares about 
the updated data being consistent. The paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 2, the model description is given. In 
Sections 3 and 4, the PVA are developed, respectively. In 
Sections 5 and 6 the FPVA and the PVACF are developed 
respectively. In section 7 the RRD is described. Finally, 
simulation results are provided in Section 6. 
 

2 Model Description  

2.1 The relations in Broadcasting Plan 

       In our approach we consider three sets Si (i=1,2,3) with 
their sizes Sis  so that S 3s  ≥  S 2s  ≥ S1s.The possibility of 
providing full  BP (it does not include any empty slot) is 
examined iteratively using relations starting from the last 
level of hierarchy S3. The number of  Si  items (or items of 
multiplicity (it_mu i)) will be sent at least one from  S3 ,while 
for the other two  sets at least two. Given the size S 3s ,  S 2s , 
S1s  from the integer divisions of   S 3s  , using array (arr), we 
can create a set of relations  Sdiv (j< S 3s ), with different 
number of relations (n_rel) and subrelations  in each set (i-
subrelation, i=1,2,3).  We create a set of relations including 
their subrelations by considering items of different size from 
each set. Each relation has three subrelations. 
The following definitions are essential: 
Definition 1: The size (or horizontal dimension) of a relation 
(s_rel) is the number of  items that belong to the relation and 
it is equal to the sum of the size of the three subrelations 

(s_rel=∑
=

3

1

_
i

isubs ). The number (or vertical dimension)  of 

relations (n_rel) with s_rel define the area of the relations 
(area_rel). 
Example 1:  The relation A=(a, b, c, d, f) has the following 
three subrelations starting from the end one; the 3-subrelation 
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(f) with s_sub3 = 1,   the 2-subrelation (b,c,d) with s_sub2 = 3, 
and  the 1-subrelation (a)  with s_sub1 =1. The s_rel=5 
Definition 2: The area of the i-subrelation (area_i_sub) is 
defined from  its size (s_subi) and the number of the relations  
(n_rel) that are selected. It is given by (s_subi) x  (n_rel). 
Example 2: From a relation with s_rel=5 and if n_rel=5  then 
the area of this relation is  5x 5 . Hence there are 25 locations 
that have to be completed. 
Example 3:  If  two relations are: (1,2,3,5,6,7), (1,3,4,8,9,10) 
with s_sub3=3, s_sub2=2, then : 2-subrelation1 =(2,3)  and 2-
subrelation2=(3,4). The last two subrelations ((2,3),(3,4)) 
comes from S2 ={2,3,4} having 3 as repeated item. 
Definition 3: A BP is full if it  provides at least 2 repetitions 
of items  and it does not include empty slots in the area_rel. A 
BP is regular if it is full and provides equal spacing 
property[1]. 
Definition 4:  The number of items that can be repeated in a 
subrelation is called item multiplicity (it_mu) or number of 
repetitions (n-rep). 
Definition 5: A subrelation i (i-subrelation) that belongs to set 
Si is strong if, in its area, it can provide the same number of 
repetitions of all the items of a set (without empty slots) for 
all the relations.  The strong  i-subrelations  create strong 
relations.  
Definition 6: Integrated relations (or integrated grouping)  is 
when after the grouping, each group contains relations with 
all the data of S2 and S1. This happens when: (∪ 
(2_subrelation) = S2 )  ∧ ( ∪ (1_subrelation) = S1). See 
example 7 for details. 
Grouping length(gl): The gl is a divisor of  Sks (1,..,k). It is the 
n_rel  that can provide homogenous grouping. 
Partition value (pv): It is the common divisor of Sis (i=1,.., k) 
and gl for a given size of  s_sumi. Hence: pvi | Sis and pvi | gl.  
Each set must have its own pv.  
Example 4: If S3s =40, gl=20, considering that s_sum3=8 then 
pv3 =5 (=40/8) . Hence  pv3| S3s and pv3 |gl 
The criterion of homogenous grouping(chg): when pvi | gl. 
The criterion of multiplicity constraint(cmc): This happens 
when: it_mui+1 < it_mui (i= 1,..,n-1).  
The number of channels (nc): Sk / gl  (where Sk is the last set) 
It is considered that a|b (a divides b) only when b mod a =0 
(f.e. 14 mod 2=0). The relation with the maximum value  of 
n_rel provides the opportunity of  maximum multiplicity for 
all items of  S2 and S1 and finally creates the minor cycle of a 
full BP. The major cycle is obtained by placing the minor 
cycles on line. 
        
2.2 Some Analytical Results  

 Two basic Lemmas provide the possibility of the FBP and 
RBP construction. The first deals with a particular case of the 
S2s and S3s while the second is a general case for  every value 
of S2s, S3s. Proofs and details for the case of empty slots BP 
are not included  in this work due to limited space.   
After making sure that there is a  RBP  the data from the array 
(the minor cycles for each array line) are transferred to queues 
for broadcasting. For multiple channels, the data from 

integrated relations are grouping with GHA and then are 
broadcasting.   
Example 5:  The relation A= (a, b, c, d, f) has the following 
three subrelations (s_subi) starting from the end one; the 3-
subrelation (f) with s_sub3 = 1,   the 2-subrelation (b,c,d) with 
s_sub2 = 3, and  the 1-subrelation (a)  with s_sub1 =1. The 
size of relation (s_rel) =5.  
Lemma 1 (particular case): The basic conditions in order 
from a set of data to have a regular broadcast plan are: k= S2s / 
S3s (1) and m= it_mu2= S2s / k (2) (item multiplicity).  
Proof: For (1) if k= S2s | S3s   then the k offered positions can 
be covered by items of S2s and we can take a full BP. From 
(2) m represent the number of times (it_mu) that an item of S2 

will  be in the relation.                                                      • 
Example 6: (full BP) Consider the case of: S1 = {1}, S2 
={2,3},  S3 = { 4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11}. Moreover k= S2s | S3s = 
4(8/2) , and m=2(4/2) the it_mu 2 =2=4/2 . The relations for 
the full BP are: (1,2,4,5), (1,3,6,7), (1,2,8,9)(1,3,8,9). Since 
(s_sub3 / s_sub2) >1 we have r_p =4 (2*2).  
Example 7: Let’s consider  S1 = {1}, S2 ={2,3,4,5},  S3 = 
{6,7,8,9, 10, 11,12,13}. Again,  k=2(8/4), m= it_mu 2=2(4/2). 
Hence the FBP is (1,2,3,6,7), (1,4,5,8,9),(1,2,3,10,11) 
,(1,4,5,12,13).  The subrelations (2,3) ≠(4,5).  
Lemma 2 (general case): Given that S2s and  S3s  (and S2s  
S3s) with  k1 , k2 their  common divisors as: k1 = n/S2s (3) and 
k2 = n/S3s (4) (where n= common divisors of   S2s and S3s ):  
 (a) if  k2 < S2s and k2/S2s  (5) then there is  an RBP with 
it_mu2 =  k2/S2s   (b) if  k2 > S2s and  S2s /k2 (6) then there is  
an RBP with it_mu2 =  S2s /k2    
 The RBP will have for both cases  k2 relations.   
Proof:  From (3) we get that the number of S2 items in a  line 
s_sub2 = k1 / S2s. From (4) we have s_sub3 = k2/ S3s. 
If  (5) is valid then it means that the k2 positions (offered by 
S3 ) can be covered  by k2/S2s items (it_mu2).                    
If (6) is valid then it means that    the k2 positions (offered by 
S3) can be covered by  S2s / k2                                              • 
Example 8: S1 = {1}, S2 ={2,..,13},  S3 = { 15,..,32} , S2s = 
12, S3s = 18. If n =3, k1 = 3/12 =4,  k2 = 3/18=6, and k2/S2s =  
6/12 = 2. Hence we have  6 relations and the 2-subrelations 
are: (….,2,3,4,5,…),(…,6,7,8,9…),(…,10,11,12,13,…), 
(….,2,3,4,5,…),(…,6,7,8,9…),(…,10,11,12,13,…). If n=2, k1 
= 2/12 =6,  k2 = 2/18=9, and from k2/S2s =we have 9  12.  
Theorem 1: Let us consider the case of  multiple channel 
allocation with  different  multiplicity of sets (such as:  S1, 
S2, S3). Then, the validity of chg  can  be achieved when  pvi 
=  Sis / s_subi. If  pvi | nk  then gl = np and the criterion of 
homogenous grouping holds. 
Example 9:  Let’s consider again the same  four sets  
S1,S2,S3,S4 with S1s=10, S2s=20,S3s= 40, S4s =120 
If gl =20 (20 is a divisor of 120)  then S1s / gl,  S2s / gl, gl / S3s. 

The chg exists. The number of channels is: nc=120/20= 6 
Considering s_sum1 = 5, s_sum2=5,s_sum3=8 then pv1 = 
10/5=2, pv2= 20/5=4, pv3 =40/8=5 and since pv1|20 
,pv2|20,pv3|20 then there is an  homogenous grouping. With 
gl =20 
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3 The Basic Regular Algorithm (BRA)        
      The BRA is based on the conditions to find a RBP and 
provide opportunities for multiplicity on the items of Si (i<n) 
and it is for a single channel allocation. 
 

From all the above the model steps are:  (a) partition of data 
according to their popularity using probably dynamic 
programming[2], (not shown in this work), (b) construction 
of  FBP and RBP, (c) grouping of  data lines and (d) sending 
them to a  minimum number of channels.   

4 The Partition Value Algorithm (PVA)        
         The PVA gives answers for cases of minimum number  
channels. It works with no grouping or BRA. For all the 
predefined  number of integrated relations (d4)  we try to  
discover the values of pvi (i≤n) so that the criterion of  
homogenous grouping is valid and the multiplicity  constraint 
is satisfied.  
 

      

          

      
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Example 10: Consider the sets: S1s=10,S2s=20, S3s=40, S4s 
=120.   The divisor of S4s are: d4={20,30,40}. For d4 =20 the 
number of channels, n_ch =120/20 =6. 
The divisors of Si(i≤n), D3= {8,5}, D2=(5,4),D1={5,2}. 
Taking: d3= 8,d2=5,d1=5 . Considering as n4=d4=gl=20 , 
s_sum3=8(=d3), s_sum2=5(=d2), s_sum1=5(=d1) then we have: 
pv3=40/8=5, and it_mu3= 20/5=4 
pv2=20/5=4, and it_mu2=  20/4=5 
pv1=10/5=2, and  it_mu1= 20/2=10 
So the  chg  and the cmc are valid (it_mu3<it_mu 2<it_mu1 )  
If the divisors of S4 are at a decreasing order (e.i.,60,40,20) 
the n_cl  will take the lower value. This is used when the 
design of RBP is only for a minimum number of channels.   
The RBP for all the available channels can be achieved when  
the divisor of S4  are at an increasing order. This comes from 
the n_cl formula (D4/ d4). 
 

PVA  input: S1,S2,S3,S4, Sis (i ≤4), n_ch: the # of 
channels, exist_v: the variable for chg 
output: the homogenous grouping for multiple 
channels 
find the divisors set D4 of  S4  (d4 ∈D4 )  
find the divisors of the S1,S2,S3 (in decreasing order) 
 //D3 for S3, D2 for S2, D1 for S1 
 //d3 ∈ D3, d2∈ D2,  d1∈ D1 
find the n_ch =   D4/ d4   
  
for each divisor (d4) of set   S4                       (a)    
        for all Si (i≤4)                                         (b) 
       {  //define the s_sumi  = di  (i<4) 
        s_sumi = di (i<4) 
        pvi =Sis / s_sumi                                                           ( c ) 
        it_mui = d4 / pvi 

        //examine the chg 
        exist_v=”y”            
        while (it_mui ∉ I)  // (i <4) 
           { j=i;  exist_v =”n”;  
            //find new s_sumj ,  
              go to (b) } 
         if exist_v=”y” 
         //examine the multiplicity constraint 
         it_mu_all=”y” 
      if (it_mui+1 < it_mui) 
          { the  PVA provides solution for Si,Si+1 
             homogenous grouping and for n_ch } 
      else {//find another d4 
               it_mu_all=”n”; 
                go to (a) } 
      if it_mu_all = “y” 
          {the PVA provides hg for all the sets with n_ch} 

BRA:  //input: the  S1, S2, S3 , num_set  (=2)  
//output: define k the max. # of relations (n_rel)  
                that can support a full BP  
//variables: k,m,n ∈ I,  n=common divisors of  S2s and S3s  
km ∈ I and km > 1  
//particular case 
if (k= S2s | S3s ) and m= it_mu2= S2s | k 
     {there is a full BP for S2s, with k lines 
       each  item of  Sis (i=1,2) will be repeated for m times, 
//general case 
If  k1 = n/S2s  and k2 = n/S3s (for given: S2s, S3s, n) 
   and k2/S2s  { there is  an RBP with it_mu2 =  k2/S2s     } 
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5 The FPVA        
         It is efficient to provide faster  service  by finding 
smaller size of s_sum. In that case the d4 can be changed in 
order to provide an RBP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example 11: Let us consider the same sets as in example 10. 
Taking: d3= 5,d2=5,d1=5  with s_sum = 15 (while previously 
s_sum=18) the AWT1 = 16  (while previously AWT1= 19). 
Considering smaller size of  s_sum for an  RBP  the size of 
PAVi is increasing.  
Finally :  AWT (FPVA) < AWT (PVA) for all  sets except for 
the cold one.  
Theorem 2 : Increasing PAV3 provide lower values for 
AWT1,AWT2,AWT3 
Proof: This comes from the PAVi x s_sumi  
= Sis. So PAVi is reversely analogous to s_sumi                       
• 
 

6 The PVACF        
         The selection of the parameters (d4, s_sumi i=1,..3) is 
examined with the ability to complete fill up the total area , A, 
of (s_sum x d4) without leaving empty space. In the PVA 
complete fit (PVACF)  the size of d4 changes from the inside 
of  the process. The d4 starts from the smaller value and in 
case that it can’t completely cover the A area  it takes the next 
size. It is examined whether the Sis (i=1,..,3)can be included. 
The pseudocode is as following:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 12: Let us consider d4=10, S1s=10,S2s=20, S3s=40, 
S4s =120.   The divisor of S4s are: d4={10,20,30,40}. 
Examine the complete fit: start with the max size of d3 (=8) , 
PAV3 =40/8 =5,  and it_mu3= 10/5=2. For PAV2=20/5=4, and 
it_mu2=10/4 ∉ I 
The next value of d4 = 20, and the conditions of of complete 
fit (or chg) can be covered (PAV1=10/5=10,  it_mu1 = 
20/2=10,PAV2=20/5, it_mu2=20/4,PAV3=40/8,  it_mu3=20/5. 
 
Lemma 3: If  PAV1 /a =  PAV2/b = PAV3/c then the AWT2 = 
b/a  * AWT1, AWT3 = c/b * AWT2, given that: a,b,c,b/a, c/b 
∈ I and a<b<c  
Proof: This comes from the integer multiple values of s_sum  
that are produced from one set to the next.                              • 
Example 13: if PAV1 / 1 = PAV2/2 = PAV3/4 then AWT2 = 2 
AWT1, and AWT3 =2 AWT2 
Let us consider S1s=5,S2s=10,S3s=20,S4s=40. 
For s_sum1=5, s_sum2=5, s_sum3=5 , we have PAV1=1, 
PAV2=2,PAV3=4, and PAV1/1 = PAV2/2 = PAV3/4. The 
AWT1= 16 (4+(5+5)+1+1), AWT2= 32, AWT3=64, and 
finally AWT2=2 AWT1, and AWT3=2 AWT2 
 
Theorem 3: The  partial  minimization of the AWTs of the hot 
sets is possible (from set 1 until  set i)  by decreasing the size 
of s_sumi   which can create an increase of the AWT of the 
rest of the set.  
Proof: Let us consider that there is a decrease of the s_sumi 

(for Si) and there are two categories of sets. The sets before 
the Si (SB), and the sets after Si (SA). For every set Si ∈ SB 
there is a decrease of AWT, because there is a decrease of the 
items in a row. But for the  SA  there is an increase of AWT 
since new cycles  are added to the set of integrated  
relations.                                                                                  •                     
Example 14: Let us consider the sets: S1s=5, S2s=10, S3s=20. 
For s_sum1=5, s_sum2=5, s_sum3=5, then AWT1= 15, 
AWT2= 30, AWT3=60 (as previous example). If a new 
s_sum3 =4 is considered , the new values are : AWT1=14, 
AWT2=28, AWT3= 70. 
 
 

7 The RRD        
         A major problem for a mobile computing system is the 
following: when reading data items at any time that the data 
items are being broadcasted, there is a problem; and the 
database server usually does not notice this. The period 
between the arrival time of a transaction and the time when it 
is considered to be useless is called drop period(dp). The dp 
determine the number of cycles that the data item can be sent 
in. If there is updated information for any user then in this 
drop period the system has to prepare the initial and the 
update data (if there exist). A comparison between the write 
set of the update transaction and the read set of the broadcast 
can be made. The preparation time of the new BP, defined as 
trb, is the time from when the system starts searching to find 
any data conflict until the end of the construction of the new 
BP. If there is a common divisor for the update set and the old 

FPVA: input, output as PVA   
{ 
for each divisor of d4 of set S4 
      for all  Si ((i≤4)  
          { find s_sumi (di, i<4) so that 
             minimize the s_sum } 
           the other are the same as in PVA after (c)  
 }//other as PVA 

PVACF: input, output as PVA   
find the divisors set D4 of  S4  (d4 ∈D4 ) and put  
them at an increasing order 

  for all Si (i≤4)                                              
    {  //define the s_sumi  = di  (i<4) 
  for each divisor (d4) of set   S4                       (a)   
       s_sumi = di (i<4) 
       pvi =Sis / s_sumi        
      if (pvi ∉ I)  
          { get the next d4 from D4  
             go to (a)} 
      if   (it_mu i∉ I)  
         { get the next d4 from D4, go to (a) } 
      //for multiplicity constraints 
      if (it_mui+1 > it_mui) 
         { get the next d4 from D4, go to (a) } 
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set then the additional data can be added to the RBP without 
any change (full regularity). Otherwise, some empty data for 
the set with the new data will be added (partial regularity). 
The  pseudocode of  RRD is as following: 

 

Example 15: Consider the sets: S1s=10,S2s=20, S3s=40, S4s 
=120.  For d4 =20 the number of channels, n_ch =120/20 =6. 
If an  update occurs for S2 (old) (=20) and S2(new) (=24) 
since 4 is a common divisor of S2 (old) and S2(new) then there 
is no change to previous RBP . Only addition of the 4 extra 
data (24-20) is needed. 
 

8 Simulation         
        For our simulation, Poisson arrivals are considered  for 
the mobile users’  requests. The items are separated into three 
categories according to their popularity using Zipf 
distribution. Three scenarios  have been developed:  
Scenario 1: Considering S4s = 120, S3s=60,S2s=40,S1s= 20.  
The AWT for S1,S2,S3 remain the same (Fig. 3) because PAV 
could find the same values of pvi for all the number of 
channels(6,3,2).The AWT4  has increasing  trend, and it 
depends on the  # of channels  the PAV discovers. The lower 
the # of channels is  the greater the AWT4. For S4 it is 
considered that for each relation there is one element (no 
repetitions).  
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                      Fig. 1  The AWT for the PAV 

 
Scenario 2: Consider the same sets as in  Scenario1, except 
for a change in S2. Let S2=45 (instead of 40). According to 
RRD there is a common divisor (cv=5)  for the old and new 
size  and for the reconstruction an extension of the RBP is 
only needed since it is considered that there is no AWT 
violation.   Fig. 2  shows  the new AWT for all the sets.  
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                       Fig. 2  The AWT for the RRD 
 
Scenario 3:  Consider the set S1s=10,S2s=20, S3s=40, S4s 
=120.  For d4 =40, first , s_sum1=5, s_sum2=5, s_sum3=6 and 
then we decrease the size of s_sum3 =3.The AWT1 and AWT2 
is decreased but the AWT3 is increased. 
In Fig. 3 are the AWTs for the decreasing size of the s_sum3. 
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   Fig.3  The AWTs changes   with different s_sub3 
 
 

 

RRD: input : the previous RBP , output: the updated RBP 
if ( there is conflict of data)  
{//replacement with new data 
  if  Sis (new) = Sis(old)  //i={1,..,k}sets 
    {if (t2≥trb){replace old data by new, rebroadcast BP}}  
  //addition with new data 
  if  Sis (new) > Sis(old)  //i ∈ {1,…,k}sets 
     {if   (t2≥trb ) //if there is com. divisor (cv) for same Si   
         { if ( cv | Sis (new) && cv| Sis(old) ) //i=1,..k-1 
              { if (AWTi < pred. value) 
                  {extend the RBP , full regularity } 
               else  { //in order to minimize the AWT 
                        find new RBP with more # of channels}  } 
           if (cv | Sis (new) && cv| Sis(old) !=0) //i=1,..k-1 
           //there is no com. divisor for the same pvi  
               { insert new column(s) for Sis with the   
                             additional  data (partial regularity) 
                  if (AWTi < pred. value) { extend the RBP } 
                  else    //in order to minimize the AWT        
                   { find new RBP with more # of channels}} }  
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9 Conclusion         
          Broadcast data model plans with rebroadcast 
capabilities for  a set of algorithms are presented.  The 
methods used enable servers  make the correct decisions 
based on the delay for discovering the appropriate RBP. Next 
generation servers and their components with the scale up 
possibilities, tools etc can enhance their self-sufficiency, self-
monitoring and they may address quality of service, and other 
issues with minimal human intervention.  
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Abstract—With the advances in enterprise communication
and web technologies, web has evolved into a platform for
delivering interactive applications. Web-based applications are
revolutionizing both the features that can be delivered and the
technologies for developing and deploying applications. In this
paper, we present a web-based load-adaptive network manage-
ment system framework. Our system is scalable, extendable,
modular and based on open architecture. It is also load-adaptive
as it can adapt to the increase in the number of incoming
Web Service requests so that the systems performance will not
degrade under heavy request loads. To evaluate the proposed
architecture, we built a multi-tiered web application testbed with
open-source components widely used in industry. Experimental
studies conducted on the testbed demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. By developing the platform and making
it available to the research community, we hope to catalyze the
development of an open source stack for Web-based network
management and monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the web was initially conceived as a vehicle
for distributing documents, it has gradually evolved into a
platform for delivering sophisticated interactive systems. Web-
based systems are revolutionizing both the features that can be
delivered and the technologies for developing and deploying
applications. In the future, it is expected that web-based
technologies will continue to rapidly penetrate many business
areas, including systems and network management. Web-based
network management systems (NMS) are not luxury, but they
are rather a necessity to overcome the key problems have
faced traditional network management systems for the past few
decades [10]. One of these problems is their very high cost
due to the cost of the management platform added to the cost
of the management applications. A second and more important
problem is that of mobility: the management software is only
available through the Graphical User Interface (GUI) on the
NMS hardware console, for instance. This lack of user mo-
bility seriously hinders management tasks: network managers
want to access management applications from anywhere on
the network, not just the NMS console, without compromising
any privileges or features. Researcher community on the other
hand lacks an open-architecture-based NMS that can be easily
used to test their ideas without the need for reinventing the
wheel and developing the whole new system infrastructure
every time.

Web technology is being used to solve these problems.
The use of a web browser as a universal client to access
management applications completely eliminates the mobility
issue and alleviates the costs incurred in the final solutions.
Furthermore, the high level of portability of web-based sys-
tems makes it much easier to deploy the system on any
hardware infrastructure and concentrate on developing and
testing the new ideas.

However, designing web-based network management sys-
tem is not free of challenges; it has to deal with a wide range of
prominent issues that are inherited from the traditional system
development and traditional network management systems
concepts such as lack of high scalability, maintainability,
extendibility, and standardization.

In this paper, we present an open-architecture-based
enterprise-grade network management system that can scale
to manage very large networks yet at the same time it fully
realizes other important features such as the testability, usabil-
ity and true extensibility. While the idea of using the web in IP
network management is not new [7], [15] and [21], we believe
our framework has a unique position in the research design
space as it was purpose-built to unify the efforts in the network
management area and enhance existing network management
practices, and has been extensively tested in practice. More
specifically, the contribution of this work is threefold:

1) A Web-based multi-tired distributed system architecture.
The system design is based on open architecture ap-
proach and different modules can be added or removed
from the system without impacting or disturbing the
system functionality.

2) A queueing-based self-adaptive event handler model to
control the system performance and to handle high-level
loads. This model is used to handle high amount of Web
Service requests.

3) A computer software system for network management
and monitoring. The system can discover the underlying
active network status including the current status of
devices and links and reflect bandwidth and topology
changes in real time based on lightweight Simple Net-
work Management Protocol (SNMP). The system archi-
tecture exploits the technical advantages provided by
open-architecture, object-orientation, component soft-
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ware, object frameworks, containerization, and rapid
prototyping to achieve its goals of extendibility, flexibil-
ity, re-usability, and generality for network management
applications. The architecture consists of layered, highly
modular and loosely coupled components where inter-
dependencies are well-defined and minimized. Our open
source system is completely composable and permits
components and objects to be independently developed
and then integrated without disturbing or distressing
existing software.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section presents the background necessary for the reader to
be familiar with the rest of our work. Section III is divided
into two subsctions. The first subsection describes the con-
crete architecture of the system presented in this paper. The
second subscetion describes the load-adapting model that is
used in our framework. Implementation issues, performance
evaluation, and experiential results are described in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Muti-Tiered Web System Architecture

Modern web-based systems follow the multi-tiered loosely
coupled architecture (also referred to as n-tier architecture)
where each tier1 consists of components. These tires in the
3-tiered architecture model are typically the presentation tier,
application processing (i.e. business logic) tier, and data man-
agement (persistency) tier. This multi-tiered design pattern is
a good practice to provide high level of scalability, maintain-
ability, and reliability quality goals [5].

In the three-tiered architecture, the presentation-tier is re-
sponsible of user-application interaction and it converts and
displays application data into a human-legible form. This tier
is typically hosted on a web server and has three key func-
tionalities: (1) receives requests from the clients and service
static web requests; (2) forwards requests to the business logic
tier; and (3) receives responses from the business logic tier
and sends them back to the clients. Examples of typical web
servers are Apache and Microsoft Internet Information Server
(IIS).

The business logic tier is where all the logic is encapsulated.
That is, it is the place where the data objects and business
services in the application reside. The data objects contain
the data and logic associated with the data while the business
services are the algorithms applied to these data objects.
Besides executing the algorithms, the business logic tier is
also responsible for exchanging data with the persistency tier
as needed. The business logic tier is typically hosted on an
Application Server. Examples of typical Application servers
are Apache Tomcat, Sun Java System Application Server, BEA
WebLogic, IBM WebSphere, and JBOSS.

The persistency tier is responsible for encapsulating the
access to the database. It exchanges Data Objects with the
business logic tier and represents the data in a way that is

1Within this paper, we the terms tier and layer interchangeably

independent of the underlying persistence technology. Exam-
ples of common persistence tier frameworks are Hibernate
and iBATIS. The persistence tier is usually hosted on the
Application Server along with the Business Logic. However,
the database is typically hosted on a physically independent
database server. Examples of typical database servers used in
web systems are Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and MySQL.
Figure 1 depicts these concepts.

Fig. 1. Typical three-tiered web system architecture.

B. Open Architecture Systems

The development of software is a long task that stretches
beyond the analysis, design, implementation and test phases.
While executing the software, new requirements arise, bugs
are observed and to meet the new requirements, software
updates are needed. One way to ease the software update
process is to have an open architecture, which makes it
possible to introduce new functionalities or modifications as
fast as possible. One of the major design models, for open
architectures, is the Component Based Model (CBM) [6].
CBM has two important properties which make it scalable,
reliable, and extendable: First, components are implementa-
tions and architectural abstractions at the same time, which
makes the architectural changes easier. Second, extensions are
made (almost) independently of other components because the
interaction between components is well defined in component
interfaces [4].

III. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe our system’s architecture. The
presentation tier of this framework is described in detail in
[11].

A. Conceptual and Concrete Architectures

This sub section describes the internal conceptual architec-
tural design and presents the system-to-system relation levels
and component distribution. The conceptual architectural de-
sign is depicted in Figure 2.
• System Dashboard This is the main graphical user com-

mand interface, which handles the user input commands
and output reports. The user can perform tasks such as
network monitoring, node controlling, data reporting, and
all other tasks through the dashboard. This interface is not
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Fig. 2. The concrete design architecture of our system.

web-based but rather a traditional command line interface
(CLI).

• Web-Based Interface This interface is similar to dash-
board except that it is web-based (i.e. it runs in the
browser.) The web-Based interface along with the dash-
board represents the presentation tier of this system. The
presentation tier is designed as an independent framework
so that it can be plugged-in with any NMS by implement-
ing its set of APIs.

• The Date Manager The data related to the network
infrastructure and performance is stored in the database.
The interaction between the system and database is
achieved through the persistence tier. This feature ensures
the independency of the data repository and the network
management platform. This component provides two lev-
els of data caching: memory-based caching and storage-
based caching. Two types of storage-based caching are
supported: single device caching and distributed caching
based on [19].

• Data Reporting The main functionality of this sub-
component is to provide methods to get category-wise-
reports for each data category rule declared in the system.
Filter is used during the process to get the IP interfaces
for that category rule. Using the list of IP interfaces, node
reports are created by referencing tables in the database.
Finally reports are generated from the report nodes.

• Event Control Unit This component is considered as
the system kernel (i.e. controller); it is responsible of

event-handling and management. In more detail, it re-
ceives events from the user, persistence, and different
middleware components and takes the appropriate action.
This component is also responsible of managing network
configurations.

• Algorithm Repository This component is the tool box
where all business logic (i.e. algorithms) is stored. Each
algorithm is defined as a separate module. The frame-
work provides some core algorithms such as topology
discovery and infrastructure monitoring. However, users
can also develop and add their own components to the
repository or modify existing ones and use them for
experimental purposes.

• SNMP Component SNMP component is the centralized
management unit that runs Simple Network Management
Protocol and performs node-to-node and node-to-agent
management. The SNMP component creates sessions
between the managing node and distributed agents. These
sessions encapsulate various parameters such as commu-
nity strings, protocol version, and packet encoding. Once
a session is created the manager code can communicate
with the remote agent by sending requests and waiting
for responses.

• Scenarios Component This component is responsible for
executing an action based on SNMP events received by
the agent. When a notification is received, the Scenario
component invokes the corresponding daemon process.
Examples of events are new node discovery and notifica-
tion of monitored system status change. Event-response
configurations are implemented through XML mapping.

• Network Monitoring This component is responsible for
monitoring networks. The component interacts with the
networks through pre-defined interfaces such as IPv4,
IPv6, IPX, and others.

• Network Configuring This component receives its acti-
vation commands from the main centralized SNMP unit.
By executing some certain management command this
component considered the last operation done to config-
ure or manage a network. For example, the configuration
management commands could be applied on different
levels such as application level for example, accounting,
DSL, cable, and access register. Also could be cover
networking level for example, IP, MPLS, and Gateways.
It could be also applied on the routing level for example,
router configuration, switches, and hubs.

• Network Device Interfaces Provides all the required
interfaces with different network protocols and services
such as, TCP/IP, ICMP, FTP, HTTP, DNS, DHCP, MSEx-
change, IMAP, and POP3. This interface helps the mon-
itoring unit to discover and work with different network
protocols.

• MIB and Plug-Ins Manager: Some vendors, such as
Avaya [3], provide their devices with private MIBs.
This use of private MIBs also occurs more widely with
VLANs, as many network infrastructure vendors provide
their devices with private MIBs that support VLAN
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functionality. The purpose of this module is to check the
vendor type and load the appropriate MIB structure, if
the device doesn’t support standard MIBs, and read the
information from the MIB and store it in the database.
If the network contains devices that have private MIBs,
then the structures of these private MIBs should be placed
in the MIB repository in XML format. The structures of
private MIBs are usually provided by device vendors. The
controller uses macros to find the vendor of each machine
and retrieves information using the corresponding MIB
architecture if the device uses private MIBs.

B. Load-Adaptive Event Handler

1) Overview: One problem frequently encountered by web-
based applications is overloading [17], [18], where the volume
of Web Service requests for transactions at a site exceeds the
service provider’s capacity. Overload causes longer delays to
the clients or even denial of service and is a major reason for
performance degradation. In network management systems,
overloading can occur, for instance, due to frequent client
requests to web services offered by the web-based system,
especially in large networks.

To overcome this issue, we have developed a queueing-
based web-service model component. The idea behind this
model is to provide assure fairness of service provided to
the system web services’ clients and to drop the minimum
portion of requests when the site is overloaded in order
for the accepted requests to meet their response time. Even
though using single queues to handle request overloading is
not new, to our best knowledge, this is the first time the
concept of multi-queue multi-thread based request handlers
being introduced and studied. Our model scheme is depicted in
Figure 3 and works as follows. A controller instantiates a set of
web service interfaces and assigns a thread and queue to each
of them. The thread periodically takes performance measure-
ments (measured delay d) of the corresponding interface from
a monitoring agent, compares it with the desired performance
(reference delay Dref ), and adjusts the admitting probability
(Pa) to meet the performance goal (Dref ). The changes to the
admitting probability can be actuated through an admission
control (AC) module. Through the AC module, a request is
being accepted with probability Pa, and being dropped with
probability Pd = 1 – Pa. Requests are associated to queues
based on a criterion such as request source IP address.

In our proposed architecture, there is a feed forward control
loop and a feedback adaptive control loop working together
to output the control command (admitting probability Pa)
necessary to achieve a specified average delay target (Dref ).
The feed forward loop is composed of a Queueing Model
Predictor that takes measurements through a monitor from the
computing system (i.e. web service interface) to be controlled,
and uses classical results from queueing theory to predict a
control command (admitting probability) necessary to achieve
the specified average delay target given the currently observed
average workload. Let’s call the admitting probability pro-
duced by this feed forward queueing model predictor as Pm.

Since queueing model used in the predictor serves only as
an approximation of the real web site, the performance of
the web site (measured average delay d) using the queueing
model predicted admitting probability Pm may be off from the
targeted delay reference Dref . To correct this “residual error”,
we exploit an adaptive feedback loop. The feedback control
loop compares the actual delay achieved to the desired delay
reference and adjusts the admitting probability accordingly
in an incremental manner to ensure that the desired delay is
maintained.

Fig. 3. Architecture of Queueing-Model-Based Request Handler.

In our scheme, we propose using adaptive control to design
the feedback loop. In the adaptive control design, an online
estimator will first estimate an appropriate residual error
model based on the measurements of inputs (control command
adjustments ∆Pa) and outputs (residual errors ∆d). Then the
adaptive controller will produce the adjustments of admitting
probability Pa based on this online estimated model. The adap-
tive nature of the feedback loop can help to correct errors due
to model inaccuracies and disturbances due to load changes
using online measurements. Hence we anticipate the adaptive
feedback loop will produce better control performance.

2) Model Design: Our abstraction for the service re-
quest handler is a set of M/GI/n Processor Sharing queues
(M/GI/n/PS). There is a major reason to use this queueing
model in our design. Modeling computing systems by multiple
queues is important to handle scalability issues. Using single
queue model may result in dropping higher numbers of request
and consequently will affect the quality of service. On the
other, using multiple-queue-based model can lead to more
fair service provided to all clients, if requests are distributed
on queues based on appropriate policy. Consequently, this
abstraction encapsulates the (bottleneck stage) of the multi-tier
web applications and supports higher level of scalability. The
control law we use for each queue in our model is obtained
by series of reductions and given by Formula 1. Details are
omitted due to space constraints and will appear in the full
paper.

φ(k)T φ(k) = y∗(k+d) (1)

where y∗(k) is the reference input at time instance k. In our
case, since we want to make the “residual errors” to diminish,
we set y∗(k) = 0. The above algorithm begins with initial
condition P (-1) = p0I and p0 > 0.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we describe our system implementation and
evaluate its complexity and its performance. Furthermore, we
discuss our practical experiences and outline the limitations of
the chosen architecture.

A. Implementation

The architecture of our system follows the current best
practices used in the market for developing state-of-the-art sys-
tems. Our middle-tier is based on the Spring [18] framework,
which is a full-stack Java/JEE application framework, and the
persistency is based on Hibernate framework [13]. The reasons
why we select this framework combination are: 1) all of them
are open source projects and freely available; 2) their perfor-
mances are among the highest of all individual components; 3)
they are widely used on the Internet, even in commercial sites.
Hence this combination is quite representative of the current
technology.

To illustrate the request-to-response flow, we consider a
topology edit request made by a network manager. A network
manager interacts with one or more views presented in the
browser and submit an HTTP request. For sake of simplicity,
we consider a topology edit request as an example. The request
goes to the business faade module which is responsible for
handling requests through the Request Intercepting Filter com-
ponent. The business faade first does the necessary security
checks such as validating the session then passes the request
along with the business object to the corresponding EJB bean,
which in turn handles the request object to the to the request
handler. The EJB tier consists of an EJB container that handles
the data access logic by taking care of loading and unloading
algorithms and allocating and deallocating resources. There are
two main reasons for using the faade and EJB components
in our design: (1) The faade encapsulates and hides the
complexity of locating the appropriate EJB on the application
server; and (2) The EJB container decouples the business logic
(i.e. algorithms) from the system infrastructure. Thus, allowing
developing and testing different algorithms distinctly and in
parallel. The user needs only to configure the XML file to
reflect the algorithms to be executed. The request handler
then object invokes the correct action (e.g. by calling the
appropriate topology discovery algorithm) The logical flow
of topology edit request is depicted via the sequence diagram
model in Figure 4.

The request handler has been implemented by modifying
Tinyproxy 1.6.1 [14]. Tinyproxy is a lightweight and fast
HTTP proxy that consumes less resource than fully equipped
proxies such as Squid [9]. In our testbed, all HTTP requests
from clients flow through Tinyproxy and are forwarded to
Apache web server. Responses from the web server also return
back to clients through Tinyproxy. We have implemented a
process called monitor within the event handler to monitor
both HTTP requests from clients and responses from the web
server. The monitor also calculates parameters such as client
request rates and other metrics such as average response time
of requests. The event handler of two parts: The Queueing

Model which takes the measured client request rates from the
sensor module and produces the model predicted admitting
probability Pa and the Feedback Controller which takes the
measured average response time as input and produces the
admitting probability adjustment ∆Pa. Then the combined
dropping probability Pd = 1 – (Pa+ ∆Pa). In our implemen-
tation, we confine Pa, ∆Pa to be within range (0.1; 1.0) and
Pd to be within range (0.0; 0.9). The event handler randomly
drops a request from clients based on the dropping probability
Pd.

Fig. 4. Sequence diagram illustrating the topology edit request flow.

B. Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we describe the testbed set-up and the
hardware and software environment we sued to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed architecture. A simpler prototype
of this system was tested to discover the topology of large net-
works [12]. In this paper, we focus on testing the performance
of the adaptive request handler. Figure 5 shows our testbed
infrastructure. The testbed is composed of four machines. One
of them is used as client workload generator and the other
three machines are used as Web server, application server
and database server respectively. All machines were connected
via 100 Mbps Ethernet connections. The client machine was
equipped with a 2.8 GHZ Intel Pentium IV processor and
512MB RAM.

TPC-W client emulator [20], an industry standard bench-
marking tool, was used as synthetic workload generator on
the client. It is a transactional web benchmark specifically
designed for evaluating web-based systems. Thus, it imple-
ments all functionalities that typical web clients provide,
including multiple online browser sessions, dynamic Web page
generations, authentications and authorizations, and so forth.
The Apache Web server machine has a 1GHZ Intel Pentium
III processor and 256MB RAM, which runs Apache 2.0.7 [1].
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The application server machine has a 1.5GHZ Intel Pentium
III processor and 256MB RAM, which runs Tomcat 5.0 [2].
The database server machine has a 1GHZ Intel Pentium III
processor and 512MB RAM, which runs MySQL 4.1.7 [17].

For testing purposes, we configured the client workload
generator to issue topology edit requests. The reason for se-
lecting this scenario specifically is that executing the topology
edit module requires running database queries to read the
AFTs and other topology related data, then applying the user’s
change request by loading and running the topology discovery
algorithm. Thus, it tests the efficiency of the system’s full cycle
flow. The database was configured to contain 10,000 nodes.
Two sets of workloads were used in our tests. The first set,
Workload A is a simple workload which has exponentially
distributed inter-arrival time with mean 0.025 sec. The second
set, Workload B is a more complicated workload which is
changing. From time t = 0 sec to t = 150 sec. At time t
= 250 sec, a second workload with the same mean inter-
arrival time (0.025 sec) joins in, which makes the total request
rate twice as much as that of Workload A. We have created
five web service interfaces such that each interface has it
own queue and event handler instance. The requests were
mapped to a specific queue based on their ranges (e.g. network
IP addresses). The number of request generating clients was
equal to the number of event handler instances and loads were
generated by following Workload B method.

Fig. 5. Deployment diagram which is used as testing infrastructure.

C. Practical Experiences
Interestingly, our experimental evaluation demonstrates the

advantages of integrating the adaptive request handler to

n Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
5 73 5 3 11 8
10 5 9 66 9 11
15 6 10 9 70 5

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF REQUEST DISTRIBUTION ON THE FIVE REQUEST

HANDLER’S QUEUES, WHERE n IS THE NUMBER OF IP RANGES

achieve better performance. As we can see from Figure 6,
using the adaptive request handler resulted in very persistent
and efficient response time. It is worth to mention that the
average percentage of dropped requests was considerably low
and didn’t exceed 12 %. However, as shown in Table 1, we
observed that the load was not evenly distributed on all event
handlers as few event handler instances received high number
of requests comparing to others, which was directly dependant
on the size of IP ranges (i.e. number of devices in each
network).

Fig. 6. Performance results for Workload A and Workload B comparing
with the delay reference.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an open-architecture based net-
work management system that supports high level of scalabil-
ity, extendability, and reusability. Experimental tests conducted
on our framework demonstrated the system’s efficiency and
adaptability to high levels of service requests. However, better
service-request distribution mechanisms could be developed
provide faster response to larger networks. By making this
open source framework available to research community, we
hope it will catalyze research and development in web-based
network management and monitoring areas.
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Abstract

For optimal utilization of pervasive architectures, a
comprehensive approach to the management of all 
available resources must be considered. We examine 
three categories including service-orientated 
architectures (SOA), human machine interface (HMI)
access to existing legacy applications and integration 
of informational resources (e.g. file systems). To this 
goal we present an internet operating system (IOS)
architecture designed as a middleware application
relying on a Representational State Transfer (REST) 
– based approach.. Our framework relies on a novel 
incorporation of a number of open source 
technologies including a document-orientated 
database and server-side Javascript. Initial 
experiments have demonstrated that our approach
performs effectively among the dynamics of our 
environment.

1. Introduction
Networked computers have slowly gained 

capability in the area of heterogeneity and 
transparency. Recently, high speed internet 
technologies have accelerated access between 
disparate architectures. The most popular 
implementation has been in the form of cloud 
computing with users working with global storage 
and software [1][2][3]. This approach has proliferated 
into the support of a complete web based operating 
system which includes a file system, file 
management, production and communication 
applications [4].

The concept of a distributed OS has been in 
existence for a long period of time from earlier 
efforts including Amoeba, Chorus and Clouds 
operating system [5][6][7]. Newer environments 
including Rebol, cloudi and eyeOS have supported 
accessibility between platforms thus overcoming the 
limitations of traditional client-server architecture
[8][9][10]. Other current applications have taken the 

perspective of an application interface or extension of 
ETL-based design to support integration to cloud-
based resources [11][12]. Semantic web technologies 
have also been developed in support of a completely 
ubiquitous environment. While providing a solution 
to connectivity and integration in the enterprise they 
have not taken over as a dominant technology [14]. 

Despite these efforts,  there are currently no IOS in 
general use due to three main reasons: 1) Users have 
invested much in their application software, which 
often meets their current problem solving needs. Due 
to this investment they will not adopt a new operating 
system that will not run their applications, whatever 
advantages it offers [15]. 2) Users tend to maintain a 
high degree of control as well as autonomy for their 
machines even in a tightly knit organization [16]. 3.) 
Performance also remains a concern, as there still is
an order of magnitude difference between transfer 
times on a local architecture as compared to a 
network [17]. 

This paper defines an IOS-based architecture as a 
solution to identified issues within the specified 
domain. The paper follows in Section Two with a 
review of prior work performed in this area. Section 
Three outlines our architecture and Section Four 
provides a conclusion with future considerations.

2. Current Research
Work attributed to IOS design was originally 

considered from the perspective of resource 
management with many of these original objectives
remaining relevant. Jade was an early example of an 
architecture which provided a uniform way to name 
and access files in an internet environment [18]. (Rao 
et. al.) proposed the extension of the scope of file 
systems from LANs to the internet, encouraging 
collaborations and information on a broader scale 
[19]. (Liu and Dempsey) presented an Internet 
resource management system with multiple facets 
that provided tailored functions and associated user 
interfaces to a hierarchy of users [20]. (Anderson et.
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al.) supported the development of a global namespace 
for the means of supporting a file-system grid. [21]
(Kumar et. al.) considered peer-to-peer distributed 
architectures to support scalability [22].
    Applications have driven the design of IOS in 
particular with work supporting the migration of 
legacy–based applications to virtual distributed 
environments. Among them, (Beaty et.al.) examined
installation, configuration settings and security issues
regarding the movement of the applications from the 
desktop to the cloud [23][24]. Pervasive 
environments have also largely influenced the 
development of  IOS including [25][26][27][28].
    SOA technologies have also moved forward 
concepts of distributed OS with integration of 
software lifecycle, transition plans between 
conventional architectures and integration of 
semantics into user level design [29][30][31]. While 
initial web service implementations such as XML-
RPC and SOAP , were originally designated in such 
designs, REST-based architecture has gained 
popularity due to its efficiency, brevity and support 
of rapid prototyping [32]. To this end, it has 
proliferated in many environments as well as in novel 
distributed applications such as Amazon web services 
[33][2]. 

Designed around REST-based philosophies, a
number of projects supporting document-oriented 
databases have proliferated including couchDB , 
mongoDB and SimpleDB [34][35][36]. In particular, 
couchDB (frequently with server-side javascript) is
described in implementation of distributed 
applications [37]. AJAX/ REST implementations also 
have been identified as suitable means for lightweight 
distributed applications [38].

3.0 Methodology
Our position is that document-orientated database 
architecture can be leveraged to support the design of 
IOS. By supporting a REST-based philosophy, HTTP 
can be used directly to support this transition. This 
could be designed and tested incrementally across 
distributed resources thus allowing for 1) co-
existence with current operating systems 2) fast 
prototyping and 3) flexibility in implementation. Our 
software architecture is presented from the 
perspective of our three identified domains. Here, 
each individual client would perform discovery,
testing and integration of all accessible resources 
within a desktop or mobile application.

In this plan, the document database assumes the 
role of an application server supporting an MVC-
influenced architecture. Here, resource descriptions 
are established as documents from which views 
would be created to support activities such as

discovery and integration. By following design 
patterns of ETL architecture, views could also 
support filtering of data between existing data 
sources to provide higher level applications.

3.1 Data Flow 
Figure 1 shows the overall software architecture 

from the perspective of a data flow. Here we 
designate three layers: 1) the client 2) our IOS 
prototype architecture and 3) the legacy environment.
Considering the start from client interaction, an 
HTML / javascript page served by a document 
database is utilized to invoke a resource. Each 
resource would in turn be routed through the database 
proxy returning data directly to the client from a 
backend tier.

In the first scenario (a) , the data flow is a direct 
communication from the client to an established 
REST resource. Correspondingly, updates from a 
client to the service could be directly routed through 
the database. In the second scenario (b), a migration 
process would be supported for legacy applications
thus requiring the decomposition and wrapping of a 
legacy system to be supported by a server. 
Minimally, this would require an existing interface to 
be separated from the server component. Here, we 
consider this be served independently from the legacy 
application and invoked in a REST format from the 
AJAX calls by a client (routed through the database). 
In the third scenario (c), resources such as file 
systems could be established in a served environment 
with identifiers distinguishing individual resources.
Here, we would rely on single URLs supporting 
multiple resources extended through the addition of 
unique identifiers for each handler.

Figure 1.0 data flow diagram.

3.2 Testing
Relying on a REST-based architecture, three

distinct layers (client, database and backend-tiers) are 
identified supporting an independent testing process. 
This allows for flexibility in incremental testing 
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among the legacy environment. In the context of our 
architecture, resource information along with testing 
logic is tightly coupled as they reside in the same 
application. Here, testing activities could be 
managed by views, with semantics to be directly 
represented in URLs vs. reliance on Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL) definitions such as in 
traditional Simplified Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) implementations (Figure 2.). In this 
environment, tests can be supported at three 
incremental levels: 1) service invocation from a 
utility (such as curl) 2) direct invocation routed 
through the database or 3) GUI (browser) level tests 
involving testing of the HTML5 and AJAX interface.

Figure 2. decoupling the client from the server

3.3 Discovery
Figure three outlines the process for discovery in the 
context of our architecture. It begins with the 
publication of each services contract as a document
thus allowing for means of appropriate service 
identification. Here, the primary goal will be to 
provide sufficient information to support integration 
for a (prior undiscovered) service. Key components 
of our document template, includes the following 
items:

1.) uniform contract method that will be used to 
invoke the service capability (e.g. GET, PUT.)
2.) URI template to be used in invoking the service
3.) uniform contract media type (e.g. video, text, 
image, audio)
4.) sufficient human-readable semantic information 
5.) reverse proxy account definition (addressing 
same-origin policy)

Figure 3. Service Discovery

Our service contract will exist as a document to be 
published within the database. The process starts with 
the publication of each services contract. Step two 
(supported by an application developer) is where the 
registry documents would be scanned to identify the 
most effective match. Step three involves the basic 
understanding of the use of the service. Step four 
represents the extra work that is necessitated to 
determine how to implement the service. Finally, step 
five involves service construction.

3.4 Security
While AJAX-based implementations are regarded as 
less secure than others, our design considers a 
number of steps to ensure application security. First
by granularizing the client, certain pieces of logic
remain private on the server allowing control access 
security. Secondly, each channel is protected through 
the application of Secure Socket Layers (SSL) 
involving the use of encryption managed by the 
HTTP server in case of a need for higher security. 
Also, our reliance on the configuration of a reverse 
proxy server (supporting cross-domain REST-based 
invocation) allows for additional controls to be 
applied to our application in order to ensure access is 
highly regulated. Also, monitoring can provide a 
passive level of vigilance as each transaction would 
be recorded with the database logging facility. 
Additional techniques are also considered from the 
perspective of cross-site scripting by employing 
(blacklisting/ whitelisting) input validation [39].

Figure 4. secure channel request.

5. Conclusions
An architecture is proposed to the support of an 

IOS. We take the design approach of an application 
server that would leverage the utility of document
orientated databases. Our application is centered 
around the support of REST based services with 
strong consideration of legacy resources and 
applications. Our application is self-contained in that 
acquired service data is integrated immediately into 
our database and be referenced through the 
application of views. Here, our suggested use of 
views not only allows for the selection of web 
services but also can allow for a convenient filtering 
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mechanism towards the representation of our data. 
Work on a prototype architecture based on this plan 
is underway utilizing HTML5 / node.js and couchDB
which is showing promise to demonstrate a 
lightweight approach to IOS design.
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Abstract – This paper is about a new way of management: 
management by activities. It shows that no matter the 
management methodology or method used, the small unit to 
be controlled is the activity. The activities can be measured 
and controlled by time, place, quantity or SLA compliance. 
Activities should be controlled and its information and 
interaction with people or departments should allow a 
business management. Therefore we have  decided to adopt 
the Social Network and Business intelligence concepts to 
manage and control it. We will show a case of success about 
this new way of management in B2T, that developed an 
application called ArrowBUS, witch includes Social Network 
to management activities control in a centralized place. 
 
Keywords: Management, Social Network, Productivity, 
Business Intelligence, Activity 
 
1 Introduction 

 Methods for management are discussed, created and 
recreated according to each business necessities and realities. 
Today we have Scrum as a software project management 
methodology that is iterative and incremental. In a few 
words, we have activities that are defined and must be 
executed in a short period of time.  
 

 The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a strategic 
performance management tool that manages and measures 
the tasks of some teams. When we turn to quality 
management through PDCA, which is a method that controls 
the processes of continuous improvements, those processes 
are executed through activities.  
 

 Looking at PMI and Kanban, we verify that the 
smallest execution unity is an activity. So, why we don´t 
concern in creating a unique concept of activities 
management, where, independent of the business needs, a 
process, or even a project, the activities should be controlled, 
providing a vision. 
 

That is the Idea that we bring to this paper. Independent of 
management methodology that is (or are) adopted, a 
company can use different methods in different areas, the 
control and management of the tasks must exist.  
 

 We present our own company case, where we have 
various kinds of clients. Each of them has a well-defined 

methodology. Some adopted the BSC, others the PMI, and 
we adopted the Scrum as our software development 
methodology. Our goal was to create a solution where we 
could manage all activities independent of the client, 
department or people.   
 

 To create the solution, our first step was to develop the 
concept of activities management, where first we control the 
requests, demands and tasks. After that, we manage the 
projects and the company through Business Intelligence and 
Social Network. 

 
2 Theoretician Referential 

2.1 PMI 
 The Project Management Institute (PMI) defines a 

Project Management as a discipline of organizing and 
managing resources in such a way that these resources 
deliver all the work required to complete a project within 
defined scope, quality, time and cost constraints. A project is 
a temporary and one-time endeavor undertaken to create a 
unique product or service, that brings about beneficial 
change or added value. As a project is temporary it has a start 
and an end. 
 

The tasks are also prioritized, dependencies between tasks 
are identified, and this information is documented in a 
project schedule. The dependencies between the tasks can 
affect the length of the overall project (dependency 
constrained), as can the availability of resources (resource 
constrained). Time is not considered a cost nor a resource 
since the project manager cannot control the rate at which it 
is expended. This makes it different from all other resources 
and cost categories.  
 

2.2 BSC 
 The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a strategic planning 

and management system. Used to align business activities to 
the vision and strategy of the company. Helping leaders 
make better decisions based on performance indicators, help 
the organization to better understand your customers. 
 

 The Balanced Scorecard translate the high level 
organizational strategy into a simple language that all 
employees can understand and upon in day by day activities. 
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2.3 Scrum 
 Scrum is an iterative and incremental agile software 

development method for managing software projects and 
product or application development. Scrum implements a 
empirical approach based in process control theory.  
 
 All that have to be done must to be in a Product 
Backlog, that should be prioritized by the Product Owner. 
One of the fundamental principles of Scrum is “The art of the 
possible”. That is the team don’t dwell on what can not be 
done, whit this there is no problem with the trust of Product 
Owner and the Team. 
 
 In this approach of management we have three roles 
that are a Product Owner, responsible by the business value, 
a Scrum Master who ensures that the team can work to have 
a higher level of productivity as possible and a Team, that 
should have self organizes to get the work done.    
 

 A Sprint that is unit of development in Scrum, is a time 
boxed group of tasks, before the begin of work there is a 
planning meeting, where the Product Owner, the Scrum 
Master and the Team, together plan and define what 
activities will be present in the Sprint to guarantee that it can 
be done at the end of the period of the Sprint, after that no 
more activities can be included to the backlog of the Sprint.  
 

 A daily meeting, a retrospective of the sprint and a 
review of the sprint also be part of Scrum.  

2.4 Kanban 
 Kanban is a visual process management system that 

tells what to produce, when and how much you have to 
produce. Using a Board you can visually show what is going 
on in the production line. It traces back to the early days of 
the Toyota production system. All the Work is visible on the 
board and help work to flow.  

2.5 PDCA 
 PDCA (plan–do–check–act or plan–do–check–adjust) 

is an iterative four-step management method used in business 
for the control and continuous improvement of processes and 
products. It was based on scientific method.  
 

 With PDCA, you can establish the objectives in 
accordance with the expected output, implement the plan to 
execute and to get the goal, study the actual results to request 
corrective actions or improvements.   

2.6 BI 
 Business intelligence (BI) is also called a decision 

support system, used to identifying, extracting, and analyze 
business data. BI provides historical, current and predictive 
views of business operations. 
 

 With Business Intelligence you can handle a lot of data 
sources and cross data taking the important information to 
help to taking decisions, with the past data you can also 
make predictive analysis improving the business.  

2.7 Social Network 
 A Social Network is a social structure made by 

relationships between social entities, such as people or 
organizations that grows up as fast as the level of interest of 
this actors and by their relationships, interactions and 
connections.  
 

 The key feature of Social Network theories or 
propositions is that they require concepts, definitions and 
processes in which social units ate linked to one another by 
various relations. For study about growing nodes and 
networking analysis there are a lot of methods that can be as 
behavioral analysis to mathematics theorems. Social 
Networks and the analysis of them is an inherently 
interdisciplinary academic field. 
 
3 Discussion 

 
 According to the theoretician referential, no matter the 

management method used by a company, the smallest unit to 
measure an activity. 
 

 “You can´t manage what you can´t measure” is a quote 
used by many authors and experts in business administration, 
this one is from William Edwards Deming. 
  

 According to the chosen method, activities will be 
generated. There can be different types of activities: project 
plan, strategic goals or even a working cycle. 
 

  
Figure 1 – General Idea 
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 Independent of the method or management method 
used, activities should be generated as shown on figure 1. 
Our goal is to define the most simple way to manage and to 
do that we introduce two concepts:  
 

• Requests: requests are generated by one department to 
another within a company or by an external user, such 
as a client. Eg.: John from the Purchasing Department 
needs a business trip to be arranged. John will 
generate a REQUEST to Mary at the Administrative 
Department where all the travel arrangements will be 
done.    

 
• Demands: Demands are groups of activities that are 

related in some level. Eg.: Mary at the Administrative 
Department receives the Request and will generate 2 
(two) DEMANDS within  her department: 
Transportation and Reservation. These Demands will 
then be divided by 2 (two) Activities  (tasks). Activity 
#1 (Transportation): Car Rental and Flight 
Reservation. Activity #2 (Reservation): Hotel 
Reservation.  

 
 Once the Requests or Demands have been generated, 

Activities will be created and can be controlled as follows: 
 

• Time Control: The activity can be controlled by each 
second until it is accomplished. This way we can 
evaluate the maturity of the work group and measure 
the activity costs. 

 
• Quantity: controlling the number of activities created. 

This will allow the control of the workflow through 
the STATUS of the activity and its different 
management ways such as amount of tasks for each 
person, project or working cycle. 
 

• SLA: The activity will allow to measure and manage a 
Service Level Agreement. The SLA enables us to 
verify contracts guarantees, apply penalties charge 
which means that we can actually manage SLA 
contracts. 

 
• Place / Site: This will allow us to see where the 

activities take place. People will feel that the long-
distance management can be done in a more secure 
and realistic way. 

 
 These activities should be managed in one centralized 

solution where each information will be stored. The amount 
and quality of the information available are important tools 
for decision making processes. Allowing all information to 
be available and stored in one place only will help expedite 
business decisions and create an intelligent environment. 
 

 Once this environment was created we can get the 
feedbacks of the tasks and activities as well as create new 
indicators to help management. 

 The Social Network visualization is also an important 
tool. As mentioned before, a Social Network is a social 
structure made up of a set of actors (such as individuals or 
organizations) and the dyadic ties between these actors (such 
as relationships, connections, or interactions). The activity 
control makes the Social Network an excellent way to follow 
up the activities that are taking place. 
 

 The activities of a specific actor, project or even during 
a certain period of time can be visualized and accessed by 
another actor who is allowed to interact with him. We can 
see the execution of each actor´s work by visualizing the 
Social Network. 

 
4 Case Study 
 
 B2T implemented this theory in its software named 
ArrowBUS. The software was initially created to apply the 
Agile methodology for the development projects.  
 
 We then noticed that the same solution could be applied 
to manage any other activity within the company. It could be 
used to set a business meeting, to issue an invoice or to buy 
something.  The Commercial Board of Directors decided to 
use it to manage their team and to create a more efficient 
interaction with the Administrative Department. 
 
 We detected that clients also had a need to better 
control their activities no matter the method or management 
style chosen. BSC Customers  needed to control activities to 
achieve goals. Projects that should be managed necessarily 
through PMI required the control of the activities. 
 
 Realizing that clients had not only to control their 
activities but actually manage them, we thought we could use 
the Social Network to manage the everyday activities of each 
project, department or person as well as create an interaction 
between them. We decided to use Business Intelligence 
solution to analyse data information of all activities.  
 
 Business management became much more assertive. 
Workers were able to know exactly what their tasks were and 
how and where they were expected to be done. Area 
Coordinators could now visualize tasks, productiveness and 
interactions with other areas in their company. 
 
5 Conclusion 
  “You can´t manage what you don´t control”. There are 
many methods and methodologies but this is not about which 
one is the best between them. The best method or 
methodology is the one that better suits your business needs. 
What they all have in common is the smallest unit of control 
which we call the Activity. 
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 The method we showed allows us to actually control 
and measure the smallest unit. It can measure  time, place, 
quantity or compliance with a Service Level Agreement 
contract. What matters is that we are able to control all these 
activities dealing with their sources (where they were 
originated) and interaction between them. 
 
 Controlling is not enough if you can not manage what 
you control. In order to achieve this, management by 
activities was implemented. This type of management does 
not depend on the adopted method as it is based on concepts 
of the original activity and whether it is a request or a 
demand. 
 
 The activities generated could be controlled by time, 
place, quantity or SLA, separately or combined. Once we 
have the control, the management is required. The 
management will happen through a Social Network and 
through a Business Intelligence Solution. 
 
 The best way to visualize the interaction between 
activities is to adopt the use of a Social Network. The 
centralized repository allows us to confront all these 
information to generate knowledge. The Business 
Intelligence solution will fulfill this need. 
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Abstract—Although the mobile devices can count on the
capability of cloud computing to perform tasks which are
usually done by powerful devices such as personal comput-
ers, trust is always a hesitation for a user to adopt cloud
services. Once a user hand over the control over his data,
the information security immediately relies on the mercy of
the service providers if no proper secure measure is applied.
To regain the control, users are doomed to perform some
sub-routines by themselves; however, a “heavy” sub-routine
will make the cloud computing meaningless.

In this paper, we aim at the integrity issue of data
outsourcing and seek for a proper solution for mobile
devices. We develop a mobile device friendly mechanism to
ease the load when performing tasks to check data integrity.
In addition to provide an efficient cryptographic tool, we
also discover an attack against integrity-checking protocols
and provide the corresponding countermeasures.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Trust is always a problem when outsourcing data to a
remote storage which is out of the data owners’ control,
no matter in distributed environments such as Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI), traditional client-server
scenarios, or even the recently popular cloud computing.
The reason is that the essence of data outsourcing is
that the data outsourced aredelegatedto a third-party
warehouse and are retrieved by data owner or other par-
ties on-demand. Thus, data outsourcing implies that the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of outsourced
data are no more under the data owners’ control and de-
pend on the mercy of the storage provider. Furthermore,
the situation becomes even direr as the cloud computing
engulfing not only the IT industry but also the general
publics all around the world nowadays. Cloud services
such as Gmail have taken an important role in our daily
life, however, how can we be sure of that our e-mails,
on-line documents or other outsourced data stay safe and
sound on the cloud?

A. Issues

Integrity Concern
To eliminate the hesitations, cryptographic protocols

such as proofs of retrievability (POR) [9], [13], [6], [7]
and proofs of data possession (PDP) [2], [3], [15], [14]
have been proposed to handle the issues of availability
and integrity for data outsourcing.

Generally, a PDP or POR system relies on some pre-
computedverification tokenscoupled with fresh chal-
lenges to grant a verifier the capability to check if
the proof from the storage server is 1.) fresh and 2.)
generated from the designated file (blocks).

Public Verifiability
To provide a charged cloud storage service, the service

provider may have to furnish additional guarantee such
as file integrity assurance.

With public verifiability, one can not only check but
also prove to others that if his data stay safe and sound on
the storage server. Only then, users who are suffered from
data loss caused by careless storage server can prove the
misbehavior of storage server to others and subsequently
ask for compensation.

Changeling Attacks
However, some PDP systems are vulnerable to attacks,

which are so calledChangeling Attacks, done by the
storage server.

In Changeling Attacks, the storage server, which ru-
ined the data blocks to be challenge, can use the other
intact blocks along with corresponding verification to-
kens to generate valid proofs to fraud the verifier.

For a challenge againstc blocks containing a corrupted
data block with indexi, storage server can either use 1.)
correspondingc intact blocks from intact versions or 2.)
any c undamaged blocks with indexj (j 6= i) from the
freshfile.
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Protocols with well-designedverification tokens,
which are strongly bound to both time-related informa-
tion and actual block indexes, will not be vulnerable to
these attacks because the verifiers can clearly distinguish
that if theverification tokensused are what they expected.

B. Our Contributions

In this paper, we focus on the integrity issue of
data outsourcing to create a efficient PDP system which
is not only feasible for mobile devices to verify the
data integrity, but also convenient to verify the integrity
of a whole workspace. Besides, we discover an attack
called Changeling Attackand provide the countermea-
sure against it. Finally, we have some experiments on
both of personal computers and smart phones to show the
feasibility for our protocol to work on mobile devices.

Organization
The related researches are summarized in Section II;

the major technologies used in this paper are described in
Section III; the scenario, the definitions, the algorithms,
and the batch-enabled usage of the proposed PDP system
is detailed in Section IV; the security analyses are
explained in Section V; there are some discussions about
issues of generic PDP systems and the proposed protocol
in Section VII; the experiments and analyses are shown
in Section VI; finally, Section VIII is the conclusion of
this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Retaining Integrity
As a cryptographic solution, the PORs [9], [13], [6],

[7] deal with both the availability and the integrity at the
cost of computational/space performance due to the use
of error-correcting code. As another solution, the PDPs
[2], [3], [15], [14] majorly take care of the integrity issue
of the outsourced data with relatively better performances
to make it more possible to be implemented practically.

A generic PDP protocol will work as follows:

• Workspace deployment: The data owner prepro-
cesses his files in a local or remoteworkspacein
appropriate formats for the selected PDP protocol.
After the preprocessing, the data owner now can
deploy the formatted data and the related raw files in
the givenworkspaceonto the remote storage server.

• Integrity verification: Once theworkspaceis de-
ployed onto the storage server, a verifier (who could
be the data owner or other parties, it depends on the
protocol design) can now challenge the integrity of
specific data in the givenworkspaceas his wish.
On the other hand, the storage server has to generate
the on-demand proofs to prove the possession of the
queried data. After receiving the proofs, the verifier
can check if the integrity of the specific data is
violated.

• (Optional) Workspace evolution: As time goes by,
the files or filesystem inside theworkspacecould
be changed due to various reasons. To avoid the
re-run of the entire protocol, some PDPs provide
support for dynamic operations, which allows the
data owner to perform additional subroutine of the
protocol to renew the status of theworkspace.

The PDPs originally aim at guaranteeing that the
violation of integrity cannot be kept veiled [2]. In 2008,
Ateniese et al. [3] proposed another hash-based PDP
protocol to support dynamic operations such as inser-
tions, deletions, and modifications, which can occur very
frequently on on-line document services such as Google
document. Although the approach in [3] provides high
efficiency, it sacrifices the public verifiability, which can
be extremely important for a cloud storage services to
be a commercial one.

Shacham et al. proposed a compact system [13] with
the help of the BLS signature [5] to enable the storage
server in the same year to prove the retrievability or
the data possession to anyone with the knowledge of
the public key of the data owner. However, the support
for dynamic operations cannot be found in [13], and the
direct extension of it to support dynamic operations will
cause security flaws.

Later in 2009, Wang et al. [15] proposed a publicly
verifiable PDP based on Shacham’s work [13] to pro-
vide public verifiability without losing the support for
dynamic operations. It is a dynamic operation supported
version of [13] and achieves the support for dynamic
operations while eliminating the security flaws from the
direct extension of [13] by using the Merkle hash tree.
One year later, in 2010, Wang et al. [14] improved the
confidentiality against verifiers of their previous work
[15] using a zero-knowledge proof [12] fashion approach.

However, the design of verification tokens in [15],
[14] makes it vulnerable toChangeling Attacks.In [15],
everything works fine untilUpdate(∗) is called to save
modifications. After the file is modified, the data owner
will commit the changed file blocks along with the
relatedverification tokensonto the storage server, and the
storage server now has two versions of the file along with
corresponding sets of verification tokens to respond to
any subsequent challenges from verifiers. Moreover, none
of the updated verification tokens contains any time-
related information and it makes the verifier incapable
to distinct if the proof is generated by the expected
file. Thus, the storage server can now perform type
1 Changeling Attackwhenever the challenged file is
damaged as long as there exists an intact version.

Version Control
There can be several solutions to fix theChangeling

Attacks, and the most important and naı̈ve solution is
take time-related information into consideration. The
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approach we choose is theversion controlstyle solution.
Version control is a classic solution for on-line co-

work scenarios to keep the consistency of the shared data.
The Subversion[11] is a widely used tool for version
control nowadays.

In Subversion, whenever acommitmentis accepted by
the repository, the filesystem tree will evolve itself to a
new state which is called arevision. In general, this idea
can not only be applied to the version control, but also
reflex the evolution of anyworkspace. The data inside a
workspacewill change over time and every check point
of the workspace’s status can be regarded as arevision.

Besides, Subversion has global revision numbers
which are applied to the entire repository instead of
individual revision numbers for each file or each part
of the repository. With the help of the global revision
numbers, the statuses of the repository are clearly and
faithfully expressed.

We are inspired by the design of revision numbers of
Subversionto handle the support for dynamic operations
while retaining the resilience toChangeling Attacks.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Bilinear Map. A bilinear map is a mape : G×G→
GT , whereG is a Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) group of
prime orderp and GT is another multiplicative cyclic
group of prime orderp. The mape satisfies the following
properties [4]:

• Bilinear: for all h1, h2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp,
e(ha

1 , h
b
2) = e(h1, h2)

ab;
• Non-degenerate:e(g, g) 6= 1, whereg is a generator

of G.
• Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm for

computinge(h1, h2), ∀h1, h2 ∈ G;

Merkle Hash Tree. A Merkle hash tree (MHT), [10],
is a tree structure designed to authenticate a set of data
efficiently.

An MHT is usually a binary tree with the hash values
of the exact data values as its leaves. Each internal node
in an MHT bears a value which is the hash value of the
combination of its child nodes’ value.

IV. V ERSION-CONTROLLED PROVABLE DATA

POSSESSION(VCPDP)

To eliminate the problems above, we proposed a
provable data possession protocol based on [11] and
[15].

A. Definitions

We start with the system model and the detailed
definition of the proposed protocol, followed by the
security definitions, which capture the required properties
of a provable data possession system.

System Model
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Fig. 1. The interactions in theWorkspace Deploymentphase.

In our version-controlled provable data possession
system, we have the following three roles which interact
with each other:

• The owner (OWN ) of the workspace is the one
who has the ownership of the workspace.OWN
can interact with the cloud storage server (SRV)
to deploy or update the files in his workspace on
SRV .

• The cloud storage server (SRV) is the one to
hold the workspace forOWN . Besides the duty
to keep the workspace,SRV is also responsible for
publishing public information and generating proofs
to prove that the data possession property is held.

• The verifier (VER) acts with SRV to test the
integrity of specific workspace.VER here can be
OWN or any other entity.

Definition 1. (Version-Controlled Provable Data
Possession (VCPDP)) A VCPDP protocol is a
collection of seven polynomial-time algorithms
(Setup,Register, T okenGen,ChalGen,ProofGen,

ProofV er, Commit).

In each phase of a generic PDP mentioned in Section
II, the VCPDP works as follows:

• Workspace Deployment: In this phase,OWN will
call Register(∗) to generate his public and private
key pair, and then preprocesses hisworkspaceus-
ing TokenGen(∗). For easy comprehension, please
check Figure 1 for a global view of this phase.

• Integrity Verification: After the first phase is done,
VER can now callChalGen(∗) andProofV er(∗)
to check the integrity of the specific files. In the
meantime,SRV can callProofGen(∗) to generate
necessary proofs to respond toVER’s challenge.

• Workspace Evolution: After the deployment of
the workspace, OWN might modify some parts
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Fig. 2. The interactions in theWorkspace Evolutionphase.

of the workspaceoccasionally. After the changes
are done,OWN can callCommit(∗) to commit
those changes in aSubversionway instead of re-
running theWorkspace Deploymentphase, and the
workspacewill then evolve to a new status. The
procedure done byOWN to commit changes can
be found in Figure 2.

Definition 2. (Data Possession Property) The Data
Possession Property is held if for any probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm, the probability to generate
a valid proof without possessing the actual data is
negligible.

B. Algorithms for VCPDP

The VCPDP uses the following algorithms to accom-
plish the tasks in each of the three phases above:

• Setup({0, 1}k) : This algorithm is called bySRV
to generate necessary parameters such as the under-
lying mathematical structure as follows:

1) SRV : firstly decide two multiplicative cyclic
group, G and GT , of prime order p, one
generator,g, of G, and chooses a bilinear
mapping,e : G × G → GT , which maps two
elements inG into an element inGT .

2) SRV : choose three cryptographic hash func-
tions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq,
andH3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l with a predefined
l.

3) SRV : make the following information public:

{G,GT , g, p, e,H1, H2, H3}

• Register({0, 1}k, G, g, p) : This algorithm outputs
a pair of public/private key forOWN :

1) OWN : pick three elements,α, β, andγ, from
Z∗
p randomly and takes(α, β) as the private

key, SKOWN .
2) OWN : compute(V , Ṽ, h) = (gα, gβ , gγ) and

takes (V , Ṽ, h) as the corresponding public
key,PKOWN .

3) OWN → SRV : {IDOWN , PKOWN}.
4) SRV : publishOWN ’s identity,IDOWN , and

public key, PKOWN to a public bulletin,
which can be maintained bySRV or any other
entity.

• TokenGen(SKOWN , F ) : Given a file, F =
(m1, . . . ,mn), OWN firstly computes the index,
u = ṼH2(IDOWN ||fn), of the deployed file and
retrieves the latest available empty revision number,
ver of the workspace.OWN can now compute the
verification tokens as follows:

1) σi ← (hH2(H2(mi)||i) · umi)α

2) Φ← {σi}1≤i≤n

3) Generate an MHT, TB, from
{H3(H2(H2(mi)||i))}1≤i≤n

4) sigOWN (R, ver)← (H1(R||ver))α, whereR
is the root ofTB

5) OWN → SRV :
{fn, u, ver, F,Φ, sigOWN(R, ver)}, where
fn is the file name

SRV can perform a integrity test on the uploaded
file using algorithms used inIntegrity Verification
phase to ensure the honesty ofOWN before ac-
cepting the deployment.
OnceSRV accepts the deployment,SRV should
publish the file name and file owner of this newly
added file and the updated revision number of the
corresponding workspace to the public bulletin.

• ChalGen(fn, ver, n) : When there is a verifier,
VER, who wants to verify the integrity of a particu-
lar file held bySRV , VER has to prepare his chal-
lenge against the target file. First of all,VER should
choose the revision number, the target file, and the
blocks of the target file to be verified. Then for
each of the chosen blocks,VER randomly chooses
a random number fromZp. Thus, the challenge,
Chal, is composed of the following items:

– ver: the revision number
– fn: the target file name
– I = {si ∈ Zn}1≤i≤c,c∈Z∗

n
: the set of indexes

of the chosen file blocks, wherec is the number
of challenged blocks

– {(j, vj)}j∈I : the set of random variables

That is,Chal = {ver, fn, {i, vi}i∈I}
After the challenge is ready,VER can then issue
this challenge toSRV and wait for the response.

• ProofGen(F,Φ, Chal) : Once SRV receives a
challenge,Chal, from any verifier,SRV has to
prepare the proof over the specific file and revision.
SRV firstly targets the challenged file under the
specific revision and then extracts necessary file
blocks as well as verification tokens from the stor-
age. After fetching necessary data,SRV can then
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compute the proof as follows:

– µ← (
∑

i∈I vimi) ∈ Zp

– σ ←
∏

i∈I σ
vi
i ∈ G

– ΩI ← Siblings on the path from leaves

{H3(H2(H2(mi)||i))}i∈I

to the rootR in TB
When the steps above are done, theProof will be

{µ, σ, {H2(mi)}i∈I ,ΩI , sigOWN (R, ver)}

SRV can now sendProof to VER.
• ProofV er(PKOWN , Chal, Proof) : After re-

ceiving Proof from SRV , VER firstly prepare
the following information to check the integrity of
the target file by performing anIndex-and-Revision
Checksub-routine:

– u′ ← ṼH2(IDOWN ||filename)

– Generate the root, R′, of TB from
{H2(mi), i}i∈I andΩI

– Check if e(sigOWN (R, ver), g) =
e(H1(R

′||ver),V)

When the information above is ready,VER can now
check the following equations to verify the integrity:

– Computeρ =
∑

i∈I H2(H2(mi)||i) · vi
– Check if e(σ, g) = e(hρuµ,V)

If all the tests above are passed,VER then beliefs
that the integrity is preserved.

• Commit(fn, vernew , I, {mi,m
′
i}i∈I ,ΩI) : After

the workspace is deployed, some of the file blocks
might be modified. To minimize the cost of re-
deployment,Commit(∗) only commitsthe modi-
fied parts of verification tokens. Among the inputs
of Commit(∗), let verlatest be the latest revision
number of the workspace,vernew ← verlatest +
1, and {mi, σi}i∈I ,ΩI are retrieved fromSRV .
The followings are the computations performed by
Commit(∗), where I is the set of indexes of
modified file blocks:

– u = ṼH2(IDOWN ||fn)

– σ′
i ← (hH2(H2(m

′
i
)||i) · um′

i)α, ∀i ∈ I
– Generate the new root,Rnew , of TB from
{m′

i, i}i∈I andΩI

– sigOWN (Rnew, vernew)←
(H1(Rnew||vernew))α

After all the tokens above are prepared,OWN then
sends the following information toSRV :

{I, vernew, {m
′
i, σ

′
i}i∈I , sigOWN (Rnew, vernew)}

C. Batch Verification for VCPDP

The proposed VCPDP can be easily converted into
a batch-version which enables the batch verification
(Batched Version-Controlled Provable Data Possession,

Fm
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B-VCPDP) of the entireworkspace, which possibly
consists of numerous files and directories.
B-Setup(∗) andB-Register(∗) in the B-VCPDP are

exactly identical toSetup(∗) and Register(∗) in the
VCPDP.

In the B-VCPDP, the new algorithm, B-
TokenGen(∗), to generate verification tokens is
similar to its counterpart,TokenGen(∗), in the VCPDP.
B-TokenGen(∗) first performs TokenGen(∗) and
then insert the MHT root generated byTokenGen(∗)
into the MHT of the workspace. After the insertion,
OWN signs on the MHT root of theworkspaceand the
revision number. The difference betweenTokenGen(∗)
in B-VCPDP and the one in the VCPDP is that the
block indexes have to be unique. The easiest way to do
this is to combine the unique file index with the local
index. For example, for a file blockmw,f(i) ∈ Fw, it
will have a global indexi = w||f(i), wherew ∈ {0, 1}l

is the fix-length file index,f(∗) : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l is
the mapping from global indexes to local block indexes,
and l is a pre-defined length for indexes.

Similar to B-TokenGen(∗), the new algorithm,B-
Commit(∗), to commit modifications also performs
Commit(∗), replaces the MHT leaf corresponding to the
modified file in the MHT of theworkspacewith the new
MHT root computed byCommit(∗), and signs the new
MHT root of theworkspaceand the revision number.
B-ChalGen(∗) andB-ProofGen(∗) are almost the

same asChalGen(∗) andProofGen(∗) in the VCPDP.
The filename is now replaced by the name of the
workspace and the file is replaced by the whole
workspace. Besides,B-ProofGen(∗) has to output the
mapping between filenames and the challenged blocks
along with their local block indexes. There is one more
difference,B-ProofGen(∗) now outputs{µw}w∈W in-
stead ofµ, whereµw =

∑
i∈Iw

mw,f(i)vi, W is the set of
file indexesw for the wholeworkspace, andIw is the set
of global indexes belonging to fileFw. Any other inputs
and outputs are identical to the ones in the VCPDP.
B-ProofV er(∗) is also similar toProofV er(∗) in
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the VCPDP. Theuµ is now replaced by

Ṽ
∑

w∈W
H2(IDOWN ||fnw)µw .

Anything else remain the same as the ones in the VCPDP.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Definition 3. (Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption)
The Discrete Logarithm assumption is that, giveng
and gx ∈ G for unknownx ∈ Z∗

p , there exists no
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm to computex
with non-negligible probability.

Definition 4. (Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) As-
sumption) The Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption
is that, giveng, gx1, gx2 ∈ G for unknownx1, x2 ∈ Z∗

p ,
there exists no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
to computegx1x2 with non-negligible probability.

Definition 5. (BLS Assumption) The BLS assumption is
that, there exists no probabilistic polynomial-time algo-
rithm to forge a BLS signature, [5], with non-negligible
probability.

Definition 6. (Second Pre-image Resilience Assumption)
The Second Pre-image Resilience assumption is that,
given a cryptographic hash functionh and a stringm1,
there exists no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm to
find another stringm2 6= m1 such thath(m2) = h(m1)
with non-negligible probability.

Lemma 1. If there exists an probabilistic polynomail-
time adversary who can forge the verification tokens
{σi} in our VCPDP system with non-negligible proba-
bility ǫ, then there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm which can solve the CDH problem with non-
negligible probabilityǫ.

Lemma 2. If there exists an probabilistic polynomial-
time adversary who can launch a successful Changeling
Attack with probabilityǫ, then there exist a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm which can successfully forge
BLS signatures or find second-images of the crypto-
graphic hash function with probabilityǫ1 and ǫ2 respec-
tively, andǫ1 + ǫ2 = ǫ.

Lemma 3. If there exists any probabilistic polynomial-
time adversary who can break the Data Possession
Property with probability ǫ, then there also exists a
polynomial-time algorithm which can solve the DL prob-
lem with probabilityǫ.

Due to space limitations, the detailed proofs will be
provided in our full paper.

VI. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

Time
To evaluate the performance, we design one set of

experiments.We useGNU C Compiler (GCC)[1] and

TABLE I
AVERAGE TIME OF ECCOPERATIONS ON PERSONAL

COMPUTERS(PCS) AND SMART PHONES(SPS)

Operation** Personal Computer Smart Phone
Mul Zp (ab) 2 ∗ 10−6s 6 ∗ 10−5s
Add Zp (a + b) 10−6s 5.3 ∗ 10−5s
Mul G (gh) 2.54 ∗ 10−5s 1.26 ∗ 10−3s
Exp G (ga) 5.65 ∗ 10−3s 2.64 ∗ 10−1s*

Pairing (e(g, h)) 6.34 ∗ 10−3s 5.41 ∗ 10−1s*

* The average of 100 operations instead of 1000 due to the
program crash problem on the smart phone.

** a, b ∈ Zp andg, h ∈ G.

Pairing-Based Cryptography Library (PBC)to develop
the experiment on a personal computer with Intel Core2
6420@2.13GHz and 4 gigabytes of memory, while using
Java 6 and Java Pairing Based Cryptography Library
(jPBC) [8] on the HTC Desire.

In our experiments, we show the gap of computational
power between smart phones and personal computers.
We run multiplications and additions overZp, multiplica-
tions and powers overG, and pairings fromG×G toGT ,
with 10000 and 1000 times on the personal computer and
the smart phones respectively (Table I). The curve used
is the sample “a.param” of PBC, which has a group order
of 353-bit.

Table I shows the performance gap between the per-
sonal computer and the smart phone we used. As we
can see, the personal computer is roughly fiftyfold to
hundredfold powerful than the smartphone, and this
implies that the “heavy” operations such as exponential
operations or pairing will cost tremendous time on smart
phones.

VII. D ISCUSSION

• Probability that the corrupted blocks are not re-
vealed: Assuming that the number of file blocks
is n, the number of challenged blocks for each
challenge ist, and the number of corrupted file
blocks is c. Let Pd and P0 be the probability
that VER chooses at least one and no corrupted
block respectively, the probability thatVER detects
the corruption of the designated file in a single
challenge is:

Pd = 1− P0 = 1−





n− c

t









n

t





= 1− n−c
n
· n−c−1

n−1 · · ·
n−c+1−t
n−c+1

.

Since n−i
n−t−i

≥ n−i−1
n−t−i−1 , it implies that

1− (
n− c

n
)t ≤ P ≤ 1− (

n− c+ 1− t

n− c+ 1
)t.

As what was shown in [2],t needs to be 300
and 460 for the detection rate of 95% and 99%
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Fig. 4. Number of blocks needed under various detection rate and
data corruption rate.

respectively under 1% of block corruption rate.
However, 1% of data corruption rate is pretty high;
it will cause 1 kilobytes of corrupted data every
1 megabytes on average. Thus, for applications
which store integrity-sensitive documents such as
contracts or other legal documents,OWN will want
to make sure he can detect an even lower data
corruption rate, says, 0.1%. This will make the
number of challenged blocks increase rapidly and
it will certainly a serious downgrade on performace
for systems such as [15], [14], which depend on
“heavy” operations. Figure 4 shows the increase of
challenged block to meet the given detection rate
under certain data corruption rate.

• Batch verification:For a workspace, it will be an
annoying task to check the integrity of the entire
workspace. Thus, we look forward to provide the
support for batch verification in our VCPDP. The di-
rect extension of [15] will cause further performance
cost if not all theu for each files are the same. In
fact, it will performO(w) independent verification
on O(w) files and lead toO(w) more exponential
operations for aworkspacewith w files if the batch
verification is enabled by directly extending [15] in
our approach.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

The cloud computing makes it possible for mobile
devices to perform complex tasks by delegating computa-
tion or storage to cloud services. However, the delegation
is always accompanied by distrust. To regain the control,
the users of cloud services are doomed to perform
some sub-routines by themselves. Thus, the design of
the sub-routine becomes extremely important to make
a cryptographic protocol feasible for such a resource-
limited device.

In this paper, we proposed a light-weight PDP system
for mobile device users to verify the integrity of their
data on the cloud. The proposed VCPDP system is a
convenient and efficient tool for checking the integrity of

either a single file or a whole workspace according to our
experiments. We also discover theChangeling Attacks
against PDP protocols and provide a countermeasure in
our VCPDP system.
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Abstract - In the present paper, the authors have 
introduced a new data-hiding algorithm, where a secret 
message is encrypted with combined cryptographic method 
and then hide the encrypted data in a QR CodeTM (Quick 
Respond Codes). The embedded QR code may be sent to 
destination or may be saved for future use. QR Codes are 
mainly used to convey or store messages because they have 
higher or large storage capacity than any other normal 
conventional ‘barcodes’. In the present work the authors 
have introduced the encryption technique developed by 
Nath et.al  to encrypt any secret message and then embed 
inside QR Code. In the encryption method Nath et al. have 
used bit-manipulation, byte-reshuffling and generalized 
modified Vernam Cipher method. The cryptography method 
used here has been tested on different plain texts and it was 
found that the method is unbreakable using normal 
cryptanalysis like frequency analysis, plain-text attack, 
Differential attack, Brute-force attack, etc. The data is 
encrypted using a symmetric key, then inserted in QR code, 
so that data can not be easily retrievable without adequate 
authorization / permission.  

Keywords - Cryptography; Data hiding; Encryption; 
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1. Introduction 
In today’s world, security is a big issue and securing 

important data is very essential, so that the data can not be 
intercepted or misused for any kind of unauthorized use. 
The hackers and intruders are always ready to get through 
personal data or important data of a person or an 
organization, and misuse them in various ways. For this 
reason, the field of cryptography is very important and the 
cryptographers are trying  to introduce new cryptographic 
methods to secure the data as much as possible.  

Let us choose an example:  a busy active person wants 
to keep his valuable data like passport information, bank 
statements, social security number, etc. with himself/herself 
all the time, but he/she is always afraid of doing so because 
these information are threatened and can be easily 
intercepted by outsiders for misuse. We choose  another 
example, a bank manager wants to instruct his subordinates 
about the process of a huge transaction. If this data is not 
encrypted properly, then it can be retrieved by a hacker to 

reverse the transaction process to credit a different account. 
For this reason, encryption of data and hiding data from 
unauthentic usage is very important. 

This problem can be solved by encrypting the data and 
hiding it in a QR Code [18][22][23], which can be kept 
with the person all the time and the QR Code scanner with 
a software, using the method in this paper, can be used to 
decode with the authentic password the information saved 
in it. 

In modern world the most commonly used encryption 
technique in QR Codes is the DES (Data Encryption 
Standard), but the method already broken in Differential 
Attack, a method used to cryptanalysis and analyze the 
algorithm used for encryption and decryption. So, most of 
the institutions / organizations use their own custom 
methods to encrypt QR Code data. But till date most of 
those techniques have been hacked or are very vulnerable. 
In the present work we have tried to implement TTJSA 
encryption technique [9], which is not breakable by 
common cryptography attack such as Differential attack, 
known plain text attack or Brute Force method. Now we 
will be describing TTJSA cryptography algorithm. 

1.1. Algorithm of TTJSA (Encryption) 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: Initialize the matrix mat[16][16] with numbers 0 to 
255 in row major wise. 
Step 3: call keygen() to calculate randomization number 
(=times), encryption number (=secure) 
Step 4: call randomization() function to randomize the 
contents of mat[16][16]. 
Step 5: set times2=times 
Step 6: copy file f1 into file2 
Step 7: set k=1 
Step 8: if k>secure go to Step 15 
Step 9: p=k%6 
Step 10: if p=0 
call vernamenc(file2,outf1) 
set times=times2 
call njjsaa(outf1,outf2) 
call msa_encryption(outf2,file1) 
else if p=1 
call vernamenc(file2,outf1) 
set times=times2 
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call msa_encryption(outf1,file1)  
call file_rev(file1,outf1) 
call njjsaa(outf1,file2) 
call msa_encryption(file2,outf1)  
call vernamenc(outf1,file1) 
set times=times2 
else if p=2 
call msa_encryption(file2,outf1)  
call vernamenc(outf1,outf2) 
set times=times2 
call njjsaa(outf2,file1) 
else if p=3 
call msa_encryption(file2,outf1)  
call njjsaa(outf1,outf2) 
call vernamenc(outf2,file1) 
set times=times2 
else if p=4 
call njjsaa(file2,outf1) 
call vernamenc(outf1,outf2) 
set times=times2 
call msa_encryption(outf2,file1) 
else if p=5 
call njjsaa(file2,outf1) 
call msa_encryption(outf1,outf2) 
call vernamenc(outf2,file1) 
set times=times2 
Step 11: call function file_rev(file1,outf1)  
Step 12: copy file outf1 into file2 
Step 13: k=k+1 
Step 14: goto Step 8 
Step 15: End 
 

1.2. Algorithm of vernamenc(f1,f2) 
Step 1: Start vernamenc() function 
Step 2: The matrix mat[16][16] is initialized with numbers 
0-255 in row major wise order 
Step 3: call function randomization() to randomize the 
contents of mat[16][16]. 
Step 4: Copy the elements of random matrix mat[16][16] 
into key[256] (row major wise)  
Step 5: set pass=1, times3=1, ch1=0 
Step 6: Read a block from the input file f1 where number of 
characters in the block 256 characters 
Step 7: If block size < 256 then goto Step 15 
Step 8: copy all the characters of the block into an array 
str[256] 
Step 9: call function encryption where str[] is passed as 
parameter along with the size of the current block 
Step 10: if pass=1 
set times=(times+times3*11)%64 
set pass=pass+1  
else if pass=2 
set times=(times+times3*3)%64 
set pass=pass+1  
else if pass=3 
set times=(times+times3*7)%64 
set pass=pass+1  
else if pass=4 
set times=(times+times3*13)%64 
set pass=pass+1  
else if pass=5 
set times=(times+times3*times3)%64 

set pass=pass+1  
else if pass=6 
set times=(times+times3*times3*times3)%64  
set pass=1 
Step 11: call function randomization() with current value of 
times 
Step 12: copy the elements of mat[16][16] into key[256]  
Step 13: read the next block 
Step 14: goto Step 7 
Step 15: copy the last block (residual characters, if any) into 
str[] 
Step 16: call function encryption() using str[] and the no. of 
residual characters 
Step 17: Return 
 

1.3. Algorithm of function encryption(str[],n) 
Step 1: Start encryption() function 
Step2: set ch1=0 
Step 3: calculate ch=(str[0]+key[0]+ch1)%256  
Step 4: write ch into output file 
Step 5: set ch1=ch 
Step 6: set i=1 
Step 7: if in then goto Step 13 
Step 8: ch=(str[i]+key[i]+ch1)%256 
Step 9: write ch into the output file 
Step 10: ch1=ch 
Step 11: i=i+1 
Step 12: goto Step 7 
Step 13: Return 
 

1.4. Algorithm for TTJSA Decryption 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: initialize mat[16][16] with 0-255 in row major wise  
Step 3: call function keygen() to generate times and secure  
Step 4: call function randomization() 
Step 5: set times2=times 
Step 6: call file_rev(f1,outf1) 
Step 7: set k=secure 
Step 8: if k<1 go to Step 15 
Step 9: call function file_rev(outf1,file2) 
Step 10: set p=k%6 
Step 11: if p=0 
call msa_decryption(file2,outf1) 
call njjsaa(outf1,outf2) 
call vernamdec(outf2,file2) 
set times=times2 
else if p=1 
call function vernamdec(file2,outf1) 
set times=times2 
call function msa_decryption(outf1,outf2)  
call fumction njjsaa(outf2,file2) 
call function file_rev(file2,outf2) 
call function msa_decryption(outf2,outf1)  
call function vernamdec(outf1,file2) 
set times=times2 
else if p=2 
call njjsaa(file2,outf1) 
call vernamdec(outf1,outf2) 
set times=times2 
call msa_decryption(outf2,file2) 
else if p=3 
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call vernamdec(file2,outf1) 
set times=times2 
call njjsaa(outf1,outf2) 
call msa_decryption(outf2,file2) 
else if p=4 
call msa_decryption(file2,outf1)  
call vernamdec(outf1,outf2) 
set times=times2 
call njjsaa(outf2,file2) 
else if p=5 
call vernamdec(file2,outf1) 
set times=times2 
call msa_decryption(outf1,outf2)  
call njjsaa(outf2,file2) 
Step 12: copy the content of file2 to outf1  
Step 13: set k=k-1 
Step 14: Goto Step 8 
Step 15: End 
 

1.5. Algorithm of function vernamdec(f1,f2) 
The algorithm of vernamdec() function is same as 
vernamenc() function. Here, the only difference is that 
decryption() function is called instead of encryption() 
function. 
 

1.6. Algorithm of decryption(str[],n) 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: ch1=0 
Step 3: ch=(256+str[0]-key[0]-ch1)%256 
Step 4: write ch into the output file 
Step 5: i=1 
Step 6: if in then goto Step 12 
Step 7: ch=(256+str[i]-key[i]-str[i-1]) %256  
Step 8: write ch into the output file 
Step 9: i=i+1 
Step 10: goto Step 6 
Step 11: ch1=str[n-1] 
Step 12: Return 
 

1.7. Algorithm of function file_rev(f1,f2) 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: open the file f1 in input mode  
Step 3: open the file f2 in output mode  
Step 4: calculate n=sizeof(file f1) 
Step 5: move file pointer to n 
Step 6: read one byte 
Step 7: write the byte on f2 
Step 8: n=n-1 
Step 9: if n>=1 then goto step-6 
Step 10: close file f1, f2 
Step 11: Return 
 

1.8. NJJSAA Algorithm: 
The encryption number (=secure) and randomization 
number (=times) is calculated according to the method 
mentioned in MSA algorithm [1]. 
Step 1: Read 32 bytes at a time from the input file. 
Step 2: Convert 32 bytes into 256 bits and store in some 1- 
dimensional array. 

Step 3: Choose the first bit from the bit stream and also the 
corresponding number(n) from the key matrix. Interchange 
the 1st bit and the n-th bit of the bit stream. 
Step 4: Repeat step-3 for 2nd bit, 3rd bit...256-th bit of the 
bit stream 
Step 5: Perform right shift by one bit. 
Step 6: Perform bit(1) XOR bit(2), bit(3) XOR 
bit(4),...,bit(255) XOR bit(256) 
Step 7: Repeat Step 5 with 2 bit right, 3 bit right,...,n bit 
right shift followed by Step 6 after each completion of right 
bit shift. 
 
 

1.9. MSA (Meheboob, Saima, Asoke) 
Encryption and Decryption Algorithm: 

Nath et al. [1] proposed a symmetric key method where 
they have used a random key generator for generating the 
initial key and that key is used for encrypting the given 
source file. MSA method is basically a substitution method 
where we take 2 characters from any input file and then 
search the corresponding characters from the random key 
matrix and store the encrypted data in another file. MSA 
method provides us multiple encryptions and multiple 
decryptions. The key matrix (16x16) is formed from all 
characters (ASCII code 0 to 255) in a random order. 

The randomization of key matrix is done using the 
following function calls: 

Step-1: call Function cycling()  
Step-2: call Function upshift()  
Step-3: call Function downshift()  
Step-4: call Function leftshift()  
Step-5: call Function rightshift() 
How the above functions will work have been discussed 

in detail by Nath et al[1]. The idea of these functions is to 
make elements in a square matrix in a random order so that 
no one can predict what will be the nearest neighbour of a 
particular element in that matrix. This method is basically 
modified Playfair method. In Playfair method one can only 
encrypt Alphabets but in MSA one can encrypt any 
character whose ASCII code from 0-255 and one can apply 
multiple encryption here which is not possible in normal 
Playfair method. 

 
2. Generation of QR Code  

To create a QR code [18][22][23] is we first create a 
string of data bits. This string includes the characters of the 
original message (encrypted message in this case) that you 
are encoding, as well as some information bits that will tell 
a QR decoder what type of QR Code it is. 

After generating the aforementioned string of bits, we 
use it to generate the error correction code words for the 
QR Code. QR Codes use Reed-Solomon Error Correction 
technique [21][27] Please note that in coding theory, Reed-
Solomon codes (RS codes) are non-binary cyclic error 
correction codes invented by Irving S. Reed and Gustave 
Solomon. 

After the generation of bit-string and error correction 
code words, the resultant data is used to generate eight 
different QR Codes, each of which uses a different mask 
pattern. A mask pattern controls and changes the pixels to 
light or dark ones, according to a particular formula. The 
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eight mask pattern formulas are defined in the QR Code 
specification, which is referred at the time of mask 
generation needed for the QR Code generation. Each of the 
eight QR codes is then given a penalty score that is based 
on rules defined in the QR specification. The purpose of 
this step is to make sure that the QR code doesn't contain 
patterns that might be difficult for a QR decoder to read, 
like large blocks of same-colored pixels, for example. After 
determining the best mask pattern, the QR Code, which 
uses the best mask pattern, is generated and shown as an 
output.  

If the size of the encrypted message becomes more 
than 1,264 characters then the characters appearing after 
1,264 characters are used separately to generate another QR 
Code and the above mentioned process is repeated until and 
unless the total encrypted message is converted to QR 
Code(s). 
The method is discussed in details below: 

The Encrypted file, which is created using the method 
TTJSA is now treated as the input file and the string is 
extracted from the file to generate the QR Code. 

Step 1: call function file_read(output_file) 

Step 2: call function generateQRCode( str[] ) 

Step 3: call function delete_file(output_file) 

 

2.1. Algorithm for generateQRCode() : 
 

Step1: 
Mode Indicator 
e.g.: Numeric Mode: 0001, Alpha Numeric: 0010, Let us 
choose 0010 for Alphanumeric 
Character Count 
e.g.: Numeric: 10bit long, Alphanumeric: 8bit long (for 
version 1-9) Let's encode 8 in 8bit long binary 
representation 0010   000001000 
Encode Data 
Numeric Mode: Data delimited by 3digit Alphanumeric 
Mode: Data delimited by 2digit e.g.: Let's take 
ABCDE123"AB": 45*10+11=461 "CD":45*12+13=553 
"E1": 45*14+1=631 "23": 45*2+3=93  Codeword for 
A=10, B=11, C=12 etc. Now the value encoded in 11bit 
long binary representation. 0010 000001000 00111001101 
01000101001 01001110111 00001011101 
 
Termination 
Add 0000 at the end to terminate 0010 000001000 
00111001101 01000101001 01001110111 00001011101 
0000 
Encode to Code Word 
Result data are delimited by 8bit 00100000 01000001 
11001101 01000101 00101001 11011100 00101110 
10000 If last data is less than 8bit, pad it with 0 00100000 
01000001 11001101 01000101 00101001 11011100 
00101110 10000000.  We alternatively put '11101100' and 
'00010001' until full capacity of the following version 
00100000 01000001 11001101 01000101 00101001 
11011100 00101110 10000000 11101100   
Decimal Representation: 32 65 205 69 41 220 46 128 236 
 

Step 2: 
Reed Solomon Error correcting Code [21][27] is used in 
QR Code 
e.g.: For example data, count of error correcting 
code word is 17g(x)=x17 +α43x16 +α139x15 +α206x14 +α78x13 
+α43x12 +α239x11 +α123x10 +α206x9 +α214x8 +α147x7 +α24x6 
+α99x5 +α150x4 +α39x3 +α243x2 +α163x +α136 
Now polynomial f(x) which coefficients are data code 
words is divided by g(x) 
f(x)=32x25 +65x24 +205x23 +69x22 +41x21 +220x20 +46x19 
+128x18 +236x17 ----(i) 
divided  by g(x) 
g(x)*(α5)*x8 
=α5*x25 +α5*α43*x24 +α5*α139*x23 +α5*α206*x22 +α5 
*α78*x21..... 
=α5*x25 +α48*x24 +α144*x23 +α211*x22 +α83*x21..... =32x25 
+70x24 +168x23 +178x22 +187x21......-----(ii)  
Calculate Exclusive logical Sum (i) and (ii)  
f(x)'=7x24 +101x23 +247x22+146x21..... 
We repeat same logic until this divide calculation is over. 
Finally we get R(x). 
R(x)=42x16 +159x15 +74x14 +221x13 +244x12 
+169x11+239x10 +150x9 +138x8 +70x7 +237x6 +85x5 
+224x4 +96x3 +74x2 +219x +61 
So we get    32 65 205 69 41 220 46 128 236 42 159 74 221 
244 169 239 150 138 70 237 85 224 96 74 219 61 
 
Step 3: 
Data Allocation 

Step-1: Start module is lower right corner. 
Step-2: We think 2 modules width. If we are in right 
module of 2 modules width then, If left module is blank 
(not fixed pattern or version information etc), we move 
left module and put data. If left module is not blank, we 
move in direction, which is kept, and put data. 
If we are in left module then, we check that blank module 
is in direction which is kept. If blank module is, we put 
data in right module in priority to left module of 2 
modules width. 
If blank module is not, we move to a left module, and put 
data there. Then we turn direction which is kept. 
Step-3: Direction of movement is upper or lower. First its 
upper then its lower. 
e.g.: If we have data "89ABCDEF GHIJKLMN" and we 
put it in 6*4 matrix. 

 

Step 4: 
Mask Pattern 
We select from 8 mask pattern 
000: (i+j) mod 2 = 0 
001: i mod 2 = 0 
010: j mod 3 = 0 
011: (i+j) mod 3 = 0 
100: ((i div 2) + (j div 3)) mod 2 = 0 
101: (ij) mod 2 + (ij) mod 3 = 0 
110: ((ij) mod 2 + (ij) mod 3) mod 2 = 0 
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111: ((ij) mod 3 + (i+j) mod 2) mod 2 = 0 
"mod" means remainder calculation, "div" means integer 
divide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step5: 
Format Information 
It includes error correcting level and mast pattern indicator 
in 15bit long. 
First two bit is error correcting level 
01: L Error correcting level 
00: M Error correcting level 
11: Q Error correcting level 
10: H Error correcting level 
Next three bit is mask pattern indicator and next 10bit we 
put error correcting data which is [12]Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH). 

Step 6: 
Generate QR Code Image 
Library Class is used to generate the image. 
 

Algorithm for decodeQRCode() 
We here follow the reverse process of the above 

generateQRCode() Algorithm to detect the QR Code Image 
using Library Class and perform error correction using 
Reed-Solomon technique and get back the encrypted 
message. 
 

3. Results and Discussions 
We have applied our encoding method on different type 

of texts. We have also made frequency analysis of some 
typical message where all characters are same before 
encryption but after encryption the encrypted text contains 
random patterns. It shows our encryption method is free 
from differential attack or any kind of brute force attack. 

 

Message Key Encrypted Message Final QR Code 

The Xaverian vision of 
education encompasses a 
sensitive understanding of the 
realities defining our existence. 
It is our committed mission to 
incorporate in the minds of our 
students an awareness of this 
social vision so that they can be 
better equipped to take up the 
larger responsibilities in every 
sphere of life. 
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3.1. Discussion 
The above table shows the result of the method used in 

this paper, where we are successful to encrypt and hide the 
messages in the QR Code. These QR Codes will only 
generate the real data (message) if the software follows 
the method stated in this paper and the correct pass-key is 
entered. 

 
4. CRYPTANALYSIS 

One of the classical cryptanalysis method used is by 
detecting the frequency of characters in the encrypted text 
(message). So to test the effectiveness of the method used 
in this paper, spectral analysis of the frequency of 
characters are closely observed. Using this method, we ran 
many analysis and tested different strings (messages) as 
input and used various methods of cryptanalysis. To show 
the usefulness and integrity of this cryptographic module, 
we used spectral analysis of the frequency of characters. 

The chosen test cases are as follows: 

Test Number Test Cases Chosen for 
Spectral Analysis 

1 1024 times ASCII Value (1) 

2 abababababababababab 
(512 times ‘a’ and 512 
times ‘b’ in successive 

repetition) 

 

Test Case 1: 

A text file containing 1024 times ASCII value 1 was 
encrypted and hidden in the QR Code. Fig 1.1 shows the 
spectral analysis of the frequency of characters of the 
original file and Fig 1.2 shows the spectral analysis of the 
frequency of characters of the encrypted text using TTJSA 
encryption technique. 

 
Fig 1.1: Spectral analysis of the frequency of 
characters of 1024 times ASCII Value (1) 
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Fig 1.2: Spectral analysis of the frequency of 

characters of the encrypted text of 1024 times ASCII 
Value (1) 

 
 

Test Case 2: 

A text file containing 512 times “ab” (‘a’ - ASCII 
value 97 and ‘b’ – ASCI value 98) was encrypted and 
hidden in the QR Code. Fig 2.1 shows the spectral 
analysis of the frequency of characters of the original file 
and Fig 2.2 shows the spectral analysis of the frequency of 
characters of the encrypted text using TTJSA encryption 
technique. 

 
Fig 2.1: Spectral analysis of the frequency of 

characters of 512 times “ab” (‘a’ - ASCII Value (97) and 
‘b’ – ASCII Value (98)) 

 

 
Fig 2.1: Spectral analysis of the frequency of 

characters of 512 times “ab” (‘a’ - ASCII Value (97) and 
‘b’ – ASCII Value (98)) 

 
Thus, from the spectral analysis, we can see that there 

is no evident or detectable pattern found, and thus 
“Frequency Analysis” can not be applied on TTJSA 
encryption technique. 

We also ran many different commonly know 
cryptanalysis methods on TTJSA and it was found that 
TTJSA method can also not be hacked using Differential 
Attack, Brute-force method or plain-text attack method. 
For this reason, TTJSA is far more secured than DES 
(Data Encryption Standard) method, and chosen for the 
data hiding method, presented in this paper. 

 
5. Conclusion 

In this method, only the encryption of text messages is 
shown. But, this method has a very large scope. Since 
TTJSA is used for encryption, this method can be used to 
encrypt any type of message or file (picture, video, audio, 
etc.) and send it to the receiver safely or the method can 
also be used to store important data or information safely. 
The inclusion of QR Code adds an extra level of security 
to the encrypted message and the receiver can access the 
original message very quickly, just by scanning the QR 
Code and decrypting it using a software, which uses the 
above mentioned method stated in this paper. Even other 
encryption techniques / methods can be used with this 
method to add more level of security to the data or the 
message. We can further improve our method by 
compressing the original text file using any standard 
algorithm and then encrypt that compressed message 
using TTJSA method and embed in a QR Code. We are 
also working on how we can increase the capacity of QR 
code further. At present we are working on this area. 
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Abstract - The use of deception to deal with an adversary
has been a tool for military strategists, intelligence
agencies and law enforcement authorities for a long time.
In computer security, deception includes actions taken to
deliberately mislead attackers and to thereby cause them
to take (or not take) specific actions that aid in the
defense of a computer system. In recent years, honeypots
have helped strengthen computer security through basic
deception, by using them to study various  attacks and
monitor the way in which they were being accessed by an
intruder. However, despite the importance of deception in
computer security, deploying deception in modern web
servers and web-based applications has not been
extensively studied beyond deploying honeypots. In this
paper, we examine the use of deception in the case where
an intruder attacks a web server as a first step of an
intrusion designed to access data sources on an internal
network. We examine the development of a deception
module which can be hooked into the Apache web server
to detect malicious use of scripts and provide a deceptive
response as necessary.

Keywords: Deception, Intrusion Detection, Intrusion
Response, Information Security, Information Warfare.

1 Introduction

Web services are becoming more ubiquitous and
complex, making it more difficult to consider all possible
exceptions of the proper behavior of web servers and
applications, and leading to important security problems.
Attacks against web applications constitute more than
60% of the total attack attempts observed on the Internet.
Web application vulnerabilities such as SQL injection and
Cross-Site Scripting flaws in open-source as well as
custom-built applications account for more than 80% of
the vulnerabilities being discovered [1]. However, an
attack on a web servers is often only the first step of an
intrusion designed to access data sources on the internal
network [2,3].

Intranet websites can be attacked from the outside
indirectly by first attacking a web browser on an internal
network. Because corporate users sit behind firewalls they
often have the access that is needed to attack intranet

applications on behalf of an attacker. A victim visits a
malicious web page, which assumes control of the
victim's web browser. Subsequently, the victim's web
browser can be instructed to make connections to servers
on the internal IP range on behalf of the attacker.
Essentially, the web browser of a user on an internal
network becomes a launch platform for attacks against
internal targets.

In this paper we focus on a similar case, where an
intrusion starts with an attack on the front, internet-facing
web servers of the enterprise. Because they cannot be
relied upon to be completely secure, web servers are
commonly located in demilitarized zones where they
communicate with data sources on protected networks. In
a DMZ, web servers are protected by IP/port-based
filtering and can connect to machines on the Internet as
well as other servers on the internal network which are
usually less hardened due to cost/benefit tradeoffs. If an
attacker gains control over the web server, then he can
execute commands on these servers the same way that
anyone at the keyboard of the server could. Initiating an
effective attack requires interactive terminal access which
can be accomplished by copying the shell interpreter to a
folder within the document root of the web server. Several
exploitation techniques exist for this purpose, including
exploiting URL parsing, SQL injection, or targeting
applications that validate input parameters poorly.
Subsequently, the shell interpreter can be invoked by a
URL to gather information about the internal network and
attempt to escalate the attacker’s privileges for the internal
network.

Potential ways to reduce the effect of the attack may
include prohibiting the web server from accessing the data
source with the data source frequently updating the web
server, or segmenting the network, placing the data source
on a separate segment and limiting communications to the
rest of the network. However, these measures do not
eliminate the risks of an attack.

2 Deceiving the attacker

When an intrusion is detected, there are three options
on how we might respond: 1) we may block the intrusion,
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2) we may counterattack, trying to identify the adversary
and neutralize his ability to attack, or 3) we pretend to be
affected by the attack, leading the adversary to conclude
that he has been successful, when in fact he is not.

Attempting to block the intrusion is the current
standard practice, but the attacker quickly realizes that his
intrusion is failing. In addition, although critical to
network defense, access controls based on authentication
and authorization can be defeated or circumvented. As a
result, secondary lines of defense are also critical once
access controls have been breached. Intrusion-detection
systems, computer forensics, and honeypots are secondary
lines of defense, but they are relatively passive and
focused on data collection. Closing connections, ports,
and services automatically during attacks stops them, but
signals the attacker we recognize the attack and
encourages a different attack.

Cyberattacks have been considered extensively
within the context of large scale cyberconflict [4]. A
general conclusion is that, although possible, a
cyberattack (or counter-cyberattack in the subject of this
paper) is not necessarily the best response to the intrusion;
one reason is that unless it is completely successful, the
attacker will immediately realize that his attack is failing
and will switch to a different mode of attack [5,6]. An
even more fundamental difficulty lies in the fact that
cyber-attacks take place in an environment where
attackers are connected to neutral third parties; a
counterattack on a legitimate target may unavoidably
damage a neutral party. This possible unpredictable
damage, as well as weak attribution (identities are easily
concealed or fabricated in cyberspace) reduce the
effectiveness of counterattacks in cyberspace. Even
worse, deterrence in cyberspace becomes more difficult
since we cannot threaten unknown attackers and it is
counterproductive to threaten the wrong party.

Option 3 is based on deception and can be the most
beneficial, if the deception is maintained successfully for
the proper amount of time. In its simplest form, deception
occurs defensively, for example when a server increases
processing times pretending to succumb to a
denial-of-service attack so the attacker goes away. In
general, deception is an extension of the concepts of
intrusion detection and intrusion prevention. Intrusion
Detection Systems issue alerts when they identify a
potential threat in traffic patterns or when they detect in
system logs a deviation from what is considered normal
activity. Intrusion Prevention Systems have the ability to
respond automatically to threats, taking some specific
action such as dropping packets, terminating a connection
or blocking network traffic from one or more hosts that
are suspected to be malicious.

2.1 Beyond honeypots

For a long time honeypots have been used to simulate
some parts of or a full operating system in order to collect
data and study specific types of attacks. They are intend
to be probed, attacked, or compromised. By definition
they are computers connected to a network that no one is
supposed to use; any connection is the result of an error or
an attack. Therefore, honeypots have no production value
allowing reliable forensic analysis of data with fewer false
positives [21]. For example, [21] emulates the presence of
multiple hosts to deceive attackers scanning a victim
network. In [22] a honeypot is described which is used to
analyze the behavior of an attacker after he breaks into a
machine. The authors make it easy for an attacker to break
in: they use weak passwords for ssh user accounts. In [23]
a low-interaction honeypot platform (emulating only the
vulnerable parts of a relevant service) is described which
is used to collect information on self-replicating malware.
Similarly [24] uses honeypots to collect malware data. In
[25] a low-interaction web-application honeypot is
described that emulates vulnerabilities to gather data from
attacks that target web applications. It is designed to
appear vulnerable to the attacker by providing the proper
reply to the attacker’s requests.

2.2 Intrusion Deception

The deployment of honeypots provides invaluable
information on the behavior of attackers which can be
used to improve Intrusion Deception techniques, but
Intrusion Deception goes far beyond the deployment of
honeypots. While honeypots are computers that no one is
supposed to use, Intrusion Deception applies to fully
productive computer systems that an authorized group of
users is supposed to use.

Intrusion Deception goes beyond the basic security
paradigm of detecting and reacting to threats. It comes
from the realization that the basic security paradigm
allows the attacker to always be one step ahead and plan
his attack well in advance of our reaction. It attempts to
be proactive and take advantage of the attacker’s
mentality and weakness. The understanding of the typical
mentality of an attacker, his desire to cause damage, the
use of attack tools, the way he probes a system after the
initial intrusion, all can be used to create effective
defensive deceptions as generic scenarios of excuses
rather than isolated actions which may not be sufficiently
convincing.

Previous efforts in including deception have focused
on creating web servers or sections of web sites with
"secrets" that only a malicious intruder would be
interested in [7]. Since legitimate users would not be
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looking for secrets, any access to the "secret" area is
assumed to be by an intruder, and the web server reacts
deceptively by behaving as if encountering network errors
or file retrieval difficulties. The purpose of this type of
deception is to mislead the attacker and make him waste
resources and time under the assumption that the server is
under a time-critical denial-of-service attack or an
intrusion where the attacker is relying on an unexpected
and short-lived attack.

The concept of Intrusion Deception covers a wide
range of responses, including decoy systems and fake
information. It enhances information systems enabling
them to deceive attackers to prevent them from achieving
their goals [7-11]. Since attackers rely on responses from
computer systems, such deception can be very effective
with minimal resources whether attacks are initiated by
insiders or outsiders. Its initial goal is to gather
information about the nature of the attack but, unlike a
honeypot whose goal is to lure and study attackers, its real
purpose is to confuse, misdirect and frustrate a malicious
attacker, while at the same time it collects intelligence and
forces the attacker to expose his sources and methods. It
also employs techniques to force  the attacker to perform
actions that are detrimental to his purpose, such as forcing
him to use communication protocols that make it easier
for the Intrusion Deception system to achieve its purpose.
Deception is useful even when we are very sure of an
attack, first as a delaying tactic, and by diverting the
attacker to honeynets at the proper time as determined by
the detected intrusion, until at some point it may become
safer to disconnect the attacker.

A framework for using intelligent software decoys to
deceive hackers once they have infiltrated a system is
described in [12].  The model consists of a security
contract, which when violated triggers the generation of
deceptive decoys by the software object.  The goal of this
deception is to convince the mobile agent into concluding
that it has successfully infiltrated the system.  The decoys
described simply consist of a fake java object generated
at run time with randomly permutated arguments.  Most
of these techniques have been compiled in a software
package consisting of PERL scripts called the deception
toolkit (DTK) [13].

In the Intrusion Deception architecture, we
continuously monitor network and server activities for
suspiciousness. As suspiciousness increases, we first
provide minimum deceptive measures, and then increase
their frequency and severity. Deception is used sparingly
and consistently to keep the attacker fooled as long as
possible, tying up his resources while reducing his
chances of successful attack. Thus, Intrusion Deception is
a defense mechanism implemented on a real web server

that continues to provide correct information to legitimate
users (and to benign requests of a potential attacker) and
engages deception only when an attack is verified to be in
progress. Its fundamental purpose is not to mount a
counterattack but rather to give the illusion to the attacker
that he is succeeding. Therefore, it is only an additional
level of defense of an otherwise fully functional web
server, increasing the difficulty of a successful attack. The
question of whether deception is ethical or legal has been
extensively examined in the past and most ethical theories
allow for deception against serious harm [14,15]. We
consider an intrusion into a web server to be a serious
harm. Legal issues in several countries are presented in
[16] including whether the defender has a duty to
disconnect the system under attack (to retreat from the
attack).

While the range of Intrusion Deception techniques is
extensive, in this paper we focus on engaging intrusion
deception techniques to prevent an attacker from gaining
control of a web server and using it as an intermediate
step to launch attacks into the internal network of an
organization. We focus on the situation where despite
network defenses, an attacker has penetrated the network
and has managed to install a malicious piece of software
on the web server.

3 A deception module on Apache

One way of protecting critical processes, such as the
Apache web server, is to enclose them in software
wrappers [17]. A software wrapper is basically a set of
rules for detecting and responding to suspicious behavior.
It allows the interaction between the critical process and
the external client (who might be a potential attacker), but
employs deception techniques when it detects an
intrusion. In its simplest form, the software wrapper
responds with fake error messages, keeps the attacker
occupied or redirects his traffic to a honeypot. 

In a concept quite similar to a software wrapper,
Apache modules have been developed to defend the
server against attacks. Two common ones are
ModSecurity [18] and ModEvasive [19]. ModSecurity
considers common types of attacks such as
variable-length buffer injection, meta character injection,
and SQL injection that pass unobstructed through
common firewall configurations, and attempts to detect
the attacks and block the related traffic. ModEvasive is an
Apache module providing evasive action in the event of
an HTTP DoS or DDoS attack. It detects certain events,
such as frequently requesting the same page, and denies
access to the corresponding IP address. It can be
configured to coordinate with firewalls and routers to
optimize its response and reduce the required bandwidth
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and processor utilization. Although their purpose is to
defend the server against attacks, they both rely
fundamentally on access controls, and neither of them
attempts to use deception. 

In this paper, and as a proof of concept, we discuss a
simple implementation of a deception module as part of
the content generator module architecture of the Apache
web server. Apache is using a modular approach to
process an HTTP request allowing a module to handle a
particular task but ignore other aspects of the request that
are not relevant. At its core is the content generator.
Modules register content generators by defining a
function referenced by a handler configured by directives
in the configuration file httpd.conf.

A request goes through several phases before being
processed by the content generator. These phases examine
and change the headers of the request to verify access
rules, map the request to a file or script, and determine the
proper content generator. The logging phase takes place
after the content generator has sent the response back.

In Apache new modules can be developed and
inserted into any of the processing phases described
above. A module defines a function and, through the
proper hook, tells Apache to call the function at the
appropriate processing phase.

Although Apache allows modules to hook functions
in the phases before content generation (called metadata
modules), in this paper we present a simple example of
hooking a deception function as the very first part of the
content generator that responds to CGI requests.

Figure 1 shows the architecture and location of the
deception function, as well as other locations where more
advanced deception architectures may include additional
deception functions.

Extensive information on the design of Apache
handlers is given in [20]. A summary of creating a hook
is given below, where the basic data structure and
necessary function calls are shown.

static int deception_handler
(request_rec *r) {
  /* if we are not interested, 
     return DECLINE or ERROR */
  /* deception processing code */
  return DECLINED; /* or OK */
 }

static void deception_hooks
(apr_pool_t *pool) {
  ap_hook_handler(deception_handler,
   NULL,NULL,APR_HOOK_REALLY_FIRST);
 }

module AP_MODULE_DECLARE_DATA
deception_module = {
 STANDARD20_MODULE_STUFF,
 NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,
deception_hooks
} ;

The module structure declares a function member to
create a request processing hook. A hook also indicates
which part of the request the module is interested in. Here
we are interested in executing our function as early as
possible in the content generator, and the
ap_hook_handler() function is called with parameter
APR_HOOK_REALLY_FIRST. Depending on the
module requirements, a function may be hooked in
different places withing the content generator, through the
use of other constants in place of parameter
APR_HOOK_REALLY_FIRST. These constants are
defined in a header file in the Apache source, however
other integers may be used within a proper range for finer
control.

In general, the handler function (deception_handler)
examines the data in the request data structure, decides
whether to respond or ignore the request, and finally
returns a code. Apache defines several return values: OK,
indicating that the function has completely handled the
request and no more processing is necessary;
DECLINED, indicating that the function is not interested
in this request and that Apache should call another
handler; or a status code indicating an error.

The deception function examines the URL of the
request and decides which steps to take next. In this paper
we are interested in CGI scripts, so the function may

Content GenMetadata Proc Logs

Request

Deception Module

Figure 1. Deception module in Apache architecture
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return DECLINED very early if the current request is not
for a CGI script. Otherwise, the function examines the
script and may respond to the request and return OK to
stop Apache from executing the script or it may simply
return DECLINED to allow normal execution of the
script. The ability to create deception lies in both choices:
the deception function may completely respond to the
request in several (possibly deceptive) ways with no need
for further processing by Apache, or it may modify the
environment in which the script may run and allow
Apache to run it.

In this paper we use the experimental setup shown in
Figure 2. We are not only interested in analyzing attacks
in-depth, but also in gaining a general understanding
about the effectiveness of deception scheme when
attackers interact  with the web application. To simulate
the mounting of an attack we use three PCs running
scripts to generate various Web attacks, including a) SQL
injection attack, b) Brute force attack to break the
password, and c) attempt to access files or folders with
insufficient authorization. We assume that the initial
intrusion has been successful and that the attacker has
succeeded in either copying the shell interpreter or
installing a similar program in a folder within the
document area of the web server. Specifically, in our
experiment we use Apache 2.2 running on Windows 7
and we assume the existence of a CGI program (written in
C) that takes as a parameter one string with a DOS
command, execute it and display the result back in the
attacker’s browser. This program is in the cgi-bin folder.

One of the first actions an attacker would take after
installing this program is to examine the contents of
folders on the server file structure that he would not
normally have access to. Our deception function can

examine the parameters of every script and in this
particular case detect a suspicious DOS command. It has
the choice of allowing the request to go through and be
executed, if for example the target folder is under the
DocumentRoot structure (and folder listing is allowed), or
it may transform the string of the DOS command to a
benign command and keep the history of requests that will
maintain the deception in future requests by the attacker.

4 Use of log information by the
deception module

Log information can greatly assist the deception
function. The web server logs as well as system logs can
reveal what is actually happening on the server and
provide the history needed to create a successful
deception. The fact that logs contain information on what
has already happened may be seen as a drawback as they
are not effective in blocking a certain response or shutting
down the connection. However, the attacks considered in
this paper consist of several steps over some period of
time, during which we may have the opportunity to detect
the suspicious activities and create a response based on
deception.

Extracting information from the logs can be
implemented as additional modules in Apache, with
functions inserted before (metadata phase) and after (log
phase) the content generation phase. These functions
parse the data, extract patterns, maintain history and
context, combine information from what may seem to be
distinct attacks, decide on further deceptive actions, and
produce their own logs. 

The deception process can also benefit from more
sophisticated anomaly-based pattern recognition systems
which model normal (legitimate) traffic and intrusion
attempts (anomalous) traffic. Such systems continuously
collect a large sample of real requests on a web server and
attempt to classify the requests based on the web server
inputs, as attacks and legitimate requests, and possibly to
identify different categories of attack.

Monitoring key system files also provides substantial
information to the deception process, since most exploit
tools use one or more system files. By monitoring the
activity on such files in real time as well as the account
under which the processes execute, the deception process
may be able to substitute real data with deceptive data,
rather than block the intrusion which would be
immediately known to the attacker. These files include
cmd.exe, ftp.exe and tftp.exe, ping.exe and net.exe.

Attacker 1 Attacker 2 Attacker 3

Internet

Router/
FirewallWeb Server

DMZ Interface
DB Server File Server

Internal Network

Figure 2. Experimental Setup
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5 Conclusion

It is becoming increasingly apparent that
cyberdefense based on detecting and reacting to threats is
not sufficient as it allows the attacker to always have the
initiative. Counterattacks in cyberspace are also
problematic as they carry the risk of damage to neutral
third parties. Defense techniques based on deception can
be beneficial if the deception is maintained successfully
for the proper amount of time, leading the adversary to
conclude that he has been successful, when in fact he is
not. In this paper we examine the case of using deception
to defend against an attack on a web server and further
attacks on servers in internal networks and we describe
the development of a module which can be hooked into
the Apache web server to detect malicious use of scripts.
The deception module examines the incoming HTTP
request and can analyze the web server and system logs to
decide if a deceptive response is necessary.
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Abstract— Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) is expected
to emerge as the next major category of Cloud Computing.
The combination of fast expanding technologies with increasing
competitiveness will make more and more companies move
parts of their business processes into the cloud. This enables
them to take advantage of the cloud provider’s expertise and to
reduce their cost by sharing resources to exploit economies of
scale. In such a multi-tenant setting, the cloud provider has to
tailor its business processes to meet the QoS requirements of
each tenant. This requires techniques for QoS-aware service
selection and prediction. However, there is no one-size-fits-
all approach to tackle this challenge. The choice of the most
suitable technique typically depends on the particular context
and characteristics of the services that are being composed.
This paper has the following contributions: To support the
provider with the creation of custom-tailored processes, we
propose an open middleware that provides the mechanisms to
perform requirement-driven customizations on shared process
templates. This open middleware supports easy integration of
new and existing service selection and prediction techniques.

Keywords: Software as a Service; Multi-tenancy; QoS-aware service
composition; WS-BPEL.

1. Introduction
Context. With the trend of cloud computing, Software as a
Service (SaaS) has become a common delivery model for
business applications. A special form of SaaS is Business
Process as a Service (BPaaS) [20], where multiple client
organisations are served with a single engine hosting multi-
ple business processes [2]. The business model of a BPaaS
company is to offer highly customizable business processes to
client organisations (also known as tenants). However, tenants
will preferably outsource their business processes to the one
provider that can not only offer the highest flexibility in custom-
tailored business processes, but more importantly, also offers
the most competitive service-level agreements.

The underlying service compositions that enact business
processes are typically compositions of third-party services that
are possibly delivered as cloud-based SaaS applications. In such
constellation of third-party service compositions, guaranteeing
SLAs is a difficult problem due to the lack of certainty on
the actual QoS values offered by the participating services and

∗ Corresponding author: kristof.geebelen@cs.kuleuven.be

underlying cloud platforms. To assist the BPaaS provider with
this problem, techniques for QoS-aware service selection and
prediction of SLA violations constitute an interesting direction
of research.
Problem Statement. Different classes of service selection and
prediction techniques have been developed in the past. Existing
studies show that their accuracy is still suboptimal and highly
variable depending on a.o. the type of composition and the
services to be composed ([5], [12], [18]). It can therefore be
expected that the choice of the most suitable technique depends
on the particular context and characteristics of the services that
are being composed. However, no practical service composition
framework exists that allows flexible integration with different
prediction and QoS selection algorithms. The existing practical
frameworks are all based on a specific particular prediction
and/or selection algorithms. Moreover, they are closed imple-
mentations that cannot be easily modified with new algorithms.

Approach & Contribution. In this paper we present the
BPELOnRails middleware for on-demand and run-time gen-
eration of customizable BPEL processes in which it is easy to
switch between different prediction and service selection algo-
rithms, even at run-time. The key element of our architecture
is to adopt the model-view-controller (MVC) pattern [14]. The
decision of which services to select can be entirely encapsulated
in a separate controller component that can be implemented by
means of a general-purpose programming language.

This paper has the following contributions: (a) we present a
middleware that allows easy integration of new and existing ser-
vice selection and prediction algorithms to find an assignment
of services to workflow tasks according to a tenant’s requested
functional and non-functional requirements and (b) we show
how these algorithms can be practically integrated on top of
our middleware.
Structure of the Paper. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related research and
motivates our work. Section 3 lists the key requirements for the
generic architecture: portability, deployment-time customiza-
tion of business processes, run-time adaptation of business
processes and an open programming model for service selection
and prediction. Section 4 gives an overview of the BPELOn-
Rails middleware architecture and shows how it is used to
perform deploy- and run-time business process customization.
This section also briefly discusses our prototype implementa-
tion on top of OpenESB. Section 5 illustrate our middleware
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by means of a multi-tenant BPaaS for workflows in the health-
care domain. Here we zoom in at how the controller component
can be programmed to implement QoS-aware customizations.
A performance evaluation of the middleware is documented in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work & Motivation
2.1 Related Work

In literature, several works can be found that address the
challenge of QoS-aware service composition. Surveys are re-
ported in [12], [18]. Two popular fields of research in this
domain are QoS-based service selection and QoS prediction.

QoS-based service selection deals with finding an assignment
of services to workflow tasks which maximizes a customer
related utility function. Typically this boils down to the follow-
ing optimization problem: given an abstract composite service
and a set of candidate services with different QoS values for
each task, find a service for each task such that the global
composite QoS value satisfies certain Service Level Objectives
(SLO). Popular techniques in literature to solve this challenge
efficiently are integer programming (Zeng et al., 2004) and
genetic algorithms [4]. These works tackle the composition
problem assuming fixed QoS attributes for the elementary
services. More recent works take into account that in business
environments QoS attributes rarely remain unchanged over
the lifetime of a web process and focus on the stochastic
service composition problem. Wiesemann et al. [21] formulate
the service composition problem as a multi-objective stochas-
tic program which simultaneously optimizes QoS parameters
which are modeled as decision-dependent random variables.
Their model minimizes the average value-at-risk (AVaR) of
the workflow duration and costs while imposing constraints on
the workflow availability and reliability. Other approaches ([1],
[8]) propose a framework for QoS-aware service composition
that does not involve calculating a composite QoS, but support
services selection based on constraints specified on the level
the workflow tasks.

Driven by the fact that QoS attributes, such as response time,
can be very volatile with respect to time, the challenge of QoS
prediction has recently gained popularity. Its main goal is to
bridge the time gap between the service selection process and
the actual execution of the composite service. By predicting
accurate expected values for quality measures in the near
feature, this technique is able to improve the probability that
the selected composition of services, will still respect the SLA
constraints during the execution of the workflow. Related work
is done by Rosario et al. [17]. They propose QoS estimation
based on soft contracts. Soft contracts are characterized through
probability distributions for QoS parameters. Chen et al. [7]
propose a dynamic QoS model to represent the time related
characteristics of QoS, which is used for QoS prediction. In
previous work [10], we also focused on this challenge by
proposing a theoretical framework to predict the violation
probability of an SLA, given the composite service and the
monitored QoS values of the participating services. Also pro-

active QoS monitoring and failure prevention techniques can
be categorized in this research field. Canfora et al. [4] support
runtime replanning if the actual QoS is predicted to deviate
from the required SLA. Leitner et al. [15] propose a framework
called PREvent for event-based monitoring and prediction of
SLA violations and automated runtime prevention by trigger-
ing adaptation actions in service compositions. ProAdapt [3]
(Proactive adaptation of service composition) is an approach for
proactive adaptation of service compositions due to changes in
service operation response time, or unavailability of operations
or services. The approach uses exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) to model service operation response time.
Decision for replacement takes into account the predicted
response time and cost values as well.

2.2 Motivation
As discussed above, many algorithms or techniques are

described in literature that address the challenges in QoS-aware
service composition. All of them have their specific advan-
tages and disadvantages depending on the context in which
they are used. Important criteria for preferring one technique
above others are time complexity and accuracy. More complex
algorithms are usually slower but provide more accurate results.
In the context of QoS-Aware service composition this trade-off
depends on the type of composition. For example, for real-
time business processes performance is more important than
for long-running processes, possibly taking several days or
even weeks to complete. For the latter, restarting the process
is usually very costly and choosing an algorithm with a good
accuracy will quickly pay-off. Also the type of services that are
used in the composition can drive the trade-off. This is mainly
the case for prediction algorithms. For example, Geebelen [10]
uses a kernel-based algorithm that is able to take into account
service dependencies and allows the modeling of seasonality
in QoS attributes. The evaluation shows that this technique
performs well on predicting response time violations of com-
positions consisting of services that require human interaction.
These services have a low response time during their fixed
working hours and a high response time outside working hours
and during the weekends. This kind of prediction technique is
however less worthwhile in case of automatic services with
almost random QoS behavior. Another work [5] reports an
empirical study aimed at comparing different QoS prediction
models on time series of response times collected by monitoring
invocations of 10 services for 4 months. Their results show that
the accuracy of a prediction technique depends on the service
that is used. Next to performance related criteria, also the scope
of the technique can be an important selection criteria. For
example, some techniques try to optimize deploy-time service
composition, while others address run-time issues. There are
works that focus on task-level QoS constraints and others try
to enforce global QoS constraints.

As indicated above, no single selection or prediction tech-
nique is suitable for all cases. As such there is a need for
flexible support that enables integration with different selection
and prediction techniques. A limitation of the existing work,
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reviewed in Section 2.1, is that a lot of these works are purely
theoretical results that have not been validated in a practi-
cal setting with existing standards-based service orchestration
languages such as WS-BPEL. The little other works, which
have implemented a practical system for QoS-aware service
composition, support one specific selection and/or prediction
technique, require a customized execution engine ([3], [22]),
and, more importantly, are closed implementations ([3], [1],
[8], [22]) that cannot easily be modified or extended with
an alternative technique. In a multi-tenant setting, however, it
is crucial that a BPaaS provider offers high flexibility with
respect to its tenant’s requirements. Therefore, there is need
for an open middleware that is not only able to offer custom-
tailored business processes, but also offers the option to select
an appropriate technique for optimizing the service composition
process. This middleware should thus be open for extensions
to allow an easy integration of new service selection and
prediction techniques.

3. Requirements
We define the key requirements for such an open middleware

for tenant-specific QoS-aware service composition:

Portability - As our aim is to support a practical middleware
that works with standards-based business process execution
languages such as WS-BPEL, we prefer an approach that does
not require modification of the language or the underlying
execution environment. The proposed middleware should be
easily portable between existing orchestration engines and al-
low automatic generation of customized BPEL scripts, tailored
to the needs of individual tenants. To satisfy this require-
ment, it must be possible to compose WS-BPEL scripts from
reusable modular fragments. WS-BPEL, however, has not been
designed with this modularity in mind. Therefore, the proposed
middleware supports a composition approach that combines
annotation-driven generation from abstract process templates
with aspect-oriented modularization principles [6], [13].

Deployment-time customization - Deployment-time cus-
tomization enables to generate a BPEL script, per specific
tenant request, before the process is deployed. Deployment-
time customization is driven by a QoS-aware selection of
participating services and, as we assume that actual QoS values
vary over time, a prediction of the probability that the SLA will
not be violated during process execution.

Run-time adaptation - Runtime implies that the gener-
ated business process should be able to check at developer-
designated checkpoints whether the process is still executing
in accordance with the agreed SLA. If there is a slack and
SLA violation is estimated high, it should be able to trigger a
regeneration of the remaining process execution to an alterna-
tive set of services of which the actual QoS values are better
than the currently selected services.

Open programming model for selection and prediction -
It must be possible to support an open yet disciplined program-
ming model where it is easy to implement different techniques

for service composition generation and run-time adjustment.
The BPaaS provider must be able to easily integrate an appro-
priate selection and prediction algorithms based on a classifi-
cation of which technique is best-suited for which particular
context. The knowledge needed for classifying and mapping
context (business process characteristics, etc.) to appropriate
techniques is out of the scope of this paper.

4. A Middleware for Tenant-Specific
Proactive QoS-aware service composition

In this section we present our middleware that provides a
solution for the requirements discussed above. The middleware
extends our framework presented in [11] with multi-tenancy
support and QoS-aware service composition.

The idea is based on similar evolutions in the domain of
web design. The intent of web design is to create a website
that presents the content to the end users in the form of web
pages. To comply with today’s expectations of end-users, there
is a growing tendency to use dynamic web pages. In contrast
to static pages, where the content and layout is not changed
with every request, dynamic pages adapt their content on the
fly depending on the user’s input. Similar, our middleware
needs to deal with the static character of WS-BPEL scripts
and support the creation of dynamic business processes where
the content is tailored depending on which tenant will execute
the process. We map concepts of dynamic web design to web
service composition. The proposed solution is based on model-
view-controller [14], an architectural pattern frequently used in
Web applications to separate the data model with business logic
from interface to promote reuse and modularization.

4.1 Building blocks: Overview
An overview of the middleware architecture is illustrated in

Figure 1. Based on the tenant’s requirements, the middleware
tailors a standard WS-BPEL process that is deployable on an
existing execution platform. The tenant can execute the process
by creating instances. The main artifacts of the middleware to
configure tenant-specific customizations are the Model, View
and Controller. To perform QoS-aware customizations, the
middleware integrates a QoS Monitor, Predictor or Selector.
We briefly discuss these building blocks:

View (Master Process) - The view or master process is similar
to a regular workflow process and specifies the sequence of
tasks that need to be executed. Instead of including all specific
implementation details, it is designed as a template. When
the concrete implementation of a task depends on certain
constraints, then only a general reference to the type of the
task is included. Binding a concrete implementation to the
task reference is done later by the controller according to the
customization logic. An example abstract task is: invoke an
airline booking service. A possible concrete implementation,
called an aspect, is a WS-BPEL fragment for invoking Brussels
Airlines’ booking service.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the middleware architecture

Model - The model includes an aspect library, tenant-related
data and environment- and instance-related data. The library
contains aspects for the different WS-BPEL activities that can
be modularized as a specific task. All these concrete implemen-
tations of a task are bundled in the library and can be reused
across workflows. An aspect definition represents a coherent
set of basic and structured WS-BPEL activities that realize
a particular functionality. Environment-related data specifies
properties or parameter values that can be used to evaluate
customization logic. An example property is the response
time of services participating in a particular workflow. The
tenant-related data contains information on the requirements of
each tenant which is used to look-up certain constraints when
customizations are performed.

Controller - The controller contains the logic to decide which
aspects are substituted in the master process. It implements the
customization policies that depend on the information available
through the model, i.e. the environment-related data and the
tenant’s requirements. The controller can be implemented using
a general purpose language and thus provides the necessary
intelligence to implement customizations that require complex
algorithms.

QoS Monitor - Quantitative and time-varying QoS attributes
for the available concrete services are collected by the monitor
to compose time series that can be used by the prediction and
selection algorithms. This data is stored in the environment-
related database. A detailed discussion of this component is
not in the scope of this paper.

QoS Predictor - The Predictor contains the algorithms for QoS
prediction. A prediction algorithm uses the monitored data and
a tenant’s non-functional requirements to predict the violation
probability of QoS constraints for a given service composition.

Service Selector - The Selector contains the algorithms for
service selection. Such an algorithm uses QoS values (or pre-
dictions) to efficiently select suitable services for a composition.

4.2 QoS-aware composition methodology
Our goal is to create a composition, compliant with the

requirements of the tenant, using the best available service
selection and/or prediction techniques within the given context.
Figure 2 shows the different steps of this process. The input,
building and output blocks are shown on the left, middle and
right respectively. How these blocks are used in our approach is
illustrated in between. We distinguish two important phases: the
setup, and the actual composition. The latter can be divided in
deploy-time customization and run-time adaptation. We briefly
go over the important steps:

Setup - All elementary services available to the provider are
registered in a repository. (S1) A monitor observes the evolution
of the QoS attributes of these services in time and stores them
in a database. During the setup phase the BPaaS provider has
to perform the following actions: (S2) create aspects containing
the BPEL syntax to invoke the registered services, (S3) develop
a master processes for each composite services he wants to offer
to its tenants, and (S4) implement a controller for each master
process with a deploy and/or run-time customization strategy
using the best suited selection and/or prediction technique for
the given context. For example, the provider can implement a
combination of selection algorithm A and prediction algorithm
B and enforce the results with a deploy-time customization
mechanism to maximize the probability that the process will
respect a given SLA during its execution.

Deploy-time Customization - (D1) After choosing a compo-
sition template (master process) based on abstract services and
specifying his QoS requirements, a tenant can now trigger the
actual composition process. The middleware (D2) parses the
composition request and (D3) executes the controller logic that
belongs to the chosen template in order to tailor a process
according to the tenant-specific requirements. If a suitable
composition can be created, the resulting executable WS-
BPEL process is generated by weaving aspects for concrete
service invocations into the abstract composition. (D4) The
concrete services are selected by the integrated selection and/or
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Fig. 2: QoS-aware composition methodology

prediction algorithm. (D5) The resulting WS-BPEL process is
deployed on the workflow engine. The tenant will be informed
if a composition, with an acceptable chance on fulfilling the
agreement, has succeeded. (D6) After receiving the service
location, the tenant can now use his tailored composition by
creating instances.

Run-time Adaptation - In some scenario’s it is beneficial
to enforce QoS constraints at run-time. For this purpose, the
middleware can substitute participating services during execu-
tion. This approach can be used separately or in combination
with deploy-time customization. Run-time customizations must
be annotated in the master process and are also performed
by the controller. (R1) On fixed points during execution, the
process reports its state to the middleware. (R2) The controller
will reevaluate the tenant-specific QoS constraints, given the
current state (QoS values) of the already executed tasks. (R3)
If there is an indication that the SLA will be violated, a new
service selection and/or prediction can be done to find a new
combination of services for the remaining tasks that is able to
respect the SLA. (R4) In case it is found, the running instance
will be adapted and use the new service invocations.

4.3 Prototype implementation
We used standards-based technologies to build a prototype

of the middleware. The implementation is done on top of the
sun-bpel-engine, a component of the Open Enterprise Service
Bus. OpenESB is a Java based open source enterprise service
bus. The MVC framework we used for the implementation is
the “Ruby On Rails (RoR)” framework [19], known for adding
dynamism to web pages. To support different techniques for
service selection and prediction, the controller can be imple-
mented using a general purpose language. Our middleware is
based on JRuby, a Java programming language implementation
of the Ruby language, and thus natively supports Ruby and
Java implementations. We also provided a component called
“MatlabController” that handles the interfacing with algorithms
written in Matlab. A concrete example on how our approach
integrates QoS-aware composition techniques is illustrated in
the next section.

5. Case Study

5.1 The e-health workflow
Our case study consists of a workflow that realizes a mam-

mography screening program in order to reduce breast cancer
mortality by early detection for women above a certain age (see
Figure 3). The first task of the workflow consists of sending out
invitations to all women that qualify for the program to let a
radiologist take images needed for the screening. Once images
are taken, the radiologist uploads them to the system (task 2).
Next, the image needs to be analyzed by specialized screening
centers. There are two independent readings, represented by
tasks 3 and 4. These readings can be performed in parallel.
In a next step, the two results of the readings are compared.
When the results are identical, there is little doubt that the two
physicians made the same mistake. Therefore it can be assumed
that results are correct and the workflow can proceed with task
5. However, when the results are different, a concluding reading
is performed (task 4’). Once the results of the screening of a
particular screening subject are formulated, a report is generated
(task 5) and different parties are billed (task 6). Finally, a report
is sent to the screening subject and her general practitioner in
task 7. Task 5 and 7 can be done in parallel with task 6.

The application is hosted by a BPaaS provider, a specialized
radiology department. The tenants are other departments of
the hospital, other hospitals, or local general practitioners that
initiate the breast cancer detection workflow on behalf of their
patients, the end-users. Each task in the workflow can be
executed by different services, each having their own QoS.
Depending on the personal preferences of the tenant or end-
user, the requirements for the workflow may differ. The service
composition provider can anticipate on these requirements by
selecting appropriate services to solve each task. An example
customization is where a tenant requires a workflow with a
maximal duration of 10 days, a total reliability higher than 93%
and a cost of no more than 460 EUR. If such a combination of
participating services is possible, our aim is to find and tailor
the workflow on such a per-tenant basis by selecting the most
appropriate technique.
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Fig. 3: Example e-health workflow

5.2 Implementing the QoS-aware customization
We show how a BPaaS provider can implement a master

process and its associated controller using an appropriate tech-
nique (deploy- and/or run-time customization) and algorithm
(selection and/or prediction) to realize the scenario discussed
above. To illustrate the openness of our middleware, we zoom
in on how this approach supports easy integration of new and
existing service selection and prediction techniques.

In the master process, abstract service invocations need to
be specified as annotation-like references to controller methods
that implement the customization logic. Two important types
of annotations are “aspect(aspectName, controllerAction)” and
“aspect_dynamic(aspectName, controllerAction)”. The former
is used for deploy-time customization. Using the latter will
insert a callback in the process that contacts the controller
during process execution to perform run-time reselection of
services.

The controller implements the customization logic using
tenant- , environment- and instance-related data. These can
be retrieved from the database using the “get_variable(*)”
method. Returned values depend on the tenant for which
the customization is performed. To use service selection or
prediction, the controller can call any algorithm that requires
input (tenant- , environment-, instance-related data, business
process descriptor, etc.) that can be delivered by our middleware
and produces output that can be enforced using our deploy-
and/or run-time customization mechanisms. Integrating a new
algorithm is done by deploying it within the middleware. If it is
implemented in a supported language (Ruby or Java), it can be
called directly form the controller. Otherwise, our predefined
interfacing components can be used (e.g. “MatlabController”)
or a new one can be implemented.

An example master process and associated controller is
shown in Listing 1 and 2. Due to space limitations, we can
only illustrate a very simple, but intuitive example. However, it
should be clear that the presented constructs offer the flexibility
to model much more complex customization scenario’s. In this
example, the provider opts for using a deploy-time customiza-
tion technique, where services are selected by using a prediction
algorithm that tries to maximize the probability that QoS
constraints will be satisfied during the actual execution of the
workflow (starting on time “ST”). During the tenant-specific
customization process, first the “initialize” method is executed.

This method retrieves the constraints from the database and
calls a prediction algorithm in Matlab. The resulting service
selection is stored in “@result”. Next, the parser executes the
methods that weave the aspects in the master process. This
is done using “insert_snippet” with as parameter the aspect
name. The aspects are named in such a way that the last
number corresponds with the service numbers that are used by
the algorithm. As such, those aspects are selected that contain
the invocation syntax for the services that resulted from the
prediction.

Listing 1: Master process
1 < p r o c e s s name=" e−h e a l t h ">
2 <!−−# a s p e c t ( EHealth , i n i t i a l i z e ( { ’ processID ’ => ’ e−hea l th ’ } ) #−−>
3 . . .
4 < sequence >
5 . . .
6 <!−−# a s p e c t ( EHealth , i n s e r t P o s t 1 ( ) #−−>
7 . . .
8 <!−−# a s p e c t ( EHealth , i n s e r t B i l l i n g ( ) #−−>
9 . . .

10 </ sequence >
11 </ p r o c e s s >
12 < / a s p e c t >

Listing 2: Controller logic
1 @ r e s u l t
2 def i n i t i a l i z e ( p roces s ID , * )
3 ST = g e t _ v a r i a b l e ( s t a r t _ t i m e )
4 C = g e t _ v a r i a b l e ( c o n s t r a i n t s )
5 @ r e s u l t = M a t l a b C o n t r o l . e v a l ( " kqoa ( p roces s ID , ST , C) " )
6 end
7 def i n s e r t P o s t 1 ( * )
8 i n s e r t _ s n i p p e t ( " invokeP1 " + @ r e s u l t [ 1 ] )
9 end

10 . . .
11 def i n s e r t B i l l i n g ( * )
12 i n s e r t _ s n i p p e t ( " invokeB " + @ r e s u l t [ 7 ] )
13 end

6. Evaluation
The goal of this evaluation is to quantify the performance

overhead of the different steps is the composition process. Our
experimental setup consists of the abstract e-health workflow
described in Section 5.1. For each abstract task, there are
several candidate services that can execute the task. Each
service has its own quality of service characteristics, which
vary in time. In this evaluation, we focus on two QoS attributes:
response time (RT) and availability (AV), which will be used
to evaluate deploy-time customization and run-time adaptation
respectively. Services, workflow and middleware were all de-
ployed on an Ubuntu, Intel Core 2 Duo @ 3.16 GHz, 3.2 GiB
RAM desktop.

6.1 Deploy-time customization
We consider a scenario where the middleware will try to

tailor a service composition at deploy-time, depending on the
tenant’s required response time (RT) and the planned start time
of the execution. The goal is to keep the actual response time
of the workflow execution below the required one. When the
middleware predicts that no such composition can be created,
the composition request is rejected. If the composition request
is accepted, the resulting composition is immediately executed
by the end-user. The prediction algorithm that is used by the
controller is a Kernel-Based Quantile Estimator with Online
Adaptation of the Constant Offset (Geebelen et al., 2011).
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Performance is measured by decomposing the overhead
introduced by each component used in the composition process.
The average performance overhead introduced by the middle-
ware to make a deploy-time customization for this scenario was
approximately 100 ms. 9% is caused by parsing the tenant’s
composition request (step (D2) in Figure 2). 9% overhead is
caused by evaluation of the customization logic (step (D3)).
It takes 12% of the overhead to predict the response time
for 1 profile (step (D4)). This assumes that the prediction
algorithm is already trained on historical data points. This
takes approximately 400 s, but can be done off-line. To create
the final composition according to the profile introduces 70%
overhead (step (D5)).

6.2 Run-time adaptation
To evaluate run-time adjustments, we consider a similar

scenario as in [9]. The radiology task can be completed by
three candidate services (R1, R2 and R3). We implemented
each of these services so that occasionally a service becomes
unavailable for a random amount of time. The frequency
and amount of time of unavailability are chosen according
to uniform distributions so that the theoretical availability for
R1, R2 and R3 matches 75%, 85% and 95% respectively. The
middleware selects another radiology center at run-time if the
current is unavailable. With this technique, the composition is
thus only unavailable after 3 tries, when all three candidates
are unavailable. The performance overhead introduced by the
middleware to make these run-time customizations was ap-
proximately 460 ms. 16% is caused by enabling persistence
during workflow execution. Persistence is required by our
prototype implementation to enable run-time adaptations. It
slows down the execution of the process because the process
state is regularly saved to a persistence database. It takes 22%
of the overhead to feed back to the middleware to trigger the
customization (step (R1) in Figure 2). 2% overhead is caused
by evaluation of the customization logic (step (R1&R3)). Each
time the process needs to be recovered to use another radiology
service (step (R4)), it takes another 275 ms (60% of the
overhead).

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an open middleware where

a cloud provider can implement context-specific QoS-aware
customizations using different techniques and algorithms. The
architecture is based on the model-view-controller principle.
Based on tenant-, environment-, and instance-related data
(Model), the middleware tailors a process from a shared com-
position template. The shared composition template, called a
master process, is designed as a regular WS-BPEL process
where tasks can be specified on an abstract level (View).
Concrete implementations, modeled as aspects, are selected
according to the customization logic using the best suited
service selection and/or prediction algorithm (Controller). The
middleware, implemented using standards-based technologies,
(1) supports deploy- and run-time customization of WS-BPEL

processes, (2) offers flexibility to integrate QoS-aware selec-
tion and prediction techniques as the enforcement logic is
implemented in a general purpose language, and (3) is easily
portable to different execution environments. To evaluate our
middleware, we applied our approach on a case-study in the
health-care domain. Our measures confirmed that both deploy-
and run-time QoS-aware composition introduce an acceptable
performance overhead.
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Abstract - Web crawling has taken on many forms and is an 
area in continual need for improvement to enable better and 
more efficient techniques for choosing content for 
exploration. It is the intent of this paper to show that when 
crawling the Web for information contained in a specific 
domain of pages, it is possible to expand intelligently beyond 
the input domain to domains directly related to the original 
domain. This paper applies techniques to improve a direct-
link Web Crawler’s ability to discern similarity between 
pages by improving a known method, resemblance [15], 
combining that method with a distance measure, Cosine 
Distance, and expanding the overall discernible content 
using WordNet [18] to employ semantics. 

 Keywords: Topic-Driven Web Crawler, Intelligent Web 
Search, Web Page Similarity 

1    Introduction 

When utilizing a topic-driven crawler or other forms 
of focused crawling, the problem to be solved is that of 
efficiently crawling Web pages/domains. This is commonly 
done via direct-link crawling utilizing Web page similarity to 
discern the necessity of crawling to a direct-link neighbor. 
Web page similarity measures are important because the 
number of links possible to crawl is much larger than the 
number of links actually relevant to the original domain. 

In this paper, a proposed improvement for direct-link 
crawling is given that combines Web page similarity 
measures and calculations to create a strong measurement of 
the relevance of information in a Web page directly linked to 
an origin point. To create this Web crawling application, an 
open source Web crawler written in Java called Web Harvest 
[1] is used as a base. From Web Harvest is built a Java 
application that crawls a user input domain observing useful 
data and collecting links. These links are used as a potential 
crawl list for new crawler destinations. Once the crawler is 
finished crawling a particular domain, the application peeks 
at each page in the potential crawl list and tests it for 
similarity to the recently crawled domain. Should any page 
pass a threshold of calculated similarity, a new crawler is 
created beginning on that page and explores its Web domain. 
In order to manage the Crawler's travel over multiple 
domains, the application maintains a model, described in 
section 3, of its passage from one domain crawl to others. 

2      Related Work    
The first widely published “Web crawler” was RBSE 

in 1994 [4]. RBSE combined a "spider" program that used a 

relational database queue and a "mite" program which 
downloaded pages from the Web. It worked as a modified 
browser in order to explore the Web and index useful 
materials. From those early beginnings, web crawlers have 
evolved into important research and commercial use. In fact, 
the most common crawlers, search engine crawlers like 
Google, simply crawl the Web, indexing pages. Others crawl 
to provide a desired amount/type of data for databases, such 
as online stores like Amazon. These crawlers are better 
known as topic-driven or topical crawlers, such as [11, 12]. 
Others, like [6], are made to collect data or parts of data and 
transform it into something other than its original state for a 
purpose decided by the creator. Many crawlers decide where 
and when to crawl based on the similarity of pages. 

Davison [22] evaluates the plausibility and usefulness 
of link-driven crawlers based on similarity. His results state 
the high probability of finding similar pages by choosing 
links within a page instead of links at random. However, his 
work includes links from inside the domain in its results. It is 
an assumption of the authors, based on work like Davison's, 
that links placed by the developer that travel within the 
domain are highly likely to be similar; therefore, links going 
outside the domain are measured for similarity rather than 
within domain links. 

Menczer et al. [23] show that in topical crawlers, a 
Best-First approach is preferred in order to locate the desired 
similar page fastest. A best-first implementation is not 
considered in this paper due to the desired experimental 
testing of examining all similar links.  

Class 5NN 
Content 2.45 
Title 2.13 
Heading 2.07 
Anchor 1.98 

 
Figure 1. Similarity Measures of Tags in a Web page [adapted 

from 9, p. 8] 
 

Techniques for judging Web page similarity 
commonly use the contents of particular tags within an 
HTML document, or the entire body of a document. In fact, 
Tombros et al [9] measure the usefulness of including the 
contents of certain tags in the similarity measurements. The 
Title and Heading tags, as well as the content of the page as a 
whole, are shown by Tombros et al[9] to provide the highest 
measure of similarity. Figure 1 gives the 5NN value (five 
nearest neighbors or similar pages) as well as the average 
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terms per page. To compute the 5NN value, the application 
first chooses the 5 pages scoring the highest in similarity. 
From those 5 pages, human input discerns which are actually 
similar. The average number of pages human input decided 
to be truly similar from the top 5 pages gives the 5NN score. 
In Figure 1, the Content tag's 5NN score, 2.45, means that on 
average 2.45 out of every 5 chosen pages was actually 
similar according to human input. Also utilized in similarity 
measurement is the anchor text of the link itself. 

Using the semantics of anchor text has been shown in 
papers, such as [10], [13], and [17], to be a highly effective 
judge of similarity. Link semantics are the words used in and 
around a Web link. Halkidi et al [17] give support to using 
links for similarity comparison. In their research, the 
semantics of the links within a web document are used to 
group pages with neighbors sharing common themes. This 
grouping enables them to manage more easily the Web when 
searching, querying, or browsing. The authors show that 
when using concepts, stronger keywords extracted using 
Web Semantics (ontology), as opposed to keywords, their 
method performs better than the Cosine Distance 
measurement often used in similarity algorithms. Their 
THESIM concepts cluster similar documents better than the 
Cosine Distance by a margin ranging from 1% to 14% 
depending on the set of documents tested. 

Another area of research related to this work is the 
Semantic Web [5]. The Semantic Web is the attempt to allow 
machines to understand the meaning, or semantics, of 
information on the World Wide Web. The Semantic Web 
represents the Web in an easily machine processable way and 
uses techniques that take advantage of that representation 
[19]. Technically, the Semantic Web uses RDF, Resource 
Description Framework, measures to relate concepts and 
content together. The Semantic Web relates to this work 
because the relevancy and similarity measures need to step 
beyond simple word matching to synonym and hyponym 
matching in order to capture meaning similarity, not just 
word by word similarity. By adding words of similar 
meaning or intent, improvement in the gathering of similar 
pages occurs by expanding the variety of words available to 
be matched within the bounds of implied meaning. 

Another approach to measuring similarity was shown 
by Liu et al. [24] by using Hidden Markov Models and 
Conditional Random Fields. The authors show an 
improvement on the Best-First method with their research 
using these two probabilistic models. The issue with using 
their work in this research is the requirement of user training 
for the model to work. In a controlled environment, on a 
database of pages, this training is acceptable and works well. 
On the open Web, however, this sort of measurement scheme 
would require constant user input training due to the Web's 
ever-changing status. After a period of months, on what the 
algorithm had been trained may no longer be accurate. 

The mathematics used in this research revolve 
primarily about Resemblance and Cosine Distance 
measurements. Resemblance was explained in its basic form 
by Broder et al [15] in which the authors introduced the 
concept and its applications to similarity algorithms on the 
Web, such as clustering documents based on resemblance 
value. Cosine distance, or Cosine similarity, is used to 
measure similarity by computing the cosine of the angle 
between two vectors. In context, this measurement is used to 
compute the similarity of two documents based on the 
distance between their term distributions. This computation 
is accomplished in a method similar to that used by Eiron et 
al. [10] in which the authors used the cosine distance along 
with the Jensen-Shannon divergence to compare the 
similarity of documents using Anchor text and other tags. 
Their research showed that, for 60% of approximately two 
million documents containing query terms, 13.5% contained 
Anchor text that contributed substantially to their query 
matching results. Additionally, when compared to the Title 
tag, Anchor text consistently resulted in better matching 
based on query terms and had an overall improvement of 5% 
more terms matched than the Title tag’s average. This 
improvement showed that Anchor text is likely to be a good 
indication of similarity based on query matching. 

3      The Crawling Model 
The experimental application has the potential to start 

an infinite number of crawls given an infinite number of 
relevant linkages. This infinite loop of page crawls is a 
problem that requires addressing in all Web crawlers and can 
surface in a number of ways, such as news websites or 
crawler traps like those mentioned in [14]. The crawling 
model handles traps and similar issues by managing just how 
many pages can be crawled by any singular crawler through 
a maximum threshold. The model itself can be depicted as a 
parent node with a potential for infinitely many children, 
each of which could have infinitely many children 
themselves. That infinite creation is halted by another 
maximum threshold on the number of extra domain crawls. 
This threshold is in place because as the crawler moves 
further and further away, the likelihood that the new domains 
are similar to the domain of origination grows smaller. That 
is not to say that the relevancy measure loses effectiveness 
over time, but that relevancy is measured to the parent and 
only the parent of any given child crawler. Alternatives to 
measuring relevancy to the parent would be measuring 
similarity between both the parent node and some node(s) 
further up the tree. These alternatives will be explored in 
future research. 

4      Crawling for Data 
For this research, the crawler downloads the source 

available for a page and then converts it to well-formed 
XHTML using an open-source tool called the HTMLCleaner 
[7]. It then searches the document using an XML parser with 
the Xquery and Xpath languages. The queries with these 
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languages pull out all information from tags most likely to 
hold relevant topic information. These tags are the Title and 
Header tags in HTML documents. Tags were judged likely to 
hold relevant information based on data from related works, 
such as the research done by Tombros et a.l [9]. The 
information is output to an XML file containing the tags and 
data retrieved for use in later research. Also collected is a list 
of all links on the Web page. Links that are within the 
domain are placed in a list of links to be crawled in this 
initial crawling. Links outside of the current domain are 
placed in a separate list to be checked for potential extra 
crawls. 

4.1    Testing for Relevancy 

Testing for relevancy first starts with a list of 
potential crawls. This list is made up of all links not explored 
in the original crawl; however, on any given Web page, the 
vast majority of links outside of the current domain are 
advertisements. These links need to be removed from the list 
before potential new crawls are explored. This removal is 
accomplished by utilizing a common factor of most 
advertisements on the Web, given by Slawski [2] in his 
discussion of a year 2007 Yahoo patent by Pavlovski et al. 
[3]. This common factor is that almost all advertisement 
links change with every visit to a Web page. With knowledge 
of this factor, the application built runs each crawl twice and 
stores the list of outgoing links each time. The lists are then 
checked against each other and any link that does not appear 
on both lists is judged to be an advertisement and removed 
from the list of potential crawls.  

With the remaining list of potential crawls, a different 
crawler is launched that only peeks at the page in the link, 
instead of the entire domain as with the normal crawler. The 
crawler extracts information from the tags and stores that 
information in the program for comparison. Once the peek 
crawl is complete for any given page, the data retrieved from 
the tags is tested for similarity with the data taken from the 
original crawl’s starting page. If the results of this 
measurement are sufficiently high, then a new crawl is 
started on the peeked at page. For example, assume the origin 
domain beginning at www.exampledomain.com has links 
traveling outside of itself to a separate Web domain called 
www.outside.com. The crawler will peek at the page in the 
www.outside.com domain connected by the link within the 
origin domain and retrieve information from the Title and 
Header tags. This data is then tested for similarity with the 
origin domain’s data and, if found to be acceptably similar, a 
new crawl is started at the www.outside.com domain which 
explores the full range of pages within it.  

Testing for similarity is done by comparing the 
contents of the Title and Header tags within the pages. Also 
considered during testing was the text inside of Anchor tags, 
which was shown by Eiron et al. [10] and Chakrabarti et 
al.[13] to have a strong correlation between pages. However, 

it is shown later in the paper that considering Anchor text is 
not beneficial in the context of this research. 

To improve the likelihood of discerning similarity 
between pages even further, external data is gathered using 
WordNet [18], an approach similar to Kumar and Vig [8] 
who use an ontology. From WordNet, the application gathers 
synonyms and hyponyms for all words being tested from the 
origin document. WordNet adds a large number of similar 
words for comparison in order to broaden the range of terms 
able to be judged similar into the area of intended meanings 
of the page author(s). The number of words added by 
Wordnet is not added to the number of total words 
considered for comparison because they are not from the 
source documents and so would skew results unnecessarily. 
By adding WordNet words, similar topics are more likely to 
be found that may not contain the exact same wording. These 
three sources of terms (titles, headers, and WordNet) are 
used to create a weighted formula for judging the similarity 
of two documents, as shown in Figure 2. To improve the 
accuracy of the comparisons, the HTML tags, all 
punctuation, and a number of common terms (the articles 
a/an/the, for example) are parsed out of the strings before 
comparisons are made. In the formula, a single term is 
denoted as t and the list of all comparison terms as n. Titles, 
Headers, and WordNet, T, H, and W respectively, have their 
own lists of terms for comparison.  For each t in the list, n, if 
that term, t, matches within lists T, H, or W, a weighted score 
is added. This weight is represented by the symbols alpha, 
beta, and gamma for their respective word lists. Finally, that 
summation total is divided by the total number of terms 
compared N. 

∑ (𝑡𝜖𝑛 𝛼𝑇𝑡 +  𝛽𝐻𝑡 +  𝛾𝑊𝑡)
𝑁

 
 

Figure 2. Weighted Resemblance Formula 
 

This formula produces a value representing 
resemblance. Resemblance testing via word matching has 
been done before, but by weighting the scoring of the word 
matching and the addition of WordNet terms, a more 
accurate judgment of similarity can be produced and the 
scope of acceptance broadened to similar meanings/intents at 
the same time. A simple example of this broadening of 
acceptance can be shown by two pages of text. The origin 
page might contain a title tag with the text, "The yellow dog 
runs fast". The comparison page might contain a tag with the 
following text, "The lemon Labrador runs fast". After 
excluding the article "the" for its common occurrence, each 
line contains four words for which only two are the same. A 
direct similarity score would show a 50% similarity, but by 
using the WordNet terms and pulling hyponyms for current 
terms, the similarity score rises. This rise is due to the word 
"Labrador" being in the dog family, and the word "lemon" 
being in the yellow family. Once the computation of the 
score is complete, if the score is higher than the minimum 
resemblance threshold, the link is stored for a new domain 
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crawl. The resemblance measure is the first of two types of 
similarity measurements used in this research. 

To utilize the cosine similarity measurement, as 
discussed in Section 2, all terms previously gathered in the 
comparison documents are used, as well as those terms added 
by WordNet. Including all terms was chosen in opposition to 
methods only comparing terms with high Term Frequency, 
Inverse Document Frequency, or combined TFIDF scores as 
noted in [20] and because the number of search terms is low. 
Like in the resemblance measurement, the addition of 
WordNet words are not considered in the same way terms 
within the Title and Header tags are. They are compared for 
similarity matching with their own probability distribution 
instead of being included in the primary probability 
distributions.  

The separation is necessary because in any given Web 
document of moderate size (more than a few words 
considered as input), the amount of terms added by WordNet 
is potentially very large. The separation of distributions 
means that when a word from the comparison document 
matches a word from a Title or Header tag, the probabilities 
from the distribution are added normally. When a word from 
the comparison document matches a WordNet word, but not 
a primary document word, its probability is instead combined 
with the WordNet probability and added to the formula. This 
alteration to the standard formula is illustrated in Figure 3 by 
the term x(t), while q(t) acts as a standard distribution 
normally in this formula. In the figure, x(t) is the probability 
that term t occurs in either the title/header distribution or the 
WordNet distribution. The resulting number is taken 
exclusively from one distribution, never both. The term q(t) 
represents the comparison probability distribution as is 
standard in the cosine distance formula. An example of the 
use of x(t) in the cosine formula is as follows: If the term, 
"blanket", were presented, represented in the formula by t, 
then the algorithm checks if "blanket" occurs within the Title 
and/or Header distribution of words. If "blanket" occurs, then 
the result of x("blanket") is the distribution value for 
"blanket". If "blanket" does not occur, then the WordNet 
distribution is checked. If "blanket" occurs in the WordNet 
distribution, then the distribution value is the result of 
x("blanket") from the WordNet distribution.  The algorithm 
also checks if "blanket" occurs in the comparison 
distribution, and this result is the value of q("blanket"). In the 
denominator, the algorithm once again checks for term 
occurrence in the Title/Header distribution first, and then the 
WordNet distribution if the first distribution returns a zero 
occurrence. q("blanket") in the denominator is the same 
result as in the numerator. 

∑ (𝑡∈𝑛 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ 𝑞(𝑡))
�∑ 𝑥(𝑡)2𝑡∈𝑛 �∑ 𝑞(𝑡)2𝑡∈𝑛

 

 
Figure 3. Cosine Similarity Formula 

The two measurements and their combination make 
up the page similarity testing portion of the crawling process. 
Once the process of peeking at all available potential crawls 
is accomplished, the process starts anew for every link in the 
new crawl list. Each link is treated as if it were user input, 
and it and its entire domain are crawled. This cycle of 
crawling and testing for relevancy continues until the 
maximum limit on crawls is hit or all crawls find no links 
with relevant information. 

5      Experimentation and Results 
The crawler application was set to run on a variety of 

initial domains, about 50, and thousands of individual pages 
to gather the results for the non-control testing portion of this 
research. The large varieties of sites available on the Web are 
not suitable for control style testing, and so domains were 
built by hand to test the similarity measurements. These test 
domains contained only minimal data needed to test the 
application; meaning only lines of text in Title and Header 
tags, such as "run dog run" in a Title tag, with a known 
similarity percentage between pages.  

 
Figure 4. Results for control series weighting 

In using these domains for a control test, it was 
determined that the weights, Title = 1.0, Header = 0.94, and 
WordNet = 0.5, were the most accurate measurements of 
those considered in this research. Weights were chosen and 
tested by trial and error, as no better, simple method of 
multiple variable weighting choices was found during this 
research. Figure 4 shows a graph of some of the better 
weights tested and their resulting accuracy. In control series 
one, an accuracy of about 1.1 was expected and the first and 
third weights performed closest. In series two, a result of 
approximately 0.73 was expected and again the first and third 
weights were closest. Above, the numbers 1.1 and 0.73 were 
attained by calculating the similarity of pages by hand using 
the formula in Figure 2 and Web pages where the number of 
matching words from titles, headers, and WordNet were 
known. The results of both series confirm that the similarity 
of the title tags is more indicative than that of the header and 
weighting the title higher provides the closest similarity 
measure in control testing, as shown by the information from 
Tombros et al [9] in Figure 1.  It should be noted that values 
greater than 1.0 in the similarity measure are made possible 
by the addition of WordNet words. These words are able to 
be counted as a match for comparisons, but are not added to 
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the number of total words making up the divisor in Figure 3. 
In the following figures, T=1.,0 h=0.9, W=0.5, represent the 
weights of the three term contributors, title, header, and 
WordNet respectively. 

These promising weights were all utilized in non-
control testing, but results in this text relate only to the 
T=1.0, h=0.94, W=0.5 weights. In the following data, 
Figures 7 through 10 cover the same search domains and 
approximately 20,000 pages total. As can be seen, the 
number of pages goes down in similarity as the rounded 
resemblance score grows.  During testing, a number of 
minimum similarity thresholds between 0.5 and 1.0 were 
tested. It was found that a good number was about 0.75, 
meaning the document must be at least 75% similar to the 
origin document. The primary weights, T=1.0 h=0.94 W=0.5, 
were used along with the minimum threshold of 75% to test 
for potential child crawl creation. The results are shown in 
Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Resemblance Counts for major weights 
 

For testing across all domains and links peeked, 
Figure 5 shows a count of the resemblance values. Values 
were rounded to the nearest 1/10th and summed together. 
Values in the “>1” section represent every result greater than 
1.0, which as stated above are due to the addition of 
WordNet words. All values falling within the 0 to 0.6 
sections are below the threshold of acceptance, "<T", and all 
sections 0.8 to ">1" are above the threshold, ">T". The 0.7 
section is split in half as the threshold is set at 0.75 for these 
results.  The “<T” and “>T” sections are a summation of the 
counts that fall below and above the threshold, respectively. 
This weighted data was gathered and compared against an 
unweighted resemblance measure to discern which was best 
at gathering relevant pages.  By raising the threshold, the 
number of pages to be considered in a crawl can be reduced 
further if the user desires only pages that strongly resemble 
the origin page. 

Figure 6 shows the data gathered with an unweighted 
resemblance measure. The number of pages judged relevant 
for crawling is about 6% more in this figure than in Figure 5. 
Manual control and non-control testing confirmed that the 
6% more pages from the unweighted measure were most 
often not similar to the comparator. Because of the increase 

in unnecessary pages, the weighted measurements proved 
superior to the unweighted. 

 
Figure 6. Unweighted Resemblance Counts 

Also considered in this research was the addition of 
the anchor text to the words for comparison, shown in 
Figures 6 and 9. As mentioned above, [10] and [13] showed 
that anchor text is very likely to indicate the contents of the 
page at the end of the link. However, it was found that in the 
context of this research, adding the text for the anchor tag 
was hindering. This hindrance is due to the change in the 
nature of the use of anchor text from that of the referenced 
research. In this research, it was added to the words 
considered for comparison, like those found in the title and 
header tags. This proved a hindrance for exactly the reason 
that it showed promise in other research. Because anchor text 
is almost certainly similar to text in the page at the end of the 
link, including it increases the similarity score of a page. 
Over a sample of approximately 1100 Web pages, similarity 
scores including Anchor tags were elevated for 75% of pages 
over the scores not including Anchor tags. Shown in Figure 7 
are the resemblance count results, like in Figure 4, with the 
added anchor text at full, 1.0, weight. Other weights were 
considered, but would not have altered results in a 
meaningful way. Every page peeked at raises the score by 
that weight since every page normally contains at least one 
instance of the text contained in the Anchor. 

 
 

Figure 7. Resemblance Counts for major weights + 
 weighted anchor text 

Figure 8 shows the results of an unweighted 
combination of the Resemblance measure and the Cosine 
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similarity measure. The similarity scores are averaged 
together with the cosine scores to produce these results. 
Significant in Figure 8 is the change on what side of the 
acceptance/rejection ratio holds majority. Unlike in the 
results using only the Resemblance measure, the combined 
measurement has more links being filtered out than accepted 
as similar. The ratio has reversed in these results, with links 
passing through the filter dropping to about 45% and those 
being rejected rising to about 55%. A Null Hypothesis test 
shows the significance of this change using a sample size of 
1% of the total, around 200 sites, and resulting in a P-value 
of 0.0008. This change is significant because the averaging 
of the two measures has brought the overall similarity score 
down to numbers closer to similarity pre-WordNet. The 
addition of WordNet words provides the potential for much 
higher scores, but by averaging in the Cosine measure, the 
scores are tempered back down while still considering 
WordNet terms for increased acceptance of meaning. By 
averaging results with the Resemblance measure, results near 
the threshold are affected most. During control testing, pages 
known to be only bordering on similarity were in the 60%-
75% similar margin. These pages were not over the threshold 
in actual word to word comparison, but most were allowed 
through due to an abundance of matches in the WordNet 
terms using the Resemblance measure only. With the 
averaged measure in place, many of these were filtered back 
out and only the top 8% of the range, 67-75%, passed 
through the filter thanks to WordNet additions. This change 
shows the combined measure has a greater accuracy in 
filtration, but still allows the WordNet terms to perform their 
intended task. 

 
Figure 8. Combined Cosine/Resemblance measures 

 

6     Future Work 
The eventual goal of this research is integration of the 

crawler into forming an XML database of the relevant data 
found. Menczer et al. [21] show that a distributed approach 
for topical crawlers can be very efficient. This approach is an 
avenue to be explored for the database forming crawler that 
this research is planning as it would allow for retrieval of 
information at a higher rate and so have less downtime for an 
end-user. 

Future work in altering the model for crawling and 
judging similarity is also being considered. By altering the 
model in such a way that all new pages are also checked 

against the original domain, not only the domain directly 
linking to them, it is expected to provide much more 
relevant, but fewer, results. By always comparing to the root, 
a potential child more than one hop away from the root is 
less likely to be similar enough to the root to score above the 
resemblance threshold; thus, causing the model to create a 
tree that is always similar to the root topic. Another option 
for model alteration is comparing peeked at pages to both the 
origin domain and the direct link domain. By weighting the 
comparisons to each domain or creating separate thresholds 
for each, it should be possible to create a tree of similar 
domains that also allows for an evolving topic change. For 
example, if the root domain topic were the HTML language, 
it should be possible to reach a child domain topic about 
Web Forms because they are similar within their area of 
knowledge.  For future work in improving the data gathering 
of the crawler, anchor text could be utilized for URL 
ordering, such as in the work done by Cho et al [16], instead 
of as an addition to the similarity metric.  This utilization of 
anchor text would enable the crawler to ensure that it 
retrieves the most similar pages before reaching its 
thresholds. 

7      Conclusion 
This paper has shown a method of improving the 

standard practices for measuring page similarity in a direct-
link crawler. This improvement is created in three parts. 
First, a secondary input source, WordNet, adds synonyms 
and hyponyms to the pages being compared. This broadens 
the application’s ability to detect similarity to a scope of the 
meaning/intent of the Web page developer instead of just the 
direct comparison of two pages. Second, the Resemblance 
measure is improved by weighting the inputs based on 
likelihood of indicating similarity. Third, the Resemblance 
measure is combined with the Cosine Distance measure to 
further increase the accuracy of similarity. This combination 
ensures that pages judged similar pass not only a string 
comparison measurement, but also a distribution distance 
measurement. These three points provide an improvement 
over the standard practices by not only creating a tighter 
measurement than either of the two measurement parts alone, 
but also broadening the scope of acceptance to a more 
semantic view of similarity without corrupting the 
measurement to accept all inputs.  
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The ProT Nordic Web Dataset

Ola M. Ågren
Applied Physics and Electronics, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

Abstract— In this paper we present a free dataset, usable
for testing web search engines. The dataset corresponds to
a snapshot of the Nordic part of the Internet in early 2007
and is highly abstracted, with numbers representing each web
page. The released dataset consists of three parts; a graph, 76
sets of pages containing each tested word combination, and
some files to use when calculating relevance of the resulting
sets of algorithms/search engines. We also present a new
compound statistic as well as statistical results for some
search engine and information retrieval algorithms.

Keywords: Nordic Web Dataset, Search Engine Evaluation,
Relevance Metrics.

1. Introduction
When the original ProT Web search algorithm was devised

and tested back in 2005, we were unable to find a suitably
large and freely available dataset containing both a link list
and a set of gradings for a number of keywords. The small
dataset used in [1] was created by letting a web spider
mirror everything off the web server of the Department of
Computing Science at Umeå University, and then grading
the top 5 pages for each tested algorithm and keyword.

This dataset was deemed much too small for further
testing, leading to using a mirror of all web servers at Umeå
University. The tests done showed that even this dataset was
too small and, moreover, it had a distinct bias towards course
and research based pages. The solution was to increase the
number of servers considerably, leading to the dataset that
was used in [2] and is the main focus of this paper.

1.1 The Dataset
The dataset was collected in January and February 2007.

It consists of all web pages found by our web spider within
the Nordic countries, i.e. Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,
and Sweden. This subset of the Internet was chosen because
these countries have had access to the Internet for a long time,
they contain a mix of old and new, academic and commercial,
web servers, and provide fast access from our location as
described in [2].

This database contains 3,087,531 web addresses, of which
478,985 pages contain hyper-links that point to another
server. It contains a total of 37,245,054 unique hyper-links,
of which 3,889,216 are non-local. The corresponding un-
weighted non-local adjacency matrix has a dominant eigen-
value ofλ1 ≈ 49.135476.

All in all, 8,054,200 stemmed words of at least four
characters appear 221,259,520 times in 727,757 of the pages,

leading to an average of just over 304 unique words per page
in the set. Of these, 76 of the words have been assessed and
are given in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

1.2 Outline
The general outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2

describes how this dataset can be used for testing web
page algorithms while Section 3 describes the files that
are available, Section 4 contains some sample data for a
number of algorithms, and some discussions can be found
in Section 5.

2. Statistics
2.1 Relevance

The dataset is based on 76 words, with between 1 and
20 assessments of the pages that was in the top 10 list
for the three algorithms that was assessed in [2]. Five
different grades were used in the assessment, corresponding
to unknown (ignored in all calculations), complete lack of
relevance (i.e. 0), some relevance (i.e. 0.5), relevant (i.e. 0.8)
and very relevant (i.e. 1). The corresponding grade counts
areΓ0 . . .Γ4.

Other algorithms will in general yield rankings that have at
least some of the top elements in common with those in the
dataset. These are used as a basis for calculating the average
relevance (r) for that algorithm as in Eq. 1. A page that
has not been assessed is deemed to belong to grade5 (with
the same count as the total number of assessments made for
that word) and must be handled separately, since they are
used to show the lower and upper limits of the relevance of
the algoritm (equations 2 and 3, respectively). A fast way
of calculating the standard deviation (σ) of the relevance is
given in Eq. 4.

sumg = 0.5Γ2 + 0.8Γ3 + Γ4

countg = Γ1 + Γ2 + Γ3 + Γ4

r = relevance=
sumg

countg
(1)

rmin = relevancemin =
sumg

countg + Γ5

(2)

rmax = relevancemax =
sumg + Γ5

countg + Γ5

(3)

σ =

√

r2Γ1 + (0.5− r)2Γ2 + (0.8− r)2Γ3 + (1− r)2Γ4

count− 1
(4)
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Fig. 1: Minimum and maximum values of relevance, given a certain coverage.

2.2 Coverage
Coverage is the number of top ten pages by an algorithm

that is found in the dataset, either given as a straight count
(as used in the relevance adjustment, see Section 2.3) or as
a percentage (the count divided by 760).

2.3 Adjusted Relevance
The relevance number calculated using Eq. 1 can be used

directly, as long as the algorithms have more or less the
same coverage. There is, however, another way of calculating,
where the relevance number is converted to a number that
corresponds to how good the relevance is compared to what
can possibly be achieved. This number can then be compared
directly between algorithms.

The minimum and maximum achievable relevance can be
seen in Figure 1 and the technical report [3]. Using⊤x for
maximum and⊥x for minimum at a coverage ofx yields
the following adjusted relevance:

relevanceadj =
relevance−⊥x

⊤x −⊥x

(5)

2.4 Moment of Relevance
It is not always easy to interpret the results from different

coverage and relevance values, but a good way of comparing
the results directly is theMoment of Relevancestatistic. It is
defined as in Eq. 6.

MoR = r × coverage (6)

2.5 Reporting Relevance Values
We strongly recommend that all relevance values should be

given as:. . . has a relevance ofX , or an adjusted relevance
of Y at Z coverage, whereX , Y and Z are defined as
in Sections 2.1, 2.3 and 2.2, respectively. This ensures that
all values will be reported in a similar manner; both brief
and immediately comparable to similar reports from other
sources.

It is advisable to use the moment of relevance as a direct
comparable number in graphs, especially since this can be
calculated immediately from the data given above.

3. Files
The dataset consists of a number of files, with very specific

content and syntax for each file. This will be further decribed
below. All numbers except those given in Section 3.2 are in
decimal form.

3.1 Link Files
Three separate link files are supplied, calledA.txt, B.txt,

andC.txt. The first one contains all hyper-links, the second
contains the non-local hyper-links, and the third contains the
local hyper-links. All of them share the same syntax; The first
line contains the index of the last web page in the dataset plus
one1 and all other lines contain the numbers corresponding
to the start and the end web page of a hyperlink with a
horizontal tab in between. See Figure 2 for an example.

1This means that this number can be used for allocating dynamic vectors
of sufficient size.
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Please note that while these three files are sorted according
to the origin of the hyper-links, they are not further sorted
with respect to the recipient.

3087532
130 119040
130 1725811
130 1752232
130 1778343

Fig. 2: The first few lines of theB.txt file.

3.2 Original Page Sets
The files residing in theinv directory contains the hexadec-

imal index number of each page that contained that stemmed
word, i.e. the known dataset (denotedΘ in [2]). The files are
DK01, DK03, DK04, EN01, EN02, EN03, EN04, EN05,
EN06, EN07, FI01, FI02, FI03, FI04, FI05, FI06, FI07,
FI08, FI09, FI10, IS02, IS03, IS06, IS08, IS09, NN01,
NN02, NN03, NN04, NN05, NN06, NO01, NO02, NO03,
NO04, NO05, NO06, NO07, SE01, SE02, SE03, SE04,
SE05, SE06, SE07, SE08, SE09, SE10, SE11, SE12,
SE13, SE14, SE15, SE16, SE17, SE18, SE19, SE20,
SE21, SE22, SE23, SE24, SE25, SE26, SE27, SE28,
SE29, SE30, SE31, SE32, SE33, SE34, SE35, SE36,
SE37, and, finally, SE38. A sample file can be seen in
Figure 3.

13d1b2
1417e6
16bcad
24dc02
24dc0d

Fig. 3: The first few lines of theinv/SE09 file.

3.3 Assessment Data
These files contain miscellaneous data that were given by

or used in the assessment.
Thegrades.txt file is a colon-separated file with, for each

line, a search term (as given in Section 3.2), the web page
index, the average grade and the specific grade data as given
in Section 2. A sample of this file is given in Figure 4.

EN01:1172328:0.575000:1:1:10:4:1
EN01:1172329:0.593750:1:1:9:5:1
EN01:1172330:0.593750:1:1:9:5:1
EN01:1194900:0.425000:5:4:5:2:1
EN01:1195059:0.731250:1:1:3:9:3

Fig. 4: Sample lines fromgrades.txt

Thespread.txt file contains the lower and upper boundary
for a certain number of matching pages, as described in
Section 2. Some sample lines of this file can be seen in
Figure 5.

1 0.000000 100.000000
...

73 0.000000 100.000000
74 0.000000 99.836066

...
758 35.025886 63.513926
759 35.038821 63.501812
760 35.051752 63.489703

Fig. 5: Sample lines fromspread.txt

4. Sample Results

This section will present the results from some standard
algorithms, including straight link count (the total number
of incoming links to each page, only where words appear),
PageRank [4] usingµ = 0.85 as well as using spreading of
value of pages without outgoing links to all pages, Topic-
Sensitive PageRank [5] usingµ = 0.85, HITS [6], Prop-
agation of Topic-relevance (ProT) [1], [2], Superpositioned
Singleton Propagation of Topic-relevance (S2ProT) [2], as
well as Okapi BM11 and BM25 [7], [8]. The collected results
can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 6 on the following page.

5. Discussion

The dataset is derived from real world data and large
enough to be used as a basis for research and assessment of
web search engines. Moreover, the dataset has been assessed
in a fashion that was as objective as possible (with details
given in [2]), so as to not let any personal bias shift the data
towards the results from any specific search algorithm. This
means that the assessment data given is very reliable and
trustworthy.

Note that the dataset appears to contain fewer spam links
(links to increase PageRank values and thus rank orders of
web sites) than what is expected among the commercial web
sites using.comaddresses, except when looking at the local
links of one of the major Swedish newspaper sites. This
means that it might be slightly easier to obtain good search
results on this dataset than on others.

The dataset is available for download, together with the
technical report [3], from:
http://www8.cs.umu.se/~ola/ProT/.
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Table 1: Relevance values for some common web-search algorithms

Algorithm Relevance Adj. Rel. Coverage σ Count 95% Conf. Int. MoR

Straight Link Count 48.621% 46.976% 73.158% 37.108% 3525 47.396–49.846% 35.570%
HITS Hub 33.636% 33.636% 0.395% 37.359% 22 17.069–50.203% 0.133%
HITS Authority 40.000% 40.000% 0.921% 29.368% 49 31.521–48.479% 0.368%
PageRank 48.131% 46.950% 89.474% 36.931% 4419 47.042–49.220% 43.065%
Topic-Sensitive PageRank 52.863% 59.679% 93.553% 36.647% 4747 51.820–53.906% 49.455%
ProT 53.995% 57.501% 54.737% 36.322% 2861 52.664–55.326% 29.555%
S2ProT 56.528% 71.314% 91.974% 35.937% 4631 55.493–57.563% 51.991%
Okapi BM11 71.332% 73.029% 11.579% 32.894% 563 68.615–74.049% 8.260%
Okapi BM25 73.322% 75.066% 11.579% 32.005% 578 70.713–75.931% 8.490%
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Relevance (min,avg,max)
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Coverage

Moment of Relevance

Fig. 6: The collected results, where Count is Straight Link Count, HITSh is HITS Hub, HITSa is HITS Authority, PR is
PageRank, TsPR is Topic-Sensitive PageRank, ProT is Propagation of Topic-relevance, S2ProT is Superpositioned Singleton
Propagation of Topic-relevance, and finally Okapi BM11 and BM25. The min and max values constitutes the extreme values
possible including the misses set to all 0 or 1 (as in equations 2 and 3). Please note that we have used Student’s t-distribution
for the confidence intervals for HITS and that the Adjusted Relevance can be outside of the Confidence Interval for the
Relevance.
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Abstract - Understanding network latency is important for 

providing consistent and acceptable levels of services in 

network-based applications. Due to the difficulty of estimating 

applications' network demands and the difficulty of predicting 

network load, however, the management of network resources 

has often been ignored in network-based systems. This paper 

presents a classification of network traffic status in a 

systematic way. According to the observations on oscillating 

behavior of end-to-end network latency we determine the 

networks’ status in run time. Four typical network traffic 

statuses are defined based on the long-term and short-term 

stability. Experimental results show the classification of 

network status is quite effective and would be helpful in 

simplifying issues in the area. 

Keywords: end-to-end network latency; network traffic 

status; latency predictability; network stability; time series; 
 

 

1 Introduction 

 Understanding dynamic variations in network latency is 

critical to maximize applications' performance, thus fulfilling 

end-user experiences. For example, in networked control 

systems (NCS) such as tele-robotics, which enable execution 

of tasks from long distance through networks, variations in 

network delay result in delayed command order or decreased 

control latency [1]. It can lead to instability as well as 

performance degradations. In network-based computing such 

as cluster or grid computing, which perform a single task with 

a group of linked end-systems, different runs of the same 

application might have different execution times due to 

changes in network load [2]. The results can become 

meaningless when the application is time critical. Network 

latency is of great interest in many applications and 

understanding the behavior of latency is important to provide 

consistent and acceptable levels of services.  

 There have been many research efforts on network 

latency modeling and prediction. Queueing theory is used 

with a small scale network having the information on 

individual links involved [4, 5]. However, the computation 

cost grows dramatically as the size of network increases. 

System identification and time series approaches such as 

prediction error identification method (PEM), autoregressive 

(AR) and moving average (MA) models are used for 

modeling network dynamics [1, 5, 6]. However, the time 

varying and nonlinear nature of network delay limits the 

applicability. Artificial neural networks approximate the 

dynamics of network delay with its strong adaptive learning 

ability [7, 8]. However, compared with model-based 

approaches, it has high computational complexity and 

requires extra training processes. Network latencies are 

random processes, which are too complex to be 

mathematically modeled and therefore hard to forecast 

accurately.  

 This paper presents a classification of network traffic 

status in a systematic way. The basic idea of the approach is 

that network traffic repeat cycles of congested states and that 

a variation of network latency is strongly correlated with the 

past history of the latency. We directly monitor network load 

by continually measuring end-to-end network latencies in real 

operational networks. Several simple numerical models are 

examined for latency characterizations. Next, we classify 

network traffic status with respect to the stability of the 

latency history. This classification of network status would be 

helpful to simplify issues in latency observations. The 

experimental results can be used for scheduling, monitoring 

and planning network resources in many network-based 

applications. 

 

2 A preliminary study   

2.1 Network traffic measurements 

 We collect network latency using the ping tool. It 

measures network round trip time (RTT) by sending ICMP 

(Internet Control Message Protocol) echo request and 

receiving echo reply messages. Though there may exist 

asymmetry between the forward and the backward network 

delays, as in many studies on latency dynamics, we use RTTs 

in this experiment [5, 7, 12]. We measured network latency 

between nodes within the Chung-Ang University campus 

over a 24-hour period. Figure 1 shows the 24-hour RTT 

sample with the X-axis representing the elapsed time from 

8:00 a.m. on Thursday, September 24, 2009 to 8:00 a.m. the 

following day in units of 10 seconds (giving 8,640 samples 

during a day). The Y-axis represents the round trip time of a 

64 byte probing packet sent between two fixed nodes. The 

dotted line is a sorted view of the RTT values in size. 
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Figure 1.  The round trip time to send a 64 byte probing 

packet was measured in every 10s for a 24 hour period. 

 

 End-to-end network latency is the time delay for a 

packet to be transmitted from source to destination [7, 9]. 

Each end-to-end latency is composed of five components: 

latency = tD + tS + tQ + tF + tP . The distance (or propagation) 

delay, tD, is determined by the physical characteristics and 

geographic distance of the transmission path. The 

serialization delay, tS, is the amount of time for a network 

interface to perform bitwise transmission of a packet to the 

physical media. The queuing delay, tQ, is the amount of time 

for a packet to spend in a buffer waiting its turn to be 

transmitted. The forwarding delay, tF, is the amount of time 

for a network device to lookup the destination address of a 

packet and to forward the packet to the outbound interface. 

The protocol delay, tP, is the amount of time to process 

transmission algorithms at the end points of a network path. 

 Since there are typically several intermediate nodes in 

between it is the sum of the delays at each hop on the 

transmission. The tS, tQ, and tF are per-hop delays since each 

network switch or router receives a packet, performs a 

checksum operation, and then forwards it. The tF and tP are 

time-invariant and any variations in network latency results 

mainly from tQ due to packet spacing from multiple sources at 

a common outbound interface, partly from tS due to the 

variance in packet sizes, and less frequently from tD due to 

different routes taken from source to destination. We can 

mathematically characterize, in theory, the network latency. 

However, networks consist of multiple administrative 

domains and the complexity and the heterogeneity in 

numerous factors including congestion, QoS, and routing 

protocols make it very difficult to derive an accurate 

modeling of the latency. 

2.2 Network latency characterizations 

 We use several simple numerical models to characterize 

network latency based on measurements of latency history 

[10, 11, 12]. When using latency history it may be more 

reasonable to give different values different weights rather 

than to give the entire history of measured values equal 

weight. In particular, older measurement values are likely to 

be less important for predicting the values of future latencies. 

To accommodate this changing level of importance in 

measurements, we use a sliding window mechanism that 

saves only the previous K latency measurements. We denote 

a window record that consists of the most recent K latency 

values SwinK. For instance, Swin1 is a window record 

containing only the last measurement value, while Swin3 

contains the last three measured values. Let SwinK(i,t), where 

i is between 0 and (K-1), be the (i+1)th element in the 

window SwinK at time t. This makes SwinK(x,t) the 

measured value at time (t-x). For example, SwinK(K-1,t) is 

the last element in sliding window SwinK(t), making it the 

measured latency at time (t-(K-1)). Then we can summarize 

the latency characteristics of a window SwinK by  
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where SortWinK(i,t) is the (i+1)
th

 element of the sorted 

sequence of the SwinK(t) in increasing order. Thus, 

SortWinK(0,t) is the smallest element and SortWinK(K-1,t) is 

the largest element in the window SwinK at time t. The preK(t) 

represents the very last measured latency. While the average 

value, avgK(t), provides equal weight to all K elements within 

the window SwinK, the median value, medK(t), may be more 

representative when the events tend to show great variability 

with an asymmetric distribution. 

 Since burstiness is a well-known feature of network 

latency a mechanism to eliminate any outliers in latency 

history would be helpful. That is, we want to ignore the 

window's largest group, which is typically too large, and the 

smallest group, which is typically too small, in our 

consideration. From the trimmed list, considering only the 

central (K-2T) elements of a SortWinK, we have  
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where the value T determines the fraction of elements in the 

window SwinK that are ignored. We do not count t_medK(t) 

since it is identical to the medK(t) for a window SwinK.  
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2.3 Network latency predictability  

 By comparing the actual latency value at time (t+1) 

with the simple numerical models of a window SwinK, we 

can evaluate the prediction ability of each model presented in 

the previous section. Note that each numerical model uses, as 

its input, K consecutive latency values from time t to (t-(K-1)) 

of the 24-hour RTT sample to predict the latency at time (t+1). 

To quantify the effectiveness of a model we define a 

performance metric, predictability. It is about the correctness 

of a prediction and defined to be the ratio of the number of 

correct predictions to the total number of predictions made. 

We call a prediction correct when the prediction error is less 

than ε% of the actual latency value. 

 

 

Figure 2.  The predictability of simple numerical models as a 

function of the sliding window size, K. 

 

 Figure 2 shows the overall predictability of the simple 

numerical models as a function of the sliding window size, K, 

with fixed error bound of ε=10%. We consider the window 

sizes of K = 3, 6, 12, 18, 30, 60 and that for the trimmed list 

we set T = 1 such that only the largest and the smallest ones 

of SwinK can be ignored. The maxK and halfK based models 

show that the more latency history the worse predictability. 

The preK model, as expected, has nothing to do with the 

window size and shows less than 70% of predictability. While 

the t_minK and the t_avgK models show that there is an 

optimal value in window size, the medK model is the only one 

which show that the more latency history the better 

predictability in the experimental range. 

 

 

Figure 3.  The overall predictability of the simple numerical 

meodles over the 24-hour RTT sample. 

 Figure 3 shows the predictability of the simple 

numerical models when applied over the 24-hour RTT sample 

with two fixed window sizes: Swin6 (the window sizes of K = 

6) corresponds to 1 minute measurement period in the RTT 

sample, and Swin18 (the window sizes of K = 18) corresponds 

to 3 minute measurement period. We consider the error 

bounds of ε = 1%, 5%, 10%. We can see that the med18 (the 

median-based model with K = 18) model shows the highest 

predictability of 82.1% with ε = 10% and that the t_min6 (the 

trimmed minimum-based model with K = 6) and the med6 

(the median-based model with K = 6) models are competitive. 

 

3 Experiments and results 

 It has been known that networks repeat the cycle of 

being congested-empty-congested indefinitely [3, 4]. In fact, 

when we carefully look into the preliminary study results we 

can find that there exist certain patterns in network latency 

variations. For example, at one time, network remains stable 

and becomes very predictable. At another time, network tends 

to be very bursty and makes good prediction difficult. We 

expect any systematic classification method for a network 

status would be helpful to simplify issues in network-based 

applications. 

 

3.1 Network traffic status 

 Figure 4 shows the RTT distribution for the 24-hour 

latency sample. The RTT values are widely distributed 

between 13,653 usec and 215 usec. Among the 8,639 RTT 

values the median is 257 usec and the average is 316 usec. 

From the graph, we can see that the majority of the RTT 

values are clustered around a single range: 87.89% are 

between 210 usec and 300 usec. Since the majorities are 

clustered over a narrow range we consider both the 

occurrences and their values as well. Also, there are several 

other clustered ranges around 350 usec, 850 usec, 1,500 usec, 

but their portion is so small that they all can be considered as 

the outliers of busty traffic. Since the outliers are distributed 

over a wide range we only consider the occurrences rather 

than their values themselves.  

 

Figure 4.  The distribution of latency values for the 24 hour 

RTT sample. 
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 In order to classify network traffic statuses we use a 

sliding window, SwinK, and count the number of outliers 

among the K latency history. In this experimental study, we 

consider two different sizes of SwinK at the same time. While 

a sliding window Swin18 is used for long-term stability, a 

sliding window Swin6 is used for short-term bustiness. We 

draw a stability plot of the 24-hour RTT sample in Figure 5. 

A point at the coordinate (x.a, y.b) means that there are x 

outliers among 18 elements in Swin18 and y outliers among 6 

elements in Swin6 (The value of y cannot be larger than the 

value of x). The values of a and b are insignificant (only used 

for a convenient drawing). While any points close to the y 

axis, i.e. points at (0.a, y.b), mean that the network is long-

term stable, any points close to the x axis, i.e. points at (x.a, 

0.b), mean that the network is short-term stable. 

 

 

Figure 5.  A stability plot of the 24-hour RTT sample. 

 

 Figure 6 shows the time series of four different network 

traffic statuses – stable_strong (SS), stable_weak (SW), 

stable_transient (ST), stable_not (SN) – extracted from the 

24-hour RTT sample. We choose 200 samples, which 

correspond to more than 30 minutes measurement period, to 

present each network status shown in the graph. If there is no 

more than one outliers in both Swin18 and  Swin6, i.e. {(x,y) | 

x<2} in Figure 5, we call it is in the SS status. The first graph 

of Figure 6 is a sample of the SS status and shows a very 

stable pattern as expected. If, excluding the SS status, there 

are less than five outliers in Swin18 and, at the same time, if 

there are less than three outliers in Swin6, i.e. {(x,y) | 2≤x<5 

and y<3} in Figure 5, we call it is in the SW status. The 

second graph of Figure 6 is a sample of the SW state and 

shows occasional burst of traffic. If, excluding the SS and the 

SW status, there are less than eight outliers in Swin18 and if 

there are less than five outliers in Swin6, i.e. {(x,y) | 5≤x<8 

and y<5} in Figure 5, we call it is in the ST status. The third 

graph of Figure 6 shows a sample of the ST status. All other 

cases, i.e. {(x,y) | 8≤x or 5≤y} in Figure 5,  belong to the SN 

status and the last graph of Figure 6 is a sample of the SN 

status showing many flat tops in time series. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Four typical network statuses – stable_strong, 

stable_weak, stable_transient, stable_not – extracted from the 

24-hour RTT sample. 

 

3.2 Network latency predictability for the 

different network status 

 To exploit the effectiveness of the classification of 

network status we examine the predictability of the simple 

numerical models over the four typical network statuses. We 

expect that no single model works well for all network traffic 

status. We can see from Figure 7 that the predictability falls 

as the network status changes from SS to SW, ST, SN in the 

order. In the SS status, when we consider the error bound ε = 

10%, most of the simple numerical models show good 

predictability and the t_avg18 model shows the highest 

predictability of 88.8%. However, the average-based model 

seems to work well only in very stable traffic situation. In the 

SW status, the med18 model shows the highest predictability 

of 81.1% and the median-based model seems to work fine in 

most traffic situations. In the ST status, the t_min6 model 
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shows the highest predictability of 68.0%. In this traffic 

situation, a single abrupt change in latency history prefers to 

be ignored and a small size of latency history seems to be 

better. In the SN status, the t_min18 model shows the best 

predictability of 51.3%. In this traffic situation, any modeling 

of network latency seems to be meaningless. From these 

observations we can conclude that the classification of the 

network traffic status is quite effective to provide a simplified 

intuition of the stability and the burstiness of network latency. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  The predictability of the simple numerical meodles 

with respect to the four typical network status. 

 

4 Conclusions 

 Understanding the dynamics of network latency is of 

great interest in network-based applications, where the quality 

of information available in real time is a major concern. In 

this paper, we presented a systematic way to classify network 

traffic status. Network traffic repeat cycles of congested states 

and we expect that a variation of network latency is strongly 

correlated with the past history of the latency. Network 

latencies, however, are random processes and relationships 

among the record of past RTTs are unclear. To simplify 

issues in latency observations we classify network traffic into 

four typical statuses with respect to the stability of latency 

history - stable_strong(SS), stable_weak(SW), 

stable_transient(ST), stable_not(SN). To quantify the 

effectiveness of the classification we introduce a new 

performance metric, predictability, and several simple 

numerical models and their variations were tested. The 

classification provides a simplified intuition of the network 

stability and can be used for scheduling, monitoring and 

planning network resources in many network-based 

applications. As future works, it would be important to 

investigate with latency data sets of varying sizes and 

granularities.  
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Automating large file transfers
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Abstract— The amount of data being transferred by the
average user has dramatically increased over the past few
years. With the influx of massive scientific data sets that are
measured in petabytes, a user has the propensity to transfer
even larger amounts of data. When transferring data sets
of this magnitude on shared networks, the performance of
all network workloads will be impacted. The current trend
in data retrieval is to transfer data as quickly as possible
by using as many resources as necessary. This non-scalable
approach is both inefficient and irresponsible. This paper
presents an alternative solution, a system-level service,
which schedules and automates users’ large data requests.
The goals of this service are to reduce user complexity and to
lessen the impact of large data transfers by efficiently using
existing network infrastructure. The service also diminishes
the impact of these demanding workloads by dynamically
utilizing low demand periods.

Keywords: large file transfers, data transmission, campus net-
works, network simulation, bandwidth consumption

1. Introduction
Over the past several years, there has been a massive

explosion in the size of data sets being created in both public
and private sectors. Researchers from CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider experiments have generated over 100 petabytes of
data alone [1], [2], [3]. Data sets, such as the LHC files,
are distributed around the world and users have the ability
to transfer data to and from any of these locations using
the Internet. Due to the increase in data creation and the
influx of data usage by many popular applications, users are
transmitting larger amounts of data every day.

Transferring gigabytes to terabytes of data over the In-
ternet is not a trivial task for any user. Since these files
are magnitudes larger than a user’s available bandwidth and
the bandwidth of most transmission mediums, the transfers
have extremely long durations and can take hours or days
to complete. During this time, these transfers are prone to
failures and errors, which further complicate the transfer
process.

Currently, large file transfers are completely user con-
trolled and any advanced techniques for transferring these
types of files are focused solely on minimizing transfer
times for the user. Using applications such as GridFTP
and Globus File Transfer, users attempt to transmit data
as quickly as possible by using as many resources that are
available to them. This includes using multiple data streams

and often utilizing several machines concurrently. When a
user issues a transfer request using this approach, an end-to-
end connection is established and data transfer commences
immediately, regardless of the state of the network. The
performance of the transfer is dependent on the slowest link
in the connection. Due to variations in network load and
changing user workloads, especially in public networks, a
transfer can have extreme fluctuations in performance and
potentially longer than necessary durations.

In this paper, we present a system-level service for au-
tomating large file transfers (ALF). The service removes
the burden from the user by scheduling, managing and
controlling transfers automatically. The ALF service ap-
proaches large file transfers from a different perspective.
Instead of immediately transmitting files, where performance
is dependent on current network load and can vary greatly,
the service schedules transfers when ample bandwidths on
fast connections are available to service the request. By
dynamically utilizing faster connections that are available
during low usage periods from start to finish, the service
reduces the transfer times for large file transfers and more
importantly, significantly reduces the impact on other work-
loads.

Since the ALF service is handling all large file requests
on campus, it also has the ability to provide the users
with QoS guarantees for their requests. This would not be
possible in a completely user controlled environment. In
our evaluations, we find that we are able to significantly
reduce the transfer time for transferring a 1 TB data set
while minimally impacting other users’ workloads. The ALF
service shortened the transfer time from over half of a day
(14 hours) of constant transfer to less than 4 hours of data
transmission.

The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section
2, we discuss the difficulties of transferring large files using
campus networks. Section 3 presents the ALF service for
automating large data files. Evaluations of our service are
discussed in Section 4. A summary of our work and our
future directions are given in Section 5.

2. Campus networks and large file trans-
fers

In order to better understand the difficulties of large file
transfers, we focus on a campus network where these types
of transfers are commonly found and are expected to increase
in popularity over the next few years. Since researchers and
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Figure 1: Changes in the minimum, average and maximum bandwidth usage (all receiving and transmitting traffic) for a
typical week (A) and a typical day (B) during an academic semester.

faculty are major producers/consumers of large scientific
data sets, we focus our attention on file transfers that take
place at academic institutions. A campus network is a robust
example of a public network that supports thousands of
concurrent users each utilizing a variety of applications for
both work and personal use.

Since file transfer performance is dependent on the net-
work and its workload, we conduct a detailed study of our
campus network and its typical workload during the Spring
2011 semester. In Figure 1, we identify the changes in
bandwidth consumption for all 8,000 users on campus for a
typical week and a typical day during the academic semester.
Users place the network under the highest levels of demand
between noon and midnight on a given day. Between Friday
evening and Sunday afternoon, the campus network has the
lowest amount of use. We also examine the composition
of the applications utilizing this bandwidth on campus and
find that the applications utilizing the highest amounts of
bandwidth are: Netflix, streaming video, web browsing, and
Skype. We identify that real-time applications dominate the
application classes on campus and transfer large amounts of
data through the shared Internet connections for the campus
(over 10 TB on a typical day). We realize that the findings
of our study are specific to our network, however the trends
that we observe are present at other academic institutions
throughout the country [4], [5], [6].

Given the information that we garner from our campus
traffic study, we identify significant complications that im-
pact the current approach for large file transfers where the
transfers are completely user controlled and utilize imme-
diate end-to-end connections to transfer data. Techniques
prescribed for improving transfer performance are numerous
and all share a common goal of attempting to transferring
data as fast as possible by any means necessary [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. When a user initiates a large
file transfer using an application such as GridFTP, which

allows the user to implement one of these techniques, an end-
to-end connection is established and data are immediately
transferred using single or multiple data streams [15], [16],
[17]. The application does not take into account the state of
the network along the entire data path of the transfer. In most
situations, the slowest link will be at the campus network,
where thousands of users are sharing access to network
resources. On our campus, large file transfers compete for
resources with bandwidth hungry applications, like Netflix.

In addition to varying network conditions, other complica-
tions of large file transfers, such as configuring data transfers,
fall squarely on the users’ shoulders since the transfers
are completely user controlled. Users are burdened with
initiating, monitoring and maintaining their data transfers
throughout their duration, which could last hours to days. If
a problem or error occurs, users must identify and resolve the
issue on their own. Delays in responding to failed transfers
and duplicating data retrieval will only extend the duration
of file transfers.

From our examination of campus networks and the current
techniques for large file transfers, we find that there is a clear
need for a new way to transfer large files. In the following
section, we present the ALF service for automating large file
transfers.

3. System-level service: ALF
In order to address the complications of large file transfers

on public/shared networks, we develop the ALF service. The
overall goals of the service are to reduce user complexity and
to lessen the impact of large data transfers by efficiently
using existing network infrastructure. The ALF service
accomplishes this task by automating users’ requests and
transferring data at low demand periods using a store-and-
forward technique. During low usage phases, free bandwidth
is available that can be repurposed for large file transfers.
This allows for faster connections and higher transfer rates.
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Throughout the life of the transfer, the service ensures that
data is always forwarded on fast connections during low
demand.

The ALF service would be implemented on a server at
the edge of the local network, which has access to the
entire capacity of shared Internet connections. The service
is charged with coordinating and managing users’ large file
transfer requests. This server could be a dedicated server
or an existing server that normally handles different tasks
during high demand periods, such as a file server or a course
content server. By constantly monitoring the network and
analyzing past network history, the service identifies low
demand periods and the amount of idle bandwidth that can
safely be repurposed for large file transfers.

Since the performance of a transfer is dependent on the
slowest link in the data path, it is imperative that both
ends of the transfer have low demand situations when the
transfer commences. In order to coordinate the timing of the
transfers, ALF services at both ends can communicate and
determine the appropriate start time for the transfer. It may
be the case that a request may need to wait an additional
amount of time after the low demand period begins on one
end of the transfer until the other end of the transfer reaches
its low demand period.

An additional complexity that the ALF service handles
is the synchronization of low demand periods throughout
the life of the transfer. It may be the case that there is no
common time of low demand between the two endpoints in
the transfer. It will therefore be necessary for the service
to utilize intermediary servers to transfer the data between
source and destination. The data would be forwarded from
the source to an intermediary server during common low
usage phases. The data would then be stored on the inter-
mediary server and wait until a common low demand period
can be established with the next intermediary server or the
final destination. The number of intermediary servers varies
depending on the alignment of low demand periods.

Since the ALF service is in charge of initiating and
managing the transfers, many of the complexities of large
file transfers that we discussed in the previous section are
removed from the user. The server will monitor the data
transfers and if any errors occur, it will automatically restart
transfers or initiate error recovery. Depending on the setup
and the user’s network connections, the data could stream di-
rectly between user machines or the data could pass through
multiple servers before reaching the end users’ machines.
The service also utilizes compression and encryption to
ensure that data is sent as efficiently and securely as possible.

In the following section, we present preliminary evalua-
tions of the ALF service for large file transfers. We identify
the changes in performance that can be obtained when the
service is used in place of current techniques.

4. Evaluations
We evaluate the performance improvements provided by

the ALF service using a network simulator. We are not able
to implement and test the service on University edge servers
due to the security and performance concerns of the network
administrators. Since our evaluations require placing high
load during peak demand situations, the addition of our
experiments will cause performance problems for users on
campus. We instead utilize a robust network simulator that
allows us to model all aspects of large file transfers under
varying levels of network demand. The OPNET simulator is
a well-known, commercial simulator capable of simulating a
wide variety of network components with fine grain control
of all aspects of the simulator, including implementing and
controlling multiple workloads [18], [19].

4.1 Simulator configuration
In the OPNET simulator, we design an environment that

mimics the functionality of our campus network as shown in
Figure 2. The left side of the configuration map represents
the campus network and the user machines on campus that
are continually receiving data. The right side of the diagram
represents the remote servers servicing the users’ requests.
The two sides are connected via the Internet, which is
configured to have an average packet latency of 46 ms
(following an exponential distribution). The client/server
networks connect to the Internet via PPP DS1 links. Due
to the constraints of the simulator, which only allows file
transfers up to 50000000 bytes, the bandwidth of the shared
Internet link is set to a maximum of 1.5 Mbps. The results
of the simulations can then be scaled to represent a variety
of configurations. We scale the results to mimic a 1 Gbps
shared Internet link with file retrieval sizes of 3.18 GB.

In our simulations, we configure four client/server ma-
chine pairs. Each pair emulates the workload of a popular
traffic class found on our campus network. The three greatest
consumers of bandwidth on campus are streaming video,
web browsing and VoIP. Three client machines are config-
ured to represent the workload generated by these classes.
We include an additional machine to produce the large file
transfer workload. All client/server machines are connected
to their edge router via 10BaseT Ethernet connections.

From the traffic study of our network, we find that demand
for the shared Internet connection varies from 5% to 90%
over the course of a typical day. In our simulations, we vary
the workloads of each of the three traffic classes (streaming
video, VoIP, web browsing) to represent the background
utilization of the shared Internet connection at various times
of the day. For example, we can simulate a background
utilization of 65% of the shared Internet connection by
configuring the three traffic classes as follows. The streaming
video client is set to retrieve a constant video stream of 5
video frames per second, where each frame is 17280 bytes.
The VoIP client maintains a conversation with PCM quality
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Figure 2: OPNET simulator configuration map. The left side
of the map represents that local, campus network and its
client/user machines. The right side of the map represents
the remote servers sending data to the user machines.

speech (G.711 encoding with 1 voice frame per packet). The
web browsing client requests a single 10,000 byte page and
seven 200,000 byte web objects with an inter-arrival time
of 10 seconds on average (exponential distribution). Using
different configurations of these three workload classes, we
examine how large file transfers perform under varying levels
of demand on the campus network.

4.2 Large File Transfers
We evaluate the performance of large file transfers on the

campus network. We examine the response time for retriev-
ing a 5,000,000 byte file (4.77 MB) over the shared DS1
connection with varying levels of background utilization of
the shared link. The client machine receiving the large file is
configured to utilize the maximum TCP buffer size of 65535
bytes. The results of our simulations are scaled to retrieving
a 3.18 GB file over a shared 1 Gbps link. Throughout the
rest of our results, we only refer to retrieving the 3.18 GB
file in our simulations.

We vary the background utilization between 0% and
90% in 5% increments. Figure 3 illustrates the changes in
response time for retrieving the 3.18 GB file on the shared
1 Gbps link. (Standard error for any value is less than 1%.)
For low levels of utilization (between 0% and 50%), the
response time increases slowly as utilization increases. At
0% background utilization, the response time is the lowest at
37.01 seconds. The response time increases to 60.07 seconds
when the background utilization of the shared Internet link is
50%. With higher utilization rates, the response time for the
large file transfer increases dramatically. When the shared
link is heavily utilized (90%), the file retrieval response time
reaches its maximum of 275.38 seconds.
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Figure 3: Changes in response time for retrieving a 3.18 GB
file under varying levels on background utilization on the
shared 1 Gbps Internet connection.

Using the values from our background utilization simu-
lations and the results of our traffic study, we can simulate
traffic on our campus network over the course of a typical
day. Figure 4 shows the response times for retrieving the
3.18 GB file for each hour of an average day. Using the
current transfer techniques, a file transfer is initiated as
soon as the user requests the file. The system utilizes
whatever bandwidth is available and competes with existing
workloads. When a user initiates the file transfer at 4 PM,
which is during the period of peak use, the response time
would be approximately 275 seconds. This is 687% higher
than if the file transfer is initiated at 4 AM when the response
time would only be 40 seconds.

4.3 Retrieving a terabyte data set
Since many data sets are several terabytes to petabytes in

size, we examine the response time for a user to retrieve a
1 TB data set. We continue to use the individual file size of
3.18 GB, which results in the user retrieving approximately
322 files. As we’ve discussed previously, the performance of
the transfer is dependent on when the transfer is initiated. In
Figure 5, we compare the progress of the data set retrieval
under both the current method and using the ALF service
when the user initially requests the data set at 3PM. We
assume that both the current method and the ALF service
have complete access to available bandwidth. In reality,
the current method, which is user controlled, would find it
difficult to gain access to the full bandwidth of the shared
Internet connection. Since the ALF service is located at the
edge of the network, it would easily have direct access to
this connection.

Under the current method, the data transfer begins imme-
diately when the user issues the request for the data set and
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Figure 4: Changes in response time for retrieving a 3.18 GB
file over the shared 1 Gbps Internet connection at each hour
of a typical day on the campus network.
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Figure 5: Comparing download progress for retrieving the
terabyte data set using both the current method for large
transfers and the ALF service.

each of the 322 files is downloaded sequentially. During the
first hour (4PM), the user downloads 13 files of the data
set (4%). By midnight, the user has retrieved only 37% of
the entire data set. The user completes the entire data set
transfer by 5AM and the transfer time is almost 14 hours. In
comparison, the ALF service only utilizes unused bandwidth
during low demand periods. Since the request is received at
3PM, the request is scheduled to begin at 2AM when the
utilization of the network is 50%. The ALF service allows
the entire data set to be transferred in only 4 hours. The
entire data set is available for the user by 6 AM. The service
reduces the amount of time that the user’s request is present

in the system by 10 hours. Most importantly, the ALF service
ensures that the large file transfer is not competing with
existing workloads for bandwidth. Under the current method,
all users are impacted by the additional demand of the large
file transfers.

When the shared Internet connection is under high de-
mand, the addition of large file transfer workloads negatively
impacts the performance of all workloads in the system.
We examine the case when the background utilization is
65% and a single large file transfer request is added to
the workloads sharing the Internet connection. We find that
the overall utilization for the network link reaches full
capacity and results in negative effects for all traffic classes,
including a significant increase in end-to-end packet delays.
The streaming video client experiences a 52% increase in
packet delays on average and the VoIP client has an even
higher increase of 67%. The addition of the large file transfer
during peak periods would result in performance problems
for these traffic classes. When the system is under higher
levels of utilization, the negative performance impact would
be even greater.

5. Summary

The amount of data that users are transferring over the
Internet is increasing every day. When users on public
networks (like campus networks) transmit large files, the
performance of their transfers are dependent on the state of
the network and its workload. The current, user-controlled
approach to large file transfers doesn’t consider network
status when creating immediate end-to-end connections. In
response to the issues inherent in the current approach, we
develop the ALF service for automating large file transfers.
The service efficiently transfers users’ files without impact-
ing other workloads on the network, while still providing
users with fast transfer rates and guaranteed service times.

The ALF service reduces the complexity of transferring
large amounts of data and removes the burden from the users.
The service fully automates the transfer process and handles
any errors or problems that may occur. Using the ALF
service, network administrators can provide responsible,
direct access to their Internet connections and allow users
to utilize larger bandwidths than are normally available to
them. The service provides the users with this capability
without modifications to the existing network infrastructure
and without purchasing additional bandwidth.

For future work, we plan to continue to develop the
ALF service and further evaluate its performance using
additional simulators, as well as real world experimentation.
We also plan to examine the complications of synchronizing
low demands periods across continents, as well as other
challenges for large file transfers, such as security and data
compression.
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Abstract—For real-time multimedia services, SIP becomes 
one of the most popular. Most SIP entities use an unreliable 
Transport Protocol (UDP). For unreliable transport protocol, 
SIP introduces a retransmission mechanism to ensure the 
reliability of its real-time message delivery. However, 
retransmission mechanism makes an overload worse when 
SIP Proxy server is overloaded. Existing SIP overload 
control algorithms provide limited congestion control with 
the using 503 service unavailable message and thresholds of 
proxy server. In this paper, we propose a new overload 
control algorithm based on priority scheduling to improve a 
call session setup delay and the throughput. Also, we 
compare our algorithm with the previous overload control 
algorithm in terms of the call setup delay and throughput. 
The performance results show significant improvement over 
existing algorithms. 

Keywords: component, SIP, UDP, priority scheduling 

1.  Introduction 
 The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application 
layer signaling protocol that can establish, modify, and 
terminate multimedia sessions. It can be used to create two-
party, multiparty, or multicast sessions that include Internet 
telephone calls, multimedia distribution, and multimedia 
conferences [1]. 
 The SIP protocol is an Application Layer protocol 
designed to be independent of the underlying Transport 
Layer. Because SIP becomes one of most popular protocols 
in real-time multimedia services, Most SIP entities use an 
unreliable Transport Protocol (UDP) for signaling [5].  
RFC3261 SIP introduces a retransmission mechanism to 
ensure the reliability of its real-time message delivery for 
UDP [3]. 
 However, retransmissions make an overload worse 
when SIP Proxy server is overloaded. 
Because of the excessive growth of internet based 
multimedia services, SIP overload control has been studied as 
an important issue.  
 Currently SIP provides limited support for overload 
handling through its 503 response code, which tells an 
upstream element that it is overloaded. However, numerous 
problems have been identified with this mechanism. 
 In this paper, we propose a new overload control 
algorithm based on priority scheduling to improve a call 
session setup delay and the throughput. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, We present related works of sip overload control, and in 
Section III, we propose a sip overload control method. The 
performance evaluation results for the proposed method are 
given in Section IV. We conclude the paper in Section V. 
 

2. Related works 
 SIP Components are basically composed of SIP UAs 
and SIP Server. UAs, which include UAC (User Agent 
Client) and UAS (User Agent Server), participate as clients 
which make SIP call process. SIP servers include proxy 
server for session routing and registration server for UA 
registration.  
 Figure 1 shows the SIP call message flow for session 
establishment. UAC first sends INVITE request message 
towards the SIP Proxy Server. Proxy Server responds to an 
INVITE request message as 100Trying message and decides 
next hop to forwarding.   
 When UAS receives an INVITE request message, it 
returns 180Ringing and 200OK. Finally UAC acknowledges 
with an ACK message. Then, a session is established 
between UAC and UAS. 

 

Figure 1.  Session establishment flow 

 In the case of Unreliable transmission Protocol (UDP), 
SIP RFC3261 introduces a retransmission mechanism to 
ensure the reliability of its real-time message delivery. 
 When UAC does not receive 100Trying, it retransmits 
the INVITE request message by timer T1. Timer T1, which is 
an estimate of the round trip time, increases exponentially 
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until it reaches 32s. If Timer T1 exceeds 32s then it is 
timeout. 
 If Proxy server has insufficient resources to complete 
the processing of a request, it does not respond with the 
100Trying message. As a result of proxy overload, UAC does 
not receive the 100Trying message. Since UAC does not 
receive the 100 Trying message, it retransmits INVITE 
message by timer T1. The retransmitted INVITE message 
leads to performance degradation. 

 

Figure 2.  Overload caused by retransmitted INVITE 

 SIP provides limited support for overload handling 
through the 503 response code, which tells an upstream 
element that it is overloaded. Overloaded proxy server sends 
the 503 message toward upstream server. If UAC receives 
the 503 response message, it must stay a state starting Timer 
D which is 32sec as default. Regulating making new calls by 
timer D, thus the load of network will fall down temporally. 

 

Figure 3.  Overload handling through 503 response code 

 In [7] a simple algorithm is introduced for proxy 
overload control. Here a server has two states: overload and 
underload. A proxy server in underload state accepts all SIP 
message, whereas in overload state, all incoming INVITE 
request message are rejected with 503 response code. [9] 
makes some improvement to the algorithm described in [7]. 
In [9], an algorithm sends the 503 response message in 
proportion to queue length of proxy server. The previous 
algorithms are useful for overload control, but may lead to 

low call setup delay and throughput because SIP messages 
are randomly processed. 
 

3. Proposed Algorithm 
 A SIP Proxy Server acts as a router for SIP requests in 
SIP signaling network. In order to call session, All SIP 
message must be exchanged successfully. But the proxy 
server becomes overloaded with network congestion.   
 In this paper, we propose a new overload control 
algorithm based on priority scheduling to improve a call 
session setup delay and the throughput. 
 Figure 4 shows the queue structure of SIP proxy server. 
When proxy server receives SIP messages, SIP messages are 
classified as INVITE, Non-INVITE and the number of 
retransmitted INVITE, and then incoming SIP request 
messages are rejected with the 503 response message 
according to priority scheduling. 

 

Figure 4.  Queue structure of SIP Proxy server 

 The processing time of INVITE message is larger than 
that of Non-INVITE message. Therefore, we raised the 
priority of the Non-INVITE message in overload state. And 
the priority of INVITE message is shown in Figure 5. 
 As shown above, we considered the network congestion, 
call setup delay time and processing time to decide whether 
to drop the message or not. 
 Figure 6 is the example of the INVITE message, and the 
number of retransmitted INVITE message refers to CSeq of 
UAC. 
 More times for controlling SIP messages will be needed 
if network congestion becomes more frequent. If Proxy 
server has insufficient resources to complete the processing 
of a request, there is plenty of retransmitted SIP messages.  
 Call setup delay time is proportionate to the increased 
number of retransmitted INVITE message. Delay time of 
retransmitted INVITE message can be given as follows. 
 

 ( )121 −×= i
i TI     (1) 

 b is the blocking probability of buffer and pi is the 
success probability at I-th retransmission. 
 

  1)1( −×−= i
i bbp     (2) 

 The call setup delay rom the first transmission to the 
success transmission D can be given as follows. 
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Figure 5.  Priority Scheduling flow of INVITE message 

 

Figure 6.  INVITE message 

 In this paper, we raised the priority of low re-
transmitted INVITE message to improve a call setup delay. 

 INVITE Priority
1)(2T1

1
i −×

∝     (4) 

 This algorithm will shorten the call setup delay time and 
improve the throughput. 
 

4. Performance Evaluation 
 We evaluated the performance of the proposed method 
compared with the previous overload control algorithm. 
 Previous algorithm 1: An overload control using two 
states of queue [7]. 

 Previous algorithm 2: An overload control in proportion 
to the queue length of proxy server [9]. 
 Proposed algorithm: An overload control based on 
priority scheduling. 

 

Figure 7.  Network topology 

 Figure 7 shows the network topology which is 
bottleneck for performance evaluation. 
 We assume that the average SIP message arrival rate 
and service rate of the SIP proxy server. The offered load of 
the SIP proxy server P can be expressed as. 

  
sipµ
λρ =      (5) 

 Because the service rate of the SIP proxy server is 
constant, it has a relationship with the number of UA. 
Therefore we can adjust the number of UA. 
 The call setup delay from the first transmission to the 
success transmission D can be given as follows. 
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Figure 8 shows Call setup delay for dynamic load of 
the proxy server. 

 

Figure 8.  Call setup delay for dynamic load of proxy server. 
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 As shown in Figure 8, call setup delay decreases when 
the offered load exceeds 1.0 because of overload of the proxy 
server. As Offered load increases, Call setup delay increases 
because retransmitted INVITE messages are randomly 
processed.  
 The call setup delay of the proposed algorithm 
maintains the level. This is because of the Priority 
Scheduling flow of the INVITE message. 

 

Figure 9.  Throughput for dynamic load of proxy server. 

 Figure 9 shows Throughput for dynamic load of proxy 
server. We compare the throughput performance for the 
different overload control algorithm. This is because we raise 
the priority of the Non-INVITE message. We can see that the 
throughput is improved significantly. 
 

5. Conclusions 
 In this paper, we have proposed an Overload Control 
Algorithm based on Priority Scheduling for SIP Proxy Server. 
To prevent the increasing call setup delay, we propose 
Priority Scheduling flow of INVITE message to improve call 
setup delay in network congestion. Also, we raise the priority 
of the Non-INVITE message to improve throughput of proxy 
server. Evaluation results have shown that this algorithm is 
more efficient than prior work in Call setup delay, throughput. 
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  Abstract- Internet Telephony provides telephone-like services over 

the internet. Call features are functions of communication 

equipment, which provide some sort of service to its service 

subscribers, for example, call waiting, call forwarding, and three-

way calling. As the number of call features grows, the interference 

which we call feature interaction, among features increases. 

 

Feature interaction exists in traditional PSTN (Public Switched 

Telephone Network). Lots of effort and money have been spent to 

identify and prevent them by equipment providers. But still no 

satisfactory method exists. As the growth of internet continues and 

the bandwidth of internet increases, a lot more services of internet 

telephony will be available and the feature interaction problem will 

become more serious than the traditional PSTN.  

 

Aiming at the getting popular internet telephony, this paper focuses 

on the investigation of identification of feature interactions and 

methods for preventing them. 

 
Keywords— Call Features, Feature Interaction, VoIP, PSTN, 

Communication Networks 

 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
 

   Internet Telephony provides telephone-like services over the 

Internet. As telecommunication technology evolves, new 

technology like voice over IP (VoIP) has begun to pick up in 

the telephony market. VoIP or more accurately, media over IP, 

has gained lots of acceptance in the world. Companies like 

Skype, Vonage, net2phone, and even Internet portals have 

created a huge market in Internet telephony. As the growth of 

the Internet continues and the bandwidth of Internet increases, 

Internet telephony will become an integrated service of any 

media and have a greater impact on our daily life. 

   Internet telephony services are termed as call features by the 

“old” communication equipment manufacturers. In fact, call 

features are functions of communication equipment, which 

provides some sort of services to its service subscribers. Some 

common call features are call waiting, call forwarding, and 

caller ID. As more new services are requested by customers, 

service providers have to provide more features to serve 

subscribers. As the number of call features grows, a 

phenomenon called feature interaction occurs. Feature 

interactions are caused by interference from various call 

features, and they cause the call features to act unexpectedly 

or improperly because of the interference. Some examples of 

feature interactions are described below: 

   Example1. Consider two features “Call Waiting” (CW) and 

“Call Forwarding When Busy” (CFB). CW allows a 

subscriber to switch to another incoming call when talking to 

someone and eventually switch back to the original call. CFB 

will forward the incoming call to a specified number when the 

phone is busy. Suppose a subscriber subscribes to these two  

 

features and is engaging in a call. When a new call arrives, 

there will be interference and therefore an interaction between 

these two features, i.e., would this new call be forwarded to 

another number or would the subscriber receive an alert tone 

for call waiting? 

   Example2. A subscriber with the “Call Forwarding” feature 

(CF) can redirect his calls to other phone numbers. A 

“looping” condition can occur in some situations, e.g., the 

subscriber accidentally redirects the call back to his own 

number. Sometimes, the loop can involve more than one 

person, e.g., subscriber A redirects his call to subscriber B, 

and subscriber B redirects his call to subscriber A. The 

looping condition is difficult to detect during the calling 

processing. A kluge can be installed in the signaling system to 

relieve this problem. 

   The feature interaction problem is not limited to the 

examples described above. Even with Public Switched 

Telephone Networks (PSTN) in the old days, which already 

had more than one thousand calling features that had been 

developed by the telecommunication equipment providers, 

feature interactions among the numerous call features was 

known to occur.  

   Many approaches have been proposed to solve this problem. 

Unfortunately, as the number of features increases, the 

complexity of solving this problem also increases. Whenever a 

new developed feature is added to the existing feature set, a 

very complicated process/algorithm needs to be performed to 

first detect the feature interaction and then an effort has to be 

spent to resolve the issue. As a matter of fact, the cost of 

developing a new feature is similar to that of solving the 

introduced feature interaction problem.  

   Internet telephony technology, reduces some of feature 

interaction problems, but at the same time introduces some 

new feature interactions. Consider the following example: 

   Example3. Let’s consider the interaction between 

“Outgoing Call Screening” (OCS) and “Call Forwarding” 

(CF). OCS blocks calls made to certain destinations. Assume 

X is one of the destinations to be blocked and Y is some 

location where the CF to X has been activated. Now a call to 

Y can be forwarded to X even if it is supposed to be blocked. 

This scenario can also occur in PSTN, but Internet telephony 

will worsen the interaction since in Internet telephony, the 
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destination can be easily hidden by changing the destination 

address.  

   This paper investigates the feature interaction problem in the 

Internet telephony area and finds a new and easy to adopt 

method to prevent future feature interactions. 

 

II.   RELATED RESEARCH 

 

   Until today, most of the research in the feature interaction 

area has been to address issues in PSTN area. There is not 

much research to be found which deals with Internet telephony. 

We summarize below the research in PSTN.  

   The research in this area mainly concentrates on two 

directions. The first is to identify various types of feature 

interactions. The second proposes methods to avoid them. In 

[1], there is a summary about the types of feature interactions 

and existing approaches to prevent them. Based on [1], the 

types of feature interactions can be divided into five categories. 

 

� Single-User-Single-Component (SUSC) Interactions 

SUSC interactions occur because incompatible features 

are simultaneously used by a single user in a single 

network component, such as a switching system or a 

service control point (SCP). Some of these interactions 

arise because of functional ambiguities, i.e., two 

different features are designed to deal with the same 

call-processing situation, but differ as to how it will be 

handled. Some are caused by interferences, i.e., one 

feature will preclude the proper execution of another 

feature. Others may arise due to resource/signaling 

limitation. 

� Single-User-Multiple-Component(SUMC) Interactions 

When features accessible to one customer are deployed 

in different network components, interactions may occur 

if the existence of one feature is not known to or has not 

been considered by the designers of features in other 

network components. 

� Multiple-User-Single-Component(MUSC) Interactions 

Interactions occur when two or more customers access 

the features associated with a physical line. Personal 

Communication Services (PCS)’s dynamic binding of 

subscribers to CPEs introduces this type of interaction. 

� Multiple-User-Multiple-Component(MUMC) 

Interactions 

Interactions occur when two or more users access 

features supported on multiple network components.  

� Customer-System (CUSY) Interactions 

Interactions arise when user features interact with any 

system feature in operating, administrating, maintaining, 

and provisioning.  

  

   Some of the interactions described above can be easily 

resolved by negotiation and policy change. Some can be 

resolved at the feature design time by following common 

agreed standards. Others may still require more in-depth 

investigation. Existing methods to manage feature interaction 

problems can be divided into three categories. 

 

� Infrastructures for Deployment 

This set of approaches tries to create a more friendly 

deployment environment by using, for example, a richer 

set of functional signals which could help resolve some 

ambiguities caused by limited CPE signaling capabilities. 

Another example would be using both standardized 

APIs and a carefully designed interface protocol. This is 

useful to address communication needs and 

interoperability issues among network components. 

� Design Support 

This group of methods typically concentrates on the 

early detection of interactions during the design phase. 

Some interactions can be detected easily by checking the 

assumptions of a feature against properties of the 

environment in which the feature will be deployed. 

Others, such as the interactions caused by timing and 

race conditions, may require sophisticated formal 

techniques for specification and reasoning. 

� Run-time Resolution 

Because of the diverse preferences of customers, no 

single policy could be satisfactory, nor could precedent 

exist for resolving conflicting call control. Therefore, a 

run-time resolution, which could be adjusted to the 

satisfaction of most of customers, is another solution. 

 

III.   FEATURE INTERACTION IDENTIFICATION AND 

PREVENTION 
 

A.    General Considerations 

   Two factors to keep in mind when searching for the 

solutions of feature interactions are performance and 

implementation. For telecommunication equipment 

manufacturers, a measurement of the superiority of equipment 

is the performance of call processing in term of number of 

calls per second. If the solution causes the call processing rate 

to go down, it definitely won’t be used. If the solution can 

sustain the call processing rate, yet another issue to consider is 

the effort needed to implement the solution. It does not make 

sense for a manufacturer to implement an expensive solution.  

   Different from the results of [1], we find real causes of 

feature interactions. In [1], the categories of feature 

interactions are identified, but the names of the interactions do 

not show the causes and the names are just a “phenomenal” 

classification. There are lots of different causes for feature 

interactions. We categorize these causes and then concentrate 

on each category to find solutions for each group. We also 

investigate a possibility to find a general solution for any 

feature interaction problem. 

 

B.    Identification of Feature Interactions 

   The approach we take to find feature interactions is to go 

deep into features themselves.  A feature basically is a set of 

controlled reactions to the control signals or messages. 

Whenever a control signal coming in, the feature control has 

to decide which action should be taken. If there is no control 

signal, the feature control does nothing.  
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   Using this analysis, we claim that to identify feature 

interactions, the best way to do is to analyze the control 

signals associated with features. If two features receive the 

same control signals there is a possibility that a feature 

interaction could occur.  

 

   Of course, receiving same control signals is not necessarily 

the real reason to cause the feature interaction. Some other 

factors might also apply. For example, if two features receive 

the same control signal at different time frames then there is 

no way that these signals will cause any interaction. Thus, 

timing is another factor which contributes to the feature 

interaction. However, we believe that timing issue is only 

presented when two control signals occur at the same time. 

   While talking about control signals, one issue arises - the 

source of the signals. As we investigate the interaction 

problem in Internet telephony, the major difference from the 

traditional PSTN is the controlled environment. In the 

traditional PSTN environment, equipments and links are under 

very tight control. That is, they are placed inside service 

provider’s equipment offices and only authorized personnel 

can have access to them. Also, the feature control is provided 

by the equipment manufacturers. The feature control remains 

unchanged until the next time when system upgrade is to be 

done. The possibility that an intruder can get in to change the 

feature control is rare if not impossible. On the other hand, in 

the internet telephony environment, the call control could exist 

on any equipment (most of them PCs), e.g., the end-point PCs, 

which makes and receives phone calls. These equipments are 

very easy to access and users can add some program logics as 

they want. This in turns introduces some unrelated control 

signals and they might also contribute to the feature 

interaction. 

   As a summary, to identify feature interactions, we have 

focused on the feature’s control signals and put attentions on 

their sources and timing. 

 

C.    Feature Interaction Prevention 

   As stated above, feature interactions could be caused by 

different reasons. To prevent them, therefore, we need to take 

different factors into account. 

   The first thing we address is the precedence of various 

features. Different subscribers might prefer different 

precedence of features. Thus, the feature requirements on the 

order of feature execution have to be very clear and accurate. 

Based on the order of features specified in the requirement, the 

feature execution can be serialized as in the database 

transaction. 

   The second issue following from the first is how to serialize 

the features. One important item to consider is the granularity 

of the serialization. If we serialize the features based on calls, 

subscribers would then lose lots of calls or get long delay 

between calls.  Our approach is to control at the 

signaling/message level. That is, when there is a signaling 

event occurring, the order of reactions to that event from 

several features will be based on the precedence specified in 

the feature requirement. This level selection coincides with 

our analysis in the above section. 

   By serializing feature reactions to the control signals has 

another advantage. With the signal carrying the originator 

information, some of interactions caused by non-call-

processing related signals also can be prevented. 

   As a summary, we choose to create a run-time control 

mechanism which can avoid or resolve feature interactions by 

serializing the feature reactions to the control signal. The run-

time approach is self-contained. It does not have any 

restriction on the developing of applications on any equipment 

in the network.   

 

D. Future Research 

   At this stage, we have identified two problems that would 

occur during our research.  

A) Interactions from Security Issues in the Internet 

Security problems in the Internet could cause some feature 

interactions. These security problems definitely will impact 

the Internet telephony services by interfering with the features. 

It is difficult to totally eliminate the attacks from the Internet. 

We plan to have another research proposal to deal with it.  

B) Interactions with PSTN Networks 

When considering the interaction problems arising from the 

Internet, It is possible that a call might be originated from a 

PSTN network and terminated in the Internet or vise versa. At 

this point, we think that as long as the signaling gateway 

functions properly, the combination of two different types of 

network should not introduce new problems. 

 

IV.   CONCLUSION 

 

   We have analyzed causes of different types of feature 

interaction in a VoIP environment and proposed solutions to 

prevent them. As VoIP becomes popular, more and more call 

features will be developed. This paper surely provides a way 

to simplify the feature development process and also to reduce 

the development cost. This, in turn, will introduce more 

applications to be added to the Internet. Economically, the 

contribution is tremendous. 

   The feature interaction problem is also a problem in 

software development. Software interaction was found a long 

time ago. There is no special attention being paid on this field 

due to the complexity of the problem. We believe that the 

results of this paper would shed some light on the software 

interaction area and trigger more interests in that area.  
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Abstract – Smart TV, Smart-Phone and other hand-held 
device makes tremendous traffic on network year by year. 
Most ISP managers want to regulate specific application 
traffic which makes their network busy. They want to do traffic 
analyzing for identifying the traffic mixture of the network. 
Several different approaches co-exist in the literature, but 
none of them performs well for all different application traffic 
types present in the Internet. Therefore, one approach is to 
combine the advantages of different identification methods, in 
order to improve the completeness and accuracy of 
classification. We adopt application traffic classification on 
Traffic Control Platform. Deep Packet Processing engine can 
more efficient application inspection on classified application 
traffic for inspection. 

Keywords: Application Traffic Classification, Traffic 
Control, Traffic Monitoring, Multi-core, Network Processor. 

 

1 Introduction 
  With its amazing growth in the uptake of mobile 
broadband, operators now face the challenge of handling data 
traffic from multiple devices and applications. To stand out 
from the crowd, operators will need to offer a widespread, 
high-quality user experience and a range of differentiated 
services to attract different subscriber types. With the growth 
in cloud computing, not only are connectivity and 
affordability important, latency is critical. Latency, which is 
the end-to-end measurement of time delay, plays a critical role 
for time sensitive applications. For a gaming environment, the 
ability to control the character to evade or attack within a 
short period of time would determine if the user wins or loses 
the game. 

Smart TV, Smart-Phone and other hand-held device makes 
tremendous traffic on network year by year. Most ISP 
manager want to which application’s traffic makes their 
network busy. They want to do traffic analyzing for 
identifying the traffic mixture of the network. Internet Traffic 
volume is larger than a few years ago. Mobile Internet traffic 
from mobile handset device makes network bandwidth 
exhausted. Basically, traffic analysis aims at identifying the 
traffic mixture of the network.  

Several different approaches co-exist in the literature, but 
none of them performs well for all different application traffic 
types present in the Internet. Therefore, one approach is to 
combine the advantages of different identification methods, in 
order to improve the completeness and accuracy of 
classification. Internet Service Provider and 
Telecommunication Service Provider want to view detailed 
packet information. They want to discard some packet data 
from their network so they want make clean internet circuit 
for stable network status. Most Internet traffics are composed 
of web traffic and specific application traffic. If traffic throttle 
device in network can inspect only interest traffic which 
should be investigated deeply, ISP or TSP manager can detect 
hostile traffic or high-volume usage traffic from their network. 
This paper describes multi-stage traffic control platform 
which is composed of 2 type of functional Block. 

2 Application Traffic Classification and 
Deep Packet Inspection  

 
 Ofcom in UK think it is helpful to think of traffic 
management techniques as a continuum as figure 1[1]. 

 

Figure 1 Traffic Management Continuum 

 With the evolution of mobile systems, the bandwidth 
capabilities of the packet switched services improved 
significantly. Currently, the access rates of 3G networks are 
comparable with the low segment of the access rates observed 
in fixed networks. As a consequence, applications that were 
present only in fixed broadband networks earlier are also 
appearing in mobile traffic. The change in the composition of 
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traffic mixture may have high impact on the operation of the 
mobile access as well as the mobile core networks 

 Most internet device like a firewall, IDS, IPS has some 
weakness when very high PPS(Packet Per Second) packets are 
incoming their device. If packet inspection system can view 
volume-tuned classified traffic which are filtered from 
network, it can support the full functionality which is 
implemented on it. 
 
2.1 Signature based Classification 
 The signature based classification method has an up-to-
date byte signature database of the protocols we can identify. 
The packet payloads are processed by searching predefined 
byte signatures in them. It should be kept in mind that the byte 
signature database needs to be maintained up-to-date and the 
byte signatures have to be tested before the usage if they are 
too common among other packet payloads. 

2.2 Port based Classification 
 Port based classification differentiates traffic by 
destination port number. It is a common method of 
classification which operates by associating a well-known port 
number to a given traffic type[2]. 

2.3 Application Traffic Classification 
 Accurate traffic classification is the heart of the traffic 
control system, with the result becoming the basis of the 
security policy[3][4][5]. Traditional network appliance 
identify/classify traffic by port and protocol, which, at one 
point, was a satisfactory mechanism for clarifying the network. 
Today, application can easily bypass a port-based network 
system; hopping ports, using SSL and SSH, sneaking across 
port 80, or using non-standards ports. 

2.4 Common Network device vs. DPI device 
 In Figure 2, Host/Server can see all packet header and 
payload data which is received from network.  

 

Figure 1 Network Device Visibility Layer and DPI 

 Traditional network devices like a switch, firewall, 
router can see L2~L4 Packet Layer(MAC, IP Address, Port, 
Protocol, Header), but DPI(Deep Packet Inspection) 
technology enable full visibility of packet payload ,what is 
more, including application payload[6][7][8]. 

3 Composition of Multi-stage Traffic 
Control Platform 

 HITCAP(High-speed Internet Traffic Control and 
Analysis Platform)is mainly composed of two-stage traffic 
processing like figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 2 Concept of Two-stage Traffic Control Platform 

 First step is Intelligent DPI function for high-speed 
traffic classification and filtering. If Intelligent DPI engine 
select specific services packet from input traffic, it send 
specific services traffic to second Smart DPP engine for Deep 
Packet Processing. If Intelligent DPI engine decide specific 
service traffic to drop from input traffic, it discard the packet 
from the network. In other case, Intelligent DPI engine 
forward input traffic to the network lines. If input packet is 
classified by applications(specific services), as an interested 
traffic then Intelligent DPI engine send specific service packet 
to second Smart DPP(Deep Packet Processing) engine. 

 As usual upper model could be one hardware board. But 
we implement 2-type of PCI-NIC type card for flexibility, 
functionality, economical reasons. PCI NIC can be installed 
COTS server without additional cost. First NIC(HITCAP-
HX) mainly do the packet classification and second 
NIC(HITCAP-TG) do the deep packet processing. 

3.1 HITCAP-HX for application classification 
 Figure 4 shows an prototype of  HX330[10] based high-
speed traffic classification card. It uses the systolic type NPU, 
HX330 of Xelerated[9] as network processor(Xelerated is 
merged by Marvell Networks). Below are the main 
functionality of HITCAP-HX. 
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 It can support state-machine based high-performacne 
packet processing(parsing, filtering, dropping, forwarding) on 
4*10Gbps high-speed traffic interfaces.  It’s high-speed 
packet classificationi engine classify a service traffic by 7-
tuple datas(Source IP Address, Destination IP Address, 
Source Port, Destination Port, Protocol, Input Interface, 
Signature) on 40Gbps traffic. 

 

Figure 3 HX330 based High-speed traffic classification Card 

 HITCAP-HX card has four 10GbE SFP+ type interface 
and 1 debug console port. HX330 receives input packet data 
form PHY chipset and if some packet needs do the pattern 
matching, it sends packet data to Layer 7 Inspection 
chipset(NetL7) and return the matching result. 

 We adopt some types of action like drop, transmit, 
forward, modify, redirect, log, replicate. 

3.2 HITCAP-TG for Deep Packet Processing 
 Figure 5 shows Tile-GX36 based deep packet processing 
card(HITCAP-TG). User can program c-like syntax and API. 

 

 

 Figure 4 Tilera-GX 36 based Deep Packet Processing 
Card 

 HITCAP-TG card has four 10GbE SFP+ type interface 
and 1 miniUSB port for debug. Tile-GX manage flow and 
policy data on 8Gb DDR3 memory. Tile-GX has 36core for 
high-speed processing, we programmed the snort for IDS on 
tile-GX using 26cores.  We adopt some types of action like 
transmit, drop, forward, modify, redirect, log, replicate. 

 Tile-GX chipset has only MICA engine for 
compression/decompression and chiper. So we design and 
implement USFB(User Specific Functionial daughter board) 
for some critical high-speed processing like a 
crypto/codec/PCRE engine. We connect 4lane(x4) PCIe bus 
and 64bit FlexIO signals between Tile-GX36 and USFB. 

3.3 Platform Management Sever (PMS) 
 Traffic Control Platform is managed by the Platform 
Management Sever(PMS). All received policy and 
configuration data are collected by PMS. PMS receive policy 
from policy server and PMS enforce policy to the adequate 
Hardware. 

 
Figure 5 PMS(Platform Management Server) 

 There are some cases of policy enforcement.  If the 
policy handles only L2~L4 headers of packet, this policy 
mainly enforced to HITCAP-HX card. But if the policy 
handles from L2 to L7 siganture fields, L2~L4 header related 
subset rule is enforced to HITCAP-HX card with send 2nd 
board forward action command. Hole policy is installed into 
HITCAP-TG . 

3.4 Policy Server(PS) 
 Policy server manages policy rules between applications 
and policy enforcement points like HITCAP-hardware.  

 

Figure 6  Subscriber base Policy structure of Policy Server 

 Manager can easily add and re-configure policies to 
manage and control Quality of Service(QoS), charging, 
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optimization and admission control. A wide variety of 
interfaces make it easy for manager to integrate the policy 
server into any type of network service. 

4 Performance testing of HITCAP 
 We install our 2-type PCI-e NIC into HITCAP 
proprietary chassis server and connect HITCAP platform and 
AX4000 using 4 port of SPF+. We make 4 x 10Gbps traffic 
into HITCAP Platform. 

 In this test we installed two HITCAP-HX cards and one 
HITCAP-TG card on HITCAP proprietary chassis server. 
Mainly all 10Gbps circuit is connected to HITCAP-HX card 
from AX4000. HITCAP-HX handles each packet and only 
some services traffics classified by HITCAP-HX are sent to 
HITCAP-TG board for Deep Packet Processing. 

4.1 High-speed Traffic Classification 

 We make 64byte TCP packet from packet generator 
(AX4000) into HITCAP for high-speed traffic classification.  

4.1.1 40Gbps Packet Forwarding Test 
 
 First we generate 40Gbps TCP Traffic from AX4000 into 
HITCAP. HITCAP receives 4 x 10Gbps traffic. HITCAP-HX 
card classify each packet by look-up TCAM memory, if 
action of input packet is forwarding input packet is forwarded 
but input packet is not matched the input packet is discarded 
like figure 10. In this test HITCAP-HX handle 4 x 
14,880,952pps on real time without packet loss by in-line 
mode. 

 

Figure 7 Test Scenario of High-speed Traffic Classification 

 Figure 8 shows the result of packet forwarding test(figure 
7). Port 2 and Port 3 is connected rx and tx port each other. 
All sent packet from port 2 is received in port 3 and all sent 
packet from port 3 is received in port 2.  Port 4 and Port 5 is 
connected rx and tx port each other. All sent packet from port 

4 is received in port 5 and all sent packet from port 5 is 
received in port 4. 

 

Figure 8 Test Result of High-speed Traffic Classification 

  Each interface on AX4000 send packet to HITCAP 
directly at 14,879,910 Packet Rate(PPS). This test result 
shows that HITCAP platform guarantee good through result 
of packet processing evenly minimum size packet without loss.  

4.1.2 40Gbps Packet Forwarding and Filtering Test 
 
 We generate 20Gbps TCP traffic and 20Gbps UDP traffic 
from AX4000 into HITCAP. HITCAP receives 4 x 10Gbps 
traffic. HITCAP-HX card classify each packet by look-up 
TCAM memory. If input packet is TCP, HITCAP forward this 
traffic to network. But if input packet is UDP traffic HITCAP 
discard this traffic from network.  

 

Figure 9 Test Scenario of Packet Forwarding and Filtering 
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Figure 10Test Resultof Packet Forwarding and Filtering 

 Figure 10 shows the result of packet forwarding and 
filtering test(figure 9). Port 2 and Port 3 is connected rx and tx 
port each other. All sent packet from port 2 is blocked in port 
3 and all sent packet from port 3 is received in port 2.   Port 4 
and Port 5 is connected rx and tx port each other. All sent 
packet from port 4 is blocked in port 5 and all sent packet 
from port 5 is received in port 4. 

4.2 Deep Packet Inspection 
 In case of test for pattern matching on payload area, we 
make 1024 size packet into HITCAP chassis server. If TCP 
packet is received the HITCAP-HX do the packet forwarding 
for adequate port. If UDP packet is arrived, HITCAP-HX 
send it to HITCAP-TG card for Deep Packet Processing. 
Snort program which is implemented 25core of Tile-GX 
chip(A1) on HITCAP-TG show all area of payload data in 
packet. In our test Snort can handle 20Gbps traffic 
successfully. 

 
Figure 11 Test Scenario of High-speed Deep Packet 

Processing 

 Figure 11 shows the test traffic and the configuration of 
HITCAP Card. All input traffic classified on HITCAP-HX, if 
the input traffic is TCP this traffic is sent to network and if 
input traffic is UDP traffic then HITCAP-HX send this traffic 
to HITCAP-TG(2nd Board) for Deep Packet Processing.  

 In this test we use tilera GX pre-release chipset(A1) 
nowadays stable A2 chipset is supported from Tilera 
corporation. In view of HITCAP-TG all input traffic from 
AX4000 is received on xgbe1 and xgbe3 like figure 12.  

 We run Snort program with 25core of tiles from tile-GX 
chipset. It can handle almost 2*10Gbps traffic on real time. 

 

Figure 12 Test Result of High-speed Deep Packet Processing 

 

5 Conclusions 
 Mobile devices like a smart-phone, are more and more 
wide spread all of network. So the tele-communication 
provider wants to see the payload of each app and each 
application. User wants to know current the billing 
information of him. It can be done by rapid policy 
enforcement. This is we will design and implement 4-port 
10Gbps NIC for Network redundancy. It is needed to improve 
the stability and long-term safety for applying in commercial 
area. 
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Abstract - In this paper we describe the results of website 
audits and survey responses for organizations involved in the 
Australia Web Awards for 2011.  160 organizations entered 
their sites or sites they had developed as part of the awards, 
and in doing so were required to select the level of WCAG 
compliance for their site.  Audits conducted on these sites 
after the awards completion showed that very few of the 
entrants actually met their selected level of accessibility 
compliance, regardless of the organization type.  Survey 
responses from participating entrants in the AWA indicated 
that they were aware of the WCAG guidelines and various 
levels of compliance, and had experience in accessible design.  
Entrants also indicated knowledge of accessibility tools and 
methodologies, yet failed to produce sites with even 
rudimentary levels of accessibility.  The paper concludes that 
whilst the Australian government is moving towards a 
framework of mandatory accessibility, the developers and 
designers involved in this study still see accessibility as 
largely optional.. 

Keywords: Web accessibility, Compliance, Guidelines, 
Australia, Web, Awards. 

 

1 Introduction 
  Each year in Australia the Australia Web Awards 
recognize excellence in website design across a variety of 
categories and purposes.  Websites can be entered in one of 
nine categories, Personal, Ecommerce, Commercial, 
Government, Education, Culture & Events, Not for Profit, 
Innovation and Mobile.  Entrants are self nominating and 
their sites are judged in two stages; 

Stage 1 

• Site validation 

• Site performance 

• Accessibility Compliance 

• Responsive design compliance 

Stage 2 

• Visual design 

• Content 

• User experience 

• Development 

• Credibility 

• Accessibility 

The scoring system works on a lowest score is better 
approach, and those sites with the lowest scores progress 
from Stage 1 to Stage 2.  Judges are recruited from industry, 
government, universities and individuals with expertise and 
experience in the various judging categories.  The authors of 
this paper were judges in the 2011 Awards in the 
Accessibility and Development categories.   

This paper examines website accessibility issues associated 
with the 160 AWA 2011 entrants and their perception and 
understanding of website accessibility.  The timing of this 
research and the data from the AWA was considered 
opportune given the Australian government's adoption and 
implementation of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
2.0 as of 2010.  This adoption of the WCAG guidelines is 
laid out in the National Transition Strategy (NTS) [1, 2] and 
sets targets for all Australian Federal, State and Territory 
websites to meet WCAG 2.0 single A compliance by the end 
of 2012, and double A compliance by the end of 2014.  
Whilst these requirements do not apply to commercial and 
non government organizations, it will impact upon those 
organizations which design, implement and manage 
government based sites and services.  Given that the AWA 
2011 awards were conducted just over a year away from the 
2012 deadline, it was thought that data from the 2011 awards 
would help communicate a certain 'state of play' as to 
Australian organizations and their understanding and 
approaches to website accessibility.  

This research was conducted after the awards had been 
completed and winners announced.  Elements of this work 
build on that of Freire [3], though rather than just surveying 
participants about their attitudes to web accessibility, this 
paper offers data on developers and the level of compliance 
they actually selected for the websites they designed. 
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2 Data Collection 
 This research made use of a number of data sources for 
the results presented below, including; 

• a web based survey of entrant's views and understanding 
 of accessibility issues 

• each entrants claim against WCAG guidelines 

• automated audits of all 160 entrant's websites 

• manual audits of those websites that passed any level of 
 WCAG compliance. 

The survey and audits took place approximately eight weeks 
after the final winners of the 2011 AWA were announced. 
2.1 Recruitment and Participants 

Once the winners of the AWA 2011 awards had been 
announced the authors of this paper contacted the organizing 
committee of the AWA and requested that they assist in this 
research.  They were asked if they would send an invitation to 
participate to the 160 entrants from the authors, with the 
invitation containing a description of the research aims, 
assurances of anonymity and the contact details of the 
authors. The entrants who responded to the invitation and 
made contact with the authors were then sent a fuller 
description of the research aims of the project and a randomly 
generated identifying number which they entered when filling 
in a web based survey.  This number was linked to the name 
of the organization (or individual) so that each set of survey 
responses could be identified by the researchers, but de-
identified for any published research outcomes.  Participating 
entrants were assured of the de-identification of their 
organizational details for any resulting publications, and were 
also provided with contact details of a university Research 
Ethics officer who had been involved in the Ethics approval 
process for the research project. Participating entrants 
followed a URL to a web based survey which focused entirely 
on website accessibility.   

2.2 Web Survey 

 The web survey consisted of 29 questions covering 
entrant's organization type, web development experience (in 
terms of years), accessibility training, accessibility testing, 
tools and practices as well as their own definitions of the 
meaning of accessibility.  Some of the questions were 
adapted from previous research [4, 5] and were thus 
considered field tested.  None of the questions were 
mandatory, so in some cases respondents could choose not to 
answer some of the survey questions.  The survey questions 
included open-ended and closed responses, Likert-scale and 
multiple choice options.  The primary aim of the survey was 
to provide context to the results of the site audits compared to 
the WCAG compliance claims of each of the entrants.  Given 
the nature of the recruitment process and the opt-in approach 
to survey participation, it was expected that of the 160 AWA 

entrants, perhaps 20-30 might complete the survey 
component of the research.  However, in the end only six of 
the surveys were completed at the time of writing, and as a 
result, while occasional references will be made to survey 
data, it will not be presented in this paper. 

2.3 AWA Data 

 The AWA committee provided the list of all 160 
entrants in the 2011 awards, including the type, name and 
URL of each organization and their website as well as their 
self selected level of WCAG compliance.  This data was 
useful for a number of reasons, including compliance 
checking and patterns as to which types of organizations 
chose what type of WCAG compliance (if any).  The URL 
for each site was used to inform the automated and manual 
audits of the AWA entrants.  The breakdown of organization 
type is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Breakdown of organization types 

Organization Type Number 

Commercial (C) 45 

Culture and Events 
(CE) 

17 

Ecommerce (EC) 27 

Education (ED) 10 

Government (G) 20 

Innovation (I) 12 

Not For Profit (NFP) 20 

Mobile (M) 6 

Personal (P) 3 
 

It is perhaps not surprising that the Commercial and 
Ecommerce categories were amongst the largest as these 
represented large organizations or website developers 
wishing to receive industry recognition for their online 
presence. 

2.4 Website Audits 

 Each of the 160 websites was audited using SortSite, an 
automated accessibility testing tool developed by 
PowerMapper Software.  SortSite is a client side rather than 
cloud based testing tool that checks all levels of WCAG 1A 
through 2AAA as well as US Section 508.  SortSite was 
selected for this research as the authors have used it 
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extensively due to its strong reporting capabilities and 
perceived accuracy [2, 4, 5].   

In a longer term study full manual audits would also have 
been conducted alongside the automated SortSite testing, 
however time constraints did not permit this approach.  
Manual audits were conducted, but only on those sites that 
were identified by SortSite as meeting a given WCAG level 
of compliance.  This was done so as to ensure that the 
automated tool was not returning false positives.  All sites 
were also run through the World Wide Web Consortium's 
(W3C) HTML validation tool to check for any issues of 
compliance to standard HTML coding conventions. 

3 Results 
 Results from the WCAG compliance claims are shown 
below in Table 2.  The first column in Table 2 shows the 
abbreviated name of the organization type, with the following 
columns showing the level of WCAG compliance each of the 
organizations selected for their site during their entry 
submission process.  The Commercial (C) organizations show 
WCAG compliance selections across the board, with 35% 
indicating no level of compliance as the most common 
selection.  WCAG 2.0 single A, the NTS target for 2012, 
received only 17% of the selections by Commercial 
organizations.  Aside from the ‘None’ selection, it did appear 
that the Commercial organizations did favor the WCAG 2.0 
compliance levels over the now outdated 1.0 options.   

The Culture and Entertainment (CE) organizations also 
indicated ‘None’ as their preferred WCAG compliance 
selection, with 47% of the organizations choosing that option.  
When looking at the remainder of the CE responses, WCAG 
1.0 received slightly more selections than the WCAG 2.0 
options, with nothing selected at the WCAG 2.0 single A 
level. 

Table 2:  Organization type WCAG compliance claim 

 
None 1A 1A

A 
1AA

A 
2A 2A

A 
2AA

A 

C 16 1 3 2 8 6 1 

CE 8 4 1 0 0 3 1 

EC 6 3 1 0 3 7 7 

ED 2 2 0 1 1 4 0 

G 4 5 0 0 3 6 2 

I 4 2 3 1 1 1 0

M 4 1 0 0 0 1 0

NF
P 

5 5 4 0 0 5 1 

P 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
 

The Ecommerce (EC) organizations showed a greater 
tendency towards the WCAG 2.0 compliance options, with 
WCAG 2AA and WCAG 2AAA being selected most by the 
Ecommerce providers (26% respectively).  The Ecommerce 
organizations were those that not only had a web presence, 
but conducted a majority of their business through the web.  
These numbers could perhaps be explained by these 
organizations having the web as their primary interface to 
their customers, and that they should not only know that the 
WCAG 2.0 options are the most industry relevant, but that 
WCAG 2.0 AA and above would be needed for successful 
transactional websites.  Whilst there was too little survey data 
returned to support this thesis conclusively, given the 
organizational type and levels of compliance selected, it is at 
least plausible.  The Education (ED) organizations had 
WCAG 2.0 AA as their most selected level of compliance 
(40%), with only 20% selecting ‘None’.  Interestingly, only 
one of the 10 educational organizations was a government 
run school, a school which will fall under the tenants of the 
NTS and WCAG 2A compliance by the end of 2012.  The 
school in question selected WCAG 1AAA as their selected 
level of compliance but did not even achieve WCAG 1A, 
leaving considerable room for improvement before the end of 
2012.   

The Government (G) organizations saw WCAG 2AA as the 
most popular selection (30%) followed by 25% selecting 
WCAG 1A.  As one might expect for government sites 
working within the NTS framework, WCAG 2.0 options 
were more prevalent than 1.0.  After the Ecommerce 
organizations, Government had the highest number of 
selections in the WCAG 2AAA level of compliance, a level 
they most certainly did not obtain.  The Innovation (I) 
organizations had ‘None’ (33%) as their most common 
compliance selection followed by WCAG 1AA.  Whilst these 
organizations were defined as those being 'innovative' they 
did not seem to apply that approach to their accessibility 
compliance, with fully half of their selections coming from 
the dated WCAG 1.0 options.  The Mobile (M) organizations 
had only six entrants overall, with four of those six (66%) 
choosing ‘None’ as their level of accessibility compliance.  
Given the nature of developing mobile technologies and the 
uneven spread of accessibility tools available to mobile 
platforms, this is perhaps an understandable outcome, 
certainly as of 2011/2012.  The Not For Profit (NFP) 
organizations had 25% selecting None as their level of 
compliance, with 25% selecting 1A and another 25% 
selecting 2AA.  Overall these organizations leaned towards to 
WCAG 1.0 end of the compliance scale.  Finally, the 
Personal (P) category was for individuals wishing to enter 
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their own sites for AWA 2011 judgment.  There were only 
three entrants in this category, with two of the three selecting 
2AA as their compliance level and the other selecting 1A.    

Having discussed the breakdown of organization types and 
their claims for accessibility compliance, the results of the 
audits against those claims can be examined.  Basically, of 
the 160 entrants, only two actually met or exceeded their 
selected level of compliance.  One of the organizations was in 
the Ecommerce category, selecting and passing WCAG 1A, 
whilst the other organization was a Not for Profit, also 
selecting and passing WCAG 1A.  Two Commercial 
organizations that selected ‘None’ as their compliance level 
did in fact pass WCAG 1A, with one of them just a few small 
errors short of WCAG 2A.  Overall 17 (15.3%) of the 111 
sites that had selected a compliance level passed WCAG 1A, 
with two of those also passing WCAG 2A.  However, as 
these results indicate, only 1.8% of the entrants in the AWA 
2011 actually met the level of compliance they indicated as 
part of their entry.  This would seem to paint a bleak picture 
of the prescience of web accessibility in the processes and 
priorities of Australian organizations with a Web interface to 
the general public.  

Whilst space does not permit a full discussion if the survey 
responses and audit results, it is worth looking at some of the 
most common types of compliance issues to arise during the 
audit of these sites.  The following figures do not represent 
every single error present in each site merely that at least one 
error existed at that level. 

3.1 WCAG 2.0 A Errors 

Looking at the WCAG 2 single A priority level, we see that 
this fundamental level of accessibility compliance caused the 
entrants in the AWA 2011 some issues.   

3.1.1 Guideline 1: Perceivable 

Guideline 1.1.1 refers to text alternatives.  Of the 160 
entrants, 128 had a minimum of one page that failed this 
point.  Given the automated nature of the testing tool used, 
these errors would be indicated when an image did not have 
an associated alt text value or where that alt text value 
contained a reference to a file extension, such as .jpg or .gif.  
This typically occurs where developers have used automated 
site design tools that automatically add text alternatives to 
images, using the image’s filename as the default value, such 
as; 

<img src=”AAfilepic16.jpg” alt=” AAfilepic16.jpg” />  

Such use of the alt text approach visually tells visually 
impaired users little if anything about the content and purpose 
of the image.  Significantly more errors would have been 
identified in a manual audit of the pages in question. For 
example, 1.1.1 requires that the alternative text adequately 

describes the information visually displayed.  An image that 
stated ‘woman on the phone’ would not convey the 
information that this is a picture of the call centre and would 
be better to state ‘our new state-of-the-art call centre is open 
to assist you’.  Also alternative text is often provided for 
decorative images that should be ignored by screen readers by 
use of the null attribute (alt=””) and is often provided as 
alt=”bullet” or similar.  A manual audit would highlight many 
instances of redundant textual information which would also 
fail 1.1.1.  An example of this is often found in providing 
alternative text for an image and then having the same text in 
the accompanying textual information (alt=”Our Call Centre” 
<p>Our Call Centre...</p>).  This causes the information to 
be read to the user twice which is confusing and time-
wasting.  In such a case, the image would be more efficiently 
encapsulated with the text and provided with a null attribute. 
As stated, the information provided in this analysis only 
relates to those errors located with automated testing and 
serve only as a baseline estimate of the errors in the websites. 

Items that generally appear under Guideline 1.3.1 Information 
and Relationships relate to forms and labels, tables, lists, and 
structure (headings).  This category had one of the highest 
rates of errors (135 out of 160).  Correctly structured web 
pages make it possible for users to navigate through the page 
via the use of the headings, understand the structure of the 
page and locate the desired section.  It assists the user to fill 
in a form through the correct use of form labels and their 
programmatic association with the form field. Tables should 
be used for data purposes (rather than layout) and correctly 
structured with headings and summaries.  Where a table is 
used for layout purposes (not considered best practice), there 
are no table headings or summaries, thereby allowing the 
screen reader to ignore the use of the table features. These 
functions are level A criteria because of their necessity for the 
user’s interaction with the web page. 

Guideline 1.4.3 relates to the minimum colour contrast which 
is easily checked via the Web Accessibility Toolbar [6] via 
the link to the Colour Contrast Analyzer application.  The 
minimum colour contrast for normal sized text is 4.5:1.  
There were 75 websites where the colour contrast failed this 
test.  In practice, the automated tools do not locate the 
majority of issues of colour contrast which is usually set in 
the CSS.  Our experience has shown that many websites have 
at least one issue of colour contrast causing it to fail this 
criterion.  There were also 46 websites that used colour 
inappropriately e.g. “Click on the red button”, or where errors 
on form fields that require correction are indicated only by 
way of colour such as highlighting without additional textual 
clues. 

Guideline 1.4.4 requires that the content of a web page may 
be resized by either the browser (zoom or text size options) or 
a provided feature on the web page.  There were 130 
instances of failures in this category which would require 
manual verification.  In many instances the text can be 
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enlarged by using the browser zoom feature or Ctl++, but will 
only work in some sections of the page – e.g. main text but 
not within forms. 

3.1.2 Guideline 2: Operable 

For Guidelines 2.1 (Keyboard accessible), there were 40 
pages that contained problems for the keyboard user to access 
all of the functions of the web page (2.1.1), including 10 
instances of keyboard traps (2.1.2). A failure in 2.1.2 is a 
critical Level A failure point causing a whole page to fail 
compliance.  These are areas where the user can get into a 
function of the page, but is unable to get out again. This is 
often the case with keyboard controls for multimedia features. 

There were 115 instances where there was a lack of ability to 
bypass blocks of text (2.4.1).  This is a necessity for the 
keyboard or screen reader user and is usually provided by 
way of skip links (skip to main content, skip navigation etc.), 
and/or properly structured headings.  The user can bring up a 
list of headings and choose the heading they would like, 
thereby skipping blocks of text (navigation normally) that is 
repeated on every page. 

Guideline 2.4.2 refers to page titles.  There were 134 
instances of sites with errors in this category.  A page without 
a title or a page that has the same title as another page would 
prompt the automated tools to identify an error in this 
category.  Again, a manual audit would undoubtedly locate 
many more errors, as the guideline requires that the title 
adequately describes the page content or purpose. 

There were 104 errors in category 2.4.4 which refers to the 
provision of link text (in context).  At this level, the designer 
may use ‘read more’ etc., but only in context such as within a 
sentence or paragraph which can be programmatically 
determined.  If the link is provided on a new line the 
automated tools will identify it as an error.  Best practice 
would suggest that links never be labeled in this manner as 
the screen reader user routinely requests a full listing of the 
links on a page as a more efficient method to locate required 
information.  If a page had links displaying ‘read more’, even 
in context and thereby passing this criterion, the screen reader 
would see a list showing all links as ‘read more’ with no 
additional information.  This would require the user to click 
on each link to find out where it goes.  Guideline 2.4.9 which 
is a AAA requirement states that the link should make sense 
in or out of context and is often referred to as ‘best practice’. 

Guideline 2.2.2 requires that wherever there is a moving 
image (e.g. a slide carousel) that there is a provision to pause, 
stop or hide the moving feature.  25 of the web sites had 
features that failed this criterion.  This is a critical Level A 
failure point, W3C state that a failure in this issue would 
cause a whole page to fail compliance. 

3.1.3 Guideline 3: Understandable 

One of the most common errors in this category is the failure 
to set the language attribute (3.1.1) for each page.  A total of 
75 of the websites had at least one failure in this category 
which is a simple item to remedy.  Failure to set the language 
attribute makes it difficult for the screen reader to identify the 
pronunciation of the words on the page.  The AA requirement 
of setting the language of parts of the page requires that 
where a section of the page has information in another 
language (e.g. a block quote) that this information is provided 
at the start of this section. 

3.1.4 Guideline 4: Robust 

This section covers just two points, both of which are Level 
A criteria – parsing (code validation) and name, role, value 
(refers to the necessity for the name and role to be 
programmatically determined).  In all, 105 of the 160 
websites had a failure in code validation.  The W3C provide a 
free validation service which can be accessed from the W3C 
service, and the Web Accessibility Toolbar[6] also provides a 
link to this same service.  Automated tools are generally 
accurate in identifying these errors as they use the W3C 
validation service. 

A common error in 4.1.2 (name, role, value) is where there 
are no label elements to associate the text labels with the form 
controls or a title has not been used in cases where a label is 
not possible.  There were 117 of the 160 websites with errors 
in this category. 

3.1.5 Critical Errors 

WCAG 2.0 identifies four criterions that can interfere with a 
user’s ability to use the whole page.  These are: 

1.4.2. Audio Control 

2.1.2. No Keyboard Trap 

2.2.2. Pause/Stop/Hide 

2.3.1. Three flashes or below threshold 

The automated checking of the websites in this research 
showed that 1 website had an issue with 1.4.2, 10 had issues 
with 2.1.2, and 25 had issues with 2.2.2.  None of the 
websites had an issue with 2.3.1.    The fact that 16% of the 
websites had errors in 2.2.2 (pause/stop/hide) is a concern 
due to the problems that are encountered by users with 
moving text.  The Understanding WCAG 2.0 document 
states: 

Content that moves or auto-updates can be a barrier to 
anyone who has trouble reading stationary text quickly as 
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well as anyone who has trouble tracking moving objects. It 
can also cause problems for screen readers. 

Moving content can also be a severe distraction for some 
people. Certain groups, particularly those with attention 
deficit disorders, find blinking content distracting, making 
it difficult for them to concentrate on other parts of the Web 
page. Five seconds was chosen because it is long enough to 
get a user's attention, but not so long that a user cannot 
wait out the distraction if necessary to use the page.[7] 

3.2 Discussion 

The site audits and the AWA 2011 entrants selected 
accessibility compliance presented in the previous sections 
paint a somewhat contradictory picture. Nearly 70% of the 
AWA 2011 entrants selected their work as being accessible to 
some level of WCAG compliance, though in the end less than 
2% of them actually met their specified targets.  It is difficult 
to draw conclusions as to which particular type of 
organization examined in this study is more accessibility 
conscious when so few organizations demonstrated any real 
accessibility acumen.  Though the survey responses were 
limited in number (and thus not addressed here), the few 
responses did allude to organizations being aware of website 
accessibility guidelines and the need for compliance to such 
guidelines.  The organizations even seemed to indicate a solid 
grasp of the technical processes of website testing and what 
tools are used for what purpose.   

However, the above results show that for the most part 
accessible website design is still considered as mostly 
optional in the Australian developer community, or at least 
those represented in this study.    Sloan [8]  et al state in their 
2006 (p 121) study of disappointing web content accessibility 
is that “while still a factor, a lack of awareness of the 
importance of accessibility amongst Web developers and site 
commissioners is no longer the predominant issue.  A key 
challenge is the effective and appropriate implementation of 
accessible Web design techniques”.  In the years since 
Sloan’s study, it appears that not a great deal has changed, 
certainly in the Australian web design landscape.  Results 
from this study would indicate that the entrants in the AWA 
2011 did appear to have a solid awareness of the need for 
website accessibility, and certainly indicated an 
understanding of the appropriate tools and techniques 
required to achieve accessibility compliance.  What appeared 
to be missing was the interaction of awareness and technique 
leading to accessibility compliance, as demonstrated in by the 
WCAG 2.0 compliance issues covered in Section 3.1. 

It could be argued the representative group of site owners and 
developers presented in this paper do have an awareness of 
web accessibility guidelines and techniques, and that 
awareness has not lead to adoption.  Harper [9] discusses 
technology adoption timelines and concludes that 
technologies will be adopted when there is a compulsion to 

do so, in this case, a compulsion by site owners and 
developers.  Whilst many of the 160 AWA 2011 entrants 
featured HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, AJAX, CMS solutions 
and links to social media tools, apparently adoption of 
WCAG guidelines was not considered a core technology 
requirement.  Accessibility appears to lack the ‘wow factor’ 
of these other immersive, visual and aural technologies. 

The research of Loiacono [10] examined some of the factors 
which may influence large organizations not achieving 
appropriate levels of accessibility compliance.  These factors 
included technical difficulty, experience levels, standards not 
being useful due to rapidity of technological change and 
financial factors.  It seems likely that some of these factors 
might have impacted on the results of this current study, 
whether the respondents were aware of it or not. To a certain 
degree this study assumed a level of accessibility practice, 
due in large to 70% of the AWA 2011 entrants selecting 
some level of accessibility compliance.  To that end the web 
survey did not explore reasons for non compliance, but rather 
reasons and methods for compliance. 

4 Limitations of the Study 
The primary limitation of this study was the poor response 
rate to the web survey component, with only six of 160 
respondents to the survey providing responses.  To that end 
the core focus of the data presented in this paper is the 
compliance levels selected by each of the AWA 2011 entrants 
and their actual level of achieved compliance as a result of 
automated and manual audits.  Whilst the survey data was not 
discussed in the limited space available to this paper, the six 
respondents did speak positively and knowledgeably about 
accessibility, and in their own perceptions, saw themselves as 
accessibility practitioners. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper shows the results of a single study but one which 
fits in a broader group of studies looking at how Australian 
organizations, such as business, government, university and 
not for profit are moving towards a website accessibility 
compliance mindset.  This paper is essentially a report card 
on Australian organizations which develop or own websites 
which are the primary interface to their clients and the 
general public.  As Australia heads into an era of the NTS 
and its impact on the country's government and aligned 
organizations, it seemed opportune to take a snapshot of the 
Australian web community (in this case represented by the 
AWA 2011 field).  Just as  Kane's [11] university report card 
and Loiacono's [10] initial study of Fortune 100 organizations 
revealed extremely poor website accessibility compliance in 
those sectors, this study reports that Australian web 
businesses have much work to do in order to achieve the very 
compliance goals they set for themselves.  Many chose the 
low hanging fruit by selecting outdated WCAG 1.0 levels of 
compliance, whilst others aimed high at WCAG 2 AAA.  For 
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all but the minority of organizations in this study the results 
were failure.  Whilst the full reasoning for this remains 
elusive due to small numbers of survey respondents, it 
appears that for now, Australian web developers are 
committed to website accessibility, compliance optional. 
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Abstract - In this paper, a cost saving based allocation 
strategy for infrastructure resource allocation is proposed to 
support the business service in cloud computing environment.  
In a typical enterprise cloud system, it needs the capability to 
automatically allocate resources by matching resource 
requirements upon resource availability, while taking both 
load-balance and cost saving into account.  On the 
foundation of base allocation strategy which is focus on only 
load-balance consideration, we propose a series of steps by 
using normalize both workload and cost value of 
infrastructure resource to enhance the base strategy taking 
the consideration of cost saving. These steps lead to an 
improved resource allocation strategy aiming balancing the 
workload and keeping operational cost low. 

Keyword: cloud computing, resource allocation, load-
balance, cost saving, normalization 

1 Introduction 
The technology of “Cloud” has been an active research 

topic in recently years. Cloud computing is a model for 
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access 
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can 
be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction [1]. The 
Cloud model has one of essential characteristics: cloud 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). This model provides the 
capability (resources) for processing, storage, networks, and 
other fundamental computing requests without managing the 
underlying cloud infrastructure by a resource requestor 
himself. In most cloud computing systems, the infrastructure 
resources are loosely coupled and distributed. What’s more, 
with the popularity of cloud computing concept, the 
virtualization is applied as one of essential technologies to 
build cloud infrastructure. To leverage the virtualization, 
service providers is able to build up cloud computing 

platforms not only with less investments but also fully 
utilizing existing infrastructure capacities. These technologies 
enable different services to run in a virtually isolated 
environment and allow resources that are allocated to these 
services to scale up and down upon demands transparently 
and seamlessly [1][2][6][10].  

These benefits of cloud computing attract more 
enterprises to migrate their internal/external services or 
applications to cloud platforms, the departments of cloud 
computing service provider (CSP) in these enterprises expand 
their data center capacities to accommodate this trend. The 
consumption of power in CSPs’ data centers has increased 
400% over the past decade [4]. In addition, some devices such 
as hard disks are the most vulnerable parts in such 
infrastructure, and the majority of hardware 
failure/replacement is due to hard disks [9]. Such 
infrastructure operation and maintenance would account 
considerable expenses. Even worse, data centers’ carbon 
emissions continue to increase at a fast speed. Thus, it is 
important to consider the maintenance cost along with the 
power consumption of servers in order for CSPs to find a way 
to reduce the operational costs [7]. 

In this paper, a solution for infrastructure resource 
allocation in cloud computing system is proposed. The 
proposed methodology can be used to support the applications 
related to cloud computing, specifically in the infrastructure 
resource management, and to provide the capability of 
automatically allocating resources while taking the business 
objective such as load-balance of the utilization as well as the 
minimization of operational cost into account.  

 The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
proposes the model for the infrastructure resource allocation 
problem and presents the idea of basic allocation strategy as 
the based methodology to be improved. Section 3 introduces 
an enhanced strategy to involving in cost saving 
consideration in the allocation process. Section 4 presents the 
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computational experiments for the purpose of comparing 
these two strategies. The paper is concluded with section 5. 

2 Problem description 
2.1 Model for business objective 

In a typical enterprise cloud system, it needs the 
capability to automatically allocate resources by matching 
resource requirements upon the availability of resources, 
while taking both workload-balance and cost saving into 
account.  Here is a sample for snapshot list of servers in cloud 
system data center [7]:  

Table 1: the list of servers in cloud system 
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#0 1 4 1.0 8.0 3.5 2.1 
#1 3 8 0.5 16.0 5.6 6.3 
#2 2 16 2.0 12.0 7.5 4.5 
# i 1 4 1.5 4.0 2.5 1.7 
… … …   … … 

 

As shown in the list, a server’s computational power is 
consist of CPU units and Memory size, and each server has 
its own operational cost when it is running. A general request 
to a CSP of a company, when a new task arrives the data 
center, the data center should allocate resources in order to 
meet the service requirement while taking the following 
business objectives into account: a) the load-balance, 
specifically the workload variance cross the servers in the 
data center should be as low as possible; b) cost saving, 
namely the cost sum of assigned servers should be kept 
lowest whenever it is possible. Here a weighted function may 
be introduced to make the trade-off of these two factors 
impacting the allocation decisions. Let define the weighted 
objective function to be    , , , where  is for 
variance,  for cost, and  for the vector of weight values. 

In the following, a model is proposed, which simplifies a 
bit the real problems encountered in the resource allocation 
for real cloud computing applications. Assume each server  
whose workload could be summarized to a value   
representing the occupancy of computing power by 
quantifying the workload of CPU, Memory and other devices 
with experience functions. The same principle may be applied 
to the cost consideration, where the resultant costs sue to the 

resource allocation could be represented by a value . Let the 
indexes (i.e. , , , , ) stand for the identification of the 
server . Suppose in a cloud system data center (E) contains 
k servers in total ( , , … , and a candidate set (CS) 
contains some specified servers , … , , which is 
ready to assign task as the optimal result set to meet the 
incoming task requirements and business 
objectives. [3][5][7][8] The allocation process could be 
described as follows expression: based on a specified 
allocation strategy, sorting out a candidate set (CS) of the 
se  rvers from a cloud system (E):  

 , , …  , … ,   0    (1) 

2.2 Base Allocation Solution 
The base allocation solution, which is also called 

Variance-Only Strategies, is a greedy algorithm designed to 
satisfy only variance-balance consideration depending on 
each server’s occupancy value [11]. To minimize the variance 
of occupancy of the system using the principle of this “greedy 
algorithm”, the BAS always chooses the server that has the 
least occupancy at the current step of allocation and assign 
task to it. 

Define  to be the total number of servers in a data 
center with each server having occupancy of , and let   be 
the average occupancy of all servers.  

To meet the business goal for load-balance, the following 
objective function should be minimized:  

  ∑    (2), where ∑
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We can apply Lagrangian relaxation to generate an 
auxiliary function, and calculate the first-order partial 
derivatives of   that should be equal to zero in order to 
achieve an extreme value. 
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The solution is trial, and when       n ,  ∑    is minimal, and therefore,   ∑    is the optimal solution. 
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It is proved that the average value n is the key threshold 
value. Let ,  be the set of occupancy of K servers 
that is divided into two components:  is subset of the 
occupancy is below the average value  while  is the one 
above ,  . Now assume that there is a request 
with R units to be assigned to servers evenly. Let the current 
variance be  , then after allocation the average value 
becomes:  . 

If all servers participate in allocation process,  ∑  –     ∑   . 

If only  is involved in the allocation process,   ∑  ′ ∑  ′  ). Now we 

can compare it with    ∑    ∑    , an additional constrain is  ,  to ensure 
the consistency of the servers both subsets contained after the 
allocation. 

  ~|       |1     | (4) 

   ,  , 0 1  ∑   ∑  .  

   ~   (5) 

   0 1  ∑  ′∑    .  

Again assume the task requires  0  resources. Let 
the occupancies of servers be , … , , … , , … , , 
which is sorted by occupancy value in ascending order. i.e., 
( … … , and  be the average value 
of the set. Following the derivation   , the servers 
whose occupancy is below  are the favorable to be chosen 
for the allocation. To evaluate this allocation strategy, let 
variance  be the one resulted from choosing the least-
occupancy  to assign task while  be the variance resulted 
from c t bhoosing any o her availa le server : … / .  / .    0.   .  

The conclusions drawn based on the above discussion are: 
a) the average occupancy value in the system n is the key 
threshold value. The server whose occupancy is less than 
average value is more favorable to be assigned to task, and b) 
the BAS with greedy algorithm idea could gain the optimal 
solution of minimizing workload variance by always assign 
task to the current least-occupancy server in once allocation 
process. 

3 Cost optimization strategy 
In this section, we are going to discuss the allocation 

strategy that takes the server operational cost factors into 
account. In a typical enterprise cloud computing system, the 
power cost and maintenance cost for a specified server could 
be considered as static attributions comparing to its 
constantly changing occupancy. In other words, the 
occupancy and cost for one server are two independent 
factors in this system. As a matter of factor, in order to 
consider workload balance and cost saving during the 
allocation process, the solution methodology needs to make a 
comprehensive evaluation for the 2-dimentional problem in 
the system, which in turn complicates the solution procedure. 
In order to avoid the compromise in the efficiency in solving 
the problem, a Cost Optimization Strategy (COS) is proposed 
that reuses the fundamental ideas of BAS and enhances the 
BAS by considering the operational cost during the allocation 
process. The proposed method reduces the problem’s 
dimensionality by normalizing the cost and occupancy index. 
The normalized cost value as modification factor combining 
the actual operational cost and occupancy transfers a 2-
di o a 1-dimentional problem mentional problem int,     

[5]: 

  
3.1 Algorithm Steps 

Supposing in a data center each server  has an instant 
occupancy  and the fixed cost , where  , . 
We will organize these occupancy and cost values into 2 sets:   { , , … , },  { , , … }. The algorithm can 
be described as the following steps: 

1. Calculate normalize standard value  for  and 

 for , using normalization formula   µ , where 
 stands for each individual value  or ,  is average value, 

and  is the unbiased variance for both set  and  .The 
result ,   could be added since they are dimensionless. 
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2. Calculate the modified normalized occupancy , by 
using the amendment function with parameters   and 
weight factor  :       0 . 

3. Restore the modified occupancy to a dimension unit 
by using linear transform  ’ ’    , here  is 
the average value of set  and   is the unbiased variance 
value of set  . Furthermore, the modified  ’  should be 
limited within the allowed range: if  ’ , set  

, if ’ , set . 

4. Use  with modified occupancies  ’ instead of the 
 to join the allocation process, and allocate resources by 

using BAS discussed above.  

Whe  using COS, the proce s (1  coul  be update as: , , …n s ) d   , … ,  0
). (6)  

The ’  stands for server  with modified occupancy, 
and indexes (i.e. , , , , ) are for the identification of the 
server  . 

A n bvnd the following conclusio s are o ious: 

If     0  ’   ’  
If   0  ’   ’  . 

When the cost needs to be considered during the 
allocation process, based on the transformation we are able to 
see that a server with less cost would get a reduced modified 
occupancy value than its original one. According to the 
principle of BAS, the server with lower occupancy should has 
higher possibility to join the candidate set (CS), therefore, 
these low-cost servers could be likely picked to participate 
the allocation process. On the contrasts, a server with a higher 
cost would get an increased modified occupancy value, and it 
will be less likely picked for participating in the allocation 
procedure. 

The weight  is designed as a bias ratio for the modified 
trade-off between occupancy consideration and cost 
consideration. The higher the weight w is, the bigger 
influence on cost side has. When  approaches to 0, the COS 
would be degenerated to BAS. In a typical enterprise system 

 is a variable that can be adjusted in different allocation 
processes to satisfy different business occasions and/or needs. 

3.2 Enhancement 

In COS, each server will update its actual occupancy , 
and use  to join in resource allocation process. If the 
solution method evaluates the occupancy index only, then 
some servers with actual higher occupancy could be assigned 
to process the requests from the task for cloud computing 
services that might cause variance deterioration. That means 
comparing to BAS, the variance after allocation would be 
getting worse by using COS. The detail data is demonstrated 
on the section of experiment. 

To overcome this potential problem, the measure on 
generating   phase should be improved. Since the average 
occupancy value  is the key threshold value, in the step of 
restoring occupancy   we will use  as the upper/lower 
limit of the allowance range. Let  O , we set the 
feasible range of   to be  ,  if the actual 
value   , and set the feasible range of   to be  ,  if the actual value   . This extra 
constraint may avoid ’ seriously departing from the actual 
value   by modifying itself with a great or small cost value 
with the goal of reducing the degree of variance deterioration. 

4 Experiment 
Using Monte Carlo method we created a set of data to 

simulate the scenarios of allocating resources in a cloud 
computing environment, and these corresponding problems 
were solved by BAS and COS respectively. The initial status 
(occupancy) for each server in the experiment was selected 
randomly between 0 and 100 and the operational cost is 
randomly distributed between 1 and 5.   

Two experiments have been carried out. Experiment A 
shows how the operational costs are taken care during the 
allocation process by either BAS or COS. Experiment B 
presents the comparison of results (cost vs. workload balance) 
achieved by these two strategies. In order to fairly evaluate 
the efficiencies of the strategies in the computational 
experiments, the results are drawn from the average value 
derived from the results obtained based on 30-time repeated 
executions of the allocation process. The main parameters 
used in the computational experiment are: 

R: request-total resource ratio, which indicates the rate 
relationship between the amounts of resources for which one 
single incoming cloud computing service task requests and 
the whole system own. E.g. 1:100 means the resource 
quantity required by a task is the one-hundredth of the whole 
system has. 
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w: weight used for the cost modification.  When COS is 
employed, at the step on superposition of normalized values, 
the modified normalized value of occupancy of each server is 
determined by adding its normalized cost value multiplied by 
the specified weight value. 

4.1 Experiment A 
In this experiment, we investigate the results that are 

impacted by different R, where w in the experiment is fixed 
as 0.5. 

Table 2: result in experiment A 
R 1:100 1:500 1:1000 1:2000

BAS Cost Sum 81.23 101.02 103.67 112.99

COS Cost Sum 68.65 82.20 80.02 88.62 

Cost Improvement 15.48% 18.63% 22.81% 21.57%

 
Fig. 1: result in experiment A in bar chart 

The result shown in the bar chart demonstrates that 
comparing to BAS algorithm, COS is able to achieve the 
allocations with lower operational costs. Based upon the 
listed result, COS can achieve superior outcomes for all 
values of parameter R. 

4.2 Experiment B  
In this experiment, we generate two identical systems 

that will be used for the computational experiments of COS 
and BAS respectively. We choose different w values to 
investigate the efficiency of COS. We compare the results 
obtained by COS and BAS based on the following 
characteristics: 

a). Percent of Cost Improvement  

b). Percent of Variance Deterioration  

c). Percent of Cost Improvement with varied weight: the 
value from a) multiplied by the specified weight w. 

The following computational experiment results comes 
from the execution with R = 1:100.  

Table 3: result in experiment B, R = 1:100, unit: % 
W 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
Cost 
Improvement 3.22 11.04 16.89 24.33 37.20

Variance 
Deterioration 0.21 1.20 4.13 7.89 11.80

Cost 
Improvement 
*Weight 

0.32 2.76 8.45 18.25 37.20
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Fig. 2: result in experiment B in line chart, R = 1:100 

The following computational experiments result comes 
from the execution R = 1:1000.  

Table 4: result in experiment B, R = 1:1000, unit: % 
Weight 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Cost Improvement 6.52 11.34 26.23 32.66 45.01

Variance 
Deterioration 0.03 0.16 0.60 1.03 1.47

Cost Improvement 
*Weight 0.65 2.84 13.12 24.50 45.01

 

1:100 1:500 1:1000 1:2000

BAS Cost COS Cost

Cost 
Improvement

Variance 
Deterioration

Cost 
Improvement 
*Weight
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Fig. 3: result in experiment B in line chart, R = 1:1000 

According to the results shown in the tables and the line 
charts we can find that the line for Cost Improvement  
Weight is always above on the line for Variance Deterioration. 
The outcomes demonstrate the following conclusions: a) The 
advantages on cost reduction is far more obvious than the 
disadvantages on variance change via COS. b) the efficiency 
of COS is directly proportional to w (  0,1 ), and 
inversely proportional to R. 

 Based on the results of all computational experiment 
listed above and other computational experiments we 
conducted, the Cost Optimization Strategy (COS) is proven to 
be able to effectively make the tradeoff decisions during the 
resource allocation to consider  both workload-balance and 
cost saving. In the real work applications, an enterprise cloud 
computing system has vast computing power and huge 
amount of servers, the request-total resource ration  would 
be a tiny value, therefore, in actually practice, the COS will 
yield more satisfactory outcomes. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we present first a model to address the 

problem of infrastructure resource allocation in cloud 
computing systems in order to provide the service of 
automatically allocating resources. The allocation procedure 
takes the overall workload-balance and allocation costs into 
account. After the model is introduced, we propose the 
solution methodology, Cost Optimization Strategy, aims 
enhancing Base Allocation Strategy to consider the allocation 
costs in addition to the workload balance. Computational 
experiments are conducted to validate the proposed methods. 

Based on the experiment results, the Cost Optimization 
Strategy is proven to be capable to make allocation decisions 
effectively by considering both workload balance and 
allocation costs when a cloud computing request is processed. 
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Abstract - DDS(Data Distribution Service) is the messaging 
middleware for data centric publish/subscribe communication. 
However, DDS isn’t suitable for devices with limited 
computing resources such as smart phones or sensors because 
of the size of DDS. In order to overcome this limitation, we 
propose the DDS Bridge which is enables small devices 
without DDS middleware to communicate with devices with 
DDS. DDSB makes DDS interwork with the any IP based-
communication protocols. Therefore, DDSB can efficiently use 
DDS in ubiquitous environment. 

Keywords: DDS; bridge; gateway 

 

1 Introduction 
  In a ubiquitous environment, many devices form a 
domain and exchange data. In this environment, users use the 
N:N communication method among devices participated in 
the domain, and it is more efficient than the server/client 
communication method. OMG(Object Management Group) 
specified DDS which can dynamically form a domain and use 
publish/subscribe communication methods[1,2]. 

 DDS has many capabilities such as 
publication/subscription of messages, control of the 
QoS(Quality of Service) and Discovery to find nodes address. 
Therefore, devices need memory and desktop-scale 
processing power for running DDS. However devices which 
are used in ubiquitous environment such as smart phones or 
sensor nodes generally have small scale resources. So, DDS 
middleware is not suitable for such devices. 

 In order to overcome this limitation, TinyDDS which is 
to use publish/subscribe function in the wireless sensor 
networks has been proposed[3]. TinyDDS consists of 
TinyDDS middleware, the DDS Gateway, the DDS Web 
Client. TinyDDS is installed on a sensor node and 
communicates with the DDS Gateway. The DDS Web Client 
accesses to the DDS Gateway to get the information of Sensor 
node. 

 In this paper, we propose DDSB to overcome the same 
limitation. Our method is more lightweight. Devices in 
ubiquitous environment can access the DDS domain by using 
a simple protocol to communicate with DDSB. DDSB is a 
protocol conversion gateway. The behavior of protocol 

conversion gateway is to send the message, after converting 
the type of received message according to the type of 
destination. This method connects heterogeneous protocols[7, 
8]. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows; In section 
2, we briefly explain the DDS modules and the behavior of 
DDS. DDSB modules is described in section 3, followed by 
the protocol frame structure and communication sequences for 
communication with DDSB in section 4. Implementation 
issues in given in section 5. We then conclude in Section 6. 

2 Data Distribution Service (DDS) 
 DDS is the messaging standard for data centric 
publish/subscribe communication among distributed 
applications. DDS consists of two layers; the DCPS(Data-
Centric Publish-Subscribe) layer and the RTPS(Real-Time 
Publish-Subscribe) protocol layer. The DCPS provides an 
open, communication interface to DDS applications and the 
RTPS is the communication protocol to deliver messages 
between different DDS nodes (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. DDS Structure 

 DDS is used by creating DCPS entities. Users create a 
class called the DomainParticipant in order to participate 
Domain which is global data space. Users also create 
Publisher entities and Susbscriber entities, to publish and 
subscribe through the DomainParticipant. Then users create 
transmission entities (DataWriter) to publish through the 
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Publisher and reception entities (DataReader) to subscribe 
through the Subscriber. One DataWriter and one DataReader 
pair form a logical connection of the data. For this reason, the 
DataWriter and the DataReader can communicate data which 
have same Topic names(Figure 2)[4]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Behavior of DDS 

3 DDSB 
 DDSB(DDS Bridge) has two key functions; First 
function is communication with Non-DDS entities. By a Non-
DDS entity, it means the communication entity which is not 
equipped with DDS middleware. Second function is to create 
DDS entities matching Non-DDS entities to communicate 
DDS (Figure 3). Because DDSB cannot cover all the 
functions of DDS, DDSB has restrictions. First, DDSB 
supports publish/subscribe function for Non-DDS entities. 
DDS informs not only publish/subscribe function but the QoS 
violation which is set in DDS. DDS supports many of the QoS. 
If DDSB informs Non-DDS entities of the QoS violation, the 
protocol gets complicated. Therefore, informing of the QoS 
violation is not suitable for use in Non-DDS entities which 
have limited resources. However, because the control of the 
QoS violation is important, DDSB handles the QoS violation. 
Second, Non-DDS entities only use the default QoS among all 
the. If Non-DDS entities support all the QoS, the protocol 
also gets complicated. Third, Non-DDS entities only use the 
Listener of DataReader. Users can use all the Listener of DDS 
Entities and the WaitSet. However DDSB only use the 
Listener of DataReader to subscribe function, because DDSB 
supports publish/subscribe capability to Non- DDS entities. 
 

 
Figure 3. Behavior of DDSB 

 Figure 4 is the functional block diagram of the proposed 
DDSB. The DDSB consists of DDS and three kinds of add-on 
modules. 
 

 
Figure 4. DDSB Module 

3.1 Abstract Layer 
 DDSB can be used in various methods of 
communication to communicate with Non-DDS entities. 
Therefore, DDSB can adapt various methods of 
communication by the Abstract Layer. 

 The Abstract Layer consists of the Sender and the 
Receiver. Methods of these components may be changed 
depending on the specific communication protocol that 
Sender and Receiver use. Also, the Abstract Layer assigns the 
ID of Non-DDS entities to manage Non-DDS entities. For 
example, if users use entities which use the TCP/IP protocol, 
the Abstract Layer assigns the ID of entities which matches an 
IP and a port of entities. 

3.2 Sender 
 The Sender is a module which sends Non-DDS entities a 
message which is subscribed through the DataReader of DDS. 
The Reader of RTPS sends the DataReader of DCPS the 
message which is subscribed from the Domain. Then the 
DataReader sends it to the Protocol Manager. The Protocol 
Manager sends message to the Sender, after the Protocol 
Manager finds Non-DDS entities which match the DataReader 
through the Entity Manager. Finally, the Sender sends 
message to Non-DDS entities (Figure 5). 

3.3 Receiver 
 The Receiver is a module which sends the Protocol 
Manager the message which is received through Non-DDS 
entities. Non-DDS entities send the Receiver the message 
which is to be publish in the Domain. And then the Receiver 
sends message to the Protocol Manager. The Protocol 
Manager sends message to the DataWriter, after the Protocol 
Manager finds the DataWriter which matches Non-DDS 
entities through the Entity Manager. And then, the DataWriter 
sends message in the Domain through the Writer of RTPS. 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Sender component diagram 

 

 

Figure 6. Receiver component diagram 

3.4 Protocol Manager 
 The Protocol Manager is a module which analyzes 
received message from the Receiver and the DataReader. The 
Protocol Manager has two functions; First function is to create 
DDS entities which match with Non-DDS entities, after the 
Protocol Manager confirms the Entity Manager. When the 
DomainParticipant has been created in the Domain already, 
the Protocol Manager uses the already created 
DomainParticipant without creating a new DomainParticipant. 
Also when the Publisher, the Subscriber and the Topic exist 
already, the Protocol Manager uses the existing Publisher, 
Subscriber and Topic. However, the DataWriter and the 
DataReader are created when users request. Second function 
is to send messages. The Protocol Manager sends the 
subscribed message to the Sender of Abstract Layer. Also the 
Protocol Manager sends the DataWriter the message which is 
to be published in the Domain. 

3.5 DDS Entity Manager 
 The DDS Entity Manager is a module which has 
information of created DDS entities at nodes that has DDSB. 
DDS entities are matched to Non-DDS entities and are 
managed in a table form (Figure 7). The ID field is used to 
stores the identifier of Non-DDS entities which is specified by 
the Abstract Layer. The EntityID field stores the ID which is 
related to the DataWriter and the DataReaer in the same row. 
The EntityID is an identifier to distinguish the DataWriter and 
the DataReader when Non-DDS communication entities 
match with the DataWriter and the DataReader. The other five 
fields store DDS entities address and are created by Non-DDS 
entities. The DP field stores the DomainParticipant address, 

the PUB field stores the Publisher address, the SUB field 
stores the Subscriber address, the DW field stores the 
DataWriter address and the DR field stores the DataReader 
address. 

 

Figure 7. DDS Entity Table 

 When Non-DDS entities are connected to DDSB, DDSB 
stores the ID are specified by the Abstract Layer to the DDS 
Entity Table. The EntityID are specified by users as well. And 
then, when the Protocol Manager creates DDS entities, DDSB 
will store DDS entities address in a row with the same ID and 
the EntityID. 

4 DDSB Protocol 
 Under the mentioned constraints, users can use DDSB 
by using a simple protocol which has the DDS information. 

4.1 Protocol Frame Structure 
 This section defines the DDSB protocol frame between 
DDSB and Non-DDS entities. Since the DDSB interworks 
between DDSB and Non-DDS entities, the frame defined in 
this section is put into the payload of the protocol of Non-
DDS side, for example TCP payload if users use the TCP/IP 
communication (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. To use DDSB in TCP/IP 

 The suggested protocol is used for two purposes. First 
purpose is to create DDS entities and the second one is to 
send data.  

 Figure 9 is the frame structure that DDSB receives from 
Non-DDS entities. 

 As in Figure 9, the frame structure is divided into the 
Type, the EntitiyID and the Body. The Type is 1byte long. 
When the Type is 0x01, the message in the frame is to create 
the DomainParticipant, the Publisher, the Subscriber, the 
DataWriter, and the DataReader of DDS. When the Type is 
0x02, this message is to create a Topic of DDS. When the 
Type is 0x04, this message means that message is to be 
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published in the Domain. When the Type is 0x08, this 
message has subscribed data from the Domain. The EntityID 
is 4byte long and is integer typed. The EntityID is identifier to 
distinguish the DataWriter and the DataReader. The Body is 
further defined as follows depending on the value of Type. 

 

Figure 9. First Frame structure 

4.1.1 Creating DDS Entity Protocol 
 [Figure 10] is frame structure, when the Type is 0x01. 

 

Figure 10. Structure of Type 0x01 Frame 

 As shown in Figure 10, the Body field is further divided 
into the Domain Number and the Flag. The Domain Number 
is 4byte long and is integer type. The Flag is 1byte long and is 
Boolean type. The Domain Number field stores identifier of 
the Domain which wants to participate in. The Flag has 
information whether to use publish services or subscribe 
service. If the Flag is true, DDSB creates the Publisher and 
the DataWriter. When the Flag is false, DDSB creates the 
Subscriber and the DataReader. 

  Figure 11 is the frame structure, when the Type is 0x02. 
The Body is divided into the kind and the name. The kind is 
1byte long and is Boolean type. The name is String type. To 
create a Topic, DDS needs the type name and the topic name.  
The kind has information which is either type name or topic 
name. If the kind is true, the name field is the type name. If 
the kind is false, the name field is the topic name. 

 

Figure 11. Structure of Type 0x02 Frame 

4.1.2 Publish/Subscribe Protocol 
 Figure 12 is the frame structure, when the Type is 0x04. 

 As in Figure 12, the Body is not divided. When DDSB 
receives this frame, the Protocol Manager of DDSB takes 
Data part of this frame and publishes in the Domain through 
the DataWriter. 

 

Figure 12. Structure of Type 0x04 Frame 

 Figure 13 is the frame structure, when the Type is 0x08. 
When DDSB reads message from the DDS domain, the 
Protocol Manager puts subscribed message into the Data field 
and the sends Non-DDS entities. 

 

Figure 13. Structure of Type 0x08 Frame 

4.1.3 Ack Protocol 
 Figure 14 is the acknowledgement frame in response to 
the above frames. 

 

Figure 14. Ack message Frame structure 

 It is 1byte long and consists of the Type only. When a 
Non-DDS entity receives a message, the Non-DDS entity 
decides what kind of message will be sent to DDSB based on 
the Type (TABLE 1). 

Table 1. Ack Message 

Type Message 

0x10 
DDSB received the previous message. DDSB requests Non-DDS 
entities the message which has the Domain number and 
publisher/subscriber information. 

0x20 DDSB received the previous message.  DDSB requests Non-DDS 
entities the message which has the type name of topic. 

0x40 DDSB receives the previous message. DDSB requests Non-DDS 
entities the message which has the topic name of topic. 

0x80 Creating the procedure of DDS Entity has been done correctly. 
Non-DDS entities can use DDS hereafter. 

 

4.2 Protocol Communication Sequence 
 Figure 15 is publication sequence diagram between 
DDSB and Non-DDS entities. 

 The publication sequence diagram is divided into three 
parts. First part is to make a connection between DDSB and 
Non-DDS entities. The method of communication connection 
changes depending on the underlying communication protocol. 
For example, when users use the TCP/IP protocol, the three-
way-handshaking connection method is used. 

 Second part is to create DDS entities which are proxies 
of Non-DDS entities. DDSB sends Non-DDS entities the Ack 
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message which is to receive the message to create DDS 
entities. Non-DDS entities which received the Ack message 
send DDSB the message which sets the Type to 0x01, the 
Domain Number filed set to the number of Domain and the 
Flag set to true. After DDSB receives the message, DDSB 
sends Non-DDS entities the Ack message meaning that DDSB 
is ready to receive the next message. To create the Topic, 
Non-DDS entities which received the Ack message sends 
DDSB the message which sets the Type to 0x02, the kind set 
to true and the Name filed set to the type name. After DDSB 
receives the message, DDSB sends Non-DDS entities the Ack 
message which is to receive next message. Non-DDS 
communication entities which are received the Ack message 
sends DDSB the message which is set to the Type is set to 
0x02, the kind is set to false and the Name filed is set to the 
topic name. After DDSB receives the message, DDSB sends 
Non-DDS entities the Ack message meaning that Non-DDS 
can use publication service. 

 

Figure 15. Publish sequence diagram 

 Third part is to send to the Domain the message which is 
to be published in the Domain. Non-DDS entities send DDSB 
the message which sets the Type to 0x04 to publish in the 
Domain. When Non-DDS entities publish a message in the 
same the Topic, Non-DDS entities only send DDSB the 
message which sets the Type to 0x04. In these sequence, the 
EntityID of all messages is the same. 

 Figure 16 is subscription sequence diagram between 
DDSB and Non-DDS entities. 

 Subscription sequence diagram is similar to publication 
sequence diagram. However, when the Type is 0x01, flag 
must be set false to represent subscription. After DDS entities 
are created, DDSB sends Non-DDS entities the message 
which is to subscribe message from the DataReader and the 
message sets the Type to 0x08. And then, whenever the 
DataReader subscribes the message, DDSB sends Non-DDS 
entities the message which sets the Type to 0x08. 

 

 

Figure 16. Subscription sequence diagram 

5 Implementation 
 The proposed DDSB was implemented and tested using 
the TCP/IP protocol in C++ language. It uses the ReTiCom 
DDS which has been developed in the Chungnam National 
University on the Windows operating system[5, 6]. The 
implementation details are as follows (TABLE 2). 

Table 2. Number of line DDSB module 

Class Line 

DDSB_listener 116 

ProtocolManager 112 

EntityManager 216 

Abstract_Layer 125 

 

 

Figure 17. Subscription Implementation throught DDSB 

 Figure 17 is a screenshot of the result by connecting the 
DataWriter of DDS entities and Non-DDS entities through 
DDSB. Through the screen, we can see that Non-DDS entities 
received message published by the DataWriter, after the Non-
DDS entities created its counterpart DataReader in DDSB. In 
this way, we could also confirm that the DataReader received 
message which was sent by Non-DDS entities, after Non-DDS 
entities created a DataWriter in DDSB. 
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Table 3. Memory usage 

Module Memory usage 

DDSB 1,512 KB 

DDS 1,432 KB 

Non-DDS Entity 896 KB 

 

 TABLE 3 shows memory usage of the modules, when 
the application is executed as Figure 17. When we access 
DDS domain through DDSB, the memory usage is less than 
when having DDS middleware. Moreover, the memory usage 
of DDS module linearly increases as the number of DDS 
entities increase. However, memory usage of Non-DDS 
entities does not increase even when the number of DDS 
entities increase. For these reasons, using DDS through 
DDSB is suitable for the mobile devices and small embedded 
devices. 

6 Conclusions 
 DDS consists of many modules. In this reasons, DDS 
middleware is not suitable to devices with small computing 
resource such as smart phones or sensors. 

 In this paper, we propose DDSB which interworks DDS 
and the IP based-communication protocols. Therefore, DDSB 
can efficiently use DDS in ubiquitous environment.   

 At this stage of research, DDSB cannot fully supports all 
the services of DDS because DDSB aims only to support 
publish/subscribe services. Extending this DDSB protocol in 
order to compatible to DDS is one of the future research. 
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Abstract 

The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and the 
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) are international 
standards for high speed telecommunication over optical 
networks, which can transport digital signals in variable 
capacities. SDH/SONET is a time division multiplexing 
technology widely used for the delivery of voice and data 
services in access and backbone networks. Path computation 
algorithms are necessary for providing optimal utilization of 
available resources. Static path assignment does not satisfy the 
real-time data traffic requirement, thus leading to inefficient 
network resource utilization and compromised services for 
customers. Dynamic assignment of bandwidth requires the use 
of online algorithms which automatically compute the path to 
be taken to satisfy the given service request. Many researchers 
have addressed online path computation algorithms, but they 
consider each link having a number of slots of bandwidth. 
They do not take into account the multiplexing mechanism 
which causes restrictions on the allocation of bandwidth and 
the fact that higher order trails have to be established to support 
any bandwidth requirement. The novel feature of this work is 
the development of new path computation algorithm for service 
provisioning in SDH/SONET. The feature of this algorithm is 
that it takes into account the multiplexing structure, which 
imposes restrictions on the allocation of bandwidth and support 
the Subnetwork Connection Protection (SNCP) as defined in 
SDH/SONET.  
 
Keywords:  Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), 
Dynamic Path Computation, Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET), Subnetwork Connection Protection 
(SNCP),Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH), Quality of 
Service (QOS). 

 

1. Introduction 

Today’s telecommunications services are based on a 
diverse combination of technologies such as Ethernet, 
PDH, IP, SAN, DSL, ATM etc. Many of these 

technologies have always been clients of SDH. This has 
led to the need for providing differentiated services with 
different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [1], [2].  
SDH as a transport technology is used by many service 
providers to carry their main backbone traffic and also to 
provide bandwidth services to customers in the access 
side. SDH defines a multiplexing hierarchy [3] by which 
the low rate G.703 [4] signals such as E1,E3,E4 etc. are 
multiplexed into high rate signals for transmission. 
 
The major limitations of today’s SDH are: 

 
 Static provision: Bandwidth allocated to a path 

cannot be reused for other purposes until the path is 
released. This static provisioning leads to Low 
bandwidth utilization. 

 
 Long time to provision: It takes days or weeks to 

provision a path from one node to another. The 
process is manual and very costly. 

 
Service providers require faster provisioning of services 
to satisfy more customer requests in less time. The 
solution to this problem is to have automatic 
provisioning systems. Engineers in Network Operator 
Centers (NOC) should be able to specify the end-to-end 
service and bandwidth required and the system should be 
able to provision the bandwidth automatically by 
calculating the appropriate path such that the network 
resources are optimally utilized. In this paper, we 
provide solutions to find the best path to be used to 
satisfy the requested service taking into account the used 
and the free capacity and the multiplexing mechanism. 
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2. Related work 

Many researchers have worked on path computation 
problems in different networks. Researchers have been 
working on Routing and Wavelength Assignment 
problems to provide routes to the path requests and to 
assign wavelengths on each of the links along this route 
among the possible choices so as to optimize a certain 
performance metric [5], [6], [7]. This has been 
considered with both static and dynamic traffic demands. 
 
The Virtual Concatenation for Data over SONET/SDH 
has been proposed for utilizing the inverse multiplexing 
capability [8]. Virtual concatenation is a technique which 
groups an arbitrary number of SONET/SDH containers, 
which may not be contiguous, to create a bigger 
container. A new scheme for dynamic bandwidth 
allocation and path restoration in SONET mesh 
networks, in response to demand bandwidth is presented 
in [9].  SDH management network architecture for 
different topologies is described in [10]. A sequential 
algorithm and a parallel algorithm for computing disjoint 
paths for QoS for SONET networks have been proposed 
in [11]. Bandwidth Allocation in WDM Networks is 
proposed in [12]. Service requirements have to be 
expressed as measurable QoS metrics such as bandwidth, 
delay, jitter, and loss rate. There are three types of 
metrics: additive, multiplicative, and concave [13].  
Path computation involves identifying one or more paths 
through SDH network that satisfy the QoS parameters. 
Selecting a path that satisfies all the QoS parameters is 
an NP-complete problem [14]. Therefore, generally the 
path computation simplifies the problem by searching for 
paths that can satisfy some of the QoS parameters. 
 

3. Path computation problem 

Path management in SDH is composed of three major 
components: link state information, path computation, 
and path protection. Link state information component 
collects information about SDH network topology, 
bandwidth availability, and other network resources 
availability. In this paper, we focus on path computation 
to minimizing the network resource consumption and 
balancing the network load.  
 
The classic SDH standards defined procedures to 
transport all signals (E1, E2, E3, E4, T1, T2, and T3). 
This way, all former PDH services (ISDN or FRL) are 
today transported by hybrid PDH/SDH networks. 
 
The common signals are mapped into their 
corresponding virtual containers VC-12, VC-4, VC-11, 
and VC-3. The lower order virtual containers like VC-
11, VC-12, and VC-2 are pointed to by their tributary 
unit (TU) pointers. These are then multiplexed into 
tributary unit groups (TUG) which are then multiplexed 

into higher order virtual containers like VC-3 and VC-4. 
They are pointed to by their administrative unit (AU) 
pointers and then multiplexed into administrative unit 
groups (AUG) which are in turn multiplexed into one of 
the possible Synchronous Transport Modules (STM) 
which are the units of transmission in SDH see Fig 1.  
 
Due to the multiplexing structure of SDH, each link has 
various integer units of capacity and the free capacity 
cannot be obtained simply by subtracting the allotted 
capacity from the maximum capacity. 
 
According to the SDH multiplexing structure, higher 
order containers like VC-4 have to be used to create 
trails between the source and destination before 
provisioning any bandwidth between two nodes.  
Therefore to provision E1 bandwidth which maps to VC-
12 between two nodes, a high order trail (VC-4) or a 
sequence of high order trails have to be used.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 SDH Multiplexing Structure 

 
When a VC-12(LO trail) is mapped into a VC-4 (HO 
trail), then the HO trail cannot support a future VC-4 
request since the full capacity is not available any more, 
but it can accommodate 2 VC-3 & 22 VC-12. If 3 VC-
12s are provisioned in the 3 different VC-3s, then that 
VC-4 trail cannot accommodate any further VC-3 
requests, because all VC-3s are broken. It can 
accommodate 60 VC-12 only or 18 VC-2 and   6 VC-12. 
 

4.  Computation algorithm 

The path computation algorithms use two different 
objective functions to optimize network performance: the 
shortest path should be selected for minimizing the 
length of the path and the least loaded path, i.e. lowest 
allocated capacity, should be selected for load balancing. 
There is a third objective, which is the minimization of 
the number of request rejections.  
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Simple computation algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 find a 
working path for the requested service. The algorithm 
attempts to find the shortest path with either trails only or 
physical links. The search algorithm excludes the trails 
and links with insufficient capacity. The search process 
will be repeated until a path that can accommodate the 
requested capacity is found. The capacity will be 
provisioned on the founded/created trails. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Simple path computation algorithm 

 
Limitations of the Algorithm 
 Does not take into account the available capacity in 

the links (for STM1 the capacity is 1VC-4, for 
STM4 the capacity 4VC-4 …) 

 Search either path with trails only or path with links, 
if no path with trails can be found, all exists trails 
will be excluded from the search algorithm, this 
leads to low bandwidth utilization. 
 

5. New algorithm 

The shortest path computed by this algorithm will have a 
combination of both physical links and logical 
connection (trails & bearer) for the service path and 
protection path.  There are two types of SNCP protection 
dedicated and shared protection.  The dedicated SNCP 
(1+1) was used in this work. 
Bearer will be created whenever links are created and the 
trails (LO, HO) will be created on demand as shown in 
Fig 3. Where: 
 
Link connects two ports and is related to one bearer 
circuit. It is a connection between nodes via a port. 
Bearer is the logical representation of a physical link. It 
introduces the physical link into the logical circuit 
hierarchy. 

 
HO trail SDH High Order trail provides high bandwidth 
(155Mb/s) logical connectivity between active network 
elements.  
LO trail SDH Low Order trail provides low bandwidth 
(2Mb/s and 45Mb/s) logical connectivity between active 
network elements.  

 
Circuit represents a logical availability of bandwidth 
provided by the physical network of nodes and links.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 End-to End service 

 
The new algorithm consists of the following process: 
 

1) Find the shortest path containing both links and 
bearers. 

2) If no path exists (link & bearer) report error. 
3) If the bearer has free capacity, then continue, 

otherwise ignore the bearer and return to step 1. 
4) Provision the requested capacity using the 

multiplexing mechanism. 
5) Find the protection path, exclude the links of the 

first shortest path and repeat steps 1 – 4. 
 

The search algorithm terminates when it finds the two 
paths service path and protection path and successfully 
reserves the requested bandwidth.  According to the 
example shown in Fig. 4, the shortest disjoint path pair 
for the node pair (A, H) is: A-B-E-H with a total cost of 
2+2+2 = 6. If the protection is requested steps 1-4 is 
repeated to find the second shortest path without using 
the links of the first shortest path. The protection path is 
A-C-G-H with total cost of 1+3=3 =7. 
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Fig. 4 Service path and protection path 

 
Since the services can be provisioned only over VC-4 
trails because of the SDH multiplexing structure, the LO 
trails will be mapped on HO trails and the HO trail will 
be mapped to the bearer. The bearers presents the 
capacity of the physical link, if the capacity of the link is 
STM-X, then X trails can be mapped on the bearer and 
use that link. A path is a sequence of links (physical 
connection) and logical connection (bearer & trails). 
Once the path is computed, the requested capacity has to 
be provisioned in the LO trails (In ETSI Low Order trails 
are VC-3s and VC-12s), or HO trails (VC-4) that belong 
to that path. To achieve this, the next free timeslot for 
each rate in the trail is maintained.  
For Example, if the requested bandwidth is 2 MB (E1), 
The LO trail (VC-12) should be mapped in the HO trail 
(VC-4), if the HO trail exists then the next free timeslot 
will be used (VC-121..63, VC-121..21, VC-1222..42, VC-
1243..63 depend on the multiplexing). If the HO doesn’t 
exists a new one should be created and the LO trail will 
be mapped to the first timeslot (VC-121). The HO trail 
(VC-41) should be mapped to the bearer which 
representation of a physical link capacity. In SDH, the 
standard transport rates defined are STM-1, STM-4, 
STM-16, STM-64 and STM-256. The number after STM 
indicates the number of VC-4 trails that can be created 
on that bearer.  
 
The new algorithms compute a path for the given service 
request between two nodes for the requested capacity 
shown in Fig. 5. The search mechanism will exclude all 
links with available bandwidth less than the requested 
bandwidth. The shortest path service will be reserved 
when the bandwidth available. If protection is requested, 
all links and nodes on the service path will be excluded 
to ensure that the protection path is disjoint from the 
working path. 

 
 

Fig. 5  Path computation using multiplexing mechanism with SNCP  

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, new algorithm is proposed for service 
provisioning with dedicated protection in SDH/SONET 
networks. This algorithm take into account the 
multiplexing hierarchy defined by SDH/SONET which 
includes restrictions on the allocation of bandwidth. 
The algorithm provides solutions for online path 
computation and guarantees QoS and balance network 
resource utilization. The mechanism of supporting 
shared protection paths will be studied as a future 
extension. It should be able to take into account the 
inherent protection capabilities provided in 
SDH/SONET like Multiplexed section shared 
protection. 
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Abstract - Internet trolling that takes the form of 

cyberbullying is emerging as a significant problem for any 

administrator of a networked computer environment. This is 

also the case in Classroom 2.0 classrooms where technologies 

like the circle of friends has not been implemented or 

otherwise where there is no current moderation or monitoring 

of activity of the school students using the system. The paper 

presents a system called Paix – The Persuasive and Assistive 

Interaction Extension (Paix) for assisting with this problem. 

Keywords: Emotion recognition, assistive technology, 

gamification, persuasive technology 

 

1 Introduction 

The term ‘trolling’ is not new and nor are its effects, as it is 

well known that abuse over public communications networks 

affects school attendance [1]. While the term ‘trolling’ was 

popularized by the press in 2011 as a catch all term for all 

types of internet abuse and cyberbullying, it has existed since 

the dawn of multi-user distributed electronic systems [2, 3].   

Equally, the concept of Classroom 2.0 has existed for a 

decade, having started with the Digital Classroom of 

Tomorrow Project in Wales [4, 5]. It is envisaged that in the 

near future classrooms will not be places where the teacher 

simply stands in front of a white-board trying to command the 

authority of their pupils. Instead the pupils will be an equal to 

the teacher who will become a facilitator. In a Classroom 2.0 

environment, each pupil will have a personal computer, in 

most cases their own, which will connect to a network, such as 

the Cloud, so they can access personalized learning. Pupils 

today get a bad name – they are accused of being unruly 

because they challenge their authority of teachers, who attempt 

to assert autocratic broadcasted learning. It is not the pupils 

that are the problem, but an archaic education system that does 

not take account of how current generations of learners 

already have knowledge-on-demand, such as through the 

Internet, multi-channel TV, and magazines targeted at the 

interests. So far from blaming pupils for challenging their 

authority, the educators need to realize it is them that have to 

change. Learners are no longer interested in sitting in a 

classroom keeping quiet while the teacher says things they 

‘know’ to be wrong because they heard something different 

elsewhere. Instead educators will have to adapt their teaching 

strategies to take account of the fact that today’s learners are 

already independent learners, as their access to technology at 

home makes they are used to making informed choices. If they 

can decide what they believe at home, should they not be 

allowed the same at school? 

An increasing problem for children is that which surrounds 

their protection in local authority administered schools, where 

they may be subject to bullying, harassment and abuse from 

their peers or even the school’s staff. 

 

1.1 Trolling and Cyberbullying in Classroom 

2.0 

Where children can take technology into schools there will be 

bullying. The advancement in the use of social networking in 

education systems makes the risk of bullying of pupils from 

those who see them in an unfavorable way more likely. In its 

most basic form of this bullying will be by those with more 

advanced technology making those without it feel inferior. 

Worse than this however is the use of technology by bullies to 

more effectively abuse their victims. This abuse, often 

conducted by the Internet has been called cyberbullying, and 

most recently the word trolling (i.e. flame trolling) has been 

used to extend this to all electronic mediums including mobile 

phone text messaging. It was reported that there were over 

4000 abusive, threatening or harassing messages sent via 

social networks in 2011, including to teenagers as young as 

14, suggesting this is a big problem for authorities to deal 

with. 

 

1.2 The role of gamification in supporting a 

‘flame-trolling free’ Classroom 2.0 

There has been a lot of talk in recent years of the role of 

“gamification” – that is gameplay-intensive information 
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systems – in increasing the engagement of people in such 

virtual environments for the purpose of maintaining 

motivation and intention. Using video gaming techniques to 

persuade users to adopt a particular course of action is needed 

in even the most disciplined of schools – More so it is in the 

norm in such cases. People with social orientation 

impairments (SOIs), which are people who may lack ability or 

experience in applying social and emotional intelligence, 

could particularly benefit from these systems, where they can 

learn in a structured environment the skills and routines 

necessary for improved social interaction.  Systems based on 

gamification are trying to bring video game elements in non-

gaming systems to improve user experience and user 

engagement [6]. 

It is well known that games based behavior modification 

programs, where an individual has to follow a set of rules and 

work within them can be effective at reducing unwanted 

behaviors in the real world. Unwanted messages online are 

posted through a means known as “flame trolling”. Flame 

trolling is the practice of sending or posting obviously 

offensive comments, brutally untruthful statements or words 

and phrases. The posting of messages that provoke a reaction 

in order to entertain others in a friendly way is called ‘kudos 

trolling’. Flame trolling is known to occur is network learning 

systems for many of the same reasons it happens in the school 

playground. However, unlike the playground it is possible for 

computer systems to monitor behavior and intervene when a 

conflict is detected, such as by distracting the user [7]. 

2 Programmable Gamification as a 

means to greater persuasion and 

adaption in e-learning systems 

To help resolve flame trolling abuses in e-learning systems 

online, the author proposes a plug-in for platforms like 

Moodle called “Paix” – The Persuasive and Adaptive 

Interaction Extension. Paix is based around a general interface 

add-on that can be extended through plug-in-able strategy 

modules that use the Open Social Platform, which can create 

additional strategies, or ‘games’ to analyses and influence 

behavior of those using the system. 

Paix’s games are pre-set and programmable and can be 

detected over time through a ‘Data Matching’ process (e.g. 

based on the type of interactions to which the user has been 

exposed), or may be pre-set (overridden) by the user using the 

user interface. The games can take the form of either ‘multi-

actor collaborative’, ‘single-actor independent’ or ‘actor-to-

chatbot’, although other variations are possible. These may be 

used in real-time settings, or as a way of training professionals 

at a reduced cost, as they can be played remotely one to one 

(e.g. single-actor), or within a group/classroom setting (e.g.. 

collaborative games). For example, people could use a one-to-

one mobile phone call with their peers, or they and their peers 

can connect a many-to-one with the instructor. An example of 

a single-actor game, ‘conversation’, is as follows: 

“Professor Salton is a character from the book by Lindsay and 

Norman [8]. In this situation, a student, Sue, arrives late to a 

lecture given by Professor Salton and he berated her. The 

present system can capture the facial expressions and speech 

of the speaker. It then matches his face and/or voice to the one 

in Sue’s contacts list (or “Circle of Friends”) to establish the 

relationship affect data, which may determine his relationship 

affect as ‘thinking’. The system may pick up that there is 

‘anger’ in his speech affect, ‘anger’ in his facial affect, ‘anger’ 

in his dialogue, and ‘thinking’ in his location affect. After the 

natural language query avatar feeds these to the conversation 

advice-providing avatar, which would indicate that the 

speaker feels disrupted. The avatar would then recommend to 

Sue a neutral response, such as telling her to say nothing, 

which if she declined would lead to an affirmative response, 

such as telling her to apologize, which if declined would lead 

to a negative response, such as telling her to say, ‘no need to 

give me a dressing down’. footnotes).” 

3 Conclusions 

 There is a challenge facing the education authorities and 

schools today – adapt or be doomed to failure. Even with the 

drive for individualist education in the 1980s still today many 

young people are dissatisfied with education due to the 

continued broadcasted and autocratic nature of classroom-

based education. The Classroom 2.0 initiative, founded in 

2002 with the Digital Classroom of Tomorrow Project in 

Wales has challenged the model of the educator-as-authority 

model where their truth is the absolute reality. Increasingly 

younger generations have access to knowledge-on-demand 

through the Internet, television and magazines, and the teacher 

in the classroom is more a source of conflict than information. 

Young people who express their dissatisfaction about having 

choice at home and being expected to toe-the-line at school 

are treated as unruly trouble-makers, when it is the educators 

and their schools that are the problem, by not adapting to the 

new generations led by and leading with technology. 

This paper presented a behavior management system, called 

Paix, which tailors e-learning environments to the learners 

using it to as to recognize their identity and values. By using 

various strategies that make use of the principles of 

gamification the Paix system means it can be tailored to take 

account of the different needs and requirements of different 

learners. A pilot study was conducted which determined there 

are differences in expectations of parents of people with social 

orientation impairments and those who have them in their own 

right. This suggests that any behavior management system 

needs to take account of the needs of not only their primary 

users, but also those associated with them in order to assure 

social acceptability. 

It can be seen that the Classroom 2.0 if it is to be successful 

needs to take advantage of behavior management systems like 

Paix in order to allow both the individual development of the 

learn while achieving learning outcomes in national curricula. 
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It is clear that behavior management systems like these should 

not be seen as a way of dealing with a ‘problem’ that the 

educators have to deal with in relation to their learners, but a 

way to support their pupil’s learning that is tailored to their 

needs and uses their cognitive and behavior biases to their 

advantage and not treat them as deviant characteristics. It is 

more likely than not, by adopting an autocratic and 

broadcasted approach to instruction it is the educators 

creating the behavior problems in younger generations, and 

systems like Paix might help alleviate those problems until 

change happens.  
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Abstract - Cloud computing is the buzzword that is heard a 

great deal in the technology field. The technology is growing 

at a fast rate. On demand software availability and 

serviceability (cloud computing services), Green IT practices 

and cost management initiatives have contributed greatly to 

the growth over the past years. This increased growth comes 

with challenges. Companies, small and large, are 

continuously moving toward these technologies, but may be 

unaware of hidden or unforeseen risks. Recent cloud 

data/network breaches have shed light on some of these risks 

within the cloud. Within this paper, cloud computing will be 

discussed and the risks that is associated with it. 

Keywords: Cloud Risks, Cloud Computing, Cloud Breach 

 

1 Introduction 

 Cloud computing can be described as the concept, 

method, or technology that uses the Internet to provide 

services which were once provided locally. The word “cloud” 

symbolizes the Internet [1]. It is an emerging technology that 

uses virtualization technology and is providing great benefits 

to companies. There are three main categories of services that 

the cloud is used for which are Software as a Service (SaaS), 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 

(PaaS), which are discussed in detail later along with the risks 

of cloud computing. 

2 Related Work 

 Many research papers focus on the benefits with few 

focusing on risks [3] [4] [5]. The risk discussed is an 

overview of what to look out for. There no detail of actual 

services or companies that have suffered from the risks 

discussed.  

  The research in this paper has been conducted by 

literature review from online libraries, industry-specific 

information, published articles and trusted resources from the 

Internet. Information on industry leaders in cloud computing 

technologies and cloud computing services are discussed with 

information on how they were affected by risks that are 

involved with cloud computing. 

.  

3 Cloud Computing 

 Cloud computing is not a new technology. It is an 

emerging technology.  Cloud services have been used for 

many years and recently, the way these services are delivered, 

have been given the term “cloud computing”. Many people 

use it every day and do not know that what they are using is 

considered a cloud computing service. This common service 

is web-based e-mail. Whether it is a Yahoo account or a 

Gmail account, it is access via the Internet and the data is 

stored somewhere in the cloud. The providers of this service 

know where the servers that house the applications and data 

are stored, but the users have no clue. 

3.1 Infrastructure as a Service 

 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is a service in which 

processing, storage, network, a database environment or 

operating systems environment can be provided in the cloud 

[6]. This is a great benefit for consumers by not having to 

worry about housing hardware or certain infrastructure. The 

vendor provides the data center and charge for only what is 

used, resulting in a cost savings to consumers. When 

considering storage, this service would eliminate the waste of 

unused storage. 

 This service is beneficial to companies because it 

provides cost savings from not having to purchase space (data 

centers). It relieves them of the burden of managing and 

maintaining the hardware and consuming the expense thereof. 

Virtual offices eliminate the need to go into an office 

increasing work moral and reducing carbon emissions. 

Virtualization makes this possible. Linux and Windows are 

operating systems that are mostly virtualized.  

3.2 Platform as a Service 

    Platform as a service (PaaS) is an offering that vendors 

provide that allows consumers to build and implement their 

own applications. It is a development platform that is able to 

go through the entire life cycle of building an application. This 

allows scalability for web application development, testing 

and implementation. The only limitation is the infrastructure 

that is provided by the vendor, which could possibly be 

customized to some point for the client. 
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3.3  Software as a Service 

    The most common cloud service is software as a service 

(SaaS). Vendors provide applications that are accessed 

remotely through a web browser and Internet connectivity. 

This service has seen a major growth over the last few years. 

Social networking sites are an example of this service, as well 

as web-based email. 

   Information accessibility has become essential to many 

organizations. This service allows the opportunity to access 

information and documents and even update documents as 

long as there is an internet connection and a compatible 

browser. In some cases, information is accessible via 

smartphones. The applications are housed on the vendor’s 

hardware and at the vendor’s site somewhere in the cloud. 

This allows on-demand access to whatever data that is needed. 

 

 

4 Security Risks and Challenges 

 Security should be a top priority and concern at every 

organization and lack thereof could financially wreak havoc 

on the organization and its clients and could tarnish the 

organization’s name. There is a wide array of security risks, 

but the focus here is information security as it pertains to 

cloud computing.  

 With many companies utilizing cloud computing for cost 

saving benefits and application scalability, security within the 

cloud has become a major concern. When typical users use 

cloud services, the user may not know exactly where their 

data is stored. For instance, Gmail or Hotmail users do not 

know exactly where the e-mail data from their accounts are 

stored. This is the same for storage and application cloud 

services. Companies that move to cloud services give up the 

knowledge of knowing exactly where the data and 

infrastructure is unless contracts are worked out between the 

vendor and the client with specifics. 

4.1 Loss of Control 

 Google Docs is a service provided by Google that allows 

documents to be stored online and accessed from any 

computer or some smartphones via the Internet. People see 

this as a backup method for local documents in case of a hard 

drive failure. Mint.com is a free personal finance management 

application that is a cloud application that works much like 

the locally run Quicken. These services provide great benefits 

to its consumers, but total control of information is lost. 

 Loss of control of data is an issue that is faced when 

using cloud services. All security control that was once 

controlled by the user storing documents on the hard drive 

and running applications locally are, in majority, controlled 

by the vendor.  The users put full trust in the vendor that the 

data will be safe and secure. Access controls should be in 

place that only allows the data owners to access it, but 

sometimes it fails. Lack of security regarding the safeguard of 

data could be disastrous, resulting in financial loss for the 

vendor providing the cloud service and the user of the cloud 

service.  

4.2 Security Breach 

 A cloud data breach is a company’s and clients worst 

nightmare. Dropbox is a free service that allows users to store 

and share files online. It has over 25 million users. In June 

2011, a critical error occurred that turned off password 

authentication that allowed for users accounts to be accessed 

by just typing in the username and any strings for the 

password [7]. This all happened due to an update to the 

storage service and the vulnerability last for about 4 hours. 

This incident has resulted in a class action lawsuit claiming 

negligence and invasion of privacy, just to name a few [8].  

 Another cloud incident was back in May 2011, when a 

password storage service provider announced a possible 

breach. LastPass is a password manager that works as a web-

browser add-on and generates a secure password for the user’s 

online services and they are stored on LastPass’s servers [9]. 

When users return to these online services, LastPass will 

automatically fill in login information. “Possible breach” is 

more than enough to cause panic and emergency procedures 

to address the situation. Precautions were taken when 

outgoing traffic anomalies were noticed during an unusual 

time. A mandatory master password change was initiated for 

all accounts. The CEO states that only a couple of hundred of 

accounts could have possibly been captured during the 

timeframe of the event [10]. 

 An information security breach is the origin of lost time, 

money and in some cases, customers. The Dropbox 

occurrence could possibly have been prevented with proper 

change management and application testing. The cause of the 

breach was said to be due to an update and that convey that 

proper testing was not done or the password authorization risk 

was not factored into the process. LastPass acted promptly, 

but there has been no evidence that accounts were actually 

compromised. With cloud services such as storage and email, 

users have no control over system updates and what happens. 

These occurrences are some of the risks that are taken when 

using cloud services.  

4.3 One down, All down 

 Virtualization could be considered the backbone of 

cloud computing. It is best defined by Jonathan Eunice as 

“Virtualization is the process of presenting computing 

resources in ways that users and applications can easily get 

value out of them, rather than presenting them in a way 

dictated by their implementation, geographic location, or 

physical packaging.  In other words, it provides a logical 

rather than physical view of data, computing power, storage 

capacity, and other resources” [2]. Some cloud services 

depend on virtualization. Virtualization has its own risks that 

contributes to the risk of cloud computing 
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 Virtualization allows isolation of instances, whether 

those instances are operating systems, storage space, cpu 

utilization or applications. An example would be creating an 

account on some social network. When a new account is 

created, information is stored in its own “space”. This space is 

a replicated barebones image of a user account page. Once a 

user is created, it is saved and customized by the user. That 

space can hold the user’s file data associated with its account. 

Virtualization makes the creation of the new spaces possible 

and easy. Virtualization is behind the growth of many social 

networks and online services.   

 The risk and challenge that virtualization brings is 

managing and isolating the individual instances/machines. It 

would be disastrous for data to flow to the wrong virtual 

machine or for one machine to bring down others that are on 

the same physical machine or any other type of issue that 

would affect multiple machines. If an entire physical server 

goes down, all the virtual machines go down as well. Is it safe 

for pertinent applications or services to be on the same 

physical system, or better yet, network? 

 In April 2011, Amazon’s EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) 

experienced disruptions which cascaded problems to hundreds 

of businesses that use it. EC2 is a cloud service product that 

provides “pay-as-you-go” compute capacity and is used by 

many businesses to host web services such as NY Times and 

GroupMe.com. A network issue caused storage volumes to 

create backups, which led to storage capacity being filled up 

and caused connectivity issues [11].  Campbell McKellar, 

founder of Loosecubes said, “Clearly you’re not in control of 

your data, your information” in reference to the Amazon crash 

[12]. The Amazon hiccup ironically happened in close 

proximity to when the Playstation Network went down due to 

being hacked. 

 Cloud vendors have the responsibility of the upkeep and 

the maintenance of the services while the consumer of the 

services takes the risk of failures and downtime. Amazon 

boasted the 99% uptime for its cloud services in which the 

April outage seemed to have made that statement untrue. The 

challenge for consumers is choosing whether cloud computing 

is ideal for them and then choosing the “right” cloud provider. 

In a time when large corporations are targeted by hacker 

groups, choosing a large provider as Amazon could prove to 

be costly if it were to be targeted by such a group. 

4.4 Standards 

 Since cloud computing is an emerging technology, there 

are no set standards to how cloud computing should be 

implemented or assessed properly for risk. ISO 27001 defines 

how to organize information security and was written before 

cloud computing became an issue and has to be revised to 

contain more specifics about cloud computing [13]. There is 

documentation that explains ways that it is being 

implemented, but no one way is foolproof. Draft Cloud 

Computing Synopsis and Recommendations by National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and Security 

Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing 

V2.1 by the Cloud Security Alliance are two such documents 

that gives recommendations and information about cloud 

computing [14] [15] To get cloud computing to where it 

should be, security has to be addressed and liability as well.  

5 Conclusions 

 Cloud computing is growing at a fast rate and its 

imperfections are glaring along with growth. Security issues 

linger, while the benefits from cloud technology could cloud 

judgment when deciding to move from traditional services to 

cloud services. Consumers should factor in the aspects of data 

control and weigh the benefits of the cloud and the risks of 

losing data or data being compromised out in the cloud or 

within a company’s organization. Due diligence should be 

done on cloud services and cloud providers and information 

security should be a high priority and contracts should be 

specific when pertaining to data [13] (Kosutic, 2011).   
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Abstract -Environmental concerns, specially related to use 
of non- renewable sources of energy are the main topics on 
nowadays business.  For many institutions the computers 
power consumption, even on standby mode, can represent 
most of the electricity consume. It has been observed that a 
large number of computers are normally desktops even if 
most of that are just used for simple tasks, like writing 
documents. A normal desktop consumes about 130 W, 
leading to an expressive parcel of total energy consume due 
to its significance and number at majority of institutions. 
This work presents a cloud computer alternative as a way to 
reduce energy consumption. By using a computer configured 
to use just Internet resources and services, is possible to 
reduce the power consumption to a level around 15W with 
similar capabilities. This configuration is possible using a 
cloud specific operational system, like Chrome OS or 
Chromium OS, its open source version. 

Keywords:Cloud Computing, Chrome OS, Environment, 
Energy-Saving. 

 

1 Introduction 
 Nowadays the use of internet services, like Google 
Docs, Facebook and YouTube, are growing quite fast and 
most of the time spend on a computer is on those services 
[1]. Most of users and applications don´t need a big and 
powerful computer. The use of Cloud Computing 
operational systems, like Chrome OS[2], may in the near 
future fill all the user’s needs. 

 Google already released some netbook’s call 
“Chromebook“ that runs on Chrome OS, an operational 
system based entirely on a web browser. This work presents 
the results from a study to use a similar system as an 
alternative for the conventional computers of a private 
university. Due to similarities, the main results could be 
applied to many institutions out of the educational business. 

 Since a computer that just access the Internet can be 
less powerful, and consequently consuming less energy, 
adopting a cloud concept can helps a institution to reduce 
the carbon footprint. In Sao Paulo, one of the biggest 
Brazilian city it was already adopted laws to reduce the 

carbon footprint, and that can be easily achieved by 
reducing power consumption as suggested by the law [3]. 

 To perform a present study, the power consumption of 
different operational system was compared. Two operational 
systems, a cloud-based and a conventional one were 
installed on different computers. The computers 
configurations were representative of university 
environment used to evaluate the cloud computing 
utilization on an educational institution. 

 Using less powerful computers also has the advantage 
of having smaller computers, which are going to produce 
much less electronic waste, also known as E-waste, when 
the device got obsolete. This work also estimates the e-
waste production over a time-line period as computers 
become obsolete. 

Based on its characteristics, it can be assumed that cloud 
computers are good either for a computational point of view 
as for the environment, but this work also tries to look at the 
user’s point of view. Using a different operational system 
can be a challenge for users wont to use the conventional 
systems like Windows and Mac OS. To investigate the user 
experience, it was created an application that simulates the 
use of a cloud computing on computers usually accessed by 
students at the university campus. The user´s experience on 
cloud environment was accessed by a “not compulsory” 
answers to a questionnaire automatically presented before 
the student log off.    

Since cloud computers use servers to provide the services, 
their power consumption and the waste generation becomes 
also a concern. But a server has one benefit as different 
clients around the world can access it. So its use can easily 
be optimized, since clients from different time zones can use 
it.  By this arrangement computers become more productive, 
and being less time on idle state. Another server´s advantage 
is that it can be placed near renewable energy sources, a 
situation not always possible for institutions or companies 
that need to be settled near big cities. Also a server can 
easily be updated or recycled, since it has a higher volume, 
if compared to personal computer from users around the 
world.  
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2 Related Work 
 Power consumption can be considered one of the 
major environmental problems, so the procedures to 
measure are very important for the study.  

 Bianzino [4] had reported a method to compare 
different computers and the power consumption of them. 
His study presents 3 computers, being 2 desktops and 1 
notebook, using 3 different operational systems. The power 
consumption was obtained using the computer´s native OS 
browser to access the web. As results, the authors observed 
about 70 to 100% of the processor use, with power 
consumption in the range from 25 to 85W.  

 Souza et al. [5] present a study about the power 
consumption of notebooks. The project uses a P3 
International model P4400 power consumption meter, which 
is a very useful device to measure the capable of power and 
energy consumption. The power measurements were 
captured at every 30 minutes and computers were analyzed 
in stand- by and active mode. As results, the authors [5] 
found an average of 17.5W for active mode and a 5,7W for 
a computer on stand-by mode. They conclude that if the 
computer were turned off instead of use on stand-by mode 
there will be a 25% economy on power consumption. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Power Consumption comparison between 
Cloud and conventional computing 

 First a computer was configured to use Chromium OS, 
the cloud based OS. This computer was a netbook with an 
Intel Atom N270 with 2GB of ram and Compact Flash card 
with 8GB for storage. This configuration can be acquired by 
about $250 dollars in Brazil. 

 As a matter of comparison, the same computer was 
configured for use the conventional Microsoft Windows 7 
OS. The computer was also compared to standard desktops 
configurations found on the university campus were the 
present work was done. Table 1 shows the configuration of 
all the computers used on the test. 

 All the computers were tested on a same environment, 
for 10-hour and 4repetitions for each test. All the computers 
were on an active state running a word processor 
application, and connected to an automated keyboard, that 
could type at a continuous rate. 

 The word processor application was choose, since this 
was considered the application used more often on a 
university, and by all courses and degrees. 

 Using a power consumption meter, connected to the 
outlet, all the 10-hour test was accounted on each round. 
The meter used on the test is the P3 International model 
P4400. After the 4 times round of each computer, the 
averages of power consumption results were considered. 

Table 1 – Configuration of computers used to compare 
cloud and conventional system. 

Computers 

 

Processor 

RAM/Storage 

Operational 

System 

C
lo

u
d

 

Configured System 

Intel Atom 1.6GHz 

2Gb/8GB 
Chromium OS 

C
on

ve
n

ti
on

al
 

Intel Atom 1.6GHz 

2GB/160GB 
Windows 7 

Notebook 

Intel dual core 

2,13GHz 

4GB/500GB 

Windows 7 

Desktop 01 

AMD Athlon 

2,0GHz 

2GB/200GB 

Windows 7 

Desktop 02 

AMD Phenon X4 

2,2GHz 

8GB/2x750GB 

Windows 7 

 

3.2 E-Waste generation from computers end 
of life 

 Another subject addressed by this work was the E-
waste generation from computers. The indicator of waste is 
normally represented by its total mass. The computers on 
this study were all measured using a precision scale.  

 The E-waste is generated after the computer end of 
life, when it is considered obsolete. The university where 
this project was developed has a policy of a 6-year term of 
computer life cycle, as was reported in [6]. So, if a new 
computer is added to university today, it will be considered 
obsolete 6 years later. 

 This lifecycle can be bigger or smaller on other 
institutions, and it will impact directly on the generation of 
e-waste. With the historical data of the university it was 
possible to make a projected scenario for e-waste 
generation. The scenarios can be used to shows how much 
e-waste will be produced each in the future, using cloud 
computing replacements or only the conventional computing 
system. 
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3.3 User experience on the use of Cloud 
Computing 

 The user experience is an important aspect of this 
study, since the computers need to remains functional for 
the tasks and needs. An application was made to allow the 
user to use a simulation of a cloud computing OS. This 
application was running on Windows 7. After the use of the 
application the user could answer a questionnaire with 
questions about his experience using cloud services and 
cloud OS. 

 The questionnaire users responses indicates the major 
problems of using cloud computing and also the 
appropriated places or environment at the university to 
deploy cloud computing. 

3.4 Scenarios about Cloud Computing 
implementation on a university 

 With the results of the previous parts, was possible to 
create a scenario, showing a comparison, between the use of 
cloud computing and the conventional system. The scenario 
without the use of cloud computing was created based on 
the historical data from the university, and applying an 
increasing rate of 5% per year on the total number of 
computers. Table 2 shows the historical inventory of 
university computers and the future prediction. 

 The scenario for implement cloud computing was 
created based on historical data to generate the main results 
and environmental advantages possible to be obtained with 
the implementation of cloud computing. It was also took 
into account for cloud implementation the user experience 
and the university peculiarities. As a result, it was found that 
is possible to insert, over the years, new computers using 
different configurations and a cloud based OS.  

 The data obtained from the user experience, allows 
deciding which computers on an educational environmental 
are possible to be replaced by the new systems using, for 
example, Chrome/Chromium OS. The majority of university 
computers used at present time have applications (software) 
that already have similar versions online . As an example, it 
can be taken the well know Microsoft Office suite, which its 
similar online application is Google Docs. 

 The best way to add cloud computers in to the 
university system is by the replacement only the already 
obsolete computers. This procedure will avoid more 
computers being discarded, since only the ones that were 
already destined to be replaced will be changed by the cloud 
ones. The scenarios were calculated for 2012-2020 year 
time, for number of cloud, conventional and total computers 
on the university.  

 After the creation of the scenarios, one analyze was 
done to find out the power consumption, waste generation 
and costs for implement each scenario.The power 
consumption was based on the comparison of cloud-based 
and conventional computers, using the average power 
consumption of each computer. The waste generation was 
calculated from mass of computers generated over the years, 
taken into account the 6-years computer lifetime policy of 
the university. So, after 6 years a computer is considered 
obsolete and the waste is generated. 

 The cost of implementation is the sum of the unitary 
cost of each computer. The cost of the computers was 
separated in cloud computing and conventional computers.  
This cost was based on the Brazilian market, in Real’s, and 
price on this paper were also converted to dollars using 
current rate, even thought this rate may vary in the future. 

4 Results 
 The comparison between the average power 
consumption of the special configured system and the 
representative computers used in the university is show in 
Table 2. It can be seen in the Table 2 that the cloud system 
can be very efficient, with only 8% of power consumption 
of a desktop.  

Table 2 – Average power consumption from computers 
tested. 

Computers Operational System 
Average power 

consumption (kWh) 

C
lo

u
d

 

Configured 
System 

Chromium OS 0.14 

C
on

ve
n

ti
on

al
 Windows 7 0.15 

Notebook Windows 7 0.21 

Desktop 01 Windows 7 0.8 

Desktop 02 Windows 7 1.74 

 

 Even thought the configured system with Windows 7, 
consumed almost the same power as the cloud-based 
system, the system did not run well, with some slower use, 
as compared to the cloud based or the desktops. 

 The notebook had a great efficiency, but this kind of 
computer is not normally used on educational institution. 
The configured system was build to be used as a desktop, 
with the unit connected to a screen. 

 The second part of the study was the E-waste 
generation. The measurement of mass from the computers 
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used on the test allowed comparing the e-waste generated 
when these computers become obsolete. Table 3 show the 
mass of the computers tested. Those desktops represent 
computers that are used by the university and the configured 
system is the alternative implied by this study as a 
replacement alternative.  

 Another important part of the study was the user 
experience about the use of cloud computing. The first step 
was to develop an application to allow a simulation of a 
cloud-based operational system, like chrome OS by the user. 
. The figure 1 presents the starting menu for the application 
installed on some computers. The application allowed the 
user, before closing the application, to answer some 
questions about the experience. 

 The questionnaire had 9 questions and on table 4 are 
showed the 3 more relevant. These questions allowed the 
study to find out how the users were reacting to the system. 
Table 5 shows the percentages of the answers. Those 
answers allowed the study to find how many computers 
were easily replaceable to the new system. 

Table 3 – Mass of the different computers tested. 

Computer Operational System Mass (kg/lbs.) 

C
lo

u
d

 

Configured 
System 

Chromium OS 0.9/1.9 

C
on

ve
n

ti
on

al
 Windows 7 1.0/2.2 

Notebook Windows 7 1.8/3.9 

Desktop 01 Windows 7 10.3/22 

Desktop 02 Windows 7 11.1/24 

 
 

 
Figure 1 – Screenshot of the application dedicated to 
simulate a cloud environment use. 

 Some computers were considered not suitable to be 
replaced, mainly because they use specific applications like 
equipment controlling and software for design and 
engineering courses that doesn’t have online alternatives. 
This is a expected situation for many institution, but even 
that a great number of computers are for non-specific use, as 
for research and normal students tasks that are  possible to 
be replaced. . 

 By combining the previously results it was possible to 
create scenarios for implementation of cloud computer on a 
university. The inventory database, used and a future 
projection with 5% grow per year is showed on Figure 2. 

Table 4 – Questions done to access the users experience on 
cloud computing use. 

Question 

1. How do you rate your experience using cloud 
computing? 

2. How do you rate the idea of using cloud 
computing? 

3. Do you think is possible to use a cloud-based 
only computer? 

 

Table 5: The percentages of answers given to the 
questionnaire by the students  

Question 
Alternatives 

Responses (%) 

1. Very Good Good Bad Very Bad 
23.3 38.4 16.3 22.1 

2. Very Good Good Bad Very Bad 
51.2 30.2 7.0 11.6 

3. Yes No 
65.0 35.0 

 

 With the inventory data, this study suggests a 
replacement plan, by changing new computers to ones using 
cloud-based operating system. It was assumed considering 
that not all computers can be replaced, since some 
computers needed to remain using the conventional system. 
Figure 3 shows the number of computers for each system 
over the years. 
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Figure 2 – Graphic with the inventory and the future 
predictions for university computers number  

 From the scenario showed on Figure 3 were created 
some graphics comparing the power consumption and the e-
waste generation over the years, to compare and find out the 
benefits and disadvantages of cloud system implementation. 
Figure 4 shows the difference on the power consumption 
between the new scenario and the control one (with only a 
normal system). . By comparing the two systems it can be 
seem that the cloud-based system uses almost 50% less 
energy demand.  

 

 
Figure 3 – Number of computers for each system on the 
suggested scenario. 
 

 The figure 5 presents the comparison of the mass of E-
waste that would be generated from computers discarded 
over the years. It should be emphasizes here a 6 year 
university policy for computer´s lifespan and that the 
computer configured to use the cloud-based OS has 
significant lower mass then a normal desktop. 

 

Figure 4 – Comparison between the power consumption 
from control (conventional system) and cloud-based 
system implementation  
 
  

 The differences for the two comparative scenarios on 
discarded computers subject takes time to shows up, 
because the 6 years time to computers become obsolete. On 
the graphic is possible to see that the mass differences will 
be noticed only after 2016. By that time, the mass of 
discarded computers starts to decrease due to the use of 
lightweight computer, with less processor power. 

 
Figure 6 – Comparison of the mass of discarded computers 

over the years. 
 

5 Conclusions 
 The use of cloud computing on a university or any 
educational institution seems to be a plausible idea. It must 
be taken into account that not all computers can be replaced, 
at least by the moment, mainly because there is not enough 
Internet services for all the tasks needed. Even that, there are 
many places where the replacement can be done with great 
advantage, specially looking on a environmental 
perspective. The power consumption and the generation of 
e-waste are becoming an increasing concern all over the 
world.  
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 This study shows that is feasible to use cloud 
computing scenario with benefits about 50% on energy 
economy and producing less e-waste over obsolete 
computers. 

 There is still some study to be done to reduce server 
power consumption and e-waste generation, but as stated 
before, the centralization use of the server allows the use of 
renewable sources of energy and recycling alternatives can 
easily be applied. 
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Abstract – Software Security metrics are quantitative measures 

related to a software system’s level of trustworthiness. They can be 

used to aid in resource allocation, program planning, risk 

assessment, and product and service selection. Recently 

researchers have proposed several software security metrics. 

Among these are attack surface and vulnerability density. The 

attack surface measure has been used by a few major software 

companies, such as Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, and SAP. The 

vulnerability density measure has been applied by some 

researchers to Windows and Linux family of operating systems, in 

addition to some web servers and browsers. Despite their promise, 

establishing the validity of software security metrics remains a key 

challenge. A single security metric may be unable to measure all 

aspects of security and hence the use of multiple metrics may be 

needed in some situations. To assess the applicability of the metrics 

quantifying individual as well as multiple aspects of security, we 

explore the relationship between the attack surface and 

vulnerability density metrics. For this examination, the source code 

and vulnerabilities data of two releases of Apache HTTP Server 

have been examined. While the results show that the attack surface 

and vulnerability density are related, further investigations are 

needed to develop methods that combine them.  

Keywords – Software security metrics; Attack surface; Software 

Vulnerabilities; Quantitative security; Web servers;  

1  Introduction 

Software has become a critical part of practically every 
part of the human life, from personal use, private and public 
organizations, to industry. It is also well known that all major 
software systems have defects. Some of these defects are 
security related, and are termed vulnerabilities. If they are 
exploited by malicious users; they can lead to considerable 
damage. The Code Red worm [5], a computer worm that 
exploited security related defects in Microsoft’s HTTP 
Server IIS (Internet Information Services) in 2001, illustrates 
the kind damage that can occur due to presence of 
vulnerabilities. Security of software has become a main 
concern for both vendors and users, and thus there is a need 
to develop methods that can lead to more secure software.        

The measurement to a specific security aspect of a 
system is represented by a metric. A security metric is a 
quantifiable measurement that indicates the level of security 
for an attribute of the system [6]. Recently several software 
security metrics have been proposed and explored by 
researchers in academia, industry, and government. These 
include:  relative vulnerability, static analysis tool 
effectiveness, attack surface, vulnerability density, flaw 
severity and severity-to-complexity, security scoring vector 
for web applications, CVSS scores etc. [7]. Each of them 
based on its specific perspective, target, and assumptions and 

measures different attributes of software security. They are 
intended to help decision makers in resource allocation, 
program planning, risk assessment, and product and service 
selection. They attempt to ensure that decisions are not only 
based on subjective perceptions.   

While quantifiable security metrics, as in the case of 
physical sciences, are supposed to provide precise 
knowledge to decision-makers, software does not obey laws 
as exactly as in physics and thus this field has its own 
challenges [5]. As security is a software attribute, its 
measurement is not a trivial task [2]. According to Verendel 
[8], the lack of validation and comparisons among such 
metrics is a main challenge, which in turn makes their 
usability risky. Moreover, there is no single security metric 
yet that can incorporate all aspects of security, and hence 
having a framework that combines different metrics is an 
important step toward measuring the system security [8].  

The main objective of this research is to understand the 
nature of those challenges by studying the relationship 
between two major security metrics namely: attack surface 
and vulnerability density. Our choice of these two metrics is 
based on the following factors. First, the attack surface 
metric is already in use by Microsoft and has been applied by 
a few major software companies, such as Hewlett-Packard 
(HP) and SAP. The latter is selected due to the fact that 
vulnerability density, as a normalized metric, allows 
subsequent releases of varying size to be compared [4]. 
Thus, this metric satisfies our objective of comparing the 
number of vulnerabilities of two different releases of a 
specific system, Apache HTTP server. Apache has been 
chosen in particular because the web servers form a major 
component of the internet, and Apache has the highest 
market share among the HTTP servers [5]. Its source code 
availability allows evaluation of its attack surface.  

P. Manadhata et al. in [3] have investigated the validity of 
one of the components of the attack surface metric by 
relating the number of vulnerability reports with the attack 
surface for two FTP Daemons, ProfFTPD and Wu-FTPD, by 
examining the methods involved. They have found that the 
attack surface of Wu-FTPD and ProfFTPD is related to their 
reported number of vulnerabilities. In their investigation, 
they applied the attack surface metric to compare the security 
of two different systems with the same functionality and then 
related it to the reported number of vulnerabilities. In this 
study we apply the attack surface metric to a much larger 
software. Also in our study we compare the security of two 
different versions of the same system and then relate it to 
their vulnerability density values.  

Vulnerability density metric was initially introduced and 
applied to major operating systems, namely Microsoft 
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Windows and Red Hat Linux [4]. S. Woo et al in [5] have 
compared the vulnerability density of two HTTP web 
servers: Apache and IIS. In both studies the vulnerability 
density metric has been found meaningful. However, 
vulnerability density metric has been applied to initial 
versions of each software, and not to separate releases of the 
same system. Moreover, to the limit of our knowledge it has 
not been compared with another security metric. In this 
study, we compare vulnerability density metric with the 
attack surface metric along the method dimension. In 
addition, we discuss how these two metrics can complement 
each other.       
     The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents a brief overview of the attack surface metric. In 
Section 3, the software vulnerabilities are discussed and the 
vulnerability density metric is introduced. In the next section, 
the key aspects of Apache HTTP server are introduced. In 
sections 5 and 6, the vulnerability density and the attack 
surface measurements of the two Apache releases are 
examined. Section 7 presents the results of the comparison 
and the observations on the two metrics. Finally, the 
concluding comments are given along with the issues that 
need further research.   

2   Attack Surface Metric 
A system’s attack surface depends on the subset of the 

system’s resources that can be used by an adversary to attack 
the system [2]. The resources are referred to as methods 
(e.g., API), channels (e.g., sockets), and data items (e.g., 
input strings). A system that has more of such resources has a 
larger attack surface and hence the system is less secure [1]. 
Notably, only some of these resources are considered as part 
of the attack surface. Their contribution to the attack surface 
measurement is weighted appropriately. The main resources 
are the entry points and exit points [2] and the relative 
contribution is estimated using damage potential and effort 
ratio.   
2.1 Entry Point and Exit Point Framework 
     The entry point and exit point framework is a formal 
framework that defines the set of entry points and exit points 
(methods), the set of channels, and the set of untrusted data 
items from the source code of a system [2].  Entry and Exit 
points are the methods that an attacker uses to either send or 
receive data from the system [2]. Channels are the means 
that used by an attacker to connect to the system [2]. 
Untrusted data items are   the data that the attacker can either 
send or receive from the system [2].  
      A method can be either a direct or indirect entry point 
and/or a direct or indirect exit point [2]. In one hand, a 
method is a direct entry point if it receives data directly from 
the environment; read method defined in unistd.h in C 
library is an example [3]. Besides, a method is indirect entry 
point if it receives data from direct entry point [2]. On the 
other hand, a method is a direct exit point if it sends data 
directly to the environment’s system [2]; fprintf method 
defined in C library is an example [3]. Moreover, a method is 
indirect exit point if it sends data to direct exit point [2].  
2.2 Damage Potential and Effort Ratio 
     Damage potential and access effort ratio is an informal 
means that are used to estimate damage potential and effort 

in terms of resources attributes [2]. The damage potential 
depends on the method’s privilege, the channel’s type, and 
the data item’s type [9], whereas, the effort depends on the 
rights of the resource that the attacker needs to acquire to use 
a resource in an attack [9]. The attackability ac() of a 
method, a channel, and a data item is given as follows:  
 

         𝑎𝑐(𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑)    =  
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
           (1)   

 

        𝑎𝑐(𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙)    =  
𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
           (2) 

 

        𝑎𝑐(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) =
𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
           (3)  

                    
The user of this metric is responsible for assigning a numeric 
values for privilege levels, types of the channel, and types of 
data items [9]. However, the following should be taken in 
considerations: the higher the privilege, channel type, or data 
item, the higher the damage potential, whereas the higher the 
access right the higher the effort [9].   

2.3 Attack Surface Measurement Method 

     A system attack surface, for a given system, is measured 
along three dimensions: method, channel, and data items as 
follows: 

 The entry and exit points’ framework is used to 
identify the set of methods (M), channels (C), and 
untrusted data items (I). 

 Damage potential and effort ratio means, der(), is used 
to estimate the total contribution of the method: 
derm(m), channel: derc(c), and data items: derd(d). 
Where m ∈ M, c ∈ C, and d ∈ I. 

 The system’s attack surface is  the triple  

< ∑ derm(m)𝑚∈𝑀 , ∑ derc(c), ∑ derd(d)𝑑∈𝐼𝑐∈𝐶  >    

3   Vulnerability Density Metric 

3.1 Software Vulnerabilities  
     Software vulnerability is defined as a defect in software 
system that presents a security risk [4]. The subset of the 
security related defects, termed vulnerabilities, are to be 
discovered and are announced eventually [4]. The finders of 
the vulnerabilities disclose them to the public using some of 
the common reporting mechanisms available in the field. 
The databases for the vulnerabilities are maintained by 
organizations such as National Vulnerability Database 
(NVD) [10], Open Source Vulnerability Database (OSVDB) 
[11] and BugTraq [12], as well as the vendors of the 
software. Vulnerabilities are assigned a unique identifier 
(local to individual information providers and across 
multiple vulnerability databases) using MITRE Common 
Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) service [13].  

3.2 Classification of Vulnerabilities 

     Distinction among vulnerabilities can be significant, 
especially when examining the nature and extent of the 
problem is required. It also helps in determining the most 
effective kinds of protective actions. Several classification 
schemes have been proposed [5]. A vulnerability 
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classification should be considered ideal if it possesses 
desirable properties such as mutual exclusiveness, clear and 
unique definition, and coverage of all software 
vulnerabilities [5]. Vulnerabilities can be classified mainly 
based on how they arise and their relative impact [5].  
     Woo et al.  [5] observe that the high severity 
vulnerabilities tend to be discovered and patched earlier 
than the medium and low vulnerabilities. Mandhata and 
Wong observe that patching two types of vulnerabilities 
associated with Authentication Issues and Permission, 
Privilege and Access control reduce the attack surface 
measurement [2]. However, it should be expected that not 
only the type but also the severity of vulnerabilities can 
have an effect on the attack surface measurement. 

3.2.1 Vulnerability Severity 

     The severity level of vulnerability indicates how serious 
the impact of exploitation can be. Three severity levels are 
often defined; high, medium and low. However, some other 
organizations use up to five levels and use their own 
definition for severity [5]. The NVD of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology has used the 
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) metric that 
assesses the vulnerability severity with range from 0.0 to 
10.0 [10]. CVSS uses several factors to determine the 
severity; the range from 0.0 to 3.9 is taken to be low 
severity, 4.0 to 6.9 to medium severity and 7.0 to 10.0 to 
high severity. The NVD (2010) describes three severity 
levels as follows: 

 High Severity: vulnerabilities make it possible for a 
remote attacker to violate the security protection, or 
permit a local attack that gains complete control, or 
are otherwise important enough to have an associated 
CERT/CC advisory or US-CERT alert.  

 Medium Severity: vulnerabilities are those not 
meeting the definition of either ‘high’ or ‘low’ 
severity. 

 Low Severity: vulnerabilities typically do not yield 
valuable information or control over a system but 
may provide the attacker with information that may 
help him find and exploit other vulnerabilities or may 
be inconsequential for most organizations. 

3.2.2 Vulnerability Type Classification 
     Vulnerability type in National Vulnerability Database 
(NVD) is assigned using the Common Weakness 
Enumeration (CWE) maintained by the MITRE Corporation 
[13]. CWE classifies CVEs by the type of vulnerability they 
represent [10]. As in the [10], the type of vulnerabilities that 
are related to attack surface can be classified into:  

 Authentication Issues: failure to properly authenticate 
users. 

 Permissions, Privileges, and Access Control: failure 
to enforce permissions or other access restrictions for 
resources, or a privilege management problem.  

 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS): failure of a site to 
validate, filter, or encode user input before returning 
it to another user’s web client. 

 Format String Vulnerability: the use of attacker-
controlled input as the format string parameter in 
certain functions. 

 SQL Injection: when user input can be embedded 
into SQL statements without proper filtering or 
quoting, leading to modification of query logic or 
execution of SQL commands. 

 OS Command Injections: allowing user-controlled 
input to be injected into command lines that are 
created to invoke other programs, using system () or 
similar functions.   

 Information Leak / Disclosure: exposure of system 
information, sensitive or private information, 
fingerprinting, etc.  

     Other CWE types which might not relate to the attack 
surface are: Credentials Management, Buffer Errors, Cross-
Site Request Forgery (CSRF),   Cryptographic Issues, Path 
Traversal, Code Injection, etc. [10].  

3.3 Vulnerability Density Metric 
Vulnerability density is a measure of the total number of 

known vulnerabilities, divided by the size (per thousand lines 
of code) of the software entity being measured, VKD, [5]:  

 

       VKD =
Known Vulnerabilities

Size
                      (4)  

 
Vulnerability density is a normalized measure, given by the 
number of vulnerabilities per unit of code size. The size is 
typically measured either in Lines of Code or the installed 
system in bytes. The former has been chosen due to its 
simplicity and its correspondence to defect density metric in 
the software engineering domain. Vulnerability density is 
used to compare software systems that come under the same 
category. It can also be used to estimate the number of 
residual vulnerabilities. Assessing the risk can also be 
achieved by using vulnerability density. Besides, deciding 
when to stop testing as well as maintenance planning can be 
realized using vulnerability density metric [5].   

4 Apache HTTP Server 
     Apache HTTP server has been the most popular Web 
server. It is developed and maintained by an open 
community of developers under the auspices of the Apache 
Software Foundation. Apache HTTP server is the software 
that responds to requests for information sent by web 
browsers [14]. It provides information using static HTML 
pages as well as dynamic and interactive services to the 
clients using database queries, executable script, etc. It also 

Table 1- Market share of the top web servers on the Internet 
[15] 

Product Vendor Web Sites  Hosted Percent 

Apache Apache 378,267,399 64.91% 

IIS Microsoft 84,288,985 14.46% 

nginx Igor Sysoev 56,087,776 9.63% 

GWS Google 18,936,381 3.25% 
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supports functions such as serving streaming media, email, 
etc. In the presence of the cloud computing systems, it can 
also support virtual implementations of applications and 
operating systems. Apache can run on a variety of operating 
systems such as UNIX, Windows, Linux, Solaris, Novell 
NetWare, FreeBSD, and Mac OS X. 
      Apache HTTP server has gone through a number of 
improvements after its initial launch, which led to the release 
of several versions: 1.3.x, 2.0.x, 2.2.x, 2.3.x, and 2.4.x. This 
diversity enables us to observe the improvement of the 
security among the subsequent releases. Besides, the 
availability of it source code and wide usage makes it a good 
candidate for a study such as ours. According to [15], Apache 
web server is used by over 64% (Table1). As Apache HTTP 
server releases 2.2.x takes more than 88% of the usage share 
among Apache releases [16], and as there is a significant 
time gap between the releases 2.2.x and 1.3.x, which might 
help in observing security improvement, the two releases 
have been chosen for this study. 
     The two main components of Apache web server are 
Apache Core and Apache Modules [14].  The Apache Core 
provides the main functionality of Apache HTTP server such 
as allocating requests and maintaining and pooling all the 
connections. The Apache Modules handle the other types of 
processing the server has to provide; performing user 
Authentication.  
     Apache Core consists of several small components that 
manage the essential implementation of Apache web server 
main functionality. Figure1 depicts the main elements of the 
Apache Core and how they interact with each other to 
provide the required functionalities. These components are 
described below. 

Figure 1: Apache HTTP Server Core Components [14] 

 
 http_protocol.c handles the routines that 

communicate directly with the client by using the 
HTTP protocol. It handles the socket connections that 
the client uses to connect to the server and it manages 
data transfer.  

 http_main.c is in charge for the startup of the server, 
contains the main server loop that waits for and 
accepts connections, and manages timeouts.  

 http_request.c deals with the flow of request 
processing, passing control to the modules as needed 
in the right order, and error handling. 

 http_core.c implements serving of documents. 

 alloc.c manages allocation of the resource pool and 
keeps track of them. 

 http_config.c  provides tasks for other utilities such 
as reading configuration files, managing the 
information collected from those files, and aids for 
virtual hosts.  

     On the other hand, Apache Modules provide additional 
functionality that extend and implement the functionality of 
the Apache HTTP server. Each module is connected to the 
Apache core, HTTP_REQUEST component, and provides 
separated functionality. Thus, no module can progress 
without sending the information to the HTTP_REQUEST 
component which in turn checks and handles errors. 

5 Measuring System Vulnerabilities 
     The vulnerability datasets for Apache HTTP server 1.3.x 
and 2.2.x releases have been obtained from NVD which is 
maintained by National Institute of Standards and 
Technology and is sponsored by the department of Home 
Land Security. Thus the datasets are likely to be reliable. The 
vulnerabilities examined were discovered during the period 
1999 to 2012. Most of those vulnerabilities were found to be 
applicable to both major platforms MS-Windows and Linux. 
Only few were found to be specific to Mac OS.     
5.1 Number of Known Reported Vulnerabilities 
     The known reported vulnerabilities of Apache web server 
1.3 and 2.2 versions are presented in figure 2. In version 1.3, 
the numbers of the new vulnerabilities, which have been 
introduced in this version, are 18 whereas the number of the 
inherited vulnerabilities, which have been inherited from 
another releases and versions, are 11. However, the total 
numbers of the new and inherited vulnerabilities in version 
2.2 are 11 for the two of them. As it has been observed in 
figure 2, the numbers of the new vulnerabilities of version 
1.3 are larger than its counterpart, version 2.2. However, the 
inherited numbers of vulnerabilities are the same.  

  
    Table 2 presents values of number of versions, new and 
inherited vulnerabilities, and over all vulnerabilities for two 
Apache web server releases 1.3.x and 2.2.x. The table shows 
that the numbers of the new and inherited vulnerabilities of 
Apache 1.3.x release are more than half of 2.2.x release. 
Moreover, the numbers of the inherited vulnerabilities of 
1.3.x release and the 2.2.x release are way larger than the 
numbers of new vulnerabilities. This could be attributed to 
the share of code between successive versions and releases 
as it has been stated by Kim et al [17]. The number of the 
new and inherited vulnerabilities for all versions of Apache 

Table 2: Apache Releases Vulnerabilities  

Release Number 

of 

Versions 

New 

Vulnerabilities 

Inherited 

Vulnerabilities 

Total 

1.3 47 51 932 983 

2.2 23 23 415 438 
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release 1.3.x and 2.2.x are presented in Figures 3 and 4 
respectively.  
 

 

 Figure2: Apache HTTP Server Version 1.3 & 2.2 Vulnerabilities 
     
     There are forty seven versions for Apache 1.3.x release 
while twenty three for Apache 2.2.x release. It has been 
noted that the first two versions for both releases have more 
new vulnerabilities than the other versions. This is due to the 
fact that the data available are for the beta versions. The 
successive versions had significantly less new vulnerability. 
Half of the versions in both releases did not have any new 
vulnerability, possibly because their market shares were not 
as high. Woo et al in [5], have pointed out that higher market 
share is one of the most important factors impacting the 
effort spent in exploring and exploiting potential 
vulnerabilities. Surprisingly, it has been observed that some 
of the inherited vulnerabilities affect only a specific 
version(s) in one release but not the others.  
 

Figure 3: Apache HTTP Server Release 1.3.x Vulnerabilities 
 

Figure 4: Apache HTTP Server Release 2.2.x Vulnerabilities 

 

     Table 3 presents known vulnerability density VKD for two 
versions 1.3 and 2.2 of Apache web server from two different 
releases, 1.3.x and 2.2.x. Since the Apache web server is an 
open-source project, the source code for the two chosen 
versions was downloaded from Apache HTTP server archive 
download site [18]. The code size for the two selected 
versions was determined using SLOCCount tool, a software 
metrics tool for counting physical source lines of code [19].  
     The major fractions of the source code of the two versions 
are C based and was counted using the SLOCCount tool. The 
available tools that can be used to determine the attack 
surface can use C as well as Java code. The known 
vulnerabilities column gives a recent count of the 
vulnerabilities found since the release date. Despite having 
smaller size than version 2.2, version 1.3 had more known 
vulnerabilities and thus higher known vulnerabilities density.   

 
5.2 Vulnerabilities classified by Severity and Type 
     Figure 5 shows the number of vulnerabilities classified by 
severity for Apache 1.3 and 2.2 versions. While the former 
had eight vulnerabilities of high severity, the latter did not 
have any. Both versions had the same number of 
vulnerabilities of medium severity. No vulnerabilities of low 
severity were found in version 1.3 whereas one was found in 
version 2.2. Overall, version 1.3 had a higher fraction of high 
and medium severity vulnerabilities. This presents a 
significant risk and could lead to higher rates of occurrences 
of denial of service (DoS) attacks, exposure of sensitive 
information, etc.   

 

Figure 5: Apache HTTP Server version 2.2 Vulnerability Severity 

6 Measuring System’ Attack Surface 

     In this section, we will measure the attack surface along 
the method dimension for Apache HTP Server 1.3 and 2.2 
versions. Choosing the method dimension in particular is due 
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Table 3-  New Known Vulnerabilities Density   

Application 

 

Ksloc 

 

Known 

vulnerabilities 

 

VKD 

 

Apache 1.3 50,712 18 3.549E-4 

Apache 2.2 222,029 11 4.95E-05 
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to the fact that attackers can only exploit vulnerability in a 
method if they can invoke that method either directly or 
indirectly. However, measuring the attack surface requires 
looking at the source code and finding all places which could 
be part of the attack surface. By finding such places, what 
needed next is classifying each one of them into an attack 
class. The source code of the two chosen versions              
was obtained from [18].    

Figure 6: Apache HTTP Server version 2.2 Vulnerability Type 

     The entry and exit points along the method dimension 
have been defined using cflow tool. It analyzes a source code 
written in C programming language and produces a graph 
charting dependencies between various functions [20]. 
Figure 7 shows some sample cflow output from Apache 
HTTP Server version 1.3. Before counting each method, 
functions reachable from the main(), in the attack surface, 
the privilege level and access right level of the entry and exit  
points are needed to be determined and marked.  

 

 

Figure 7: Fractional cflow output from Apache Web Server 1.3 
     
     First, the privilege of a process runs on a UNIX system 
can change from one level to the other using one of uid-
setting system call such as setuid. If a process drops it 
privilege, then every method that are invoked before the drop 
of the privilege will have that level of privilege whereas 
every method invoked after the drop of the privilege will 
have the new privilege. Thus, a method might be counted 
multiple times, once per each privilege level.  The methods 
in the Apache HTTP Server version 1.3 and 2.2 run with a  
root and nobody, www-data, manager.sys, or apache 
privilege.  
    Second, in order to the access right of a method to be 
determined, we need to define the source code where the 
authentication is presented. Based on that, every method 
invoked before user authentication performed has 
unauthenticated access right while those methods invoked 

after user authentication take place has authenticated access 
right.  
     As it can be seen in table 4, a value to each privilege level 
and access right level is assigned based on our knowledge of 
Apache HTTP server and Linux (Ubuntu). The number of 
the direct entry point and the direct exit point are shown in 
table 5. Nonetheless, using table 4 and 5, the attackability 
along the method direction considering the effect of the 
resource’s Damage Potential-Effort Ratio was calculated as 
shown in table 6. The measure of Apache 1.3 attack surface 

along the method dimension is <235.3> whereas the 
measure of Apache 2.3 along the same dimension is 

<207.3>.  

  

1  API_EXPORT() < at http_protocol.c:1927>: 

2     ap_table_get() 

3     strncasecmp() 

4     strcasecmp() 

5     strchr() 

6    parse_byterange() <*support code ... */int parse_byterange 

(char *range,long clength,long *start,long *end) at 

http_protocol.c:85> 

7     ap_pstrdup() 
 

Table 5: Direct Entry and Exit Points 

Apache 1.3 

Privilege Access Right 
Direct 

Entry Point 

Direct 

Exit Point 

root root 4 7 

root authenticated 11 6 

apache authenticated 10 18 

apache unauthenticated 9 15 

apache anonymous 2 17 

manager.sys authenticated 1 12 

Apache 2.2 

Privilege Access Right 
Direct 

Entry Point 

Direct 

Exit Point 

root root 1 5 

root authenticated 9 14 

apache authenticated 7 16 

apache unauthenticated 5 23 

apache anonymous 3 14 

Table 4:  Numeric values of  Privilege & Access Rights 

Method Privilege Value Access Rights Value 

root 5 root 5 

apache or (www-data or 
nobody) 

3 authenticated 3 

authenticated 3 unauthenticated 1 

manager.sys 3 anonymous 1 

Table 6: Attackability Measurements 

Code Base Total Contribution of the Methods  
                       

Total 

Apache 1.3 
11 (5/5) + 17 (5/3) + 28 (3/3) + 24 (3/1) + 
19 (3/1) + 13 (3/1) 

 

   235.3 

 

Apache 2.2 
6 (5/5) + 23 (5/3) + 23 (3/3) + 28 (3/1) + 7 

(3/1)  
   207.3 
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7 Observations  
     The total numbers of vulnerabilities as well as 
vulnerability density for Apache HTTP Server version 1.3 
and its attack surface (Entry/Exit points along the method 
dimension) have been found to be more than those in Apache  
HTTP Server version 2.2. This result suggests that the 
vulnerability density seems to have a non-linear relationship 
with the attack surface. Information about the type and 
severity of vulnerabilities could simplify the process of the 
attack surface measurement. Knowing the attack points of a 
system could help developers to identify code with a higher 
likelihood of exploitable vulnerabilities. This result also 
suggests that a possible framework that combines the two 
metrics should be further investigated. Further experiments 
with different software systems need to be conducted to 
confirm and extend the result of this study. 

8 Conclusion & Future work 

This paper examines the relationship between the attack 
surface and vulnerability density metrics. It also investigates 
the visibility of how the two metrics can be used to guide 
each other.  

Quantitative techniques are needed by the developers and 
users for optimizing resource allocation, program planning, 
risk assessment and product and service selection. Software 
Security metrics are supposed to fulfill this need. However 
validation and comparison of the metrics are needed.  

Attack surface measures system attackability while 
vulnerability density measures the density of the known 
vulnerability of a system. While both metrics have been 
applied to some of the major software systems they have not 
been compared.  

In this study, we have measured the attackability and the 
vulnerability density of Apache HTTP server 1.3 and 2.2 
using the two metrics. Results suggest that the two metrics 
are related but not linearly. The attackability in terms of the 
methods and the vulnerability density measures of the 
Apache HTTP Server version 1.3 are both greater than the 
version 2.2. Further studies need to be undertaken to model 
the specific relationship between the two. It has been also 
observed that not only the number of vulnerability or 
vulnerability density that is related to attack surface but also 
the type and the severity of vulnerabilities are of degree of 
importance.         
     While only new vulnerabilities were considered in this 
study, examining the inherited vulnerabilities may lead to 
further insight. Moreover, identifying the vulnerable 
component of a software system by applying a compound 
metric that can define the most vulnerable modules can be 
very useful. Such a metric may involve using both 
vulnerability density as well as attack surface.    
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Abstract - Web table understanding is usually difficult for 

blind people. They depend on screen readers to convey the 

table information. However, if the table is large, the user may 

have long forgotten the heading before the last row is read. 

On the other hand, it is also difficult for users to view a large 

web table on a small-screen device. It usually requires 

extensive scrolling to view a large table with small-screen 

display. When the last row or last column is reached, the 

associated headers are probably out of screen and thus the 

meaning of data values is lost. These unstructured web tables 

arises a need for mobile and web accessibility improvements. 

In this regard, we propose a method to extract the structure 

from these tables and perform adaptation so that the mobile 

and blind users can perceive and retrieve information from 

the web table more easily and conveniently. 

Keywords: Web Table, Web Accessibility, Mobile 

Accessibility, Blind, Content Adaptation, Mobile Web 

Browser 

 

1 Introduction 

  How do blind people read a web page? Since blind 

people cannot see, they can only perceive webpage by 

alternative sensory channels such as auditory channel or 

through tactile devices. The most common way for them to 

access the Internet is to use a Web browser and text-to-speech 

software [1]. However, screen readers present content linearly 

to users. This contrasts with the way in which sighted people 

use visual interfaces. The linear presentation of web content 

imposes difficulty on web table understanding by the blind. 

Therefore, we need to seek way to improve presentation of 

web tables to the blind.  

 On the other hand, it is also difficult for users to view a 

large web table into a small screen device. It usually requires 

extensive scrolling to view a large web table with small screen 

display. When the last row or last column is reached, the 

corresponding column headers or row headers are probably 

out of screen and thus the meaning of the data values is lost. 

 A web table is an HTML table that is enclosed between 

two HTML tags: <table> and </table>. There are two types of 

web table. A data table is that used for conveying the 

contents’ information, and its contents’ meaning depends on 

its structure. It is also called genuine table or meaningful table. 

A layout table is that used in constructing the layouts of 

HTML documents and its contents’ meaning does not depend 

on its structure. It is also called non-genuine table or 

decorative table. A data table is usually equipped with column 

headers, row headers or both. In some cases, a data table may 

miss an explicit header but there is an implicit existence of 

eclipse abstractions for the table cells. In contrast, layout 

tables do not have logical headers that can be mapped to 

information within the table cells [2, 3].  

 There are some guidelines for web developers to create 

accessible web table [3]. However, this is not a compulsory 

requirement and thus there are lots of legacy web tables that 

are not designed with accessibility in mind. These tables are 

not well structured, i.e. they are not marked up properly. For 

example, the authors do not make of <THEAD> or <TH> tags 

to indicate column headers. Therefore, there is a need arisen 

to improve mobile and web accessibility for these 

unstructured web tables.  

 In our paper, we will describe how to extract table 

structure from unstructured data tables for better presentation 

to the blind and mobile users. The rest of the paper is 

organized as follows. Section 2 will present the process of 

analyzing table structure. Section 3 and 4 will discuss how to 

improve web accessibility and mobile accessibility of web 

tables respectively. Finally, section 5 will conclude our work.  

2 Table Structure Analysis  

2.1 Identifying Table Direction 

 In the area of table structure recognition research, many 

papers need to classify tables into genuine (also called data or 

meaningful table) or non-genuine (also called layout or 

decorative table) first [4, 5]. We do it by identifying Hparallel 

and Vparallel relationships among table cells. Hparallel 

relationship means that the table cells are horizontally similar 

whereas Vparallel relationship means that the table cells are 

vertically similar. 

 In [4], the authors also measure the cell similarity to 

determine whether a table is genuine because they assumed 

that value cells under the same attribute names demonstrate 

similar concepts. The metrics that they employ to measure the 
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cell similarity includes string similarity, named entity 

similarity and number category similarity. They count how 

many neighboring cells are similar. If the percentage is above 

a threshold, the table tags are interpreted as a genuine table. 

This is similar to our approach but we use more metrics 

including the type of the node (e.g. text or anchor node), the 

font family, the font size, the font weight, the font style, the 

color, the background color, the content length, the hyperlink 

address, etc. to measure similarity. Also we would not assume 

that the value cells are number category which is not always 

true in fact.  

 To determine whether a web table is data table or layout 

table, we compare the cell similarity to identify Hparallel and 

Vparallel relationships. First we need to determine whether a 

row is Hparallel or whether a column is Vparallel. If the 

proportion of Hparallel cells to the total number of cells in a 

row is greater than some threshold (th_cell), then the row is 

regarded as Hparallel row. Similarly, if the proportion of 

Vparallel cells to the total number of cells in a column is 

greater than some threshold (th_cell), then the column is 

regarded as Vparallel column. After identifying the Hparallel 

rows and Vparallel columns, we can check whether a table is 

a data table or not. If the proportion of Hparallel rows to the 

total number of rows or that of Vparallel columns to the total 

number of columns is greater than some threshold (th_rowcol), 

then this is a data table. Otherwise, this is a layout table. The 

formulas for determining Hparallel rows, Vparallel column, 

row-wise data table and column-wise data table are shown in 

Figure 1. The details of the relationship identification process 

can be found in our previous work [6]. 

 

 

Figure 1. The formulas for determining Hparallel rows, 

Vparallel column, row-wise data table and column-wise data 

table. 

 

  If two neighboring cells are similar, they are considered 

as parallel cells. If two neighboring cells are parallel in the 

same row (Ci,j and Ci,j+1), they are said to be horizontally 

parallel (Hparallel). Similarly, if two neighboring cells are 

parallel in the same column (Ci,j and Ci+1,j), they are said to be 

vertically parallel (Vparallel).  A web table with table cells Ci,j 

is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. A web table with table cells Ci,j. 

 

 Since the values under an attribute are usually similar in 

terms of visual properties, we determine whether the table is 

column-wise or row-wise by the Hparallel or Vparallel 

realationships identified. If most of the columns are vertically 

parallel (Vparallel), then the table is row-wise. Similarly, if 

most of the rows are horizontally parallel (Hparallel), then the 

table is column-wise. In some cases, the table cells exhibit 

both Hparallel and Vparallel relationship, which means that 

the data records can be read in both directions. In these cases, 

attributes are on both rows and columns, and the table is 

therefore called row-column-wise or both-wise. The idea is 

illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show examples 

of a row-wise table and column-wise table respectively. 

 

Figure 3. A table is row-wise if most columns are vertically 

parallel whereas it is column-wise if most rows are 

horizontally parallel. 
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Figure 4. An example of a row-wise table with table caption 

and footer. 

 

Figure 5. An example of a column-wise table with table 

caption. 

 

2.2 Identifying Table Structure 

 A simple web table consists of row(s) and column(s) 

defined by <tr> and <td> tags respectively. A more complex 

web table may include caption, header, body, footer defined 

by <caption>, <col>, <colgroup>, <thead>, <tbody>, and 

<tfoot> elements. The web developers are encouraged to 

mark up the table properly so that the screen readers can read 

properly [7]. However, many authors may not design the web 

table with accessibility in mind and they simply use <tr> and 

<td> tags to construct a web table. Instead of using proper 

tags, they use visual properties to differentiate between header, 

body, and footer sections. This gives challenges to screen 

readers to interpret the web table properly. Moreover, to my 

best knowledge, there is no HTML tag available to signify 

row header which is usually found in both-wise table. 

Therefore, we propose a method to identify table caption, 

column header, row header, and footer sections.  

 We first create a character matrix to indicate the 

relationship exhibited by each table cell. We use ‘v’ to denote 

Vparallel relationship, ‘h’ to denote Hparallel relationship, ‘b’ 

to denote both relationships, ‘n’ to denote no relationship, and 

‘e’ to denote empty cell due to column span or row span. If a 

table cell in the first row spanning all columns or a table cell 

in the first column spanning all rows, then it is regarded as 

table caption. If a table cell in other row (or other column) 

spanning all columns (or all rows), then it is regarded as a 

caption of a sub-table. If the table cell spanning all columns 

(or all rows) is in the last row (or last column), then it is 

regarded as table footer. An example is shown in Figure 6. 

  

Figure 6. Conversion of a web table to a character matrix. The 

web table is adopted and adapted from www.amazon.com. 

 

 To explore the boundary between headers (attributes) 

and data (values), we create two integer matrixes namely 

Hdiff and Vdiff to indicate the relationship difference between 

horizontal rows and between vertical columns respectively. 

This is because if the values demonstrate Vparallel 

relationship for a row-wise table, the corresponding attributes 

are usually Hparallel. The difference in relationship between 

table cells implies the boundary between headers and data. ‘1’ 

in Hdiff means that the relationship of current cell is different 

from the neighboring cell in the next row while ‘1’ in Vdiff 

means that the relationship of current cell is different from the 

neighboring cell in the next column. ‘0’ means there is no 

difference. Since there is no next row (or next column) in the 

last row (or last column), we use ‘2’ to indicate last row (or 

last column). Examples of converting character matrix into 

Hdiff and Vdiff matrix are shown in Figure 7.  

 To identify column headers, we find the first-appeared 

boundary of ‘1’ and ‘0’ in the Hdiff matrix for each column 

from top to bottom. Whenever a caption of sub-table is hit, 

the row(s) before would be set as the boundary. When the 

lowest boundary among all columns is found, the row(s) 

before which would be regarded as column headers. The row 

headers are identified in the similar approach with the row(s) 

of column headers excluded. An example is shown in Figure 8 

and Figure 9. When searching boundary of ‘1’ and ‘0’ in the 
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Hdiff matrix for each column from top to bottom, a horizontal 

caption (Hcaption) is hit at the fourth row, and hence the first 

three rows are regarded as column headers. To search row 

header, the three rows are excluded since they are column-

header rows. For the rest of the rows, the caption rows at 4th 

and 7th row are also skipped. As a result, only 5th, 6th, 8th 

and 9th rows are searched and from these rows, the lowest 

boundary of ‘1’ and ‘0’ happens to be before the 2nd column. 

Hence the first column is regarded as the row headers. 

 

Figure 7. Conversion of a row-wise table to Hdiff matrix and 

conversion of a column-wise table to Vdiff matrix. 

 

 

Figure 8. An example of complex table adopted from 

http://www.usability.com.au/resources/tabletest.cfm. 

 

Figure 9. A character matrix, Hdiff matrix, Vdiff matrix 

converted from the web table in Figure 8. 

 

3 Improved Web Accessibility of 

Unstructured Web Table 

 The above table structure analysis can be applied to 

improve Web accessibility of unstructured web table for the 

blind. In our previous work [8], we have described how to 

improve web accessibility by converting a webpage into an 

Interactive Voice Response Systems (IVRS) so that the blind 

people can access the webpage using mobile phone by 

listening to the index page and getting into details by pressing 

the corresponding number on the key pad. We would like to 

extend our previous work with web table adaptation included.  

 As discussed before, there are two types of web table 

namely layout table and data table. For layout table, since 

there are no attribute-value pairs, it could only be rendered in 

two ways: organizing by rows and organizing by columns. 

The table is read row by row if it is organized by rows and it 

is read column by column if it is organized by columns. We 

offer both options to user because in different cases the web 

table is organized differently.  

 For data table, the table structure is analyzed and it is 

organized by records. For row-wise table, it is read row by 

row; for column-wise table, it is read column by column. If 

there exists any header, it would be associated with the 

corresponding table cell and read together. For both-wise 

table, it would be organized by rows with row header being 

read first, and followed by the column header and its 

associated data.  

 For complex table like that in Figure 8, since there are 

multiple rows for column headers, the column header for each 

column is integrated first. For example, the integrated column 

header for 2nd column is “Imported-Apricots” and that for 

3rd column is “Imported-Cherries-A Grade”. Also, there are 

two sub-tables which would be abstracted under the 
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corresponding captions “Perth” and “Adelaide”. The structure 

of the web table is shown in Figure 10 and the levels of 

abstractions are shown in Figure 11. The blind users can then 

listen to the web table level by level through a mobile phone 

and select their interesting option by pressing the 

corresponding number on keypad. Hence, the web 

accessibility of the web table has been greatly improved. 

 

Figure 10. The structure of the web table in Figure 6 is 

illustrated as tree level by level. 

 

Figure 11. The levels of abstraction for the web table in Figure 

8. 

 

4 Improved Mobile Accessibility of 

Unstructured Web Table 

 As discussed before, there are two types of web table 

namely layout table and data table. Layout table is used to 

organize the presentation of information in grid format but 

there are no attribute-value pairs. Therefore, the table cells do 

not have any association with headers. Thus, the adaptation of 

layout table is to present each individual table cell from left to 

right and then from top to bottom. But since the screen estate 

for the mobile device is limited, whenever the accumulated 

width of the table cell to be printed exceeds the maximum 

screen width, a linebreak would be inserted so that the next 

table cell would be printed on a new line. Also, if the 

accumulated height of the table cell to be printed exceeds the 

maximum screen height, the next table cell would be printed 

on a new page so as to reduce the amount of vertical scrolling. 

 On the other hand, the above table structure analysis can 

also be applied to improve mobile accessibility of 

unstructured web table. Browsing a web table in a small 

screen device is a difficult task for users especially if the table 

is very large. Previous researches have various proposals for 

improving the ways of browsing large web table within 

limited screen estate. In [9], Tajima and Ohnishi propose 

three modes for browsing tables: normal mode, record mode, 

and cell mode. Normal mode renders tables in the ordinary 

way, but provides various useful functions for browsing large 

tables, such as hiding unnecessary rows and columns. Record 

mode regards each row (or column) as the basic information 

unit and displays it in a record-like format with column (or 

row) headers, while cell mode regards each cell as the basic 

unit and displays each cell together with its corresponding 

row and column headers. In [10], Potla, et al. adapt a HTML-

based Web table into two adaptive styles: Single Narrow 

Layout and Multi page Layout . Single Narrow Layout offers 

one-dimensional browsing (either browsed by rows or by 

columns) within page by generating navigational hyperlinks 

based on row header and/or column header. In Multi page 

Layout, a hyperlink is generated for each <td> tag with the 

corresponding row header or column header or both (for 

multidimensional tables), which navigates to a new Web page. 

Except for the normal mode browsing proposed by Tajima 

and Ohnishi, all the above ways are limited to one-

dimensional presentation even for multi-dimensional tables. 

Though users are guided with the column header and/or row 

header, it is easy for them to forget the navigational path 

before they reach the final data cell. Despite the normal mode 

browsing proposed by Tajima and Ohnishi offers two-

dimensional browsing and provides function of folding 

unnecessary columns/rows, it is still difficult for users to 

manage and browse a large table with many columns and rows. 

In this regard, we propose a novel approach for browsing a 

large web table in small screen devices. 

 For a large web table that is not small enough to fit for a 

small screen display, the table would be partitioned into 

various sub-tables which are then distributed to multiple sub-

pages such that each of which approximately occupies the 

whole screen of the device, and thus no scrolling is required. 

Each sub-table contains different data values with their 

associated column/row headers replicated. The idea is 

borrowed from a function which is already supported in some 

spreadsheet programs—freeze pane. After identifying column 

headers and row headers in section 2, we can adopt freeze 

pane approach to lock the column headers and/or row headers 

and allow navigation only for data values. Then the users can 

freely navigate any data cell with its associated column/row 

headers displayed together.  

 Figure 12 demonstrates the idea of browsing the web 

table from Figure 8 using the freeze pane approach. Since the 
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table contains some column headers that span several columns 

such as “ Imported”, “Domestic” and “Cherries”, the 

spanning cell needs to be split into some pseudo-cells 

according to the number of cells it spans. Each pseudo-cell is 

duplicated with the name of the column header so that when 

the table is partitioned in the middle of the spanning cell, the 

name of column header would still be present. When the user 

wants to see the next few columns, he/she can press the right 

navigation key, the data values with their associated column 

headers would be displayed while the row headers would be 

fixed. When the user wants to see the next few rows, he/she 

can press the down navigation key, the data values with their 

associated row headers would be displayed while the column 

headers would be fixed. 

 

Figure 12. Browsing the web table from Figure 8 using the freeze pane approach. 

 To print the sub-table pages, first we need to compute 

the number of rows and columns for each sub-table page. 

Given the specified font family and font size, the widths and 

heights in pixel for all table cells can be computed. Then, the 

maximum width required by each column and the maximum 

height required by each row can be obtained. With this 

information, we can then calculate the available width for 

displaying data cells by deducting the maximum width 

occupied by the row headers from the window width. The 

available width is used to compute the maximum number of 

columns to be displayed in each sub-table page. Since the 

maximum width for each column may be different, the 

maximum number of columns for each sub-table page may 

hence be different. The maximum number of rows for each 

sub-table page can be found in a similar manner.  

 From the above algorithm, we have made the following 

assumptions: 

1. It is assumed that at least two rows should be displayed 

in each sub-table page even though the accumulated height 

exceeds the available height. 

2. It is assumed that at least two columns should be 

displayed in each sub-table page even though the accumulated 

width exceeds the available width. 

3. For the tables without row headers, it is assumed that the 

first column is the key to locate record and thus the first 

column would be regarded as row header so that the first 

column would also be replicated in each sub-table page. 

 According to the maximum number of columns and the 

maximum number of rows for each sub-table page obtained, 

the data cells would be printed to each sub-table page together 

with their associated row headers and column headers which 

are highlighted in gray. An example of adaptation is shown in 

Figure 13 and Figure 14 below with specified window 

dimension of 200x200. Note that in this example, the first 

column is not row header originally. It is set as row header 

due to assumption 3 above.  

 

Figure 13. Original web table for adaptation. 
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Figure 14. Adapted sub-table pages for web table in Figure 13.

5 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, we have proposed a method to analyze 

unstructured web table by identifying table direction and 

extracting headers from data table. With the table structure 

identified, the web table is then re-organized into multiple 

levels of abstraction so that the blind users can access the 

table level by level by pressing the corresponding number on 

keypad. It has enhanced the table content understanding for 

the blind and the users can even access the web table when 

they are in mobile. Also, with the column headers and row 

headers identified, the web table can be adapted to fit into 

small screen display by adopting the freeze pane approach. 

This has greatly improved both the mobile and web 

accessibility of unstructured web table and the users are able 

to perceive and retrieve information from web table more 

easily and conveniently. 
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Abstract – This study is to develop the Web-GIS based tourist 
information site that allows the user to register tourist 
information easily using the GPS-camera mounted mobile 
phone. This site can be accessed from not only the PC but 
also the portable data terminals such as Smartphone and iPad 
(tablet computer). And also in this study, we evaluated 
usability with using iPad for elderly people. The elderly 
people who are unfamiliar with Smartphone and digital 
information are selected as the subjects in evaluation of web 
usability. The experimental results proved the following two 
facts, regardless of subjects PC experience levels. (1) As the 
result of having analyzed the subjects’ operation achievement, 
it can be said that these tools are expectable to improve 
their achievement levels. (2) As the result of having analyzed 
the subjects’ comprehension level of system operation, it 
can be said that these tools are expectable to improve their 
learning effectiveness in the environment where the subjects 
can ask questions. 
 

Keywords:  Web-GIS, GPS, iPad, Usability, Elderly People 

 

1 Introduction 
In 2005, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

Communications (MIC) announced the u-Japan policy with 
the aim of achieving a ubiquitous network society in which
“anything and anyone from anywhere at any time” can easily 
access networks to transmit freely information.  Although the 
network infrastructure including wireless system is being 
prepared, a few applications are actually used in the 
infrastructure. 

From the viewpoint of regional computerization based on 
the MIC’s policy, there are an increasing number of cases that 
the regional information portal site and tourist information 
portal site are set up through leadership in the Japanese 
administration. According to the Information Portal Site 
Application Research [1] reported by the MIC, it shows a 
tendency that the information portal site was used often at the 
beginning of a startup, but both information suppliers and 
users decreased to access the site with time.  For that reason, 
the regional information portal site management becomes 
effective by shifting “public sector’s leadership” to 

“cooperation between public and private sectors” or “private 
sector’s leadership” and it is also important to construct the 
system that local inhabitants are easy to use in order to 
promote the regional computerization. 

We have designed and developed the regional 
computerization as a field of city planning in partnership with 
citizens in Chino City, Nagano Prefecture.  In 2003, we 
established the portal site “Chino-City Dot Network” having 
the conception of“Chino-City Whole Internet”.  The feature 
of this portal site is that the persons and organizations related 
to Chino City are able to send readily information even if they 
have not the personal or infrastructure source for 
computerization.  In addition, this portal site realized map 
information services using aerial photograph at the very early 
stage, so that the use of aerial photograph made it possible to 
display more practically the city that had been pictured only 
with the general map.  Individual persons and organizations 
are permitted to link their homepages onto this newly 
developed map, which enabled them to transmit information 
more validly.  These results suggested that the map 
information is effective for the regional information portal site. 

As a previous study to make the map information system 
useful for regional computerization, K. Hiramatsu et al. [2] 
proposed the information researchable method using the 
Geographic Information System (GIS) integrated into the 
World Wide Web(WWW), which is used in various fields at 
present.  This study also adopts the suggested method in the 
paper submitted by K. Hiramatsu when handling the map 
information. Further, N. Ueda et al. [3] structured and 
assessed the system that is able to enter easily GIS 
information into Web with the cellular phone on which the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) camera is mounted.  As a 
result, effectiveness of the system that GIS information can be 
supplied into Web was verified. But at that time, the users of 
this system were personal computer (PC) users. 
 

The features of elderly people operating the PC are that 
they tend to display some files for application software 
programs on the whole screen at the same time and are weak 
in multiple file operations in series.  It has been proven that 
the multiple display screens are effective for the elderly [4], 
and the learning system taking into consideration the divided-
subject plan is effective for the elderly who are inexperienced 
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in PC operation [5]. And it is hard for the elderly to find out 
the change of information on the screen [6].  In this study, we 
fully took into consideration the features of elderly people 
operating the PC and developed the Web-GIS based tourist 
information site that is easy to use for as many users as 
possible: not only younger users who are familiar with 
Smartphone and portable data terminal but also the elderly 
who are inexperienced in the advanced engineering technical 
units. 
 

The elderly people regarded as subjects were tested in 
usability of the Web-GIS based tourist information site 
developed in this study.  It can be expected that among all 
users, the elderly who are inexperienced in the advanced 
engineering technical units will make a human error most 
carelessly during operation of this system.  If this system can 
be controlled comfortably by the elderly, it is needless to say 
that this system can be used easily by the younger users who 
operate daily Smartphone and portable data terminal as well. 
 

This study is to develop the Web-GIS based tourist 
information site that allows the user to register tourist 
information easily using the GPS-camera mounted mobile 
phone. This site can be accessed from not only the PC but also 
the portable data terminals such as Smartphone and iPad 
(tablet computer). And in this study, we evaluated usability 
for elderly people. The elderly people who are unfamiliar with 
Smartphone and digital information are selected as the 
subjects in evaluation of web usability. Information 
processed in the Web-GIS based tourist information site to be 
developed is limited to tourist information on Chino City, 
Nagano Prefecture.  We presume that the site information 
suppliers will transmit information to the server by use of the 
GPS-camera mounted mobile phone, digital camera or 
portable data terminal and the web site users will use not only 
the PC but also Smartphone or portable data terminal. 
 

2 Development System 
2. 1  Outline of System 

On the system developed in this study, the procedure of 
transmitting information from the site information supplier 
to the web server is shown in Fig. 1. 
Step 1:  Site information supplier takes a picture of tourist 
resort using the portable data terminal that can get GPS 
information. 
Step 2:  The supplier sends an e-mail which digital photo file 
is attached (Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format) 
to the web server.  At this time, the e-mail subject shall be a 
designation of tourist resort and the e-mail body shall be an 
explanation of tourist resort including supplementary note. 
 These are the subject and explanation of information opened 
to the public. 
The long side of image file shall be 360px.  When using a 
GPS digital camera, the JPEG photo file is transmitted to the 
PC first and then information is sent from the PC to the web 
server. 
 

 
Fig. 1  How to transmit information to web server 

 
2. 2 Structure of System 
The system configuration is shown in Fig. 2.  

Linux(openSUSE) was selected as operating system (OS).  
Three system modules which include web server, database 
control system and e-mail server were specified to Apache, 
MySQL and Postfix, respectively.  Ruby was used as script 
engine to create programs.  The reason why Ruby was 
adopted is that using the “Ruby on Rails”, which is a web 
application framework, can make it relatively easy to develop 
web applications. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2  System configuration 

 
 
 
2.3  System Screen Shot 
We explain the contents of the Web-GIS based tourist 

information site developed in this study, from the reader’s 
point of view.  First, clicking the “Suwa Tourist Map” button 
on the top screen displays Fig. 3.  Map information is 
displayed on the left side of a screen and the inserted tourist 
resorts are marked.  The inserted information is displayed 
using image data on the right side of a screen.  If a position in 
the map is unknown, the user searches information by means 
of image data and category selection box.  The Web-GIS 
based tourist information system with 1,024-px wide screen is 
designed so that the screen can be displayed at the most 
proper width when this web site is accessed from iPad. 

 

Getting the GIS information 
 

①  Taking a picture 
of the tourist resort 

 

② Sending an e-mail 

E-mail subject: Designation of tourist resort 
E-mail body: Explanation of tourist resort 
E-mail body: URL for supplementary note 

Attached files: Image data of tourist resort and GIS 

information 
 

Google Map 

 

Linux(openSUSE) 

Apache 

OS 

System modules MySQL Postfix 

Script engine Ruby & Ruby on Rail 

Web application 
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Fig. 3.  Information search screen 

 
On the screen shown in Fig. 3, selecting an inserted tourist 
resort displays the following screen (Example).

 
Fig. 4  Screen to explain an inserted tourist resort (Example) 

 
 

3 Experiment on Usability of  System 

3.1 Purpose of Experiment 
 We evaluated how this system is easy to use for the elderly 
users. We also performed protocol analysis to investigate the 
points for improvement of the system in detail. 

3.2 Method 
(1)  Subjects   
The PC Club’s elderly members (65 years old or more) in 

Chino City: 8 persons who have been using the PC for more 
than 3 years and 8 beginners for less than 3 months.  All 
members have not used any portable data terminals with 
touch-display keyboard such as Smartphone and iPad. 
 

(2) Experiment assistants  

The assistants instruct the subjects in the use of the system in 
man-to-man support and assist them in using the system.  
These assistants are 4 students consisting of sophomore, 
junior and senior who have used both iPad and PC. 
 
(3)Materials 
The iPad with 3G communication function, voice recorder 

for protocol analysis and the developed Web-GIS based 
tourist information site. 
 
(4)Operation procedure 
A subject and an assistant (student) are combined as a pair. 
The assistant explain the subject how to use system in 20-30 

min. The method of explaining the system has been 
standardized to prevent the experiment assistants’ uneven 
instruction.  Next, the subject operates this system to display 
information on 3 tourist resorts while he is being supported by 
the assistant. In order to confirm the subject’s achievement 
level, the procedure of displaying tourist information was 
divided into 4 steps as shown in Table 1 and 5-score operation 
achievement was set as shown in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 1  Step achievement and operation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

Inserted tourist resorts 

being marked 
 

Image data: Pointing and clicking with mouse displays 
the designation of tourist resort in pop-up windows. 

Narrowing down 
of categories 

 

 

 More detailed map 
d  

Photo of tourist resort 

and short description 
 

Link button to 

display the details 
 

Step  
1st step (E1) Can he zoom in the map to display around his goal? 
 Procedure 1: Can he scale up the map by pinching it out or by scale 

tapping? 
 Procedure 2: Can he scale down the map by pinching it in or by 

scale tapping? 
 Procedure 3: Can he move the map by dragging or flicking it? 
2nd step (E2) Can he display information on his goal? 
 Procedure 1: Can he understand that the marked point in the map 

is to display information? 
 Procedure 2: Can he tap the marked point in the map? 
 Procedure 3: Can he tap the “Information” in pop-up windows? 
3rd step (E3) Can he display the “Detailed Information” on his goal? 
 Procedure 1: Can he understand that the “Detailed Information” 

is to display information? 
 Procedure 2: Can he tap the “Detailed Information”? 
4th step (E4) Can he redisplay the map screen by clicking the “Return” button? 
 Procedure 1: Can he understand that the tab to switch window for 

            different program is available in web browser? 
 Procedure 2: Can he tap the tab in web browser? 
 Procedure 3: Can he understand that the “Return” button is displayed 

            on the tourist resort information screen. 
 Procedure 4: Can he tap the “Return” button on the tourist resort 

 information screen. 
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Table 2  Achievement evaluation 

 
Further, 4-score operation question and assistant support was 
recorded as shown in Table 3.  If the subject’s time decreases 
in asking the assistant about operation of the system and in 
being supported by the assistant during operation, the subject 
must have mastered how to operate the system. 
 

Table 3  Question time for assistant 

 
We record a conversation between subject and assistant and 

perform protocol analysis to investigate closely the elderly 
people’s weak operation and the points for improvement of 
the system. 
 
 

3.3  Experimental Results and Discussion 
(1) Improvement on achievement level  

The average of subjects’ operation achievement is shown in 
Fig. 5.  Here, their achievement level by the step is defined 
as the average of their operation achievement by the step.  
The theme of experiment is to check if the subjects can 
display information on 3 tourist resorts, and the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd operations were performed to display information in 
order.  Although there was no statistically significant 
difference between the achievement levels of 1st, 2nd and 
3rd operations from the results of one-way analysis of 
variance, the average of their operation achievement became 
higher as the number of trials increased more. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5  Comparison of subject’s achievement levels in the 
number of operations by  the step 
 
The results of having compared the achievement levels 

between 2 groups: the experienced persons and the beginners 
using the PC were described in Fig. 6 and Table 4.  There 
was no statistically significant difference in the achievement 
levels between the experienced persons and the beginners 
using the PC, as a result of the t-test performed for their 
operation achievements by the step.  When the Web-GIS 
based tourist information site is applied to the iPad, this 
system allows the users to make  higher their operation 
achievement levels regardless of their experience use history 
in the PC.  From this result, it implies that the portable data 
terminals such as the iPad are the effective learning tools 
that enable the elderly people to learn easily regardless of 
their experience/inexperience in the use of the PC. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6  Comparison of achievement levels between subjects 
based on their experience/inexperience in PC operation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Score Content 
5 Excellent (He can operate the system as he wishes almost always.) 
4 Very good (He can operate the system as he wishes with a few errors.) 
3 Good (He can operate the system while he is sometimes supported by 

 the assistant.) 
2 Sometimes good (He operates the system by himself while he is often 

                supported by the assistant.) 
1 Poor (He gives up operating the system and wants the assistant to operate it. 

 

Score Content 
4 He operated the system by himself without asking about the system operation. 
3 He operated the system by himself after asking about the system operation. 
2 He operated the system finally after asking about the system operation and 

asking the assistant to assist him in using the system. 
1 He gave up operating the system after asking about the system operation and 

asking the assistant to assist him in using the system. 
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Table 4  Experimental results and achievements 

 
 
(2) System operating comprehension 
 
With the aim of investigating closely the points for 

improvement of the system through protocol analysis in this 
study, we were able to carry out the experiment in the 
atmosphere where the subject and the experiment assistant can 
enjoy free talk with each other from the phase of system 
operation instruction and the subject can enjoy free talk with 
the experiment assistant while tackling the theme of 
experiment. 
 
The subject’s achievement level is useful to confirm whether 

he could complete finally the specified theme.  However, it 
is also important to grasp the subject’s speech and action in 
order to check if he could understand how to use the Web-GIS 
based tourist information site and the portable data terminal. 
This study adopted the 4-score achievements by the step for 
the relationship between the subject and the experiment 
assistant. This experiment regards the said 4-score levels as 
the subject’s system operating comprehension and Table. 5 
shows the experimental results. 
 
The change of subject’s system operating comprehension in 

the number of trials is shown in Fig. 7.  We performed one-
way analysis of variance to check if the subject’s system 
operating comprehension changes in the number of trials.  As 
a result, there is a significant difference in E1: the map 
scaling up/down operation (the average of 1st  operation: 
2.438; that of 2nd operation: 2.938; and that of 3rd operation: 
3.375) at less than 5% significance level (variance ratio = 
4.326).  There is also a significant difference in E4: the 
window switching operation for different program in web 
browser (the average of 1st operation: 2.750; that of 2nd 
operation: 2.938; and that of 3rd operation: 3.635) at less 
than 1% significance level (variance ratio = 7.762). 

These results indicate that the subject’s system operating 
comprehension in E1 and E4  that had shown a low 
achievement level became higher as the number of trials 
increased more. From these results, it can be said that the 
portable data terminals such as the iPad are the good tools to 
learn easily by even the elderly beginners. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7  Comparison of system operating comprehension in the 
number of trials by the step 
 
In order to confirm whether a difference in the change of 

subjects’ system operating comprehension is caused due to 
their experience/inexperience in PC operation, we classified 
the subjects into 2 groups: (1) the PC experienced persons 
(n=8) and (2) the  PC beginners (n=8), comparing their 
system operating comprehension (Fig. 8). 
There was no significant difference in the subjects’ system 

operating comprehension by the step between the experienced 
persons and the beginners using the PC at less than 5% 
significance level, as a result of the t-test performed.  
According to this fact, it can be said that this system is easy to 
understand regardless of the subjects’ experience use history 
in the PC. 
 

 
Fig. 8  Change of subjects’ system operating comprehension 
by the experience/inexperience in PC operation 
 

ID Experience 
1st operation 2nd operation 3rd operation 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 

2 Beginner 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

4 Beginner 3.00 4.00 4.50 4.50 4.67 4.33 4.50 4.75 5.00 4.33 4.50 5.00 

6 Beginner 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.50 5.00 4.67 5.00 4.50 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 

8 Beginner 5.00 3.67 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.67 5.00 4.25 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.50 

10 Beginner 3.00 4.67 4.50 3.25 2.67 5.00 5.00 2.50 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

12 Beginner 2.67 4.00 4.00 3.50 3.67 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.67 5.00 3.50 3.75 

14 Beginner 2.33 4.33 5.00 3.50 2.67 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 3.67 4.00 4.00 

16 Beginner 2.33 4.00 4.50 5.00 3.67 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.50 

1 Experienced 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.75 5.00 4.33 5.00 4.75 

3 Experienced 4.00 4.33 5.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

5 Experienced 4.33 4.67 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

7 Experienced 4.33 5.00 5.00 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.50 

9 Experienced 2.33 4.67 5.00 3.00 3.33 3.67 5.00 3.00 3.33 5.00 5.00 3.00 

11 Experienced 3.67 2.67 2.50 3.25 2.00 3.00 2.50 3.25 2.00 2.00 2.50 3.25 

13 Experienced 2.67 5.00 5.00 2.00 3.67 4.00 5.00 5.00 3.67 4.00 5.00 5.00 

15 Experienced 4.00 5.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.33 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.33 4.50 4.00 

Average 

Total 3.54 4.31 4.38 3.94 4.02 4.35 4.63 4.17 4.17 4.42 4.63 4.45 

Beginners 3.42 4.21 4.44 4.03 3.92 4.33 4.69 4.06 4.21 4.50 4.63 4.59 

Experienced 3.67 4.42 4.31 3.84 4.13 4.38 4.56 4.28 4.13 4.33 4.63 4.31 

T-test(Rate) 0.30 0.26 0.37 0.33 0.34 0.46 0.37 0.31 0.44 0.35 0.50 0.21 
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Table 5  Experimental results and comprehension 

 
 
(3) Protocol analysis 
In this study, we recorded words of the subjects with the 

voice recorder during operation.  As the result of protocol 
analysis, Table 6 shows the subjects’ talks that affected their 
theme achievement by the theme of experiment. 
 
In case of the operation E1, all subjects said that it is difficult 

to scale up/down the map in the 1st operation and half of 
them said the same even in the 3rd operation. 
Many subjects said that it is also difficult to adjust flicking 

and dragging action when moving the map.  The scaling-
up/down buttons and the cursor are integrated into the map, 
but it seemed to the elderly people that these small buttons are 
hard to see and tap.  In other words, it can be said that the 
elderly people have difficulty in mastering  the system 
operations such as pinching in/out and flicking the map that 
adjustment of the map movement varies in the result obtained.  
Therefore, it is necessary to place the auxiliary buttons when 
pinching in/out and flicking the map in web applications for 
the elderly people and the beginners. 
 
Other researcher has reported that it is hard for the elderly 

people to find out the change of information on the screen as 
their feature when operating the PC [6]. 
The results that the elderly people do not understand the E3 

“Detailed Information” link operation and the E4“Return” link 
operation substantiate the report[6] released by T. Morita et al.. 
The “Displaying Detailed Information” and “Returning to 

Previous Map” link buttons are displayed on the screen, but 
over half of the elderly people did not find them out.  Because 
these two link buttons are essential for the system function, 
more striking screen design is needed using the pop-up 
windows. 
 

All 8 subjects who are the PC beginner said that they cannot 
realize the tab to switch the window for different program in 
web browser (E4).  This is a common operation in web 
browser, so that the PC experienced persons can understand 
the operation content without any explanation.  However, the 
PC beginners were likely to consider that it is difficult to 
grasp this operation content.  Concerning this matter, the item 
that the tab can switch the window for different program in 
web browser should be displayed at the striking position on 
the screen.  Otherwise, when instructing the subjects in the 
use of the portable data terminals such as the iPad which one 
application software program occupy whole screen, we should 
teach them, as an important point, that the screen can be 
switched by the tab. 
 
 

Table 6  Result of protocol analysis 

 
 
 

4 Results and Analysis 
 
In this paper, we described our developed “Web-GIS based 

tourist information site” that can be accessed from the portal 
data terminals in order to promote regional computerization 
and regional activation.  The elderly people were selected as 
the subjects in evaluation of our  system’s usability and also 
the  protocol analysis was carried out . 
 
The experimental results proved the following two facts, 

regardless of subjects PC experience levels.  
(1) As the result of having analyzed the subjects’ operation 
achievement, it can be said that these tools are expectable to 
improve their achievement levels.  
(2) As the result of having analyzed the subjects’ 
comprehension level of system operation, it can be said that 
these tools are expectable to improve their learning 
effectiveness in the environment where the subjects can ask 
questions. 
 
As the result of protocol analysis, it was also made clear that 

the auxiliary buttons are useful to support the subjects’ system 
operation when using the portable data terminals such as the 
iPad because the elderly people have difficulty in performing 
the system operations such as pinching in/out and flicking the 
map that adjustment of the map movement varies in the result 
obtained. In addition, more striking screen design is 

ID Experience 
1st operation 2nd operation 3rd operation 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 

2 Beginner 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 

4 Beginner 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 

6 Beginner 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 

8 Beginner 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 

10 Beginner 2.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

12 Beginner 1.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 

14 Beginner 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

16 Beginner 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 

1 Experienced 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

3 Experienced 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

5 Experienced 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

7 Experienced 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 

9 Experienced 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

11 Experienced 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

13 Experienced 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 

15 Experienced 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 

Average 

Total 2.44 3.13 3.25 2.75 2.94 3.19 3.44 2.94 3.38 3.38 3.13 3.63 

Beginners 2.50 3.25 3.25 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.38 2.63 3.50 3.25 3.63 3.63 

Experienced 2.38 3.00 3.25 2.75 2.88 3.13 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.63 3.63 

T-Test(Rate) 0.40 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.05 0.28 0.25 0.50 0.50 

 

Operation Content  1st 2nd 3rd 
E1 It is difficult to adjust pinching in/out the map. 16 10 8 
E1 It is difficult to adjust flicking action. 6 3 2 
E2 The map mark (icon) is too small to see. 8 6 3 
E2 The map mark (icon) is too small to tap. 4 5 3 
E3 The “Detailed Information” link is not understood. 9 6 2 
E3 How to scroll up/down the screen in web browser 

is not understood. 
1 0 0 

E4 The tab to switch the window for different program in 
web browser is not understood. 

10 8 5 

E4 The “Return” link operation is not understood. 10 7 3 
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essential for the important buttons in order to support the 
characteristics of elderly people who “do not find out the 
change of information on the screen”.  We realized that it is 
important to teach the elderly people that the screen can be 
switched by the tab even when it is hard to understand the 
conception of window that is often used on the whole screen 
like the portable data terminals such as the iPad. 
 
As our theme in future, we must examine whether the 

conclusion of this study can be applied to the middle-aged 
and young persons who have been using the PC for a long 
time.  Further, we will improve the Web-GIS based tourist 
information site using the results provided by the protocol 
analysis in this experiment.  When the Web-GIS based tourist 
information site is accessed from the portable data terminals 
such as the iPhone and Android terminal that have a small 
display screen, it is hard to read the characters.  We are going 
to improve the system so that the screen layout can be 
automatically adjusted in accordance with the screen 
resolution of terminal by applying HTML5/CSS3 technology 
to our Web-GIS based tourist information site. 
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Abstract—The authors have already confirmed that col-
oration contrast used in the interface design of touch panels
affects operation speed and accuracy. Moreover, it became
clear that not only the color of the input element such
as a push button but also the decoration coloration of
background affect operation. However, it is expected that
the effects change with aging because the ability of the
operator decrease with aging. Therefore, the relationship
between the effects of coloration used in an interface design
and operator’s age is discussed. In particular, the colors used
in background decoration that are not used for the operation
element are focused on. In the experiments, the subjects were
asked simple calculation questions and answered them by
pushing one of the buttons displayed on the screen. The
experiments were conducted by using 15 different screens.
The color contrast displayed on each screen is unique.
As a result, it was revealed that the relationship between
coloration contrast of background and accuracy of operation
depends on the operator’s age. However, the relationship
between the color contrast of screen and operation speed
was not affected by aging.

Keywords-Interface design, color design, operation, usabil-
ity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric devices with touch panel interfaces, such as
ATM consoles, ticket vending machines at stations, and
multimedia stations at convenience stores have become
widely prevalent. New media technologies with touch
panel interfaces, such as interactive advertising systems
called digital signage, also appear in urban areas. With
such new technology media, we can look at information
on the screen and can retrieve information by touching the
screen [1]. These devices should be given user-friendly
interfaces because various kinds of people use them in
several public spaces. In addition, the spread of per-
sonal information devices that have touch panel interfaces
such as tablet computers and smart phones continues
worldwide. These devices also should have user-friendly
interfaces because they are used in our daily life for several
uses.

However, these devices are not always designed consid-
ering various generations of people. In fact, they tend to
be tricky to use even for young people and many older
people have difficulty using such new devices. Therefore,

developing a methodology for designing touch panel in-
terfaces is required.

Touch panel interfaces have no mechanical buttons, and
the operators have to recognize how to operate them from
visual information displayed on the screen. Therefore,
graphic design of touch panel interfaces plays an important
role in the user’s operation. The relationship between
graphic design and operation has been investigated in
the cognitive psychology field [2], [3]. In these studies,
semantic analysis of the interface is discussed. However,
more intuitive factors should also be investigated [4].
Thus, we focus on the operation that is done with skills
base process [4].

Coloration is one of the most essential factors of graphic
design [5], [6]. Hence, the authors have been focusing
on the relationship between colors used in interface de-
sign and user-friendliness. Several experiments have been
conducted to investigate the effects of colors used in an
interface on user-friendliness [7]. As a result, it became
clear that not only the coloration of operation elements
such as push buttons but also the decoration coloration
of background affect the operation [8]. In particular, the
color contrast used in background designs affected the
operations [8], [9]. Thus, we focus on the color contrast
used in background decoration of interface screens.

Generally, ability to perceive the color contrast declines
progressively with aging. For example, it is well known
that the response time to a light stimuli increases with
advancing age. Hence, the operators’ age should be con-
sidered when designing touch panel interfaces. Therefore,
we will discuss how to change the relationship between
the color contrast used in a screen and user-friendliness
with aging. The spending time and accuracy of operations
are used as an index reflecting user-friendliness.

II. OPERATION AND COLORATION

A. Operators’ age and ability to operate

Operators see the information displayed on a screen
with their eyes and understand how to operate the devices.
Then, they operate the device in accordance with their own
understanding. Therefore, the operator’s eyesight is one of
the most important factors when operating a digital device.
The graph in Fig. 1 shows the relationship between ability
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Figure 1. Relationship between eyesight and age [10].
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Figure 2. Relationship between response time to light and age [12].

to see and age. We can see that eyesight ability reaches
a peak around nineteen, and then it decreases gradually.
Therefore, usually we have the best eyesight ability in the
period indicated by (A) in Fig. 1. It is also reported that
many people realize their eyesight is weakening in their
thirties [10][11]. The ability quickly declines until around
fifty (Fig. 1 (B)), and then it decreases gradually.

Response speed to stimuli is also important when oper-
ating digital devices. An operator who has poor response
ability cannot handle the items on the screen smoothly
even if he/she could perceive them. The graph in Fig. 2
shows the relationship between reaction time to a light
stimulus and age. We can see that people in their twenties
(Fig. 2 (A)) give the quickest response to light stimuli
[12], and the ability decreases rapidly until he/she is in
his/her mid-thirties (Fig. 2 (B)).

In accordance with the above discussions, the operators
can be divided into two groups: before and after mid-
thirties. In particular, we focus on users in the early
twenties and late thirties because they are the main users
of digital devices; the former have the best abilities, and
the latter keep the abilities stably until they reach their
fifties.

Of course, people over 60 can be thought of as im-
portant potential users of touch panel interface devices.
However, we focus on the current major users here and
will study senior users in future work.

B. Definition of contrast of brightness of colors

The color contrast is one of the most important factors
of graphic design [5] [6], and it contributes to a change in
an observer’s emotion and recognition. The authors have
already clarified that speed and accuracy are affected by
the contrast of brightness of colors used in a screen when
operating a touch panel device.

The brightness of color is defined as a number from 0
to 9 in the Munsell color system. When thinking about
coloration contrast, we should consider the differences
of brightness among all colors used in the coloration
because the coloration consists of various colors. Thus,
the mean value of the differences of brightness between all
combinations used in a coloration is used for representing
the contrast of the coloration. The mean value is calculated
as follows:

DBV =

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

(|bi − bj |)

nC2
(1)

where n is the number of colors used in coloration of a
screen and bn is the brightness of the nth color used in
the interface. We call this value DBV (difference between
brightness of colors value) on a screen.

On the other hand, the mean brightness of all colors may
be used for representing coloration brightness. However,
we do not use this value because the classification used is
incompatible with the classification when using DBV.

III. EXPERIMENT

The authors had already investigated that the DBV
value of an interface screen affects operation speed and
operation accuracy [9]. However, relations between the
effects and the operator’s age was not known yet. Thus
the new experiments were conducted to investigate the
relations.

A. Subjects

There were 20 subjects (males and females in their
twenties to forties). In accordance with the discussion in
section II-A, the subjects are divided into two groups:
under thirty years old (younger group) and over thirty
years old (older group).

The younger group consists of 10 persons from 20 to
23 years old, and the older group consists of 10 persons
from 35 to 43 years old. They do not have any physical or
mental problems that would prevent them doing the tasks
in the experiments.

B. Interface designs

The interface screens used in the experiments were
prepared based on the DBV and the brightness of the
screen.

The bottom of each screen had different coloration.
Each coloration consists of three different colors. 5 differ-
ent DBV values (from 0 to 4) and 3 different brightnesses
of screens (light, medium, and dark) were used for the
decorations. Here, light means that the brightness of the
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Figure 3. 15 kinds of screens used in experiments.

brightest color on the screen is 9.5, dark means that the
brightness of the darkest color on the screen is 1, and
medium means that the mean of the brightness of colors
on the screen is 5.25. Thus, the 15 screens shown in Figure
3 were prepared.

A liquid crystal display panel, FlexScan L560T-C (17
inches, 1280×1024 px) made by EIZO NANAO Corpora-
tion, was used for providing the interface for the subjects.

C. Tasks

The interface design used in the experiments is illus-
trated in Figure 4. The subject sits down facing a screen.

In the tasks, the subject tried single-digit mental arith-
metic tests. On the screen, one correct answer and two
wrong answers are displayed under each problem. Each
subject has to select the correct answer from the three
alternatives and touch one of three push buttons. If a
subject does not touch any buttons in 1.5 seconds, the
system moved on to the next problem. The subject was
given thirty different problems for each screen.

D. Outline

Figure 5 shows the timeline of the experiments. First,
the subject got the instructions and tried a task for practice
by using a screen without decoration. Then, the subject
tried tasks by using each screen shown in Fig. 3. A two-
minute break was given between trials for each screen.
During the breaks, the subject wore an eye mask to
rest his/her eyes to decrease eyestrain and the effect
of coloration of the previous screen. These steps were
repeated 15 times for each subject with different screens.

The order of the screens used was random for each
subject to reduce order effects. The number of correct

Coloration

Figure 4. Screen elements.

answers was counted and the spending time of operations
was measured.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Differences between the results of the younger group
and the older group are compared. The graphs in Figure 6
show the results of the experiments. The graphs in the first
line show the interactions between operators’ generation
and operation time. The vertical axes are labelled the
subjects’ generation and the horizontal axes are labelled
the average of operation time. The operation time was
digitized as shown in the following table:
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Figure 6. Interaction between generation, operation time, and number of correct answers.

Start of experiment.

End of experiment.

1.Subject got instructions of experiment. 

2.Practiced task on screen designed for training. 

4.Tried tasks with each screen. 

5.Break  (He/she wore eye mask to rest eyes.)

3.Break  (He/she wore eye mask to rest eyes.)

5 min.

1 min.

1 min.

2 min.

2 min.
53 min.

0 min.

4 and 5 are Repeated until all screens 
have been finished.

Figure 5. Procedures of experiment.

average time x average time x
800 ≤ t < 850 0 1100 ≤ t < 1150 6
850 ≤ t < 900 1 1150 ≤ t < 1200 7
900 ≤ t < 950 2 1200 ≤ t < 1250 8
950 ≤ t < 1000 3 1250 ≤ t < 1300 9
1000 ≤ t < 1050 4 1300 ≤ t < 1350 10
1050 ≤ t < 1100 5

In these graphs, the younger subjects have smaller values
than the older subjects regardless of DBV values. Thus,
we cannot find any interaction between the subjects’
generation and the DBV values.

Meanwhile, the graphs in the second line show the inter-
action between the subjects’ generation and the number of
correct answers. The vertical axes are labelled the subjects’
generation. The horizontal axes are labelled the average
number of correct answers. From these graphs, we can
see that the value of younger subjects is bigger than the
value of older subjects in most cases.

When looking at the difference between the value of
the younger subjects and the value of the older subjects,
we find that it is bigger when using the DBV = 0
screens than when using the other screens in each graph. In
particular, when using DBV = 1 screens and DBV = 2
screens, the relation is reversed. In addition, from the
results of two-way ANOVA tests, it became clear that
interaction between subjects’ generations and DBV value
is significant (F = 2.854, p < 0.1000) when using
DBV = 0 screens and DBV = 2 screens.

One possible reason for this significant subjects’ gener-
ation and DBV value interaction (when DBV = 0, 2)
is that the operation area of a screen is restricted by
decoration and the cognitive load of the older subject is
reduced when using the interfaces with DBV = 2. A
similar tendency can be seen when using the interfaces
with DBV = 1. On the other hand, the contrast is
too strong when using interfaces with DBV = 3 and
DBV = 4, and older operators were no longer focused
on the task by becoming conscious of the decorations.
However, the young operators have enough capability to
operate and could do the tasks stably with interfaces of
any coloration.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the relations between the effects of col-
oration of touch panel interface designs on operators and
their generations were discussed. Background decoration
coloration was the subject of discussion. Simple tasks
that can be done with skills base process were used to
investigate the effect on simple operations.

First, DBV , which represents the contrast of brightness
of color used in an interface, was defined. Then, the
experiments were conducted to investigate how to change
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the operation speed and accuracy when the DBV of the
interface decoration was changed with younger and older
subjects.

As a result, the following has been revealed: younger
operators who are around twenty years old are not affected
by interface background coloration. Also, the operation
speed of older operators who are around forty years old
is not affected. However, the accuracy of operation of
older operators is affected by the DBV of the background
decoration. In particular, the accuracy of older operators is
greatly improved when using the interface with DBV =
2.

Hence, the DBV value can be used as one of the domi-
nant criteria when designing touch panel interface screens
that are used in public space. Therefore, if it is expected
that an interface will be used by wider generations and
accurate operation is required, the interface decoration
should be designed with DBV = 2.

Interface coloration of information devices plays a very
important role for corporate strategies because it reflects
the corporation color and creates users’ mental image of
the corporation. The usability also affects the users’ mental
image of the corporation. The proposed methodology is
expected to support designing interfaces for corporate
strategic products.
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Abstract — The purpose of this research is determining the Value 
Innovation in Social Computing platforms by an intelligent system. 
Here a Fuzzy Expert System has been designed with the 
consideration of four actions of Blue Ocean Strategy as input 
variables. The Value Innovation level is determined in this system 
as output. 
The rules of systems have been extracted from some 
entrepreneurship experts and the systems have been developed 
with the use of FIS tool of MATLAB software. The final result 
contains an anticipating model for evaluating level of Value 
Innovation of Social Computing platforms based on four actions 
situation. The presented steps have been run for idea of a new 
platform named WBB as the empirical study. 
 
Keywords- Social Computing Platform, Social Network, Value 
Innovation,  Blue Ocean Strategy, Fuzzy Expert System. 
 
1  Introduction 

Social computing platforms play a huge and 
undeniable role in our everyday life through social media. 
The number of social networks users is growing not just in 
developed and industrial countries but users from 
developing countries are participating in increasing numbers 
in online communities [1] from all around the world. 
Social networking is one of the fastest growing subject 
matter areas in the US patent office.  Fig1.  shows the rate at 
which these applications have been filed and rate at which 
patents have issued from these applications over the past 
few years [2]. 
Social media platforms try to attract more users in different 
ways. There is an up to date and unbelievable competition 
between social networks platforms to install their software 
by default on every electronic portable device from cell 
phones and tablets to smart TVs. They track and try to 
imitate other social media’s options and innovations. Life 
cycle of innovations in this industry is very short.     
 

 
Fig1. Growth in Social Network Patents - from United State Patent 

and Tradmark Office [2] 
 
Social networks start their life cycle with a niche market but 
as they grow more, they develop and try to target same 
markets or potential users, a special age range of people 
who spend many hours of their time on the Internet. Most of 
this social network platforms aim to attract more users due 
to increase their visitors and hope to earn more financial 
sources from an old fashioned way by advertising. Only a 
few platforms step forward and make values in this 
competition by innovating in different ways as exist in blue 
ocean strategy. In fact the majority of competitors are 
making this business ocean more reddish.  
Simple innovative ideas don’t work for this fully interactive, 
online business world like before. BOS (Blue Ocean 
strategy) means that new comers and oldest members in 
social computing companies should look for being 
differentiated and try to manage their activities more low-
cost. They should stress not only on their competitive 
advantage but on their value innovation for existing and 
potential customers who may become kindly loyal 
collaborators to their social computing platform every day 
and addictively.  And finally move their boat to a bluer part 
of Business Ocean where there is a huge amount of financial 
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sources exactly like what facebook did in these few past 
years. 
      The purpose of this paper is to assess value innovation 
in social computing platforms based on blue ocean strategy. 
This article mainly focuses on designing an Expert System 
for evaluating value innovation level of social computing 
ideas as Output based on four actions of Blue Ocean 
Strategy as Input variables. Since the experts’ judgment is 
explained with linguistic variables, using fuzzy functions 
and Fuzzy deduction system can be advantageous to build a 
knowledge base system for evaluating platforms new ideas. 
      The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In 
the next Section the term blue ocean strategy is defined in 
its different aspects and value innovation and four actions 
framework of Blue Ocean Strategy are briefly described. In 
Section 3 the main concepts related to social computing and 
social networks are highlighted. Fuzzy Expert System is 
given in Section 4. In Section 5 empirical study and the 
proposed system is described and conclusions are drawn in 
Section 6.  
 
2  Blue Ocean Strategy  
 
2.1 Red Ocean Strategy and Competition 

Some years ago competition was the dominant 
model for most of businesses in a considerable rage of 
markets. Still, many business practitioners insist on use 
porter model as a key for survival but the business world 
experienced many changes from those times. In 2005 Kim 
and Mauborgne brought blue ocean strategy into business 
theory and practice.  

 
2.2 Blue Ocean Strategy and Value Innovation  

Today, Innovation is known as an integral part of 
competitive advantage in most of businesses, in the other 
word innovations are the life-blood of most firms [3]. By 
considering previous research about value innovation it’s 
obvious that many of them developed in organizational level 
[4] and Organizations use innovation as a term to describe 
many concepts and activities from market or product 
innovation to packaging [5] but as we need it in blue ocean 
strategy, strategic thinking consider a broader scope 
including fundamental facts about business concepts and the 
way of playing the game in an existing business.  
Kim and Mauborgne paper about Blue Ocean has the benefit 
of considering creation of value in both aspects of reducing 
costs and increasing buyers’ value simultaneously [6] which 
make market competitors more interested to enter your blue 
ocean. Creating barriers against imitation by competitors is 
very important. Shih-Chi [7] explained the following 
imitation barriers: 

1. Value innovation does not comply with 
conventional logic thinking. 

2. Change is not an easy thing for a company with an 
original brand image, operation, or culture.  

3. A natural monopoly will obstruct other players 
from entering the market. 

4. Patents or legal rights will stop imitation. 
5. First-mover advantages, such as cost advantages 

and network externalities, will discourage 
imitation. 

 
Fig2.Value innovation: the cornerstone of blue ocean 

strategy [4] 
 
The below table contains a comparison between Red and 
Blue Ocean Strategy with attention to Kim and 
Mauborgnes’ paper.  
 

Table1. Red ocean vs. Blue ocean strategies [6] 
Red ocean Strategy Blue Ocean Strategy 
Traditional Thinking  
 

Innovative thinking  

Compete in Existing Market  
 

Create uncontested market 

Beat the competition  Make the competition 
irrelevant  

Meet existing demand  Create and satisfy new 
demand  

Trade off between value 
and cost  

Trade off is not necessary  

Peruse differentiation or 
Low cost  

Peruse differentiation and 
 low cost  

 
 
2.3 The Four-Actions framework  

Drawing a Strategy Canvas for business industry is the 
analytical tool for entering a Blue Ocean. For increasing 
buyers value four actions should be considered [6]:  

1. Reduction: Which factors should be reduced well 
below the industry’s standard? 

2. Creation: Which factors should be created that the 
industry has never offered? 

3. Elimination: Which factors taken for granted 
should be eliminated? 

4. Raise: Which factors should be raised well above 
the industry’s standard? 
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3  Social Computing Platforms 
Wang et al define social computing as Computational 
facilitation of social studies and human social dynamics as 
well as the design and use of information and 
communication technologies that consider social context. 
[8]. Xie et al introduce social computing as the 
computational version of the process of extracting ideas 
from human society to develop computational systems [9]. 
With regard to mentioned definitions any application which 
could be categorized among online communities, Business 
and public sector and interactive entertainment should be 
considered as a social computing platform such as: Blogs, 
Wikis, Social Networks, Collaborative Bookmarking, Social 
Tagging, Podcasts, Forecasting, Decision Analysis, E-
Government, Edutainment, Training, Gaming, Storytelling, 
E-mails and Digit Calendars [8, 10]. It’s very difficult to 
bound social computing platforms but King and his partners 
introduced Connectivity, Collaboration and Community as 
the three main characteristics of social computing platforms 
that are shown in table2 [11].  

 
Table2. Main Social Computing Characteristics [11] 

Connectivity The relations among people 
within the group. 

Collaboration The way people collaborate in 
social platforms. 

Community The grouping or clustering of 
people. 

 
Social Computing refers to the area of computing which 
deals with social networks and the collective human 
interaction using computational systems. It also involves 
design of interactive systems that help to form communities 
of people based on factors like geography, interests, career 
etc. Social computing has grown tremendously with the 
advent of Web 2.0 leading to a wide range of applications 
like social network services, blogs, discussion forums, 
wikis, collaborative computing etc [12]. 
Social computing platforms also play an undeniable role for 
today organizations. They have tweeted on Twitter, created 
fan pages on Facebook, and posted videos on YouTube. 
Perhaps akin to the development of websites in the latter 
part of the 20th century, organizations today sense that 
social media is and will remain an important fabric of 
commerce [13] and this motives them to be more active on 
social computing platforms.  Social computing platforms 
enable organizations to increase visibility, gain reputation, 
maintain a client base and attract new customers [14]. 
      Social networking makes individuals into groups on the 
Internet. In online social networking, websites are 
commonly used as social sites. And social networking 
websites function as online communities of Internet users, 
in which members can share common interests in hobbies or 
other concerns. Social networking services allow users to 
manage, build, and represent their social networking online 
[15]. According to Alexa (2011), out of the top 20 most 

popular websites, 15 are either social networks per se, or 
have embedded social networking functions. Currently, the 
most commonly used social networking technologies are   
discussion boards, real time chat, P2P newsgroups, and list 
serves [16]. 
These have spawned exciting new entrepreneurship 
opportunities as never envisioned before. In recent years, 
many have also set up social computing platforms to serve a 
variety of purposes and entrepreneurs have recognized the 
popularity of social computing platforms and adopting them 
for creating new business ideas with a new strategy for 
being successful in internet market. 
 
4  Fuzzy Expert System 
4.1  Fuzzy inference system 
 Fuzzy expert systems use fuzzy data, fuzzy rules and fuzzy 
inference, in addition to the standard ones implemented in 
the ordinary expert systems. The fuzzy Inference Systems 
(FIS) are very good tools as they hold the nonlinear 
universal approximation [17]. Fuzzy inference systems can 
express human expert knowledge and experience by using 
fuzzy inference rules represented in “if-then” statements. 
Following the fuzzy inference mechanism, the output can be 
a fuzzy set or a precise set of certain features [18]. 
Fuzzy expert systems deal with phenomena that are 
uncertain and nonlinear in nature. The nonlinear 
characteristics are realized in fuzzy logic by partitioning the 
domain-specific rule space, weighting the rules, and 
applying the nonlinear membership functions. The fuzziness 
in fuzzy expert systems aims to encapsulate the various 
uncertainties that a typical test case selection process may 
encounter. Moreover, the solution to those uncertainties can 
be obtained through a fuzzy representation of knowledge, 
uncertain reasoning, and combining the various solutions for 
uncertainty. The expert rules along with rule priority can 
explain correlation among the relevant metrics. Fuzzy logic 
provides the appropriate mathematics for sound reasoning 
under these conditions, and does not introduce unwarranted 
precision into the analysis[19]. 
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) incorporates fuzzy inference 
and rule-based expert systems. There are different types of 
fuzzy systems are introduced. Mamdani fuzzy systems and 
TSK fuzzy systems are two types of fuzzy systems 
commonly used in literature that has different ways of 
knowledge representation.TSK (Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) 
fuzzy system was proposed in an effort to develop a 
systematic approach to generate fuzzy rules from a given 
input–output data set. 
Regarding our problem in which various possible conditions 
of parameters are stated in form of fuzzy sets, the Mamdani 
fuzzy systems will be utilized due to the fact that the fuzzy 
rules representing the expert knowledge in Mamdani fuzzy 
systems, take advantage of fuzzy sets in their consequences, 
while in TSK fuzzy systems, the consequences are 
expressed in form of a crisp function [20]. 
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4.2  Fuzzy expert system methodology 
The general process of constructing such a fuzzy expert 
system from initial model design to system evaluation is 
shown in Fig.3. This illustrates the typical process flow as 
distinct stages for clarity but in reality the process is not 
usually composed of such separate discrete steps and many 
of the stages, although present, are blurred into each other. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Process flow in constructing a fuzzy expert system [21] 

 
Once the problem has been clearly specified, the process of 
constructing the fuzzy expert system can begin. Invariably 
some degree of data preparation and preprocessing is 
required. The first major choice the designer has to face is 
whether to use the Mamdani inference method or the 
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) method. The choice of 
inference methodology is linked to the choice of 
defuzzification method. Once the inference methodology 
and defuzzification method have been chosen, the process of 
enumerating the linguistic variables necessary can 
commence. The next stage of deciding the necessary terms 
with their defining membership functions and determining 
the rules to be used is far from trivial however. After a set of 
fuzzy membership functions and rules has been established, 
the system may be evaluated, usually by comparison of the 
obtained output against some desired or known output using 
some form of error or distance function. 
 However, it is very rare that the first system constructed 
will perform at an acceptable level. Usually some form of 
optimization or performance tuning of the system will need 
to be undertaken. A primary distinction illustrated in Fig. 3 
is the use of either parameter optimization in which 
(usually) only aspects of the model such as the shape and 
location of membership functions and the number and form 
of rules are altered, or structure optimization in which all 
aspects of the system including items such as the inference 
methodology, defuzzification method, or number of 
linguistic variables may be altered. In general, though, there 
is no clear distinction. Some authors consider rule 

modification to be structure optimization, while others 
parameterize the rules [21,22].  
 
5  Empirical study 

In the following section, the circumstance of 
designing the fuzzy expert systems for determining Value 
Innovation has been described in six steps.  
 In this research, these steps briefly have been followed: 
Step1) Clarifying the objective 
Step2) Selecting the Input and output variables with the use 
of previous studies  
Step3) Determining the membership functions for the 
variables  
Step4) Specifying the rules for making the relations clear 
between Inputs and outputs by experts.  
Step5) Developing the Fuzzy Expert System via FIS Tool in 
MATLAB Software. 
Step6) Implementing the designed system in the case of 
WBB platform idea based on the situation of the platform to 
identify the Value Innovation of this platform idea. 
 
Step1: 
The aim is assessing the level of Value Innovation in social 
computing area which has been implemented in a emerging 
platform named WBB considering to the main four factors 
status base on blue ocean strategy. Since the obtained 
opinions from the experts about factors are ambiguous and 
not precise; evaluation has been done via linguistic 
variables. To this purpose, a Mamdani's Fuzzy Expert 
system has been designed. 
Step2: 
According to above mentioned steps, the effective variables 
on the Value Innovation level have been extracted from the 
previous research of Kim WC & Mauborgne R. [6] as Input 
variables. These input variables include: Raise, Reduction, 
Elimination and Creation as effective factors and Value 
Innovation has been considered as output of a Mamdani's 
Fuzzy Expert system. The level of this four input factors 
illustrates that how much this action affected on both 
increasing the user value & decreasing the cost and experts 
specify the situation of any input factors with considering 
this concept and by linguistic terms.  
Step3: 
In this system, four main factors have been considered as 
Inputs and Value Innovation Level (VIL) as output. The 
membership functions of Inputs and Output of designed 
fuzzy expert system have been presented in Tables 3 & 4.  

 
Table3. The output of fuzzy expert system  

Output Interval 
Type of 

membership 
function 

Linguistic terms 

Value 
Innovation 
Level(VIL) 

[0 1] Gaussian2 
Very Low(VL), Low(L), 
Medium(M), High(H), 

Very High(VH) 
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Table4. The inputs of fuzzy expert system  

Inputs Interval 
Type of 

membership 
function 

Linguistic terms 

 
Raise  [0 1] Gbell 

 
Very Low(VL), Low(L), 
Medium(M), High(H), 

Very High(VH) 
 

Reduction [0 1] Gaussian 

 
Very Low(VL), Low(L), 
Medium(M), High(H), 

Very High(VH) 
 

Elimination [0 1] Gaussian 
 

Low(L), Medium(M), 
High(H) 

  
Creation  [0 1] Gbell 

 
Low(L), Medium(M) 

High(H) 
 
After specifying Input and Output variables, membership 
functions by the experts have been defined for the variables 
which are shown in Fig 4 to Fig 8. 
 

 
Fig.4. Five Gbell Membership function for Raise 

 

 
Fig.5. Five Gaussian Membership function for Reduction 

 

 
Fig.6. Three Gaussian Membership function for Elimination 

 

 
Fig.7. Three Gbell Membership function for Creation 

 

 
Fig.8. Five Gaussian2 Membership function for Value Innovation 

Level (VIL) 
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Step4:  
To design the systems, we needed the rules which determine 
the relation between the input and output variables. The 15 
obtained rules can be viewed in Table 5.  

 
Table5. The rules of Fuzzy Expert System 

 Raise  Reduction Elimination  Creation  Value 
Innovation 
Level(VIL) 

1 L H H L L 
2 H VL L H M 
3 VH M H H VH 
4 VL H M L M 
5 L M H H H 
6 VH L M H H 
7 H H M L M 
8 M M L H M 
9 M VL H M M 

10 L M L M L 
11 H VH M H VH 
12 M M H H H 
13 VL L M L VL 
14 L H M M L 
15 H L H H H 

 
Step5: 
The system according to the obtained rules from experts 
about the relation  between Input variables and Output has 
been designed via MATLAB software. 
Here, Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) in MATLAB software 
has been used and some useful commands to work with the 
designed FIS have been presented. To create an FIS, 
MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox provides a user friendly 
interface in which they can choose the intended 
specification from drop-down menus. 
 
>>fis = readfis (‘ValueInnovation’) 
fis = 
name: ‘ValueInnovation’ 
type: ‘mamdani’ 
and Method: ‘min’ 
or Method: ‘max’ 
defuzzs Method: ‘centroid’ 
imp Method: ‘min’ 
agg Method:’max’ 
input: [1*4 struct] 
output: [1*1 struct] 
rule: [1*15struct] 
 
Step6: 
 The system is able to determine the Value Innovation Level 
based on the four effective factors in social computing 
platforms. Regarding the proposed fuzzy expert system, the 
considered project has been evaluated, as shown in Figure 9.  
 
 

 
Fig.9.Assessed Level of Value Innovation by designed fuzzy 

expert system 
 
According to the experts’ opinions as the inputs, the 
following results have been  identified (table6): 
 

Table6. The result of designed system for WBB platform 

Raise=0.689 Reduction=0.577 

Creation=0.75 Elimination=0.838 

Value Innovation Level= 0.737 
 
        As a result, Value Innovation Level (VIL) of the 
platform (WBB) would be 0.737 out of 1. The final 
objective of this study was to present a Fuzzy Expert system 
to evaluate the Value Innovation level (VIL) for social 
computing platforms such as social networks as an 
empirical study.  

 
6  Conclusion 

In this study value innovation level for social computing 
platforms idea has been evaluated according to four-action 
framework factors of blue ocean strategy. Here, the effective 
variables on the value innovation have been considered as 
the system inputs and the level of value innovation as the 
system outputs. The rules have been obtained by the use of 
entrepreneurship experts opinions. According to these rules, 
a Fuzzy expert system have been designed which is able to 
specify the level of value innovation with the different cases 
of variables in each idea. This model helps entrepreneurs to 
identify the value innovation of social networks Ideas on 
basis of this systems results and it can be used for assessing 
value innovation idea in other areas.  
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ABSTRACT 

Port drayage is a subsector of the trucking 
industry that deals with moving containers relatively 
short distances (100 miles or less) with origin or 
destination at a marine terminal inside a port 
complex.  Inefficient port drayage not only leads to 
high costs for goods movements, but also results in 
negative externalities of pollution and congestion.   
We describe in this paper an electronic on-board 
recording device that can log all relevant activities 
during a drayage journey.  Detailed analysis of the 
collected data can help identify trouble areas, the 
understanding of which will be key to developing 
strategies and/or policy changes for improvement. 
 
Keywords: port drayage efficiency, electronic on-
board recorder, mobile technology, GPS   
________________________________________ 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Port drayage is a subsector of the trucking industry 
that deals with moving containers relatively short 
distances (100 miles or less) with origin or 
destination at a marine terminal inside a port 
complex.  While the port drayage journey is typically 
short, it is responsible for a disproportionately high 
portion of the total cost to ship the container from its 
origin to its destination [1]. The drivers and firms 
involved in moving goods in and out of the ports are 
a vital link in the nation's supply chain, as a great 
deal of manufacturing now takes place overseas 
resulting in imports of finished or semi-finished 
products to the U.S.  Efficient port drayage, then, is 
key to an efficient supply chain, resulting in lower 
prices to the consumer at the point of purchase. 
 
The need for efficiency extends beyond the direct 
participants in the supply chain to the public.  
Inefficient use of drayage trucks results in negative 

externalities of pollution and congestion.  Given that 
all port drayage trucks call at the port complex, it is a 
very visible segment of freight transportation and is 
often used to illustrate these negative externalities.  In 
recent years, the Ports of Los Angeles and Long 
Beach have focused on this industry segment, with 
the Clean Trucks Program as the cornerstone of the 
Clean Air Action Plan.  The Clean Trucks Program 
(CTP) has phased-in requirements for all trucks to 
meet EPA emissions standards (by 2012 all trucks 
will be required to meet 2007 standards).  This will 
result in the port reducing truck-related emissions 
considerably. 
 
The increased costs of compliance with the CTP puts 
even more pressure on drayage trucks to operate 
efficiently.  However, port drayage is still perceived 
as being relatively inefficient with firms and drivers 
not taking full advantage of routing and scheduling 
technology and the existing terminal appointment 
system at the Ports [2].  In contrast, PierPass, a firm 
that collects fees placed on trucks that enter/leave the 
Ports during "peak" hours, alleges that these trucks 
are fairly efficient, making approximately 4 trips in 
and out of the ports daily.  To help provide a full 
measure of the current state of drayage efficiency and 
future changes as trade volume grows, we believe a 
properly designed electronic on-board recorder 
(EOBR) will be of great value.  The goal of such a 
device is to allow us to track truck flows and obtain 
detailed information on truck drivers’ waiting time 
and driving time, with maximum accuracy and 
minimum effort on the part of the driver.  In doing so, 
we will be able to identify sources of inefficiency in 
drayage, quantify the impacts of these inefficiencies, 
and propose solutions. 
 
Technology had been used in monitoring the arrival, 
entry, and exit of trucks at a terminal of the Port of 
Los Angeles, producing accurate measures of truck 
turn time and wait time statistics [3].  This work 
however required humans to station around the 
terminal under study and capture each truck with a 
digital camera as it passed various vantage points.   
The methodology is therefore applicable only to the 
monitoring of a known sequence of activities within a 
specific and small area.  METRIS, short for 
Metropolitan Transportation Information System, a 
tool developed by Digital Geographic Research 
Corporation using GPS and GIS, has been applied in 
a study of drayage trucking around the ports of Los 
Angeles and Long Beach [4]. To track truck 
movements for more diverse activities in a wide 
geographical area, we need devices to be placed in 
the truck that, with the help of the driver, can 
accurately log every relevant activity with a time-
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stamp and location-stamp.  The purpose of this 
research is to investigate and test the feasibility of 
such devices to determine whether they are reliable 
tools for measuring driver time.  Once verified, we 
will make a larger-scale proposal to granting 
organizations for more widespread use of these 
devices to gather data on driver time. 
 
Recent advances in tablet computers, computer 
networking, and GPS technologies have allowed us 
to extend powerful computational capabilities 
anywhere where they are needed.  Using these 
technologies we have developed an EOBR that can 
be mounted in a truck that can, in effect, track its 
state, processes data and communicate with other 
machines in an effort to mine the gathered data for 
information that can both grease the supply chain and 
also contribute to sustainable urban development.  
With the gathered data, drayage operations can be 
analyzed for inefficiencies that increase cost and lead 
to higher than normal levels of air pollution. While 
other studies have focused strictly on port terminal 
efficiency, this study seeks to look at drayage 
operations holistically and seeks to improve 
efficiency not only inside the port terminals, but also 
throughout the entire drayage journey. The 
requirements of the tracking device will show the 
different categories of work-related data that we wish 
to capture and give the reader a better understanding 
of how this study will be different from previous 
ones. 

 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE TRACKING DEVICE 

 
To encourage the driver to enter data for each activity 
as it occurs, the logging must be doable in one or two 
hand motions.  Therefore, an EOBR for drayage 
operations must be a hand-held device with a touch 
screen and be simple and intuitive to use by someone 
familiar with drayage operations.  The user-interface 
must group related operations together and separate 
out unrelated operations.  The design must provide 
simple, meaningful shortcuts in the operator’s 
language and be consistent with the lexicon of 
drayage transportation.  Finally, the device must be 
able to sit in the user’s periphery until such time as 
the user needs to focus on it and then be returned to 
the periphery.  The simplicity of the interface will 
allow the driver to concentrate on driving and relate 
to the device as just another piece of dashboard 
hardware.  The interface will provide feedback to the 
user on changes of state, error conditions, (etc). The 
design will be tolerant and allow the user to undo and 
redo operations when necessary and internal and 
external components will be reused for consistency. 

The specifications reveal that the device will both 
accomplish these tasks and be easy to use. 

 
Specifications 

 
Each trip needs to be uniquely identified, either by a 
unique name that the user enters, or a unique number 
generated by the device.  At the same time, the 
system will generate a unique key-value for each trip 
allowing the user to then initiate a time stamp and 
logging process.  Once the process is started, the user 
will indicate the origin type and destination type of 
the trip to be a rail yard, transload/storage facility, a 
warehouse/distribution center, or other location.  At 
the time the trip begins, the user must also specify 
whether the trip is a pickup empty, pickup full, 
deliver empty or deliver full.  The software will log 
and timestamp the location of the truck at regular 
intervals throughout its journey.  The driver will 
interact with the recorder only if relevant details 
about the trip need to be recorded, such as delays.  
Upon arriving at the destination, the driver will 
initiate a timestamp and location log for the end of 
the trip.  Finally, the device must have sufficient 
storage for large datasets that may be the result of 
long trips. The device we chose was the Android-
based Samsung Galaxy Tab [5] that was programmed 
in Java using the Eclipse IDE [6]. We also chose 
Google Earth (GE) for our mapping software and 
SQLite [7] as our Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS). 
 

Software Design Environment  
 
Android supports component-based software 
development.  Each Android application is made up 
of one or more software components that typically 
run in a single thread.  The components used for the 
Drayage Recorder are the activity and the service. 
 
Android activities are windows presented to the user 
that hold the user interface (UI). Each time a new 
activity is launched a new screen is presented to the 
user.  Because memory is often limited on small 
devices, activities have lifecycle states specifically 
designed to preserve the state and the data of the 
currently running activity while at the same time 
ensuring resources are available for other programs.   
 
The Android service is a persistent background 
process that runs in the main thread, timestamping 
and logging vehicle locations. To accommodate fault 
tolerant behavior, the service was programmed to run 
in its own worker thread so that data would continue 
to be gathered in the event of a crash. 
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User Interface 

 
The Drayage Recorder UI is simple and easy to use.  
It consists of four screens that lead the user in 
wizard-like fashion allowing him to focus on the 
higher-level problem-solving task of driving.  The 
LoginActivity screen presents the user with a text 
box and two buttons, one for On Duty and one for 
Off Duty.  Before On Duty can be pressed, the user 
has to enter a trip name into the text box, by tapping 
on the box to reveal a keyboard. The algorithms and 
data structures will provide both an active and a static 
model of the system for a clearer operational view of 
the device. 

 
ALGORITHMS AND DATA STRUCTURES 

 
The Drayage Recorder has five states:  LoginActivity, 
MainService, OriginDestinationAcivity, 
TripInformationActivity and NotesActivity. The 
LoginActivity allows the user to enter the trip name 
and stop and start the MainService, which is a 
persistent background process that logs and 
timestamps vehicle locations.  The 
OriginDestinationActivity allows the user to input 
details about the origin, destination, and type of the 
trip.  The TripInformationActivity allow the user to 
enter information about trip delays and time stamp 
those details by acquiring a binder to the 
MainService; a binder is an interface for an inter 
process remote procedure call.  Finally, the 
NotesActivity is a text entry screen for adding 
additional information to the trip record.  Figure 1 
shows a simplified Drayage Recorder state diagram.  

 

FIGURE 1.  Drayage recorder UML state diagram. 

 

FIGURE 2.  Drayage recorder UML use case 
diagram. 

 
The user activity is straightforward; there is as little 
opportunity as possible to allow the user to make 
choices.  The reason for this is two-fold: to increase 
the reliability of the data and to also encourage 
driving safety.  If the user is tempted to stay focused 
on the device for longer than is absolutely necessary, 
then the public’s safety becomes a concern and 
productivity goes down.  Figure 2 shows the use case, 
which reflects the user’s interaction with the system.  
 
The Drayage Recorder is based on simple algorithms.  
It does not seek to do everything but rather seeks to 
do a limited set of things well.  By keeping its design 
simple, the user can be safe and accurate and is more 
likely to accept the idea of having a digital device on-
board the vehicle; this simplicity also extends to the 
processes of data collection and analysis. 

 
DATA COLLECTION AND EXTRACTION 

 
Drayage Recorder data is written to SQLlite flat files, 
one file written by the OriginDestinationActivity and 
one file written by the MainService.  The GPS 
location data is also written to a Keystone Markup 
Language (KML) file that can be viewed in GE. We 
have performed a limited amount of experimentation 
with the recorder to test its usability and robustness, 
collect data during the trial run, and complete the 
experiment with statistical analysis on the collected 
data.  What follows is the data collection 
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methodology used to verify the software and its data 
logging capabilities. 
 

Data Collection 
 
The recorder was mounted to the windshield of 
Driver X’s truck using the Samsung Galaxy Tab 
navigation mount for the experimentation.  Before 
the test run, the driver was given a tutorial on the 
operation of the device including instructions on how 
to reboot the device in the event of a failure and how 
to interpret and log different types of delays that may 
be encountered during each move.  The device was 
synchronized to one researcher’s phone and home 
computer using SugarSync Back Up Software that 
enabled us to monitor the progress of the tests hourly 
and intervene if the device was not working properly.  
Driver X performed test runs with the recorder 
between February 5th and February 10th, 2012, 
logging a total of 18 trips. The software correctly 
wrote an OriginDestination file, a Log file and a 
KML file for each trip. The logged data were 
imported to a SQLite RDBMS for statistical analysis.  
 
Besides the collected data, the test runs provided us 
with valuable feedbacks on deficiencies of our design 
and led to the following improvements: 
1. While an initial version of the software allowed 

the user to enter a name for each trip, we 
replaced that functionality with a method that 
assigns a pseudo random integer as the unique id 
for each trip, and is written when the user selects 
On Duty.   

2. The initial version of the software also had a 
notes activity allowing the driver to enter a 
holistic text record about the trip.  Both features 
were eliminated because data from Monaco and 
Grobar reveal that approximately 68% of drivers 
have a high school education or less [2], 
potentially limiting the usefulness of such 
records.   

3. A major concern that most companies had, when 
evaluating whether or not to test the device was 
the level of interaction required on the part of the 
driver. We have thence simplified the UI and 
reduced the amount of driver 
actions/interactions. 

4. A Spanish translation of the original interface 
was used in anticipation that many drivers would 
be Hispanic [2]; though Driver X was fluent in 
both Spanish and English making it possible for 
us to seek feedback from him on the translation.   

5. The warehouse/distribution center category from 
the TripInformationActivity was split into two 
upon the recommendation of a driver who said 
they were generally separate locations.   

 
 

FIGURE 3.  SQLite database used for trip 
information storage. 

 
Data Extraction and Preliminary Analysis 

 
Of the 18 trips logged by Driver X, five originated or 
terminated in a port terminal.  Those port terminal 
statistics, along with all of the OriginDestination files 
and Log files, were imported into a SQLite RDBMS 
that relates each specific trip to its respective GPS log 
data and also the turn time information for each port-
related trip. Figure 3 shows the database definition.  
The turn time statistics were gathered by animating 
each of the KML files associated with the port related 
trips. 
 
The KML files clearly show the driver’s progress 
over the duration of each move and produce time 
stamped place marks at key areas throughout the port 
terminals visited.  Recall that Lam et al. defined wait 
time as the amount of time from arrival to admittance 
with ticket issued, flow time as the amount of time 
from when the ticket is issued at the pedestal to when 
the truck clears the exit gate, and turn time as the sum 
of both the wait time and the flow time [3].  The 
KML files from the five port terminal trips were 
analyzed for wait times, flow times and turn times at 
each terminal by graphically matching the truck’s 
location with satellite images of each terminal.  
While there is not a large enough sample of data from 
which to derive meaningful statistics, the evidence 
nonetheless shows that if the devices were more 
widely distributed over a longer period, enough data 
could be gathered to get an almost perfect picture of 
traffic inside the ports.  Note that GPS introduces a 
high degree of identity precision and for the purpose 
of this study is said to be 100%, therefore the data 
gathering and processing focuses on accuracy. Table1 
shows the data gathered from the KML analysis of 
the five port-centered trips: times are in minutes.   
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TABLE 1. Move durations, gate types, wait times, 
flow times and turn times for port-centered moves.  
All times are in minutes 

id 
move 

Durat-
ion 

bob 
Tail 
Gate 

wait 
Time 
Min 

main 
Entry 
Gate 

flow 
Time 
Min 

turn 
Time 
Min 

-938717670 123 0 31 1 46 77 

-530500372 206 0 47 1 126 173 

1675412033 76 0 4 1 57 61 

1425786168 61 0 20 1 20 40 

1697570061 74 0 50 1 15 65 

 

From the data in Table 1 we can calculate the mean, 
median and standard deviation of the wait time, flow 
time and turn time from the five trips.  The results are 
presented in Table 2, where the times are represented 
in minutes.  Note that due to the small sample size, 
the confidence interval for the standard deviation is 
wide.  Nevertheless the data is precise and in volume 
would produce a very accurate picture of wait times, 
turn times and flow times. 
 
TABLE 2. Wait time, flow time and turn time 
statistics for port-centered moves.  All times are in 
minutes 

Statistic Wait 
Time 

Flow 
Time 

Turn 
Time 

Mean 30.4 52.8 83.2 

Median 31 46 65 

Standard Deviation 19.1 44.5 51.9 

 

Looking at all eighteen Origin Destination files from 
the test, we can get a sense of the frequency of 
individual origin and destination types logged by 
Driver X; Table 3 shows that frequency. 
 

TABLE 3. Frequency of origin and destination types 

Origin/Destination Types Number Percentage 

Transload/Storage 11 61% 

Port Terminal 9 50% 

Warehouse 9 50% 

Rail Yard 4 22% 

Other Destination 2 11% 

   

The data reveals that 61% of moves either originate 
or terminate at a transload/storage yard, 50% of 

moves originate or terminate at a warehouse, 22% of 
moves originate or terminate at a rail yard and 11% 
of moves originate or terminate at some other 
destination.  Across all of these moves, 55% are 
moves of empty containers.  
 
From the content of the KML files and a post 
interview with the driver, we determined that all of 
the trip type data was entered accurately by the driver 
and recorded accurately by the software.  Across a 
large sample of drivers we can gather 
OriginDestination data that is both high in accuracy 
and precision. While the possibility exists that a 
driver may enter data incorrectly, the tests show that 
the driver was able to enter the correct data and that 
the interface enabled his experience.  Table 4 shows 
all of the OriginDestination records from the test.  
The test yielded 18 TripInformation records each 
logging the GPS locations of the truck during each 
move.  Each file was compared with its KML 
counterpart and all of the GPS coordinates are 
matching.  The driver, however, did not log any delay 
information during the test even though the KML 
files show areas of delay, most notably inside the port 
terminals. When asked to account for the discrepancy 
between the delays in the KML files and those not 
recorded in the TripInformation files, the driver said 
that all of the delays that he encountered were inside 
port terminals and due to customs holds on the cargo 
for which he was waiting; the 
TripInformationActivity does not account for 
customs delays.  Moreover, it is apparent from the 
post mortem that without a time delay clock, each 
driver would interpret delays independently 
providing a very raw dataset.     
 
TABLE 4. SQLite OriginDestination file showing the 
id number, origin, destination and trip type of each 
move 

id origin destination trip 

-1791539385 Port Terminal Rail Yard Pickup Empty 

-1611836280 Transload/Storage Yard Warehouse Deliver Full 

-1532100582 Transload/Storage Yard Port Terminal Pickup Empty 

-1229770573 Rail Yard Warehouse Pickup Full 

-938717670 Port Terminal Transload/Storage 
Yard Pickup Full 

-660782626 Port Terminal Rail Yard Pickup Full 

-530500372 Transload/Storage Yard Port Terminal Deliver 
Empty 

-401423358 Transload/Storage Yard Warehouse Deliver Full 
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1750873 Transload/Storage Yard Warehouse Deliver Full 

243053625 Transload/Storage Yard Port Terminal Deliver Full 

344015324 Other Destination Rail Yard Deliver 
Empty 

798825168 Transload/Storage Yard Warehouse Deliver Full 

1390165033 Transload/Storage Yard Warehouse Deliver 
Empty 

1425786168 Transload/Storage Yard Port Terminal Deliver 
Empty 

1675412033 Warehouse Port Terminal Pickup Empty 

1697570061 Warehouse Port Terminal Deliver 
Empty 

1856014652 Transload/Storage Yard Other Destination Deliver 
Empty 

2064137356 Warehouse Warehouse Deliver 
Empty 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The growth in traffic expected at the twin ports over 
the next twenty years will result in higher over-the -
road drayage flows for Southern California and this 
increase will surely have an effect on urban 
development, public health, and the overall efficiency 
of the global supply chain. For this growth to be 
sustainable, drayage flows need to become more 
efficient so that the twin ports and surrounding 
communities can coexist in a way that creates jobs, is 
good for the consumer, and does not negatively 
impact public health and well-being.  While this is 
not currently the model in drayage operations, the 
ubiquity of small computers is making it possible for 
these trucks to become roving computational devices 
that can sense the environment around them and 
report back about their state.  Thus port terminal 
efficiency can be increased, health related problems 
decreased and logistics zones developed to maximize 
the already existing road, real estate and container 
capacity.  
 
To address these issues, we have proposed and 
reviewed the development and a test of a drayage 
specific EOBR called Drayage Recorder. It is clear 
from the limited amount of collected data and the 
preliminary analysis that the recorder has the 
necessary functionalities to enable the tracking of 
activities within a port terminal, providing data for 
accurate statistics on port-service efficiency.  The 
recorder has been designed to track drayage 
efficiency at other facilities such as warehouses and 
distribution centers, as well as delays in traffic during 
drayage trips.   
 

While the sample of data collected from the tests by 
Driver X was not large enough to generate reliable 
statistics, along with functional testing and unit 
testing, it produced a high degree of confidence in the 
data-gathering method and its underlying technology.  
Some of the findings of the data collection are: 
1. To ensure that the recorder will be fully utilized 

in all parts of every drayage journey, drivers 
need more familiarity with the recorder and more 
confidence with its operation.   

2. The definition of “delay” is largely qualitative.  
For example, if a driver is in a slow moving line 
for the pedestal but perceives that to be the norm 
for that particular port terminal, he may not log it 
as a delay.  Conversely, a driver may regularly 
log delays anytime he is not the only one in line. 
We need to come up with a more objective 
definition of the term for the collected data to be 
meaningful. 

3. When interviewed, Driver X said that it was 
difficult to remember to use the recorder, that 
even though it was in front of him, the details of 
his job made him focus on other things. This 
again points to the need of more familiarity with 
the device. 

4. While Driver X found the device easy to install 
and use, it is clear from our discussions with 
other drayage operators and from the data 
gathered, that the less a driver has to interact 
with a device, the better; both for the accuracy of 
the data collection process and the safety of the 
drivers and other vehicles on the road. 

5. By leveraging more of the capabilities of the 
Samsung Galaxy tab or similar Android device, 
it may be possible to gather much of the data we 
currently gather without requiring as much 
interaction by the driver.  We can for example 
tether the device to the vehicle’s various on-
board computer systems via Bluetooth and tie 
the GPS logging process to the vehicle’s 
ignition. This can provide the device with data 
about the vehicle’s operation, such as torque, 
revolutions per minute, fuel usage, and weight, 
which may allow us to determine whether or not 
the truck is a bobtail, carrying an empty 
container or carrying a full container. We can 
also create a database of origins and destinations 
and build GPS proximity alarms for those 
locations and areas within those locations. 

 
The data collected from the recorder can be mined for 
port and transportation efficiency to help create 
logistics zones, affect transportation planning, and 
positively impact the air quality in surrounding 
communities.  As traffic increases at the ports over 
the next twenty years, this data will be crucial in 
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helping governments to plan for that future, allowing 
businesses to compete and help people in and around 
the ports coexist with the rapid increase of port 
traffic. 
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Abstract— Now a day the level of flaming is increasing day by 

day on Social Networking Sites. As their popularity is 

increasing so is the breaking of communication laws. So here a 

model is introduced which aims at decreasing the overall of 

flaming percent on Social Sites. An algorithm for flaming 

detection is also introduced here. Using this algorithm we aim 

to filter messages containing all kinds of ambiguous and vulgar 

language on social networking websites like Facebook, Orkut, 

Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. and then the users can be blocked using 

various models. This would ultimately lead to the decreased 

percentage of flaming on these sites. 

Keywords-Flaming, Hidden Markov Model, Hybrid Model, 

Modified Markov Model.  

I.  INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION  

Communication has always been an essential part of 
human life. In current lifestyle, Computer Mediated 
Communication has been of vital importance as it creates 
opportunities for communication between geographically 
dispersed individuals. With the growth of Internet, CMC also 
grew and is now part of almost every person. So the Social 
Networking sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are 
also becoming more and more popular as they provide for 
CMC. As every coin has two sides, so is with our CMC. If it 
has been a providing for communication, also it is providing 
for flaming. So this paper aims at trying to stop Flaming in 
CMC and blocking users not abiding by the rules. 

The interactions among the users are not always clear: in 
a chat the conversation appears on the screen as a linear 
progression of lines of text, regardless of the conversation’s 
dynamics. Finally, the temporal information found in oral 
conversation, such as turn-taking and the negotiation of 
conversational synchrony by the participants, is not captured 
by these sequential lines of text. This leads to a prevalence of 
argumentative exchanges that are in many cases 
characterized by a strong and destructive style. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The augmented diffusion of Internet made social 
networking site very well-liked. If face-to-face conversation 

occur in a understanding environment often regulated by 
mutual tuning and adjustment [2,3], discussion in social 
networking sites through computer mediated communication 
occurs in a much less obliging environment because of the 
extraordinary situation forced by the intermediary itself [4]. 
In the social networking site, it is no way of guarantees that 
the information given by the user is the real one. The use of 
false information or the identities, often of a different name, 
age, sex, address, name of the organization etc. is extensive 
broaden in electronic communities [5, 6]. After analyzing the 
several studies [7] invent the happening of offensive 
behavior is glorified, the user uses intensive language in 
different areas of the computer mediated communication. 
The representative disobey of netiquette occupy the use of 
flames. Thus the Siegel and colleagues defined “messages 
that are hurried, often personally insulting, ad hominem 
attacks directed toward someone due to a position taken in a 
message scattered to the group” [8]. Thus the flame is further 
classified into several categories such as direct flame, 
indirect flame, straight flame and the satirical flame [9]. 
Further to give more focus on the flaming the researcher 
creates the survey of the flaming partiality by appealing the 
three circumstances and the five status message and making 
the people to click on the status which they be fond of, use to 
give the actual result on the research of the behaviour 
tendency of the user [10].Therefore the behavioral tendency 
of the user gives the intensity of the flaming that in which 
mood the user had written this status [11, 20]. 

 The social networking sites come in the fly colour in 
responds of the facebook, myspace, twitter etc. So 2004 were 
the most significant year in the field of social networking as 
two major sites: Facebook and MySpace were launched and 
by 2010, Facebook is reported to have more 500 million 
registered members [12] and MySpace reported a user base 
of 66 million. A quantity of research studies proposed that 
these manners of message encourage more divergence 
through scheming and bad-mannered propensity of users that 
rise anger and provoke worry between group [14, 15, 16, 17, 
18 and 19]. The paper is divided further into several section 
i.e. section (iii) it is describing the type dark sides of 
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computer  mediated communication (iv) describes about the 
hybrid model (v) describes about the experimental status is 
given on which this model had played his role and detect the 
flame. 

III. WORKING OF THE HYBRID MODEL  

These points should be considered by the subject while 
doing anything on the social networking site like posting 
some video or commenting somewhere.  
Be Judicious 

A user should always keep track of what he/she is typing 
into his/her profile. One should never type anything that 
would attract unwanted users. User should think before 
posting something on his wall. Like if (s)he posts something 
funny it is destined to attract other users and some fake users 
probably. So user should always be discreet in what (s)he is 
doing. 
Be Dubious 

People generally tend to click on all the posts by other 
users. It should be restricted to only those posts that are 
somehow useful or of importance to the user. User should 
not click on something that is not useful as it may also attract 
fake users. 
Be Considerate 

User should never be a loud mouth or type anything that 
may come back and bite him/her. User should always think 
twice or thrice before typing anything because this is how 
flaming gets aroused and the problem starts. 
Be Proficient 

If a user is to post a video or a picture then it should be 
something that presents him/her in the best possible light 
rather than giving a funny look because it is unprofessional. 
Funny uploads may give a bad look professionally. So the 
uploads should be chosen correctly. 
Be Guarded 

A user should first verify the identities of the person 
whom (s)he is chatting with. The person might be using a 
fake account and leak some information. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure1. Hybrid Model 

This model aims at blocking users who tend to flame and 
do not abide by ethics and rules of communication. Everyone 
should abide by the rules of communication and do not do 
flaming or abuse anybody in anyway. As given in the above 
figure1 the model will take the status from the social 
networking sites and then send the status to the flame 
detector. The flame detector would detect the flame and then 

the control is send to the profile analyzer. The profile 
analyzer had several phases which would detect the hostile 
user and block him.. A person should always first understand 
what the other person is trying to say and then reply him. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
                                   Figure2. Profile analyzer 

      He should keep in mind the feelings and sentiments of 
the other person because that may hurt him. A person may 
have many friends at a social networking site. These can be 
divided into 2 groups namely trusted friends and non-trusted 
friends. Sometimes users tend to add just anybody on social 
sites. These are non-trusted friends. A user may add other 
people also in this category also. Users don’t expect these 
friends to flame. They don’t know each other much and 
would most probably talk formally with each other. They 
might even start knowing each other well after sometime but 
still they are not expected to flame. Generally flaming is 
done within very close friends like friends you meet 
regularly. Therefore the Hybrid Model does not allow non-
trusted friends to do any kind of flaming. So, if a non-trusted 
friend happens to flame, (s) he is directly blocked. In figure 2 
the profile analyzer will detect from the profile of the user 
that the user is the trusted friend or not. If the user is not 
trusted friend and he is doing the flaming then he will be 
blocked. If the user is trusted friend then he would be 
checked whether he is the professional friend of the user or 
the close friend of the user. If he is professional friend he 
will pass through the hidden markov model and if he is the 
close friend then he will be pass through the modified hidden 
markov model. He cannot be allowed to be in the user’s 
friend list anymore because the person may just keep on 
flaming. It is not even sure if the account is original. It may 
be a fake account and the person maybe doing all the flaming 
intentionally. Anyhow if a user feels that the person is a 
close friend of him and now the user trusts him and (s)he 
should not be treated  this way, then the user could always 
change the category of the friend from non-trusted to trusted 
friend. 
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Figure3. Hidden Markov Model 

On the other part Trusted Friends are generally met 
friends. A user can willingly put anyone into any of the 
category. But Trusted Friends mostly comprise of 
Professional friends, school friends, college friends etc. The 
user knows them well and is all right if they do small amount 
of flaming. Professional friends are those which are from 
work. Professionally related people communicate and 
address each other formally. They do not use any vulgar 
language or much of jokes while talking. Using any abusive 
or derogatory language always puts a bad impression in this 
case. Professional friends will be handled by Hidden Markov 
Model. This model analyzes the behavior of the person in the 
last 7 days. Here we have 2 thresholds th1 and th2 to get our 
results. Th1 is 30% and th2 is 70%. If flaming is below th1 
then we take no action and leave the person without any 
notification or blocking. Because it is quite low flaming 
percentage and this much is allowed between friends 
generally. But if flaming is greater than th2 that means the 
person is using too much abusive language. As shown in 
figure 3 the professional user is get analyzed by Hidden 
Markov Model. Then in this case we have to block the user 
because professionally one can’t abuse so much. So the 
person gets blocked from the friend list of the user. If 
flaming is between these two thresholds it means that there 
has been flaming but not too much. So the person could be 
left unblocked with a notification sent. The Hidden Markov 
Model checks if a notification has been sent to the user in the 
past otherwise it sends a notification. If a notification has 
already been sent and still the person is flaming then it mean 
that (s)he is not abiding by the rules and does not cares about 
notifications or anything else. Then in this case the person 
has to be blocked. Many of the friends are Close friends in a 
user’s friend list. These friends are given special preference 
because they generally flame with each other. Checking 
Close Friends with Hidden Markov Model will not be a right 
choice because thresholds are set at low levels. In the case of 
Close Friends, people have to be given more freedom of 
flaming otherwise it will take the fun out of the Social 
Networking Sites. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

                  

Figure4. Modified Hidden Markov Model 

Close friends generally flame so the bars have to be set 
high here. So a Changed version of the Hidden Markov 
Model known as the Modified Markov Model is used. It has 
two thresholds th3 and th4 which are set at 50% and 70% 
respectively. This model would analyze the behavior of the 
person in the past 7 days. If flaming percentage comes out to 
be greater than th4 then the person gets blocked. If flaming 
percentage comes out to be lesser than th3 then the person is 
left unblocked and nothing else is done.  

However if the Flaming percentage comes in between 
these two thresholds then the model checks if a notification 
has been sent already. If no notification has sent then the 
Model sends a notification to the person warning him about 
his increased flaming. If a notification has already been sent 
then the user gets blocked by the model. This would 
eventually decrease the flaming on social networking sites. 
 

Pseudocode for Flame Detector: 
 

Step 1. Let s2 be a String variable and 

s2=s1. ToLowerCase() where s1 is word by 

word status 

Step 2. Let length be an integer 

variable and length=s2.length where s2 

is the word in lower case 

Step 3. Let a1[] be an array of strings 

and a1[]=s2.toCharArray(); 

Step 4. Let b[] be an array of 

characters and b[]=new char[length]; 

Step 5. Let j be an integer and j is 

initialized to 0 ; 

Step 6. For i=0;  i<length ; i=i+1 

Step 8. If((a1[i]>=97)&&(a1[i]<=122)) 

Step 9. b[j++]=a1[i]; 

Step 10. Let s3 be a string and s3=new 

String(b); 

Step 11.  Let as1,as2,as3,an be integers 

and initialize them to 0; 

Step 12. Let chck be a variable of 

string type; 

Step 13. Let  st1= 

con.createStatement(); 
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Step 14. let 

result=st1.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM 

offensive"); 

Step 15. while(result.next()) repeat 

till Step 21 

Step 16. Let 

chck=result.getString("Flame"); 

Step 17.  Let j=-1; 

Step 18.  Let j=s3.indexOf(chck); 

Step 19.  if(j!=-1) till step 21 

Step 20.  Let as3=as3+1; 

Step 21.  Let text2=text2+"Aggresive 

Flaming Word   "+chck+"   found.\n" 

Step 22.  Let 

result=st1.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM 

medium"); 

Step 23.  while(result.next()) repeat 

till step 29 

Step24.Let 

chck=result.getString("Flame"); 

Step 25.  let j=-1; 

Step 26.  let j=s3.indexOf(chck); 

Step 27.  if(j!=-1) till step 27 

Step 28.  let as2=as2+1; 

Step 29. let text2=text2+"Medium Flmaing 

Word   "+chck+"   found.\n"; 

 
This is the pseudo code explaining the working of the Flame 
Detector software. It takes status from a person’s timeline. 
Then it finds any traces of flaming in this status using the 
above pseudo code. It compares all the words in the arrays 
with the status and finds any instance of these words. Then it 
displays the flaming words found and the level of flaming in 
the status. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

Here are the some real time statuses that are written by 
subjects. These real time statuses will be passed through the 
hybrid model that will analyze all the statuses and filter out 
all the flame content. After getting all flamed statuses the 
hybrid model will check or analyze the profile of the user.  
Any user who will be against the prototype of the Hybrid 
Model will automatically get blocked. Thus the hybrid model 
will be very much effective in reducing the flaming from the 
statuses. 

A. Experimental Data Set 

Data set is the full data about a user. It requires name, 
age, sex and whether the friend is trusted or non-trusted. It 
gives information friend of the user. Real time statuses of 
these friends are taken by the Hybrid Model. Then these 
statuses are examined through Flame Detector. These are 
some real time statuses on which Hybrid Model will work. 
Name: Ram Sharma, Age: 25, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Professional).  
Status: I am really pissed off right now because of my boss. 
Name: Mayank Goyal, Age: 18, Sex: Male, Type of friend:  
Trusted Friend (Close friend). 
Status: What the fuck is happening in my life. 

Name: Swati Chabbra, Age: 21, Sex: Female, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Close friend). 
Status: My day turned out to be really awesome. 
Name: Shreya Choudhary, Age: 22, Sex: Female, Type of 
friend: Non-trusted Friend. 
Status: Why did that bitch has to ruin everything. 
Name: William carter, Age: 35, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Professional). 
Status: Yey!!!! Boss was amazed to see my work. 
Name: Samar Pandoria, Age: 27, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Close friend). 
Status: Damn that Ram who criticizes me all the time 
…..!#!!%!%#. 
Name: Neha Sharma, Age: 19, Sex: Female, Type of friend: 
Non-trusted Friend. 
Status: I made it to IITs. 
Name: Ankit Chauhan, Age: 30, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Non-trusted Friend. 
Status: Everybody goes to hell. 
Name: Pranav Juneja, Age: 21, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Close friend). 
Status: Bored of this college, nothing to do….. 
Name: Mohit Chandel, Age: 17, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Trusted Friend (Close friend). 
Status: What do you want Himanshu, you son of a! #%$$. 
Name: Harshit Khurana, Age: 45, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Non-trusted Friend. 
Status: My life is going nowhere, what the fuck shall I do. 
Name: Vinod Arya, Age: 39, Sex: Male, Type of friend: 
Non-trusted Friend. 
Status: The new Pepsi cold-drink sucks. 

B. Getting status and checking with Flame Detector 

Firstly, Flame Detector gets the status of a friend of user 
from a social networking site. Then it checks whether there 
is any kind of flaming in the status. Here are some statuses 
taken by the Flame Detector:  
Ram Sharma: “I am really pissed off right now because of 
my boss”. Flaming word pissed was found here.  
Mayank Goyal: “What the fuck is happening in my life”. 
Flaming word fuck was found here. 
Swati Chabbra: “My day turned out to be really awesome”. 
No flaming was found here. 
Shreya Choudhary: “Why that bitches did have to ruin 
everything”. Flaming word bitch was found here. 
William carter: “Yey!!!! Boss was amazed to see my work”. 
Low level flaming was found here. 
Samar Pandoria: “Damn that Ram who criticizes me all the 
time …..!#!!%!%#”. Low level flaming was found here. 
Neha Sharma: “I made it to IITs”. No flaming found here. 
Ankit Chauhan: “Everybody goes to hell”.No flaming found 
here. 
Pranav Juneja: “Bored of this college, nothing to do….” Low 
level flaming found here. 
Mohit Chandel: “What do you want Himanshu, you son of a 
!#%$$”. Low level flaming found here. 
Harshit Khurana: “My life is going nowhere, what the fuck 
shall I do”. Flaming word fuck found here. 
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Vinod Arya: “The new Pepsi cold-drink sucks”. Flaming 
word sucks found here. 
Flame Detector checks these results and finds out how many 
people were doing flaming and how many were not. The 
concept of Low level flaming is introduced here. Low level 
flaming is like when a person types some non-alphanumeric 
characters more than twice in continuation. Eg:- ‘!@$@’. 
The result got from Flame Detector was that no. of people 
flaming were = 9 and no. of people not flaming= 3. So the 

percentage of people Flaming is �% = �
�� × 100 =

75%.The percentage of Non flaming people is �% = �
�� ×

100 = 25%. So it gives an idea about the people doing 
Flaming (f %) to the people not flaming (nf %). Therefore 
figure: 5, the graph depicting the above shown results. 
 

 
Figure 5.Graph of Flaming to Non-Flaming Friends 

 No action is taken against friends who are not flaming. But 
those who are doing flaming are passed through different 
Models and checked if they have to be blocked. 

C. Checking the Profiles of the People  

Many people were found to be doing flaming from the 
previous shown results. To reduce the flaming by these 
people Hybrid Model has to pass them through different 
Models. For this it needs to check the profiles of these 
people. This is done to know whether the friend is a trusted 
friend or a non-trusted friend. If the friend is non-trusted then 
(s)he just gets directly blocked. They are not passed through 
any model, just blocked. But if the friend is a trusted friend 
then (s)he is checked with the help of one of the Markov 
Models. The trusted friends are later divided into 
Professional Friends and Close Friends. Professional friends 
are those with which the user does the chat in respect of 
some business purpose or negotiation deal purpose. The 
Close Friends maybe user’s childhood friends or the friends 
who are very much close to the user in respect of friendship 
relation. Thus the Hybrid Model will check if the subjects 
who are doing flaming are the trusted friend or the un-trusted 
friend of the user. If they are trusted friends then they can be 
Professional friends or the Close friends. 
        Ram Sharma: Trusted Friend → Professional. 
        Mayank Goyal: Trusted Friend→ Close friend. 
        Shreya Choudhary: Non-trusted Friend. 
        William Carter: Trusted Friend → Professional. 
        Samar Pandoria: Trusted Friend→ Close friend. 

        Pranav Juneja: Trusted Friend→ Close friend.  
        Mohit Chandel: Trusted Friend→ Close friend. 
        Harshit Khurana: Non-trusted Friend. 

  Vinod Arya: Non-trusted Friend. 
Now, the profiles of these people were analyzed by the 

Hybrid Model to know that the subjects who are doing the 
flaming are trusted or non-trusted. Thus the total number of 
the flaming statuses is 9. The trusted friends who had done 
the flaming are 6.  The percentage of Trusted Friends who 

have done the flaming is �% = �
� × 100 = 66.67%. Hence 

the non trusted friends who have done flaming are 3. 
Percentage of Non-trusted friends is �% = �

� × 100 =
33.33%. The non trusted friend will get blocked 
automatically by this model and the trusted friend will be 
passed through the several phases of the model. Therefore 
figure: 6 show the graph of the trusted friend to the non 
trusted friend. 

 
                     Figure 6.Graph of Trusted friend to Non- trusted friend  

D. Coming to Trusted Friends  

     Trusted Friends are divided into two categories namely 

Close Friends and Professional Friends. Professional friends 

are those friends who are from workplace. They generally 

don’t flame much and talk formally. They are also expected 

not to make even funny kind of jokes much. Posting funny 

comments or using vulgar language brings a bad impression 

on their character. Hidden Markov Model is used for this 

purpose. This model observes the behavior of the person for 

the past 7 days. It has two thresholds th1 and th2 which are 

set at 30% and 70% respectively. If flaming gets above th2 

then the user gets blocked. If flaming is below th1 then no 

action is taken and the person is left as it is. If flaming is 

between them then we see if a notification has been sent. If 

no notification has been sent then we send one notification 

otherwise the user gets blocked. 
         Ram Sharma → Professional Friend  

        William Carter → Professional Friend 

      In trusted Friends there are some Close Friends. These 

are generally friends who are from school, college, home, 

etc. They tend to Flame more than others. So the Hybrid 

Model passes all of them to a changed version of Hidden 

Markov Model known as the Modified Markov Model. It 

has two thresholds th3 and th4 which are set at 50% and 

80% respectively. It works in the same way as Hidden 
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Markov Model replacing th1 with th3 and th2 with th4. If 

flaming gets above th4 then the person gets blocked. If 

flaming is below th3 then the person is left unblocked. 

Otherwise, if flaming is between these two levels then the 

model checks if a notification has already been sent. If a 

notification had been sent then ht e person gets blocked. If 

no notification had been sent then the Model sends a 

notification to the person. These are some Data sets 

operated on by Modified Markov Model. 
        Mayank Goyal → Close Friend 

        Samar Pandoria → Close Friend 

        Pranav Juneja  → Close Friend 

        Mohit Chandel → Close friend 

The Model found out that out of 6 Trusted Friends who 

were flaming 2 were Professional and 4 were Close Friends. 

So the percent of Close Friends is ��% �
� ∗ 100 = 66.67%. 

The percentage of Professional Friends is ��% �
� ∗ 100 =

33.33%. So it was found out that 66.67% of Trusted 

Friends who were doing flaming came out to be Close 

Friends and the rest were Professional Friends. So the 

graph: 

           Figure 7. Graph of the professional friends to close friends 

      After categorizing Trusted Friends into the Trusted and 

Close Friends, now the Professional Friends are checked by 

the Hidden Markov Model. So, here the data of the past 7 

days is taken and then the model will decide what to do 

accordingly. 

                 Ram Sharma → Professional Friend 

 TABLE1:  BEHAVIOR OF RAM SHARMA IN PAST 7 DAYS  

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming Y Y N N Y Y Y 

 
This table is generated by the Hidden Markov Model. It 
shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 
person has done flaming on day 1,2,5,6,7 so, in total 5 days. 
And he has not done flaming for 2 days. So the percentage of 

������ �   �% = !"
#$ ∗ 100 = 71.43%. And the 

percentage of not doing flaming is �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 =

28.57%. Here mean score of flaming f% comes out to be 

greater than th2 so the person gets blocked by the Hybrid 
Model. 
              William Carter → Professional Friend  

TABLE2:  BEHAVIOR OF WILLIAM CARTER  IN PAST 7 DAYS 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming N N N N Y N Y 

 
This table is generated by the Hidden Markov Model. It 
shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 
person has done flaming on day 5,7 so, in total 2 days. And 
he has not done flaming for 5 days. So the percentage of 

������ �   �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 28.57%. And the 

percentage of not doing flaming is �% = !"
#$ ∗ 100 =

71.43%. Here mean score of flaming f% comes out to be 
lesser than th1 so the person is left as it is by the Hybrid 
Model. 
If the flaming percent was found to be in between the two 
thresholds in any of the cases then the Hidden Markov 
Model would have sent a notification to the person and left 
him. If a notification had already been sent then the person 
would have been blocked. 
Now the Hybrid Model checks the Close Friends of the user. 
They are checked by the Modified Markov Model. It takes 
the data of past 7 days and analyzes the behavior of the 
person. 
                         Mayank Goyal → Close Friend 

      TABLE3:  BEHAVIOR OF MAYANK GOYAL IN PAST 7 DAYS 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming Y Y Y N N N Y 

 
This table is generated by the Modified Markov Model. It 
shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 
person has done flaming on day 1,2,3,7 so, in total 4 days. 
And he has not done flaming for 3 days. So the percentage of 

������ �   �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 57.143%. The percentage 

of not doing flaming is �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 42.857%. Here 

mean score of flaming f% comes out to be in between th3 
and th4.  So he will be sent a notification by the Model and 
left unblocked. 
                        Samar Pandoria → Close Friend 

TABLE4:  BEHAVIOR OF SAMAR PANDORIA  IN PAST 7 DAYS 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming N Y N N N Y Y 

 

This table is generated by the Modified Markov Model. It 

shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 

person has done flaming on day 2,6 and 7 so, in total 3 days. 

And he has not done flaming for 4 days. So the percentage 

of flaming is  �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 42.857%. The percentage 

of not doing flaming is �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 57.143%. Here 
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mean score of flaming f% comes out to be lesser than th3 so 

the person is left unblocked by the Hybrid Model. 

                     Pranav Juneja → Close Friend 

TABLE5:  BEHAVIOR OF  PRANAV JUNEJA  IN PAST 7 DAYS 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming Y Y Y N Y Y Y 

 
This table is generated by the Modified Markov Model. It 
shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 
person has done flaming on day 1,2,3,5,6,7 so, in total 6 
days. And he has not done flaming for 1 day. So the 

percentage of ������ �   �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 85.714%. 

The percentage of not doing flaming is �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 =

14.286%. Here mean score of flaming f% comes out to be 
greater than th4. So the person gets blocked by the Hybrid 
Model. 
                 Mohit Chandel → Close friend 

TABLE5:  BEHAVIOR OF  PRANAV JUNEJA  IN PAST 7 DAYS 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Flaming Y Y Y Y Y N Y 

 
This table is generated by the Modified Markov Model. It 
shows the behavior of the person in the last 7 days. Here the 
person has done flaming on day 1,2,3,4,6,7 so, in total 6 
days. And he has not done flaming for 1 day. So the 

percentage of ������ �   �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 = 85.714%. 

The percentage of not doing flaming is �% = !�
#$ ∗ 100 =

14.286%. Here mean score of flaming f% comes out to be 
greater than th4 so the person gets blocked by the Hybrid 
Model. 

E. Result 

Some of the hostile people got blocked by the Hybrid 
Model and it was able to reduce the amount of flaming done 
on Social Networking Sites. The number of people flaming 
now is 3 in which two are the close friend which did not get 
blocked by the user and one is the professional friend which 
is not get blocked. The number of people not flaming is 3. So 
total status from 12   is reduced to 6 in the profile. Now the 

percentage of people flaming is �% �
� ∗ 100 = 50% and the 

percentage of people not flaming is �% �
� ∗ 100 = 50%. 

The following figure9 graph shows the new percentage of 
people doing flaming to people not doing flaming. 

Thus earlier 75% friends were found to be doing flaming 

and 25% were not flaming. But after using the Hybrid 

Model the flaming percent has decreased to 50% and non-

flaming percent rose to 50%. This graph shows that the 

Hybrid Model has successfully completed its task. 
 

 
Figure 8. Graph of the flaming to non flaming  

V. CONCLUSION 

Now a day the level of flaming is growing day by day on 
Social Networking Sites. As their attractiveness is mounting 
so is the contravention of communication laws. So the above 
explained hybrid model is initiated which aims at declining 
in general of flaming percent on Social Sites. An algorithm 
for flaming detection is also established above. Using this 
algorithm the model’s aim to filter messages containing all 
kinds of ambiguous and vulgar language on social 
networking websites like Facebook, Orkut, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, etc. and then the users can be blocked using 
various models. This would ultimately lead to the decreased 
percentage of flaming on these sites. Thus after detecting the 
flaming words this model is also analyzing the profile of the 
hostile users and according to the importance of the user the 
model block the user. 
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Abstract - Cloud Computing has become as a new IT 

paradigm because of the growth of mobile device like 

smartphone and appearance of Cloud Computing 

environment. This cloud environment provides various 

services and IT resources according to users’ requests, 

so an effective providing of service and IT resources is 

required. Hence, this paper knowledge base 

configuration framework based on resource usage 

frequency in cloud computing. We provide distributed IT 

resources and services to users based on context-

awareness. We also apply the context of usage location 

and time to it for improving recommendation. 

Keywords: Knowledge Base, Framework, Cloud 

Computing, Recommendation 

1 Introduction 

The market of mobile recently has been evolving 

rapidly and cloud computing is spreading into mobile as 

well. Cloud computing is the computing that provides 

virtualized IT resources as a service by using Internet 

technology. In cloud computing, a user lends IT 

resources(software, storage, server, network) as needed, 

uses them, get a support of real-time scalability 

according to service load, and pays as he/she goes. 

Especially the cloud computing environment distributes 

IT resources and allocates according to user’s request, so 

there should be a study on technology that manages 

these resources and effectively deals with it[1]. 

Mobile cloud computing creates a new chance for 

IT industry because it allows the superiority and 

economic of cloud computing to meet the mobility and 

convenience of mobile and draws a synergy effect for 

both. Also mobile cloud computing refers to an 

infrastructure that data storage and data processing is 

done outside mobile device by using cloud computing in 

the regardless of kinds of mobile devices. Mobile 

devices used in the mobile environment include personal 

information and enable to provide the environment that 

collects a variety of context-aware information. Users’ 

demand on service types suitable for the individual 

situation has been increasing. 

Therefore, knowledge base reasoning technique 

has been studied to provide a suitable service for user by 

using user’ context and personal profile information in 

mobile environment[2, 3]. Also, various techniques of 

recommendation have been studied to provide services 

which fitted to user’s situation. Recently many 

researches based on ubiquitous environment are 

progressing. And context is used various elements like 

time, location, companion, condition, and etc. It is used 

to perform the recommendation estimation about item.  

These techniques improve certainly the 

recommendation accuracy. However they were passing 

over resource’s usage frequencies. It indicates how often 

a specific resource is used. We are able to know how 

much user like a specific resource through this fact. We 

proposed idea is that a preference resource is frequently 

used. Sometimes a preference resource may be not 

always used frequently. In this paper, we propose a 

knowledge base configuration framework based on 

resource usage frequency in cloud computing. Also it 

applies context such as location and time. 

2 Related Works 

Mobile platform is mainly referred to mobile 

framework what lets users operate the optimized 

contents or service on mobile and it provided a formed 

interface to UI and service by using RTOS(Realtime OS) 

and hardware function. There are Windows Mobile, 

iPhone, Android, Symbian, etc. as these mobile platform. 

There are Context-aware information modeling 

techniques such as Key-value model, Markup scheme 

model, Graphical model, Object oriented model, and 

ontology based model which are used in the existing 

ubiquitous environment and Web environment. 

Ontology model, a Context-aware model which has been 

studied mostly recently, enables to express concepts and 

interactions easily.  

Recently ontology model has been studied lively 

related to Semantic Web study based on OWL(Web 

Ontology Language) and there is a movement to adapt 

ontology-based model in a variety of context-aware 

framework. One of the early methods of context 

modeling using ontology was proposed by Otzturk and 

Aamodt. Van Heijst divided ontologies into Structure 

Type and Concept Issues in the study for ontology. 

Structure Type is classified as Knowledge Modeling 

Ontology, Information Ontology and Terminological 

Ontology. Concept Issues is divided as Domain 

Ontology, Application Ontology, Representation 
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Ontology and Generic Ontology[4]. Guarino classified 

ontologies according to general level to represent 

context of different kinds[5]. Top-level Ontologies 

describe general concepts like space, time, matter, object, 

event and action. Domain Ontologies and Task 

Ontologies describe the vocabulary related to a generic 

domain or a generic task or activity by specializing the 

terms introduced in the Top-level Ontology. Application 

Ontologies describe concepts depending both on a 

particular domain and task, which are often 

specializations of both the related ontology. These 

concepts correspond to roles played by domain entities 

while performing a certain activity. 

Context modeling in context-awareness needs to 

acquire context initially. Then it is necessary to process 

modeling to enable acquired context to use. Many 

projects have used context model with their certain type. 

Context Toolkit[6] suggested middleware layers that 

serve to convey to application after acquiring original 

information and transforming it into any type that 

application can be understandable. Hydrogen was 

developed by Hofer[7]. This system is based on 

hierarchical architecture. This model’s representation 

ability is admirable because it represented model with 

object-oriented method. But the representation formality 

is incomplete. Karen’s context information model is 

based on object-oriented method. This modeling concept 

provides a formal basis for representing and reasoning 

about some of the properties of context information such 

as its persistence and other temporal characteristics, its 

quality and its interdependencies[8]. He attempted to 

model using both the Entity-Relationship model and the 

class diagrams of UML. CASS(Context-Awareness Sub-

Structure)[9] is a framework for context-aware mobile 

application designed with middleware approach. By 

separating into application and context inference, this 

middleware can be able to infer context without 

recompiling. CONON(the Context Ontology)[10] is 

divided as Upper Domain and specific Sub Domain.  

The context model is structured around a set of 

abstract entities, each describing a physical or con-

ceptual object including Person, Activity, Computational 

Entity and Location, as well as a set of abstract sub-

classes. This model supports extensibility to add specific 

concepts in different application domain. It also supports 

the use of logic reasoning to check the consistency of 

context information, and to reason over low-level, but 

it’s difficult to represent diverse context with upper 

context restricted selectively. However, these context 

models not sufficient on mobile cloud computing. 

Therefore, this paper proposes context model in order to 

manage resources more effectively by using personal 

context information and do modeling context-aware 

information in mobile platform and reason. 

And recommender system performs a role to help 

users with selection of items that they do not previously 

experience[13]. To do so, we recommend an item that 

user can like. For this, recommender system is based on 

rating for items. But in the case of an item that user does 

not experience, there is no rating for the items. 

Therefore, recommender system should be able to 

estimate rating for unrated item. Rating for unrated 

items can be estimated with various methods. Content-

based filtering, collaborative filtering, and hybrid 

filtering can be classified according to method of rating 

estimation and method of recommendation 

generation[11].  

Many current content-based systems focus on 

recommending items containing textual information, 

such as documents and Web sites URLs[12]. For 

generating recommendation about textual information, 

Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency(TF-IDF) 

measurement was proposed to estimate the weight of 

keywords[13]. It is based on the frequency of keyword. 

Also Bayesian classifiers and other techniques are used 

in content-based recommendation[14]. These techniques 

calculate utility predictions based on a model learned 

from the underlying data using statistical learning and 

machine learning techniques. Collaborative filtering 

systems try to predict the utility of items for a particular 

user based on the items previously rated by other users. 

This is the difference with content-based recommend-

ation methods. More formally, the utility u(c,s) of item s 

for user c is estimated based on the utilities u(cj,s) 

assigned to item s by those users(cj C) who are “similar” 

to user c. For example, in a movie recommendation 

application, in order to recommend movies to user c, the 

collaborative recommender system tries to find other 

users that have similar tastes in movies. Then, only the 

movies that are most liked by the “peers” of user c 

would be recommended. Collaborative recommender 

systems are applied in various applications such as 

GroupLens, Video Recommender and Ringo. Collabo-

rative recommendations can be grouped into two general 

classes: memory-based and model-based. Memory-

based algorithms essentially are heuristics that make 

rating predictions based on the entire collection of 

previously rated items by the users[12]. Model-based 

algorithms use the collection of ratings to learn a model, 

which is then used to make rating predictions[13]. 

Several recommendation systems use a hybrid approach 

by combining collaborative and content-based methods, 

which helps to avoid certain limitations of content-based 

and collaborative systems[11]. 

3 Knowledge Base Configuration 

Framework for Recommendation 

Most of recommender system provides 

recommendation about users and items. And the 

recommendation space is two dimensions(users and 

items). Similarity of user groups and ranking of items 

are appropriate criteria as recommendation. However, 

for the accuracy of recommendations, more information 

and processing technique is needed. In this paper, we 

research improving recommendation accuracy by adding 

a context and resources on mobile cloud computing. So, 

we propose a technique of recommendation that is added 

additional recommendation space. Additional 

recommendation space is the context about location and 
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time, resource. 

3.1 Information Aggregation 

Mobile cloud computing network is consisted of 

wireless embedded sensor devices and exchanges 

information in wireless communication. It adheres 

RFID(Radio Frequency IDentification) to everything. 

And it is able to detect the situation through context 

awareness and generate real-time connection for 

managing information. Consequently mobile cloud 

computing means the environment that is able to 

communicate anytime, anywhere and anything. We will 

aggregate the data for recommending services in this 

environment. 

In this paper, data is defined all used information 

by user. For example, trousers, mobile phone, PDA, 

watch, shoes, classes, bag, software, CPU, storage, 

network and etc. are available information. RFID can be 

embedded in these items. Item’s identification 

information and current user’s location and time can be 

aggregated from them. Location is derived information 

from sensed data. Time is sensed time.  

We can know users context through item's id, 

location and time information. Location is not user's 

current location. It means the kind of location. Since we 

need only user preference, fined-grained information 

about location is not needed. 

Aggregated information is able to use for 

recommending services. To do so, we have to analyze 

resource’s usage frequency. We can obtain users 

preference through the analysis of usage. This 

information is context and filtering criteria. 

3.2 Profiling of Aggregated Information 

Aggregated information means user's information. 

To analyze user's taste, data modeling procedure is 

needed. It transforms data into more consistent form. 

Mostly modeling is used the profile or database. 

Specially, in mobile cloud computing, context-aware 

information which can be used is user’s profile, services 

that user was used, resources for providing services. 

And we need to techniques of recommendation in order 

to manage resources more effectively on mobile cloud 

computing, multimodal techniques for supporting 

convenient user’s interface, inferring user’s intention 

more accurately. So, we include entity such as provision, 

activity. Figure 1 shows each entity and relational 

property.  

In this paper, generic ontology is user, service, 

resource, provision, activity. And they are connected 

with each other through relational property(eg. Location 

between User and location). Individual generic ontology 

includes domain ontology as a detailed material and 

immaterial entity(eg, User and location). Consequently, 

it provides extensibility and formal representation ability 

by hierarchical ontology classification. 

 

Fig.1 Context model Suggested platform architecture 

3.3 Recommendation Generation Process 

Context data is not applied directly for 

recommending services because context is only situation. 

To apply context, recommender system requires user’s 

preference that is derived from context. Therefore we 

propose context analysis technique for generating 

preference. This technique analyzes separately location 

and time, resources information. It makes a result that 

means resource usage frequency. Resource usage 

frequency(RUF) is consisted of three part, RUFt(time), 

RUFl(location), RUFr(resources). 

The analysis processes are consisted of four steps. 

Each operation is performed by recommender system. 

First, system extracts context from resource usage 

database. Second, it divides context by location or time, 

resources. Third, it estimates one item’s frequency based 

on location and time and resources. The results are IUFi,l 

and RUFi,t,RUFi,r. Finally, it estimates RUFi,l,t,r using 

RUFi,l and RUFi,t,RUFi,r. 

We can take any item’s RUF depending on 

location and time and resources through the above 

analysis procedure. The mid-result RUFi,l means how 

frequent an user uses services i in any location. And 

RUFi,t means how frequent an user uses services i in any 

time. RUFi,r means how frequent an user uses services i 

on any resources. 

3.4 Estimating Resource Usage Frequency 

All resources can denote a set. It is consisted of 

several sets. That is, 

 

I={il1,t1,r1,il2,t2,r2…iln,tn,rn}. An element of resources set 

il,t,r means that it is a location, time, resource when an 

services are used. One service’s RUFi,l,t is defined like 

if

if
RUF ti

ti

,

, 
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below: 

 

if is the total appearance frequency of an services. 

ifl is the appearance frequency where location is l. ift is 

the appearance frequency when time is t. ifr is the 

appearance frequency what resources is r. RUF is able 

to be denoted as R(i, RUFi,l,t, location, time). 

4 Conclusions 

Recommendation in context-awareness needs to 

acquire context initially. And then it is necessary to 

process modeling to enable acquired context to use. In 

this paper, we have proposed recommendation technique 

to provide users with suitable services and manage 

resources effectively by using context information in the 

Mobile Cloud environment. We have also defined 

context for modeling through diverse context definitions. 

We have classified ontology and represent hierarchically. 

The proposed framework by the paper is expected to 

help have the optimized personalized service and 

effective IT resources management in the Mobile Cloud 

environment. And we proposed a novel recommendation 

approach based on aggregated information. This 

approach classifies aggregated information into location 

and time and resources and writes them to profile. And 

then recommender system analyzes them for generating 

context. The analyzed context is resource usage 

frequency. 

Our approach is not main filtering approach. That 

is, it’s role is the assistance for improving the legacy 

filtering approach and expanding recommendation 

environment into mobile cloud computing. Therefore 

our future work is to integrate our approach to legacy 

filtering approach and to perform sufficient experiments 

on mobile cloud computing. Also, we will include 

additional function for inference. Also we will try to 

progress in a study that interpret and inference the high 

level context, and study the resources management 

technique that manages distributed IT resources 

effectively by using context information, and the part 

that examines the performance and tests after 

embodying the actual platform proposed. 
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Abstract - Mean response time for single user and mean 
waiting time for multiple users are important measures of QoS 
(quality of Service) in accessing a web server. This paper 
presents analytical models to find the mean response time and 
the mean waiting time for web service using HTTP over SCTP, 
and to estimate the effectiveness of SCTP over TCP. The 
proposed response and waiting time model assumes the 
multiple packet losses and narrowband network where fast 
retransmission is not possible due to small window. Our 
practical experiments validate the accuracy of the proposed 
model. It is shown that the differences between the results 
from the model and those from the experiments are very small 
below 4% on average. We also find that the mean waiting time 
for HTTP over SCTP is less than that for HTTP over TCP. 
The model can be applied to dimensioning of network link 
bandwidths and distribution of web servers to satisfy a given 
QoS to end users. 

Keywords: Mean waiting time, HTTP over SCTP, modeling  

 

1 Introduction 

  TCP (transmission control protocol) provides single 
streamed and strictly ordered delivery of data, which 
increases the users' perceived latency. SCTP (stream control 
transmission protocol) [1,2] was proposed as a transport layer 
protocol which has multi-streaming capability to transmit 
several independent streams of chunks (or messages) in 
parallel. When a packet loss occurs in a stream, it affects the 
relevant stream only.  

Typically, response time is affected by data size and 
transmission time according to transmission rate of link as 
well as by congestion control mechanism. The congestion 
control mechanism of SCTP is similar with window-based 
one of TCP. Their common functions are slow-start, 
congestion avoidance, timeout, and fast retransmission.  

Previous related works on analytical models of data 
transmission delay over TCP are as following: Padhye [3] 
considered large amount of data transmission on steady state 
over TCP. Most of TCP connections for HTTP data 
transmission, however, are short for small amount of data 
instead of large one in current internet environment. 

Connection setup or slow-start time dominates the 
performance of web in this environment. Noticing this 
phenomenon, Cardwell [4] extended the above steady state 
model but he did not consider delay of TCP after time-out. 
Jiong [5] enhanced the model of [4] by considering slow-start 
time after timeout of retransmission. However, since the 
above models assumed wideband network, they are not able 
to be applied to the narrowband network environment, which 
this paper considers. That is because this environment does 
not allow fast retransmission of data due to the very small 
size of window [6].  

Ladha and Amer [7] studied the performance of FTP (file 
transfer protocol) over SCTP, and Carmarllo et al. [8] 
analyzed the performance of SIP (session initiated protocol) 
over SCTP. However, there is no known work on waiting 
time of HTTP over SCTP using an analytical model.  

Furthermore, the previous studies are limited to single 
user cases, where the response time is a good measure of the 
end-to-end delay experienced by a user. The motivation of 
this paper is to study the case of multiple users accessing a 
server, where the waiting and turnaround times depend on the 
server load. In such a case, the response time may not be a 
good measure of end-to-end delay. The focus of this paper is 
to determine the user level performance of HTTP in the case 
of multiple users. The results reported in this paper can be 
used by network engineers to dimension a network in terms 
of bandwidth requirement and to develop scheme distributing 
the load among a number of web servers in order to improve 
the waiting delay perceived by end users. The objective of 
this study is to find the theoretical upper bound of the actual 
waiting and turnaround times of users in a real environment 
when they download web objects using HTTP over SCTP in 
the narrowband network, which does not allow fast 
retransmission. 

We achieve our objectives by developing an analytical 
model to compute the mean waiting and turnaround time of 
an end user when multiple users simultaneously access the 
web server. In contrast to previous work [9,10,11], which 
only considered the response time of an object for single user, 
we first consider the response time for single user and then 
find waiting delay for multiple users. The results of this paper 
will allow us to compute more realistic end-to-end delay 
experienced by a user in the real environment.  

This research was supported by Basic Science Research Program through 
the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) funded by the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technology (2012R1A1A4A01003651) 
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Since the estimated mean waiting time in this paper can 
be considered as QoS (quality of service) of endpoint users, it 
can be used as a benchmark to pre-estimate waiting time by 
considering size of objects, bandwidth, and round trip time. 
To validate the proposed mean waiting time model, we 
experiment in a simple test-bed and compare the results with 
estimated value. In addition, we compare the values with the 
mean waiting time of HTTP over TCP.  

2 Mean response time model for HTTP 
over SCTP 

In this section, we first summarized the previous 
analytical model [11] for mean response time when single 
user retrieves a web object in the narrowband network.  

Figure 1 shows congestion control mechanism of SCTP in 
the narrowband network. In Figure1, th(1), th(2), and th(3) 
are slow start thresholds and initially th(1) = ¥. y coordinate 
is cwnd (congestion window) and its initial value is 2×mtu. 
Thus SCTP executes slow-start period by increasing cwnd 
exponentially such as 2, 4, 8, ... and detects packet loss when 
timeout occurs at ①. 
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Figure 1. Congestion control of SCTP in the narrowband network 

That is, the threshold of next stage is reduced to half size 
of the window in which packet loss occurred and slow-start 
period is repeated with congestion windows exponentially 
increased from 1 to 2, 4, 8, etc. When the congestion window 
exceeds threshold th(2), congestion avoidance period is 
started. Since this period needs an acknowledgement every 
packet, it is called linearly increasing period. If a packet loss 
occurs as Figure 1, ② in this period, there are two choices 
according to timeout. First of all, using equation (1) new 
threshold (th(3)) is obtained. If three duplicate 
acknowledgements are obtained before timeout, then fast 
retransmission (Figure 1, ③) is started. Otherwise slow-start 

(Figure 1, ④) is executed. In this paper we assume the 
narrowband network which is not able to receive three 
duplicate acknowledgements during timeout. Thus the slow-
start is executed.  

In order to simplify the model we assume that sizes of 
web objects are identical and received packets are transmitted 
in an upper layer in terms of window unit. Let the size of an 
object to transfer be θ bits and maximum transfer unit mtu 
bits, then the number of packets to transfer for an object is n 
=éθ/mtuù.  

When the probability of a packet loss is p, the expected 

number of total packet loss is α= énpù in terms of binomial 

distribution. At this moment, a certain packet loss occurs 
during either slow-start or congestion avoidance.  

From the above, we can identify the packet loss period by 
comparing, for kth packet loss, the possible number of 
packets (Ath(k)) to transmit until the threshold (th(k), 
k=1,2,..,a) at which congestion avoidance starts, with the 
expected number of packets (x(k): k=1,2,..,a) transmitted 
before the packet loss.  At this time, x(k) is calculated as a 
function of  remained packets N(k) and packet loss rate p.  

We can determine that an arbitrary kth packet loss occurs 
either during slow-start or congestion avoidance, when either 
x(k) < Ath(k) or x(k) ³ Ath(k), respectively. For example, in 
Figure 1, the total number of packets transmitted is x(1) until 
the first loss ① and the possible number of packets to 
transmit is  Ath(1) until  th(1). And since x(1) < Ath(1), it is 
considered that the packet loss occurs during slow-start 
period. Similarly, since the number of packets sent before the 
loss ② is x(2) > Ath(2), it is determined that the packet loss 
occurs during congestion avoidance.  

Mean response time for HTTP over SCTP is given as 
equation (1).  
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Since the first packet loss (k=1) of SCTP in equation (1) 
occurs always during slow-start as shown in Figure 1, 

)( 1
slowTE  needs to be added. Packet losses after second one 

occur during either slow-start or congestion avoidance. 

)( k
slowTE  and )( k

congTE  represent mean response time, when the  

kth packet loss (k=2,3,...a) occurs during slow-start and 
congestion avoidance, respectively. Since an arbitrary packet 
loss cannot occurs simultaneously during slow-start and 
congestion avoidance, ß is either 0 or 1 for the given kth loss. 
That is, if kth packet loss occurs during slow-start and ß = 1, 
then E(Tsctp) is accumulated by adding )( k

slowTE . Similarly, if 

kth packet loss occurs during congestion avoidance and ß = 0, 
then E(Tsctp) is accumulated by adding )( k

congTE .  Therefore the 

total mean response time of an object needs to add either 

)( k
slowTE  or )( k

congTE  (k=1,2,...,a) as the expected value of lost 

packet number (a). R, which is the time to transfer the 
remained data N(a+1) after the last packet loss occurred, can 
be calculated without considering additional packet losses 
since the expected value of packet losses is a. That is, if 
N(a+1) is less than the possible amount of data to transfer 
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until the last threshold th(a+1), the transmission is completed 
during slow-start period. Therefore R is sum of slow-start 
time (ST(N(a+1))) and transmission time (N(a+1)×mtu/µ) 
until then. Otherwise the transmission is completed during 
congestion avoidance period. Thus R is sum of slow-start 
time (ST(Ath(a+1))) and transmission time (N(a+1)×mtu/µ) until 
the threshold adding additional time ((N(a+1)-Ath(a+1))×rtt) 
in congestion avoidance period.  

3 Mean waiting time model for HTTP 
over SCTP 

The mean response time of HTTP over SCTP (E(Tsctp)) 
found in the previous section is total time for a user to 
connect to a web server and download an object. Mean 
waiting and turnaround time are defined as the average time 
when users need for the start and the finish of web service 
respectively when multiple users access the web server 
simultaneously. 

We assume the asynchronous TDM (time division 
multiplexing) based on packet for web service. An web object 
consists of n packets, thus, packet response time (t) is equal 
to E(Tsctp)/n when every t is same. Also, n is given by éθ/mtuù. 
Now, if we assume that four clients (m=4) request the same 
file, each user's expected response time (E(Tsctp)) will be the 
same. For example, we consider the case where n=3 with the 
asynchronous TDM. When a client requests an object from 
the server, three packets are included in the object. E(Tsctp) 
means total response time that each client expects. 

Now, we develop analytical models for the mean waiting 
and turnaround times for two cases depending on whether the 
packet responses times are same or not [12]. 

When the web servers are connected to the external users 
through only one link, the total waiting time, the mean 

waiting time( same
sctpW ), total turnaround time, and mean 

turnaround time( same
sctpT ) are given by the following equations: 
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When the web servers are connected to the external users 
through many links of different bandwidths, the mean waiting 
and turnaround time are given by Eqs. (6) and (7) 
respectively. First, we consider the mean waiting time. To 
find the waiting time of i th user, we divide the total time into 

two intervals: the first interval represents the time when all 
the packets except the last packet of each user has been 
received; the second interval represents the time when the last 
packet of each user has been received. Total waiting time of i 
th user until the first interval is (the number of packets - 1) × 
[(the number of users for group including i th user – 1) × ti + 
(total packet response time excluding i th group)]. The 
waiting time of i th user is the sum of response times of other 
users prior to him. By generalizing and adding this all, we 
obtain the following equation for the mean waiting time. Both 
m0 and t0 are zeros in the equation 
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Now, we consider the mean turnaround time. If we use 
the same procedure as the waiting time, total turnaround time 
of i th user until the second interval is (the number of packets 
- 1) × [the number of users (mi) × the sum of packet response 
time (ti)]. The turnaround time of any user in the second 
interval is the sum of response times of other users prior to 
him and his own packet response time. Thus, by generalizing 
and adding this all, we obtain the following equation. Both m0 
and t0 are zeros in the equation. 
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4 Performance evaluation 

Based on the model discussed in section 2 and 3, we can 
construct an algorithm for the whole procedure as in 
Algorithm 1. When number of packets for an object is n, the 
complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 

Algorithm 1.  mean waiting and turnaround time for HTTP over SCTP  

01: Begin 
02: Compute the total number of packets in object (n = éθ/mtuù)      
03: Compute the expected number of packet loss,  α =  énpù) 
04: Set N(1) = n and th(1) = ∞ 
05: Set E(Tsctp) = 0 
06: for all k such that k=1,2…, α do 

07:         Find  )( k
slowTE  and )( k

congTE

 

 

08: end for 
09: Find the mean response time, E(Tsctp)= E(Tsctp) + R 
10: Find the packet response time, t = E(Tsctp) / n 
11:  If  t  is same for all bandwidth type i,      
12:     Find mean waiting ( diff

sctpW  ) and turnaround time using Eq. (3) and  

Eq. (5), respectively. 
13:  else 
14:     Find mean waiting and turnaround time using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7),  

respectively. 
15:  endif 
16:  End 

 

We consider a simulation of web server for TCP and 
SCTP, and an environment to emulate HTTP.  Table 1 
depicts test-bed used in the experiment. Desktop computers 
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are used as client-server to send data. In order to simulate real 
network, we use a laptop computer with NIST emulator [13] 
between a client and a server, and adjust various network 
conditions such as packet loss (p), bandwidth (µ), and  RTT 
(rtt).  

TABLE I.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

node hardware software os 

web server 
Dell Dimension 
Desktop. 

File Sender 
program. 

Redhat Linux 9 
kernel 2.6.6 

web client 
Dell Dimension 
Desktop. 

File Receiver 
program. 

Redhat Linux 9 
kernel 2.6.6 

NIST 
emulator 

Dell Inspiron-100 
Laptop. 

Nist-Emulator 
Software. 

Redhat Linux 9 
kernel 2.4.20 

 

Except the number of initial windows, HTTP over TCP 
model is basically same as HTTP over SCTP. That is, except 
that mean response time (E(T1

slow)) for the case of first packet 
loss occurred in slow-start phase of Algorithm 1 is computed 
differently, the procedures are same.  Mean object size (θ) is 
13.5 KB and maximum transmission unit (mtu) is 536 B. A 
HTML file contains five web objects. 

Figure 2 depicts mean waiting times for each p, µ, rtt. In 
the figure, MODEL_SCTP and EXPE_SCTP represent  diff

sctpW

 and Tsctp, respectively. MODEL_TCP and EXPE_TCP also 
represent  diff

tcpW

 

and Ttcp, respectively. Figure 2 shows that 

both model for HTTP over SCTP and HTTP over TCP 
overestimates mean waiting times for p and µ, respectively, 
but, model underestimates them for rtt. 
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Figure 2. Mean waiting times for p, µ, rtt 

Now, we define the mean difference ratio between models 
and experiments by Eq. (8). 
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The computed DIFFmean is 4.17 %, so our model is well 
fitted to the real environment. This small error is due to the 
inaccuracy of the NIST emulator. Additionally, we find that 
the mean waiting time of HTTP over SCTP is less than HTTP 
over TCP on both the model and experiment. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper presents an analytical model to estimate mean 
waiting time of web service using HTTP over SCTP in the 
narrowband network when multiple users access web server 
simultaneously. We first described the mean response time 
model for single user and extend the mean response time 
model to the mean waiting and turnaround time models for 
multiple users. Simple test-bed simulation results show that 
the analytical model fits well by having that mean difference 
ratio between the analytical model and experiment is about 
4% within a relatively small value.  
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Abstract 
 

Video images are the most popular media in 
the 20th century. One of the media devices is TV. 
We use TV on a daily basis. We are shown much 
information by TV.  

However, today, we don’t spend so much time 
watching TV for getting information. We can get 
more information by web sites. Also we can 
watch video images on video-sharing sites as 
YouTube. Video-sharing sites provide many 
videos about a lot of topics. We can find videos 
of any arcane topics on the sites.  

On the other hand, some people still watch TV. 
TV has the easiest usage to watch video images. 
TV keeps showing many video programs while 
the powers are alive.  
In this paper, we propose a new Internet 
broadcast system that keeps us watching web 
videos, so-called “Post-TV System (PTS)”. For 
watching videos, this system needs only one 
step: accessing. It is similar to TV in that the 
procedure is facile. However unlike TV, PTS 
uses web videos that are in interest for each 
user.  
 
Keywords: Video Image; Video Sharing, Social 
Network, Communication, Post TV 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Today, information is the most important 
things for communication. When we 
communicate, we need interests in common. 
However, our interests do not be kept hot. We 

must to get new information to keep 
communication. And the information has to be 
shared.  

Recently, video picture is the most popular 
device of media showing. In anywhere, we can 
watch TV that is the most popular video device. 
Most homes have TVs. TV has 3 merits. First 
merit is limits of selection. TV shows many 
video pictures, but those videos comply 
programs. Videos in TV are depended by 
channel number and time. We can choose a 
channel from only under 1000 channels. Sharing 
experience about TV videos is easy. If our 
friends and we have nearly sensitivity, both will 
get information in common without thinking. 
Second of TV using merits is the usage. We can 
start to watch TV with one operation: to turn on. 
TV is continuous showing videos until to turn 
off. When we feel bored, we should push one 
button: next channel button, previous channel 
button, any number buttons. Therefore, we 
spend much time in watching TV and we get 
much information naturally. Last of the merits is 
the placement. As we said, most homes have 
TVs. So, where do TVs be placed on? Most TVs 
are in living room. And two or more TVs almost 
do not set in the same room because video 
pictures include audio media. Sounds are 
interfering with each other. We should not use 
multiple TVs. Video picture is the strongest 
attracting media. The display is moving anytime. 
The sound is mainly human words. Being in 
common living room is sharing TV in the room. 
Because of the 3 reasons, watching TV is the 
best way of sharing interests, today.  
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On the other hand, recently, a new media 
device – personal computer - grew up. 
Computers (including cellphones and tablets) 
have higher usability and those are less 
inexpensive than old one.  Furthermore, Internet 
gets much and much information that can be 
reached by computer. Computer diffuses alike 
TV. So, we usual use computer for getting 
information from web site. Without exceptions, 
web sites of videos are getting much access. 
Video-sharing site as “YouTube” is typical of 
web video site. Users upload videos to the sites. 
Video-sharing sites have much more videos than 
TV. Many amounts, many sorts, many times 
and many languages videos are there. In 
addition, web contents have no limits to get; 
web videos are more watchable. However, when 
we want to use the sites, we have to search 
videos with keywords at first on a web browser. 
Next of the searching, we choose some videos 
from the results list. After there, web video is 
started to play. To watch web videos needs 
many steps. 

As stated above, some differences exist 
between TV videos and web videos. Web videos 
are least limits about times, places and amounts. 
That is a great point for using alone, but it is bad 
point for sharing interests by daily videos use. 
Two major video devices have some 
characteristic in opposite. TV is the best device 
to watch videos daily and while long time at 
once. Even now, we use TV to watch videos.  

In this paper, we propose a new Internet 
Broadcast System that makes us keep watching 
in nature. This system has some great points as 
video-sharing site has, and it suits to keep 
watching videos alike TV. This is named “Post 
TV System (PTS)”. In section 2 and 3, we 
discuss how to construct this system. Section 2 
is written about ideas, and Section 3 is 
explained concrete mechanism. Next, in section 
4, we explain a prototype system of PTS. After 
there, it is written about conclusion and 
problems.  
 
2. New Watching Style 
 

The newest style of watching videos is to 
watch web videos on video-sharing sites. Web 
videos are one of web contents. It is non-special 
data to be transferred. If we can access Internet, 
we can get and watch all of web videos. That is 
web videos can use without limits: about times 
and places. Anytime, anywhere, we can access 
huge web videos.  

On the other hand, TV is the most popular 
device even now. TV is the special device to 
watch TV programs. To broadcast TV programs 
needs special equipment. So, videos on TV are 
limited about users’ environments: times, places 
and channels. The other side of the coin is that 
some friends and we often watch the same 
videos fortuitously. It is important for 
communications. 

Recently, our interests get complex, diversify 
and specialize. However, TV videos still deal in 
standard topics. We are ungrateful when we 
watch TV videos. So, we stop watching and turn 
off the power. Today’s TV videos are too bored 
to stay watching. Some activist agers stop 
watching TV.  

TV is good for communications, but TV is 
bad for personal interests. However, when we 
talk about topics from TV videos with friends, it 
is not fun. Why do not we share some topics in 
common without thinking? That is the too 
messy ways to share web videos. Generally, 
friends have some interests in common with us. 
But it is difficult that both watch a web video 
perchance. We can get vast multitude of web 
videos. If we want to share a video, we must 
evincive induct the video. This action is too 
messy; we need to think comments and send 
message. Today’s web videos are accessible, but 
that are not sharable.  

We seems that a new watching style solves 
the problem. The watching style satisfy both of 
accessible and sharable.  

 
3. Approach 

 
To reach the purposes as already discussed, 

we make a new system to keep watching with 
web videos that are in own interests. The system 
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is constructed to fill the following terms: simple 
usage, automatic selections, to keep in interests. 

First, the system is easy to use alike TV. Easy 
usage makes us keep watching. Chances of 
sharing topics are bumped up by more watching. 

Next, the system needs to automatic selection 
to watch. Existing system needs to search for 
finding videos that match own interests. In 
addition, when we want to communicate, we 
must choose conversational partners and ways 
of conversation. It is too painful to do casual 
communication. 

At the end, the system has to show us curious 
videos. It keeps us watching, and 
communicating. Anyone does not stop using the 
system is important for sharing videos.  

What is attractive video? We have some 
interests of some types. Our interests probably 
are shared with our friends. Videos witch 
friends have seen are attractive. In addition, the 
videos have added information that friends have 
already watched. To watch videos that have 
friends watched is interesting for us. This 
system has some channels of videos. It is made 
by viewing data of friends. These channels seem 
to be attractive for us. The channel is called 
“Friend Channel”, in this paper. 

Automatic selection is consisted with 
attractive videos in this system. We have to 
have strongly limits if we automatize selecting 
videos. However, limits often reduce our 
regards because limits often spring up 
dissatisfactions. On the other hand, friend 
channel is including many limits but it does not 
make us bored. We should start automatic 
selecting by friend channels from now.  

The new watching style ensure attractive 
videos and automatic selections. However, 
communication on Internet has to go over 
hurdles. We cannot feel mood. Then we have no 
criterion to start communication. 
Communication part of the system should be 
airily useful. This system has some function to 
solve these problems; the system juggles 
automatic selection and automatic joining to a 
chat room, showing messages is formed 

random-position putting to be less suit 
discussion. 
 
4. Mechanisms of the Post-TV System 
 
4.1. Overview of the system 
 

This chapter is written about Post-TV system, 
which is the most important part of continuous 
watching, in detail. At first, this system needs to 
make friends list. This list is similar to one of 
some SNS sites. For example: “Followers” in 
Twitter and “Friends” in Myspace. The 
“friends” of this system has similar interest and 
sensitivity to the user’s one. Thus, friends 
channel is valuable to watch for the user. 

This system controls by some data in a web 
server. The data relate to users. Also the data 
relate to groups, which have common videos 
and common companions. These data are used 
to make friend channels with updating. 

This system is used in anywhere and anytime. 
So, this system is constructed by web system. It 
needs not some additional applications or plug-
ins. It only needs to have a web browser. 

In addition, web browsers of recent years 
may put up the system on the full display of 
devices by the browsers’ function. We watch 
this system without excrescent information. The 
execution screen is showed at Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig.1 Screen Image 

 
This Post-TV system is formed in three parts. 
One of parts is about main video. Main video 
area is fixed in left top. Users watch mainly this 
video. Other part is friend channel area in right. 
This area shows some videos, which are the 
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friends’ real-time display without sounds. In 
addition, the friends’ name and operation 
buttons are with each video. The last part is 
communication area in left bottom. This system 
is used basic text chat in the way of prototype. 
In the case of Figure 1, the user has watched a 
video. Also two friends have watched the same 
one. And, the three users make a 
communication group. They talk in the group. 
The main video is selected by friend channel. 
Each friend channel has “Change Button” to 
change main video. When the button pushed, 
the main video and the communication group 
are changed. The main video is changed to the 
friend video, and the communication group is 
changed to another one, which attached by the 
friend. On the other hand, the main video can 
change without operation. If the main video is 
finished, it and communication group will 
change to random ones of friends. 
Therefore, this system keeps showing new 
videos by friend channel. This continuous 
playing makes commercial films insert each the 
interval. The commercial films are selected 
automatic form advertising channel. This 
channel is fixed in the friend channel area. And, 
buttons and commercial films’ title is shown 
like friend videos. The commercial films’ 
properties are stored in a web server on ahead. If 
advertising channel’s video is finished, the 
video is changed to other video that is chosen by 
random. 
 

 
Fig.2 Video sharing 

 
4.2. Data of the Server 

 
The web server has three parts of data. One is 

about users. Another is about communication 
group. Last is about commercial films. 

Before use, a user makes own account with 
ID Number and Passwords. The user’s account 
has some data that are the User’s Name, ID 
Number, Passwords, Last Access Time, 
Communication Group ID, Ads ID, Online State, 
Publicity Level, and What’s New. 

ID Number, Passwords, Name and Publicity 
Level can be decided in user’s favor. Rest 
properties are floating value by using. Last 
Access Time is amount of transit milliseconds 
from 1st Jan. 1970. It is changed when the user 
logins or updates own properties. Online State 
has particular value each states; watching, 
nothing and offline. Publicity Level is similar to 
Online State. It has particular value each states; 
visible and invisible. What’s New is special 
information’s property. For example: 
adding/removing friends list and being called by 
friends. Communication Group ID seems like a 
chat room number. One time, someone starts to 
watch a new video with a new communication 
group. That video images and chat logs will be 
in common with companions, and the group has 
a unique ID number. Ads ID are that video’s ID 
of commercial films on the server. If advertising 
channel’s video is finished, Ads ID will change 
and play the new commercial film. 

Properties of communication group are 
Launched Time, Video URL, Member List, and 
Chat Logs. When someone joins a 
communication group, the user gets start to 
watch the same scene of the same video. Video 
URL and Launched Time decide these. Member 
List is written by Users’ ID. Chat Logs is 
including time data and message data. 
 
4.3. Processing of Actions 
 

Post-TV System has three big actions: to 
change the video and communication group, to 
start watching a new video and synchronizing. 

Changing the video and communication 
group is caused by two cases. On case is 
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pushing a friend’s the “Change Button”. The 
other case is caused when the user’s video has 
finished. In those cases, at first, load 
Communication Group ID by the friend ID. If 
candidates are two or more people, choose one 
at random. Second, the system loads properties 
of Communication Group. Next, it updates own 
data. After that, it tries to play the new video. 

To start watching a new video needs to create 
a new communication group. This action has to 
input the new Video’s URL. Press the “New 
Video Watching Button” at the top. So, a 
dialogue box with text box is pop-up. And the 
user inputs there. Thus, the system creates a new 
Communication Group. That has properties of 
communication groups; Communication Group 
ID, Video URL, and Launched Time from the 
start. At the end, the system changes the 
communication group including to play the new 
video. 

Synchronizing is repeated in each 5 seconds. 
This processing is mainly updating and 
checking. Updating is to rewrite the server’s 
properties. Typical one is Last Access Time. 
This data is used to calculate transit time of 
videos. In the other hand, the system checks all 
of friends and communication group. Their 
Online States, Communication Group IDs, Chat 
Logs are very changeable. This step is needed to 
keep real-time communications. 
 
5. Consideration 
 

In this thesis, we propose about a new system, 
which makes continuous watching. This system, 
that is called Post-TV System, makes us watch 
many videos, without operating. The easy usage 
is good to start watching and to keep using. So, 
this system does not need some clear intentions 
to use. However, this system is used with many 
web videos that are wide variety contents. We 
are allowed to watch any interesting video by 
friends’ information, with few impediments. 
Thus, Post-TV System has kept higher interest 
than TV. 

In addition, the spaces between videos are 
suitable for inserting commercial messages. 

Commercial films should be watched whoever 
uses this system. Commercial films do not have 
strong impact. Thus, this system is not suitable 
for commercial films. However, continuous 
watching makes interval of the videos. If 
commercial films are put there, it is effective as 
use the TV. 

We seem that we have two agendas. These 
are about browsing function on this system and 
how to start using this. 

Web browsing function is important to this 
system. This system has to make user keep 
watching. It is too large risk that users want to 
do anything at outside of this system. If a user is 
loosed from this system, the user needs to 
decide to get back. We should innovate the 
function. 

Another problem is at staring this system. 
The system requires us to use with many friends. 
Otherwise, the friend channel does not perform 
enough. Thus, we need to register a lot of 
friends and need to keep using. We have to 
ponder the way to solve. One of idea is that 
server administrators prepare some pseudo users. 
The users are always online and are watching 
videos which are according to some topics. Thus, 
users can register pseudo users enough. 
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